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FOR ACORN RISC COMPUTERS

•

he ScanLight 256 scanner

offers a maximum resolution of

1400 dpi true 256 grey-levels at
full 105mmwidth. In addition there is support for

monochrome, 16 grey level and 256 grey-level scanning at
100, 200, 300 and 400 dpi. The latest scanner model offers a

convenientone-touchscanningbutton and a unique overscan
buzzer which gives an audio warning when you are scanning
toofast. Ahandy ruler isalsosupplied to ensure perfectly
straight scans. TheScanLight softwareoffersseveral unique
facilities that makeit the leaderin its field - e.g. the ability to
provide all picture processing and enhancement functions with
only the one original copyof the image inmemory - vital since
scanned pictures requirea great deal of memory.

THE CLEAR LEADER

IN SCANNING SOFTWARE
FOR THE ARCHIMEDES

The ScanLight software offers:

The perfect way to capture high quality pictures for

inclusion in DTP or practicallyany other RISC OS

application.

Instant image rotation by any angle.

Support for the RISC OS 3true 256 grey-level sprite format.

Only one copy of the image in memory atonce.

On the fly screen dithering for maximum image quality.

Aselection ofsampling sizes from 2x2 to8x8.

Image enhancement facilities such assharpening, edge detect etc.

Simple brightness and contrast controls.

Spline curve control over grey-map for additional control.

ScanLight 256 scanner, guide ruler, interlace board, manual and software:
For the 300/400/5000 &Rise PC: £129.00* VAT (£151.57 inc)
For the 30X0 and 4000 internal card: £139.001 VAT {£163.32 inc)
Specify machine type when ordering. Requires 2MBytes. No carriage ischarged.
You can purchase asecond card lor any Acorn model for just £39.00 +VAT l£45.82 inc) •no need tomove the
board when you want to use ScanLight on asecond machine.

Computer Concepts Ltd
GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP2 6EX TELEPHONE 01442 351000 FAX 01442 351010



BETT'97

See the future of teaching & learning

with IT at BETT'97, the only technology

show dedicated to meeting your

educational needs - today.

THOUSANDS OF IT SOLUTIONS

Compare innovative products from over 350 leading
educational ITsuppliers providing solutions for all
your teaching demands.

SPECIAL FEATURE AREAS

Master the Internet for FREE in the Net @ BETT, explore the
Software and Publishing Centre, focus on the future in your
classroom at Class Act '97 and discover the innovations available

in the Special Needs IT Village.

BETT'97 SEMINARS

Benefit from the advice and guidance of experts in the comprehensive seminar
programme. Featuring all main curriculum and management areas, the sessions explore
the key issues and latest developments relating to your ITrequirements for teaching.

WHAT'S NEW IN EDUCATIONAL IT!

Ensure you are at the cutting edge of this fast moving technology. Whatever your
part in primary, secondary, further or higher education, a visit to BETT'97 will
enable you to make informed purchasing decisions for all your IT teaching needs.

Call now or complete and return the coupon to receive your
FREE What's New at BETT CD ROM and newsletter packed full
of all the news, views and latest product launches taking
place at the most important IT event of the year.

Organised by

EDUCATION,
part of EMAP Computing Ltd

Sponsored by In association with
British

£ST Educational TES rJ3
Association C0MPVJ1NG&TKMX.0GY m^St^L mia*

Please send FREE tickets to (print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS)

Mr/Mrs/Ms I Initials I Surname I

io Job Title Establishment

Address

Postcode

Please send my colleagues FREE tickets and further information

Mr/Mrs/Ms I Initials I Surname I

Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

TICKET HOTLINE

0181 984 7711

SEMINAR FAXLINE
0336 42i3440*

•Calls willbe charood al 3i)p cheap rate arid .'.9p per minute at all other times

BETT ON THE NET
http://www.emap.com/bett/

NO STUDENTS OR UNDER 18's ADMITTED

Return to - BETT'97, EMAP Exhibitions,

PO Box 24, Barking, Essex IG11 OPA

Telephone

Job Title

Job Title

o



Editor's letter
Bill Gates is running scared of the NetComputer. That
might seem a rash statement but the evidence bears it
out.Oracle had the NCconcept forquitea while but
eventually found the necessarysoftware/hardware com
bination to implement it—RISC OS/ARM.

Atthisstage BGscoffed, hisbookon the future of
computers envisaged onlydesktopmachines running
Windows. Thenthe NCwas implemented and the Press
becameinterested. Attempting tohead offthe switch
from Wintel. BG announced the Simply Interactive PC
(SIPC). Thispropaganda devicewassupposedto make
peopleforget the NC. Itdidn't work and bigcompanies
becamevery interested in these newmachines that are
so muchcheaper and easier to maintainthan PCs — so
BG is trying again.

SIPCis forgotten, nowit'sthe NetPC, that has a
(mere) 100MHz Pentium, a harddrive and at least 16Mb
RAM— and this is a cut-down machine.

It's rathersad to see this kindof desperation, but it's
the sign of a man who believedhis ownPR and now
finds the world is taking a different road,leaving him
high and dry. Steve Turnbull
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- LIMITED STOCKS -
- Pleasetelephoneusbeforesendingmoney-

1Mb VRAM £57.58 £49
A3000 Case for Expansion Card Watford m.io £12
Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration f146.83£1251;^
Craftshop 1 ri4.ro £12 "
Craftshop 2. age7. 4Mjubn £14.10 £12
Eidoscope CC£!35.I3 £95
FunSchool4, age 5-7 £1645 £14
GO-5000 Printer, second-hand fpson£i7625 £150
Landmarks - Elizabeth I, KS2.3 Longman £I4.)0 £12
landmarks-Rain Forest £17.63 £15

dmarks - The Aztecs £17.63 £15
landmarks - The Civil War, KS2.3 Longman £17.63 £15
LQ-?500* Printer, second-hand Epson £i 7625 £150

Mouse for Acorn fisso £16fcs
Sleuth 1.5, special offer Beebug £41 13 £35
SolidsRENDER. special offer sacon £6933 £59.^,

TD9571 DECTDigital Cordless f
phone with Battery Back-up mips £!S6.83£159

Xenon 2 Edpse £10.58 £9
7arch £940 £8

PC software
Hutchinson Encyclopedia 1996 CD forPCAttica£4700 £40 (I
Windows 95 CD Microsoft £92.83 £79 R i
Windows 95 FD Microsoft £92.83 £79 EJ
Windows for Workgroups 3.11 Microsoft £7638 £65 [il

% CD rom software
19th Century Biographies. KS2.3
(needs Keynote/Key Plus)
Art in the National Curriculum, x.si-3
Artworks CD
Bitfolio 6 CD

Bitfolio 7 CD
Bodywise CD, age9-14
Breakaway Maths, age7-12
BritainSince 1930 (Anglia), K52.3
(needs Keynote/KeyPlus)
BritishBirds,age 7-16
BritishIsles from the Air, KS2-4

Anglu £28.20 £24
AVT £5640 £48

CC£115 IS £98
Longman £34.08 £29

MSI £48.18 £41
Sherston 5053 £43

V7TM £7520 £64

AngSa £2820 £24
WTM 91.65 £78

Anglia £4583 £39
Cars- Maths in MotionCD,age8. Cambs Soft £4583 £39

OTM £51.70 £44
Zenta £2820 £24

CC £21.15 £18:
CC £21 15 £I8| |

Anglia £45.83 £39

CDFrancais, *j«iM6
Clip Art Collection (Zenta)
Clip-ArtCD 1
Clip-ArtCD 2
Counties of the British Isles, «2-4
(needs Keynote/Key Plus)
Countries of the World, «2-4
(needs Keynote/Key Plus)
Dictionary of the Living World
Dinosaurs! The Multimedia Encyclopedia Med*£49.35 £42
Earth and Atmosphere. KS2.3 avp 11990 £68
ElfTalesCD.ageS-7 Sne/ston 37.60 £32
Environment Series 1: Water, age u-16 «im 79.90 £68
Environment Series 2: Land and Air, age n-16 V17M916S£78

Selected prices 5th November 96

Understanding Energy,KS3
Understanding the Body,<S3

MUp and Away, age9-14
Vikingsl (Anglia), K52

LS World o( Robert Burns. 39*8.
2? World's Weather, «3

World War II- On the Home Front. XS2.3
(needsKrynotiVXey Plus) AngJ

j( Other software
10 out of 10 Dinosaurs 10/10 £14.10 £12
10outof10Driving Test 10/fO f14.10 £12 r
10 out of 10 Early Essentials, age3-7 10/to fi4.io £12K
10 out of 10 English,age616 10/10 £14w £12li
10outof 10English (Foreign Language) ifl/10 £14.10 £12fJI
10out of 10Essential Maths,age5-i2 10/10 £14.10 £121*1
10out of10 Essential Science, age 5-12 10/10 £14 10 £12|k
10outof lOFrench, ageB-16 10/10 £|4.io £12 *
10 out of 10 German, age8t6 10/10 £14.10 £12
10outof 10 Junior Essentials,ageS-n 10/10 £1410 £12
10 out of 10 Maths Number, age6-i6 10/10 £14.10 £12
10 out of 10 StructuredSpelling, age-9 10/10 £14 10 £12 i
2067 BC Oregan £17.63 £15
Acorn Companion semerc fii.oo^EII M
Acorn Companion 2 for RisePC and A7000

semerc £I100«£11 t
Kudos £2468 £21 r
AcornfllSIS £98 I

tongman £5993 £51
Storm £22 33 £19

ACross
Advance
Advantage. KS2.3
Adventure Playground, age5-8
Amazing Maths, ksi-4
Anagram Genius
Ancestry II
Animated Numbers, age3-6
Animator

ANT Internet Release II
Apollonius PDT
ArcFax
ArcFS 2
ArchiTech
ArchiTech site licence
Arcventure I... The Romans, age 10-12 Sherston £37 90 E28EJ
Arcventure II. The Egyptians, age 8-ii sherston 132.90 £28[j-
Arcventure III .. ThcViKings, K52 Sherston 132.90 £28
ArcventureIV .. TheAnglo Saxons,age8-11

Sbersfon £38.78 £33
Around theWorld in80 Days, age 9-12 Sherston £4348 £37|'
Artworks FD
Artworks Tutorial Video
Artworks Made Easy
Audio Mixer
AudioWorks
Aztecs, age7-11
BadgerTrails,xsz
Balloons, ksi
Balloons (Izzyand Lizzy), ksi
Banner II
Beginningto Read,age5-7
Betsi, 02
BigBang

Big Picture
Birdsof War (not RisePC)
Birds of War for Rise PC
BlackAngel
Blinds
8odywiseFD,agc9'4
Break 147 &Superpool (not RisePC)
Break 147 & Superpool for RisePC
Budget DTP
C Version 2
C Version 3
CADet, KS3.4
Calabash Pirates, age7-n

CardShop
Carriage Inc.(not Rise PC)
Carnage Inc for RisePC
Cartoon Graphics Library
Castle of Dreams,age7-t1(notR« PC)
C/C++

!CDtracker
CDtracker Plus
Celebration
Chameleon, age7»
Chessll

IChocks Away Compendium
Christmas Adventure, i

Angki £5758 £49
AngSa £4583 £39

Shemon £5758 £49
Angftf «SS3 £39

Cambs Soft 191.83 £79
Ang&a £57.58 £49

£2820 £24

Cambs Soft £23 $0 £20, ^
Fourth £1860 £161" '.

Minerva £8930 £76
Sherston £74.68 £21

Clares £24 68 £21

Ant £115 15 £98
Oak £164 50 £140

Pilling £32.90 £28
VTI £23.50 £20

Aspex£l844B£157
Aspex£57458£489

CCEIIS.I5 £98
Pineapple £1998 £17

Dabs £700 "£7
Yellowstone £34 08 £29

CC £44 65 £381
Sherston £4700 £41
Sherston £47.00 £41
Topolog £1993 £17
Topolog £1998 £17
Kudlian £34 08 £29

Sherston £45 83 £39
4Mation £3760 £32
Psycore £14.10 £12

Longman £84.60 £72
fourth £27.03 £23
fourth £2703 £23
Fourth £2585 £22

Quantum £24.68 £21
Sherston £43.48 £37

fourth £2585 £22
fourth £25.85 £22

Dabs £700 ^£7
Dabs £700 v°£7
Dabs £700 w£7

M-nerva £56.40 £48
Storm £21.15 £18

Clares £22 33 £19
fourth £21.15 £18
fourth £21.15 £18

M<ro5 £17.63 £15
Storm £23.50 £20BJ
Atom £247.93 £211

Werewolf £14.10 £12
Werewolf £23 50 £20

Clares £32.90 £28
4Maoon £3878 £33

Piling £16.45 £14
fourth £28.20 £24
5(omi 11.75 £10

AngCa £45.83 £39,
Media £49.35 £421 0

35 £47 A

Christmas Adventure.
bought with another Storm title, age 5-8 Storm 5.88 £5
Christmas Allsorts. h.>,,..^.,-8«;.f 16
Christmas Collection

SFMESC 68IS£58
Christmas Story. «u semcrc 32 90 £28

Oregan£l5l.58£129

Eureka (Anglia), <si-3
Explonng Castles, KS2.3
Font Emporium
Frontier 2000 CD rom. KS2-4
Garden Wildlife, «2
Ghosts
Grann/s Garden CD. xsi.2

Guardians of the Greenwood.
KS2.3 4Mat!On 4583 £39K||

History ofInventions Angha £45 83 £39BJ|
Hutchinson Multimedia Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped) PS

Attica £2938 £25P^
Inventors andInventions, age 9-14 yitm 11515 £98fc5;
KidPix2CD, xsi.2 f5M £49.35 £42h'lj
Kingfisher Children's Micropedia.ksi-3 £SM £7520 £64
Magpie CD longman £71.67 £61
Meteosat Collection Photo CD Spacetech £3995 £34
Mission- Control - CrystalRainForest2 CD.age7-11

Sherston 50.53 £4311
Multimedia for Schools Angfu £86.95 £74
NaughtyStoriesVolumes 1and 2 (set of 12) CD,age5-7

Sherston 6933 £59j
Nelsonand HisNavy, KS2.3
Patch the Puppy, age3-6
PDCD-1
PDCD-?
PDCD-3
Pholobase Decades The 1960s
Pholobase Decades The Victorians
Photobase: Science
PictutePoint CD, ksi.2
PlantwiseCD. *9e9-i4
Primary Maths
RidiculousRhymes CD. ageJ

Angla 4583 £39i.
Anglia £45.83 £39R-
Zenta £2820 £24S

Cambs Soft £5640 £48 fc
Angv'u £45.83 £39^
Media £4935 £42h

iMation 3055 £26C

Anglia £57.58 £491
4Maudn 4113 £351
Data* £23 50 £201
Daafile £2350 £201
Daafiie £23 50 £201

tongrnan £5993 £511
Longman £5993 £511
tongman £5993 £511
Longman £3525 £301
Shemon 50 53 £43

lota 5640 £48 I
Sherston 45 83 £39

Robert Duncan Cartoon Kit
See the examples In this ad! msl *sis £411
Romansl Anglia £45.83 £391
Rusty Dreamer. KS2 Sherston 56.40 £481
Science Series 1.Elements, age 14-16 vrrM for65 £781
Science Series7: Materials, age11-16 WM 91.65 £78j
ScienceSeries3: Electricity and Magnetism, Primary,
ageM6 VTTM £6815 £58|

ScienceSeries3: Electricity and Magnetism,Secondary,
age 7-16 WTM £91.65 £78|

Science Series Double Pack, age n-16 yitm 13865£1181
Science Series Triple Pack, age 7-16 vitm 20445£174|
Shareware CD 2enta £2820 £24*
SherstonClipArtCollection Sherston 5640 £48l
Survival's Mysteries of Nature Angiu £45.83 £39|

CineWorks
Classcardz for Resultz
Classcardz for Wordz
Clockwise. KSt-3
ColorMobile Software Driver
Complete Animator
Composition (Rise PConly)
Compression
Creator II
Crystal Rain Forest FD, «S2
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess

Darkwood
Darryl the Dragon, KSI.2
DataPower
DataPower 2

Dazzle I
Demon's Lair
DeskEdit 4
Desktop ScrecnTurtle, xsi-3
Desktop Thesaurus
Diagramlt
Digital Symphony
Digital Symphony + CD Rom
Dinosaur Discovery,«2
Disc Rescue
DrawBender
DRAW.Changer v2
Draw Print & Plot
DrawWorks2
Dungeon (not RisePC)
Dungeon for RisePC
Earthwarp. XS2
EasyC
Easy C++
EasyClip

EasyFont 3
Eclipse Collection
ElfTales FD,age5-7

Co.ton £2350 £20
Colton £23 50 £20

4f^aodn £2820 £24
Mam £5640 £48

tola £94 00 £80
Clares 98.70 £84

CC £3408 £29
Aiwie £5405 £46

Sherston £4230 £36
TSA £19 98 £17

fourth £25 85 £22

fclpse £23.50 £20
4Ma!ion £18 80 £16

lota 173 90 £148
Iota 185 65E158W

SEMCRC £5640 £48 R
fourth £21.15 £18 Bj

Beebug £2938 £25 I
fopotog £49.35 £42 1
Beebug £21 15 £1B

Oalnada £4935 £42
Oregan £5405 £46
Oregan £6933 £59

4Mation £25 85 £22
LOOK £4348 £37

ICS £11 75 £10
KCjIAJA £24 68 £21

Oak £32 90 £28
iSV 1880 £16

fourth £2820 £24
fourth £2820 £24

Longman £3055 £26
Beebog £6463 £55
SeebugflOJSS £89

faba £3408 £29

fabo £31 73£27
Eclipse £2820 £24

Sherston £37.60 £32
Ethernet Interface S Access* for Rise PC Acorn 139.83 £119
E-Type2 (not RisePC) fourth £2938 £25
E-Type2 for RisePC fourth £29.38 £25
E-Type Compendium fourth £21.15 £18
Eureka 3, KS2.3 Longman f 106.93 £91
Eyefor Spelling, ksi.2 esm £3643 £3
Firewoikz Colton£l0340 £88
Fireworkz Pro Co!ion£l63.33£1
First Logo.KSI.2 tongman £29.38 £ ,
First Page,KS2-4 tongman £59.93 £5'

Alone in the Dark
Arcturus
Burn 'Out

Cannon Fodder
Champions Compilation (notRise PC)

Cobalt Seed
Command Ship

Crystal Maze age?.
Dune II CD
Dune II FD

Fire & Ice
Global Effect
Heimdall
HeroQuest
HighRise Racingfor Rise OS 3.1

Kroa!« £2350 £20
Oregan £23.50 £20
Oregan £23.50 £20

KVisalis £19.98 £17|
Knsi.''S 1763 £15

T8A £23.50 £20
TEA £23.50 £20

Sfiersron £29.38 £25

Edipse £4348 £37
Erfpse 32.90 £27

Renegade £17.63 £15;
Eclipse £32.90 £28

KlisaTis 17.63 £15
Krisals 11,75 £10
Modus £23.50 £20

Time's ^'"rtCE*
runnin&out!}

Interdictor 2 (nolStrongARM)
James Pond 2 + tnot RK PC)
Krisalis Collection (notRive PO
Oh Nol More lemmings (reau.
Quest for Gold
Revelation (not R« PC)
RickDangerous
Saloon Cars Deluxe

Sim City
Sim City 2000 for A5000

Sim City 2000 u>, p..,- p<- *.-..-..-•. iv-..w£25
Simon the Sorcerer CD GamesW £39.95 £34

Simon the Sorcerer FD
GamesW f32.!'0 £28

Speedballll Xnsaiis 17.63 £15
Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC) fourth £2820 £24
Stunt Racct 2000 for Rise PC fourth £2820 £24

Tanks Werewolf 24.68 £21
Virtual Golf fourth £25 85 £22
VirtualGolf- Augusta Course fourth 15.28 £13

Ifyou are not sure which
games to choose, our friendly
sales team will be happy to
advise you. Prices starl at
under £10. so we are bound to
have a game suitable forall

. pockets and all age groups.
r" Wohave many special oilers

only available untilChristmas.

So HURRY...
call now, and
we'll rush your
Christmas
bargains to
youl

y
CiareT 1880 £16
Eclipse £19.98 £17
Knsalo 17.63 £15

lemmings) ICnsafis 7.05 £6
Krfsald 10.58 £9
<nsaSs 7.05 £6

Hitmen £12.93 £11
fourth £25.85 £22

Kraals £23 50 £20
KrisaKs £29.38 £25

FirstWords wilh Smudge, aoe4»
Fistlore
Flight Path, age9.
Flossythe Frog, tti
Flossythe Frog Art Disc
Fontasy

Storm £23.50 £201
Mystery £24 68 £211

Storm £2820 £241

4Maoon £2468 £21 I
4Matx>n £11.75 £10|

ICS £17.63 £151

Fontasy/DrawBender/Placard
ICS £3525 £30

SV £28 20 £24

IOOK £4343 £37
Data Store £10 58 £9

i5V £23.50 £20
iSV £23.50 £20^
iSV 2350 £20 f.

TBA £23.50 £20
CC £75.20 £64p

ropohg £19 98 £17
ropolog £19 98 £17

Cambs Soft £32.90 £28
SEMERC £4465 £38
SEMERC £5640 £48

Oat£131.60£112 il
Oak £55 23 £47 *j

Longman £30.55 £26
ropolog £22.33 £19

Font Designers Toolkit

Font Directory 2
FontFX

Font Pack 277
Font Pack 798
Font Pack 312
Formula Two Thousand
Formulix
Freddy's Adventure. KSt
Freddy Teddy, KS1
Frontier 2000 FD, KS2-4
Full Phase
Full Phase + 2
Genesis Professional
Genesis Project
Geordie Racer. «2
Giant Killer,KS2.3
Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 1

Oaraf* £3525 £30
Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 2

Datatie £37.60 £32 £
Granny's Garden FD. ksi.2 *Maeon £24 68 £21 S\
Graphics Loaders CC 1*2.30 £36
Graphics on the ARM Machines Dabs £7.00 ">£7
Hard DiscCompanion 2 Beebug £5170 £44
Hatchback, age 7. 4Matran £37 60 £32
Haunted House fourth £2350 £20..,-
Hearsayll Beebug £6933 £591"
High Rise Racing for Rise OS <3.1 Modus £23 50 £20 ji"
Holed Out Compendium

Accounts
HTMLEdit v2

HyperStudio
Illusionist
ImageBank
ImageFS 2
ImageMaster
Image Oulliner
Impression (Dabs)

fourth £21.15 £18
Minerva £31 73 £27
R-Comp 44 65 £38

TAG £115 15£98
Clares £4700 £40

Mam £28.20 £24
Allemalive £45.83 £39

filling [28.20 £24
iota £5405 £46

Dabs 1700 w£7

Impression Publisher
CC £135.13 £115

Impression Publisher Plus CCC267.90 £228
Impression Publisher Resource Disc deomta £12.93 £11

Impression Style cc £m <s £75
Impression Style Resource Disc dccjata £12.93 £11
Impressive Quantum £14 10 £12
IntcrTalk Acorn 19165 £78

terTalk site licence Acorn£346 63 £295
Investigator IV(notR« PC) vn £4935 £42
James Pond - Underwater Agent / Running Water.
KS1-4 SfciSlV £3290 £28

Junior Database, xsi-3 iota £52.88 £45
Junior PinPoint, xsi.2 tongman £35.25 £30

Junior Sibelius! ksu sm™ £se.4o £48
JurassicClipart Micros £17.63 £15l
KeyAuthor Anglia £63.45 £54
Keynote 2.0 Angftg £31.73 £27
KeyPlus 3.0 Anglia £69.33 £59
Keystroke Quantum £32.90 £28~5
Kid PiX,K.S1.2 E5M £31.73 £27
Kid Pix 2 FD. KS1.2 ESM £45.83 £39
Landmarks - Columbus, «2.3 tongman £3055 £26
landmarks - Egypt,KS2.3 longman £30.55 £26
Landmarks - Second World War, KS2.3 tongman£3055 £26
Landmarks Datafile Britain Since 1930, «2.3

Longman £1645 £14
LandmarksDatafilelooking at the World, KS2.3

tongman £16.45 £14C
Landmarks Microwotlds - The Victorians. «2.3

tongman £3055 £261
logic Gates S Counters. KS2.3 Camboavd £14.10 £121
LogicMania fourth 3290 £28P
Look! Hear! Talking Topics (set of 6). age5-7

She-ston £64 63 £55 |
LRTV Longman £3055 £26|
MacFS CC £9988 £85
MacFSLight CC £5288 £45
Magic Maths Crearive £2938 £25
Magnetoids oregan £23.50 £201
Magpie FD tongman £71.67 £61 j
Masterfile3 Beebug £52 88 £451
Mathematics Through Winlogo, «3 longman £35.25 £30J
MathMania, KS2-4 ropolog £28.20 £24
Mathsbook (Topologika) ropolog 2820 £24
MathsCard Creative 4465 £38
Maths CirCUS, KSI-3 4Malion £29.38 £25
MathsOdyssey CompTut £4700 £40Kal

T3A flQCB fl7 '•Merp / Mirror Image
Midi Box
Midi Synthesizer (needs16-b.t und)

78A £1998 £17
ropolog £28.20 £24j~l

ESP £4465 £38 >

She-ston £50.53 £43
Oregan £41.13 £35„-

4Matmn £29.38 £25^
ropolog £37 60 £32 pa

Longman £96 35 £821;
SOVXRC £44.65 £38

Morpheus
Mouse in Holland, KS1.2
Music Box. ksi.2

Music Studio 32
My World 2
Naughty Stones Volume 1 (set of 6) FD.age5-7

Sheraton 4583

Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, age5-7
Sherston £1400«£14

Naughty StoriesVolume 2 (set of 6) FD.age5-7
Sherston 4583 £39

£393

Navigator. K52-4
Network Acorn
New TeddyBears' Picnic, xsi
NightSky
Noot, oge-t-12
Notate, KS2-4*
Nstore 4D
Numbertime, ksi
Oak PCB II
Occasion
OmniClient
Orrery

Ovation Pro
Ovalion Resource Disc

ropolog £39.95 £34]
SEMERC £II.O0v0£1l
Sherston 3643 £31

Clares £7167 £61
4Mation £48.18 £41

Longman £71.67 £61
HS. £43.48 £37

longman £30S5 £26
Oak £77.55 £66

ErplAN £68.15 £58
Acorn 1145 63 £975

Spaceleoh £6933 £59

Beebug f191.53 £163
OICJATA 19.40 £8

Oxfoid Reading Tree Stage 2 More Talking Stones A,
age 5-7 Sherston £4113 £35
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Story Books, age5-7

Sherston £900 »£9|
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking Stories FD.
»ge5-7 Sherston £41.13 £35|
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Wrens Talking Stories.
age5-7 Sherston £4S 83 £39j
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 More Talking Stories A.
age5-7 Sherston £4113 £35|
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 Story Books, age5-7

Sherercn £9.00 ™£9'
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas FD. ksi Shersron £22.33 £19
ParishMagazine ClipArt Collection DEC_dA7A C1B.80 £16
Party, Wedding S Anniversary Collection

OK.dATA £1528 £131
PCPro Aleph 47.00 £401
PC x86 Software Acom £12.93 £11
PenDown, K51-3 Longman £65.80 £56
PenDown DTP longman £68 15 £58
PenDown Eloiles, KS3.4 Longman £6580 £56

nDown Plus, KS2-4 Longman £96.35 £82

k



Personal Accounts V3
Phases - Ancient Egyptians
Photodesk v2
Photodesk v2 1ight
PicturePoint FD, KS1.2
Pinpoint 2. KS3.4
PinPointDatafileAnimalKingdom,K52.3 lonomanf 1645£14

„_ Pinpoint Datafile Diet andNutrition, KS3.4
lononun £1645 £14

Pinpoint Datafile Second World War, K53.4
longman £1645 £14

PinPointDatafileSolarSystem, KS3.4 longman £1645 £14
Placard KS £11.75 £10
PlantwiseFD.age9-14 Sherston £49.35 £42
Playdays, age3-8 SWIsW f24.68 £21
Playground. KS1 ropolog £24.68 £21
Plot Clam £7403 £63
Podd, KSI.2 ISM £2233 £19
PrehistoricAnimals Graphics M<roS £1763 £15
Primary Teachers ClipArtStarterSetDEC.dArA £15 28 £13
PrimeSoIverFullversion, ksi-t Minerva £5758 £49
ProArtisan 24(R« PC only) Clares 98 70 £841 y "-"""-
ProCAD, KS4 M,nerva£29258£249 '.* Wots.VMHL<v
Prophet 2 Apncote £168 03 £143 * £?„,?, 9

1 PublishArt Release 2. Artworks format Smart £3*08 £29 ^ "B'"'
• PublishArt Release 2, Draw format Smart £3408 £29

Puddle, ksi ropolog £1998 £17

QuicKey ics nus £10
Rainbow, KSI.] longman £3525 £30

Kli Real McCoy 4 fourth £25 85 £22
- Real McCoy 5 fourth 3290 £28
: Recordz Colon £109 28 £93

Report Generator iSV is 80 £16
ReportWriter,KSI-4 Creative 4465 £38

• 1Result?. Collon £88.13 £75
; Revelation ImagePro 24 bit.limited offer. KS2-4

Apncote £43 48 £37 gjji TurboDirver HP CC £45 83 £39
SLMiK 13290 £28 (Twain CanonIX incl Scan-Light Professional

Spacetcch 267.90£228 R| filling £1880 £16
Spacetech 132.78 £113 [ffllTwain EpsonGT8000, 6500 Piling £1880 £16
longman £35.25 £30H Twain HPScanJet II, He, Ilex Pilling fis.sc 110
longman £92.83 £??kgTWO (Task and Window Organiser) ics £ii.75 £10

TypeStudio
Vector, age 9»
VersaTile
Virtualise
VTV1D20

Vox Box
Voyage of Discovery, age9-13
Wardrobe, ksi

Beebug £32 90 £28E
4M4IKVI £6815 £58 fc;

longman £47.00 £40fc
Clares £2350 £20 l~

SV 12.93 £11B
Clares £47.00 £40K

Slierslon £36 43 £31
Topolog £1998 £17

Watch - MagicGrandad 90 YearsAgo longman£30.55 £26
Web Designer's Toolkit
What Do You Know?, age4*
Winlogo, KSt-4
World Geography Maps
World Wildlife Graphics
WorraCad

-lOlnolRiS

R-Comp 2820 £24
Cambs Soft £23 50 £20

Longman £8460 £72
Micros £28 20 £24
M«oS £1763 £15

Oak £7638 £65
Sherston £28 20 £24

Longman £38 78 £33
Topolog £19.98 £17

IDE hard disc kits

Rise PC700 5MHD540 14" Monitor Atom 152633 £1299
Rise PC700 5M HD540 4x CD 14" Monitor 164383 £ 1399
Rise PC700 10M HD1G8 14" Monitor Acorn 176133 £1499

1 RisePC700 10MHD1GB 17" Monitor Acorn 211383£1799
I Rise PC700 10M HD1GB 4x CD 14" Monitori878.83£1599
! RiscPC700 10MHD1GB4xCD 17" Monitor223i 33E1899
» Cx 5x86-100 Card for RisePC Aleph 464 13£395

ErgoKeyboard for Rise PC Casiie £44 65 £38
Power-tec SCSIIICard for Rise PC A'systems 20445 f 174
RisePC 1 - 2 Mb VRAM Upgrade
Rise PC 2 Mb VRAM
RisePC Case Upgrade
Rise PC Sound Card

[5[RisePC x86Card5x86
'- RiscPCx86CardDX2-66

Rise PC x86 Card DX4-100
SCSI II Interface for Rise PC
SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit
SIMM 8 Mb 32 bit
SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit
SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit

ide£IH63 £95
Acorn£229 13 £195
Acorn 116 33 £99
Acorn £68 15 £58
Acorn 467.65 £398
Acorn £291 40 £248
Acom£350 15 £298 J;

Cumana£l93 88 £165 «•
41.13 £35 S!
57.58 £49

104 58 £89
199 75 £170

Acorn 291 40 £248

A3010 4Mb
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb

S?A5000 2-4Mb

iff! 9283 £79K
iff! £8695 £74
Ml £76 38 £65

i

Printers
j8J-30 Bubble Jet Pnnter (BlackAVhite) Canon f162 15 £138 5
| BJC-70 Colour Bubble JetPrinter (BlackAVhite)

Canon£21033£179 r
BJC-210 Colour Bubble JetPrinter Canon fi7508 £149 J
BJC-620 Colour Bubble Jet Printer -,

Canon 38188 £325 j
BJC-6xx Ink Cartridge, Black High CapacityCanon 14 10 £12 *
BJC-6XX Ink Cartridge. Cyan Canon 11.75 £10
BJC-6xx Ink Cartridge, Magenta Canon 11.75 £10
BJC-6xx Ink Cartridge, Yellow Canon II 75 £10 l! I
BJC-4100 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon £23383 £199

BJC-4550 Colour Bubble JetPrinter
Car on iCiC-i £309 '

BJC-4xxx Cartridge, Colour Canon £4700 £40 Li
BJC-4xxx Cartridge, Black Canon £30 55 £26 ill

\ BJC-4xxx Ink Tank,Black Canon £1058
BJC-4xxxInk Tank, Colour Canon £1763 £15
DeskJet 340 HP£199.7S£170
DeskJet 500 Series / Deskwriter Ink Cartridge,
8lackhigh capacity HP £24.68 £21
DeskJet 500 Series Tri-chamber Colour Ink Cartridge

HP £24 68 £21

11 Revolver
j Rhapsody 2

longmail £45 83 £39J «
Psycore £14 10 £12

Clares £5640 £48'

The best IDE filing system
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

•Not limited to 512 Mb*

Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces
All ICS CD products require Rise OS 3.1 or later

Dabs Guides
only £7

ArtWotks Made Easy

Budget DTP
C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS 3 First Steps

^Rhapsody3 Outs £86.95 £74
Rhythm-Bed Clares £44.65 £38
Ridiculous Rhymes FD, age7. Sherston £45.83 £39

. RISC OS3 FirstSteps Dabs £7.oo «£7
! RISC OS3 Programmer'sReference Manual vol 1-4

Acorn £10500 "£105
' RISCOS 3 1 Documentation Acorn £32 90 £28

RISC OS3.6 Programmer's ReferenceManual vol 5a
Acorn £35.O0"£35

Rise PC Technical Reference Manual Acorn £55oo*£55
RollVT Paragon £2468 £21

Rosie and Jim
Duck loses his Quack, age 3-6 Sherslon £11.75 £10
Rosieand Jim:Jimgets the Sneezes, age3-6

Sherslon £11.75 £10
Round the World Yacht Race, age9. Storm £2820 £24
RTF and WordPerfect Loaders and Savers CC £3290 £28
Salty andWally Oregan £23 so £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe ExtraCourses fourth £17.63 £15
S-Base 2 Developei longman£IOS 10 £92

El

S-Base 2 Personal
J Schema 2
1 ScoreDraw
1 ScreenTurtle, xsi-3
S Searchand Rescue,age9*
J Sea Rescue, age 7-9
2Seashore Guide
BSecurelT-Plus
{jSeelinks •Ourselves, xsi.2
•i Serenade
h Shakespeare Show
IShapeFX
L Sibelius 6, K53.4

|t JSibelius 7
' • Simple Circuits, M2.3

Simple Control, KS2.3
Sleuth 2

, smArt. age 7»
[ 5smArt Faces: English
| smArt Fantasy
1 i smArtFashion
1 • smArtFiler, age7.

smArtHomes:English
SmudgeDiscovers the World,age5-9

Sj Smudge Punctuates, age s»
If Smudge the Scientist,age4.

Smudge the Spaniel,age4»
Somerset Talking ComputerProjectLearning Materials

longman £3O0Ovc£30
1 Space City,age7-9
U SparkFS
y SpeakingStarspell
3 Special
M Spellingweek-by-week, KS2
IS Spex+ Full version
|S Spex+ Home version
5 Split anImage, age 7-16
;g Splosh*

Spobbleoid Fantasy
Star Fighter 3000
Starspell
StartWhte
Stereoworld
Stigof Ihe Dump, KS2.3 (notRise PC)
Studio24 + Studio24Pro
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks

S Table Aliens agesn
TableMate 3
TABS

TalkingAnimatedAlphabet, age3-6
TalkingClocks. KS1.2
Talking PenDown, Mi-3
Talking Rhymes Pack 1, KS1
TalkingTextease
TechWriter
TechWriter Professional
Teietext-Tuibo
Termite Basic

Termite Internet

Textease Version 2

or FREE with
one of these

Artworks • Big Picture
C/C++ • Easy C (++)

Impression Style
Impression Publisher

(Plus)
Pendown • Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24
Textease

Rise OS 3.1 upgrades

Longman £55.23 £47
Clares£111.63 £95
Clares £51.70 £44

ropolog £39.95 £34
Slorm £28 20 £24

Shcrston £29 38 £25
M«roS £1763 £15

Cambs Soil £34 08 £29
£SM £31 73 £27

Clares £88 13 £751
lopolog £4583 £39

Data Store £10 58 £9
Sibelius £180.95 £154J
Sibelius £974 08 £829j

Camboard £28 20 £24 j
Camboa'd £21.15 £.18^

Bee6ogfi092S £93
4Mai«xi £38 78 £33
4Maton £17 63 £15
4Malion £1763 £15
4Manon £1763 £15«j«j
4Malion £2820 £24|u
4Mation £17 63 £15

Storm 44.65 £38
Storm 32.90 £28
Storm £4465 £38
Storm £22 33 £19

Sherslon £29 38 £25
Pilling. £23 50 £20S«j
fisher £48 18 £41 2

ICS £1175 £10g,
Challsoll £28.20 £24 3

Aspe« £4465 £38
Aspex £38 78 £33

Sherslon £19.98 £17
Kudian £4465 £38

fOurth£32 90£28
fedNel £27 03 £23

fisher £30 55 £26

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Series:
- ADD f 14 TO INCLUDE OUR CD FILINGSYSTEM -
- OR £5 IFYOU REQUIRE A USERPORT-
80 Mb ICS£1750S£1491
240 Mb ics £19858 £169 UstrongARM Processor upgrade
Smallersizes are now rare so please check availability. 7i

IDEInternal Hard Disc Kit for Archimedes range:

540 Mb ics 23383 £199
1000 Mb ICS 276.13 £235
1.6 Gb ICS 339 58 £289

1 Acorn portables
A-LInk for Pocket Book
Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book
Flash Disc 1 Mb for Pocket Book
Mains Adaptor for Pocket Book
Parallel Link for Pocket Book
Pocket Book II 256K
Pocket Book II 1MB

Acorn 59.93 £51
Acorn £92 83 £79
Acorn £119 85 £102 I
Acorn £1880 £161
Acorn £32.90 £28 j
Acorn£238 53 £203
Acorn 316 OS £269

A3000 CD bargains |
Do you already have an ICSIDEInterface?

new LOW prices
i 6-speedUpgrade forA3000 Series withICS IDE

ICS 224.43 £191

8-speed Upgradefor A3000Serieswith ICS IDE
ICS 245.58 £209

-You need Rise OS 3.! and a tree external IDEconnector-
Check the version number of your IDEFS module:

press F12and type -Help IDEFS
Ifit is 3.14 or more you just pay the above prices.

If it 2.5 or more but less than 3.14
yourinterfaceneeds a modification costing£19,

If it is less than 2.5 please call for advice.

| IDE CD only kits
- ALLICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1 -

6-speed for A3000 Series
6-speed for Archimedes
6-speed for RisePC
6-speed + HDFS for A3000Series
6-speed + HDFS for RisePC
8-speed for A3000 Series
8-speed for Archimedes
8-speed for RisePC
8-speed * HDFS for A3000 Series
8-speed + HDFSfor RisePC
IDE CD Interface for A3000 Series
IDECD Interface for Archimedes
IDECD Interface for Rise PC
IDE CD ♦ HD Interface for Rise PC

ics 269 os £229
ICS 257 33 £219
ICS IS863£135
ICS 282.00 £240
ICS 171.55 £146
ICS 289.05 £246
ICS 276.13 £235 I
ICS 173.90 £148 |
ICS 301.98 £257 I
ICS 18800£160 I
ICS £83 43 £71
O £68 15 £581
ICS £6463 £55 I
ICS £77.55 £66 I

IDE HD + CD kits
- FOR A3000 SERIES-

- ALLICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1 -
80 Mb + 6-speed ics 374S3£319
80 Mb + 8-speed ICS 39363£335.
240Mb +6-speed ICS 421 S3 £3591 JScanLight 256forA300073010/3020/A4000
240 Mb + 8-speed ics 44063 £375

\ Hard discs &CDs
IDECD Drive 6-speed
IDECD Drive 8-speed
IDE2'A" Hard Disc, 240 Mb
IDE 3'/i" Hard Disc. 540 Mb

IDE 3'/>" Hard Disc. 1000 Mb
IDE 3'/." Hard Disc, 1.6 Gb
IDEHD Interface for A3000 Seiies
IDE HD Interface for Archimedes
IDE HD Interface for Rise PC
IDE HD Interface

ICS 10340 £88
ICS 123.38 £105
ICS£I28 08£109
ICS 175 03 £149

ICS21738 £185
ICS 280 83 £239
ICS £88.13 £75
KS £70 50 £60
ICS £70.50 £60

User Port for A3000 Series
ICS £92.83 119

Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes ics £17.63 £15
Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A3000 ics £823 £7>:j visjon 24508 |ine A5000/400/300/Risc PChCCSI36 30£116
Hard Disc Fitting Kit forA3020 ICS £823 £7 , J v,sion Master Colour Monitor 15" iryama 295 00£295
Hard DiscFitting Kitfor Rise PC 5'/." bay ics £2350 £20
Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 2'/r to 3'/." ics £823 £7

Otherhardware \
JA305/310/440 RISC OS 3Carrier Board lf£l £27 33 £19

Acorn 1056 33 £899
Acorn 1173 S3 £999

A7000 4M HD540
!A7000 4MHD540 4xCD
Auto-Sean 1438 Monitor (14")

j AKF 50 alternative
Auto-Scan 1450 Monitor (14")
AKF 60 alternative A*crovitec £229 13 £195
Backplane, 4-slot4-layerwith fan iffi £6463 £55
CasioQV-10Camera Acorn 408.90 £348
ColoiMobiie Direct Scanner for Windows

frimaxfl7508£149[o
ColorMobile Office Scanner for Windows

Prima. £233 83 £ 199

DeskTVEntry level
DeskTV Standard (with Tuner)
DM130
DMI 50 • S
Ergo Keyboard
Ethernet Interface, A400 10base2+T Access*

Atomwrdefl 1633 f99K
Fan Kit for A300/A400 Series res £17.63 £15|j
GamesPad Dual GamesW £35.75 £30g
GamesPad Pro Dual GamesW £39 95 £34 E
GT-5000 A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner (parallel port)

Epson £410 08£349t;
iTV Irlamfl97 40£168r

1 Lambda16 Iriam£ii5i5 £981
I Midi Max CC £79 90 £68 ;

Midi Port Standard Podule for A5000. A7000, Rise PC
Acorn 6345 £54

Movie Magic CC £232 65£198
Mozart Digital Audio Yellowstone £69 33 £59,

I PD Cartridge, 650MbRewritable Panasonic £44 65 £381
I Power Switch GamesV/ £19 98 £17 j

PowerWAVE 50XG Audio £292.58 £749 H
Printer PortSampler vn £5758 £49 R
ScanLight 256 CC£I5040£128|S

Microntec £299 63 £255

Yellowstone £192 70 £164fe
Yellowstone£232 65 £198

Auo\o£l0693 £91
Audo£l9770£164 J*
Caslle£ll5.15 £98

CC£I62 15 £138
ScanLight Video256 A310/400/50007Risc PC

CC £220 90 £188
ScanLight Video256 A3000/A4000 CC £220 90£188
Sound Force 1 Multimedia PCSpeaker System

QuickShot £3995 £34 j}?;
SportsterVi14.4 US Robotics £112 80 £96
SportsterVi 28.8 US«£I7978£153
Tele-Card XOS 17743 f 151
Tele-Card + Teletext-Turbo xob 420 65 £358
IV Tuner with Teletext CC£I7390£148
UserPortAnalogue/ MIDI for A3000Seriesand A4000)

Acorn 68 15 £58 Sid
i User PortAnalogue / MIDI forA5000. Rise PC

Acorn 9870 £84'
Vision 24 A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal HCCSI0723 £87

^Vision 24A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS 102.23 £87
B Vision 24 508 lineA300O/301073020/4000 internal

£7 ;S
HCCS I3630£116|

•VisionMaster Colour Monitor 17" iryama 54500 £545
Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" Pro iryama 645.00£645
Whisper FanQuietener(forA300/A400Seriesonly)

KS £17.63 £15
Wizzo5 for A5000 ICS £45 83 £39
ZipDisc 100 Mb VTI 1645 £14
ZipPack(drive + disc) vn 173 90£148

DeskJet 660C
jDeskJet 690C
(DeskJet 600 Seiies InkCartridge. Black
IDeskJet 600Series Ink Cartridge, Colou
jDeskJet 870Cxi
IEP-L TonerCartridgefor LBP-4
IEP-S II Toner Cartridge forLBP-8

LaserJet 5L

Stylus 200
Stylus500
Stylus Color 200

MP£246 75 £210
HP 264 38 £225
MP 24.6S £21

' MP 2703 £23
HP£440 63 £375

Canon £69 33 £59
Canon £81 08 £69

HP 393 63 £335

fpson 14805 £126
fpson 28788 £245

fpson 182 13 £155

WCE!
for details

HOW TO ORDER

j
I
I

£64 63 £55 5 Second Hard Disc Fitting Kit forA5000
Second Hard Disc Y Power lead

ICS £1763 £15
ICS £8 73 £7

Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering.
Cheques should be made payable to Ian
Copestake Limited.
You mayalso pay by credit card, debit card or
Switch. We normally make no charge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. Weneedyour address as known
to the card issuer, the card number and expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue
number if any.
If you leave an order on ouranswering machine
please include your telephone number, your
card details as above, and your calculation of
the total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from UK edu
cational and government institutions (invoices
are due for payment within 14 days and are
subject to carriageand late paymentcharges).
Prices including VAT are shown in italics,
followed by the price excluding VAT: eg
"fit 75 £10". Zero-rated items are marked
VO. Please pay the amount including VAT
unless you are a VAT-registered EC customer
outside the UK, in which case please quote
your international VAT number. Ours is
GB 595 7258 84.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will add airmail and insurance at cost.
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe)or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at
a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for
not more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifications are
offered in good faith and are subject to
availability and changewithoutnotice. Special
offers apply only while stocks last. Goods are
guaranteed but we do not supply them on
approval. Returns (in original packaging) and
cancellations can only be accepted by prior
agreement and there may be a charge to
cover the costs involved.

fourth £32 90 £28
Sherston £2820 £24

Pineapplefl4570£124
fourth £18 80 £16

Sherslon £27.03 £23
Oalnada £3408 £29

Aspe«f!t!63 £95
Sherston £32 90 £28
ropoloo £3760 £32

longman £78.73 £67
ropotog £2820 £24
Solteaie £75 20 £64 .

Hon £169 20 £144
Icon£22443 £191 I
X08 267 90 £228

Doggy £5758 £49 1

Ooggy £97 83 £79.
So«ease£56 40 £48 |

I Time Detectives. The Victorians. <S2 Sherslon £49 35 £42
I TimeMachine' rourth £22.33 £19
(Time Traveller-Britain Since 1930. KS2 ESM £31,73 £27
I Time Traveller-The Victorians, KS2 £SM £31 73 £27
ITime Traveller -TudorsSi Stuarts, «2 fSM £31.73 £27
I TinyDraw/TinyLogo, XS1.2
I TopModel
I Topographer
I Touch Type
I Trace
[ Trecka
I TurboDnver Canon
I TunboDriver Epson Stylus 800

ropolog £29.38 £25
Spacetech 115 15 £98

Clares £69 33 £59
Iota £44 65 £38

Piling £1058 £9
ISA £1998 £17
CC £45 83 £39
CC £4583 £39

! Removable discs
»SIDE Removable Hard Disc Kit for A5000, 270 Mb

ICS£42IS3£359

•j IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit forRise PC. 270Mb
ICS£42I83£359

IDE3V."Removable Hard Disc Cartridge SQ310. 105 Mb
SyQuest 29 38 £25

IDE3'/." Removable Hard DiscCartridge SQ327, 270 Mb
S/Ouesi 42.30 £361

RemovableHard DiscFitting Kitfor A5000ICS £29.38 £25
RemovableHard DiscFitting Kitfor Rise PC5'/." bay

ICS £2350 £20

Memory
A305/310/440 1 -4Mb
A3000 I - 2 Mb, Upgradable
A3000 1 - 4 Mb
A30I0 1 -2Mb

«I£l38 65fl18
lf£l £6110 £52
IfEl 99 88 £85
llll £4465 f 38 , :

iflrAuthorised Acorn Dealer and Developer
Cheques payable to IanCopestake Limited please

Dept U611,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET
„ Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

M^wfi^^lflfl fi1 sales@ianco.co.uk
http://www.ianco.demon.co.uk
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Rise TV
The Award Winning Desktop Television System is only £298.45!*

'Price of the complete package including expansion card, software, postage andVAT

THE 1996

Awards

This is to certify that

Irlam Instruments

has won first prize in the

Acorn User award category of

i

Best Expansion Card

Rise TV

RiseTV is a unique multimedia digitiser complete with
built-in television tuner and audio processor. It allows
you to watch television on the desktop and digitise high
quality still images from the tuner or an external video
source.

RiseTV uses hardware to update the screen, so your
computer runs at full speed and the real-time display
is always true colour (24 bit) irrespective of screen
mode.The display can also be scaled to any size or
made full-screen.

There is simply no other expansion card which can
come close to RiseTVs image size, colour depth and
speed of update. In recognition of this performance,
Acorn User have given Rise TV the ' 1996 Best
Expansion Card' award.

Rise TV Features

d 24 bit framestore providing 16.7 million
colours updated at 50Hz.

D Real-time display sizes of over 1024 x 768.

I~J No DMA slot required. Rise TV even works
onA5000's!

• No processor power required to update
the video window.

("1 Real-time control of scaling, filtering,
contrast, brightness and saturation.

O On-board TV Tuner covers all VHF and UHF

channel frequencies.

[1 Tuners suitable for European and other TV
systems available on request.

O Auxiliary inputs for composite video and
S-VHS sources.

I~J Audio support including control of bass,
balance and treble adjustments.

D TV tuner fitted as standard.

ll Modular system provides support for future
expansion and upgrade.

Optional Upgrades

A teletext hardware module is already available for
Rise TV. This comes complete with software at the
very modest price of £45.83 including VAT.

Teletext pages can be selected and viewed in the
desktop, and subsequently saved as sprite or plain
text files, for use with other applications. Fastext
and index page links are fully supported

Weare working on at least one other major upgrade
to be released in the coming weeks!

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 81 1401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please note: Rise TV works on A5000 & RISC PCmachines frequires one free expansion slot). You must have
RISC OS 3.1 or later, a hard disc and 2Mb RAM minimum. Rise TV has a full I years guarantee. E & OE.

Access

VISA



news
Sun/IBM compete with Acorn/Oracle NC
IT WAS RATHER fitting that Sun
Microsystems' world-wide satellite-linked
launch of its JavaStation Network
Computer (NC) range included a down
link to the island of Java in Indonesia. The
NC movement's holy grail is the platform-
independent Java architecture, first
proposed by Sun less than 18 months ago.
IBM has 'Java-enabled' its OS/2 Warp oper
ating system to a common or garden PC
into a NC-style device. The two initiatives
represent lively competition for Acorn's
plans in the NC arena.

Scott McNealy, Sun Microsystems' chief
executive officer, took to the stage to crack
some carefully worded jokes - mostly at
Microsoft and Intel's expense. A spoof
version of the legendary Apple TV ad from
1984, which originally used the George
Orwell 1984 novel scenario to attack IBM's

dominance of the computer market, now
featured a Bill Gates look-alike as public
enemy number one.

If you needed convincing as to the
viability of the NC revolutions, Sun deliv
ered its message with uncanny logic -
reminding us that there are over a hundred
million PCs out there but two thirds of the

world's population has never used a tele
phone. That the PC is a bloated
architecture which people are forced to use

through circumstance rather than choice.
It's expensive - possibly running up
$10,000 per annum administration costs
according to analyst calculations, let alone
the high initial purchase price. A PC is
crammed with delicate and expensive
technology, which McNealy likened to the
need of a telephone exchange on your
desktop simply to make a phone call.

While Sun was rubbishing the PC, it was

careful not to reject its place in the grand
scheme of things. Telling the world that
nobody wants PCs - indeed Rise PCs - with
their intrinsic versatility and richness
would be very naive. However, more
affordable NCs would eventually out
number their PC cousins by a large ratio,
at least that's the hope.

To hit home its point, Sun revealed that
its JavaStation 'thin client' NCs will sell for

£519 + VAT without a monitor, or £699 +

VAT with a standard SVGA 14 inch moni

tor. You can't get an entry-level premium
brand PC for anything near those prices.
Calculated cost of ownership, including
technical support, administration, etc., is
estimated to be just one third that of a
comparable PC.

Matching Sun's rhetoric against the PC,
Microsoft and Bill Gates have been just as
insistent that the PC is the way forward,
but Gates has now signalled a change of
strategy and has cobbled together a
proposal for a Net PC. Basically, it's a
slimmed down Windows operating system
mated to a slimmed down PC hardware

platform. Some say Gates is running scared
of the NC revolution.

Sun is not interested in the cut-throat

cut-price end of the market and rule out
marketing to the consumer for some time.
In any case, a fundamental requirement
for NCs is a fast network connection - a

modem won't be acceptable to consumers.
However, if Sun can build and sell a
superb-looking JavaStation NC for the rich
corporate market with a price tag of £519,
someone else will eventually be able to
make them, in a less attractive box
perhaps, for approaching half the price.
Acorn is doing just that.

Graftek introduces
updated Tabby

Acorn World Rise
PC revelations
ART'S PETER BONDAR has been talking about

things to come Rise PC-wise. At Acorn Worldhe
wowed the fans with talk of 300MHz multiple
processorStrongARM next-generation Rise PCs
mated to vast quantities of VRAM which would
satisfy the requirements if the most ardent
image processing guru.

The 300MHz StrongARM talk was a bit of a
surprise for us here at AU as we had beentold
by Peter Bondarthat it was unlikely that we
would see a StrongARM much faster than
230MHz for quite a while, if at all. Still,news
like that is very welcome.

Another sign of the times is that Acornwill
almost certainly offer motherboard upgrades
for existing Rise PC users instead of forcing
them to buy complete new systems, which
many potential buyers wouldn't be able to
afford. Bondar was also quoted in the national
press as saying that Acorn is in better shape
than it has been for a long time and that they
were now undertaking many ambitious projects
and upping the R&D spend correspondingly.

SINCE 1993 some 10,000

Tabby graphics tablets
have been produced in
the UK by Micrograf
International.

Tabby tablets have
been very popular
among Acorn users, espe
cially for graphical input
as well as pen-operated
desktop navigation and
control.

The diminutive tablet

(176 x 165 mm) has a
resolution of 2048 x

2048 with an accuracy of
+/-1 pixel.

The latest version of

the Tabby has revised
ergonomics and a built-
in microprocessor to
improve performance.

Its recommended

price is £69.95 includ
ing VAT.

Distributor Graftek,

tel: (01932) 248222.
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Acorn World optimism
EPS EVENTS, which organised this year's
Acorn World Show, has reported that the
whole event was an unqualified success,
making a profit and attracting a good
turnout. Despite the fact that this year's
event didn't coincide with a school half-

term holiday, attendance was broadly
comparable with last year, though no defin
itive figures were available at press time.

Fewer children were at this year's show
and EPS suggest that the overall calibre of
attendees was higher, with more teachers
attending on the Friday 'education day'.
The education seminar event was very
successful, with over 350 delegates.

Exhibitors and visitors seem to have been

pleased by the change of venue from

Wembley to Olympia 2, with more space
being a major advantage.

Dalriada Data Technology was especially
happy, reporting back to EPS that they had
done six months worth of business over the

three days of the event.
Computer Concepts was besieged by

customers for software upgrades for
StrongARM compatibility. There were
mixed opinions about the PC destruction
derby on the second floor, but at least it did
reflect new-found optimism for Acorn
prospects.

Next year's Acorn World will take place
between October 31 and November 2 at

Olympia 2 once more. FPS Events Ltd, tel:
0701 0709 901, fax: 0701 0709 902.

That Rise PC under

lock and key
IMAGINE YOUR news reporter's surprise when he wandered into
WH Smiths at Charing Cross Station in London a week before
Acorn World. 1picked up a copyof Byte magazine, the Rolls Royce
of computer technology publications from the US. On the cover
wasa redcard with a little keyon it. Looks interesting, I thought.

Then it struck me - this was an Acorn Rise PC promotion!
Apparently the brain child of Chris Cox at ART, all copies of Byte
distributed across Europe featured the promotion, which invited
the reader to bring hisor her key to the Acorn World show and try
their luck in unlocking the door to a brand new StrongARM Rise-
PC. Unfortunately, mine didn't work. In fact nobody successfully
claimed the prize - a shame - but what a way to tell the world
that the Rise PC is back with a vengeance.

Digital Magic
ANOTHER newsoftware house supporting the Acorn platform has started
business based in The Hague inthe Netherlands. Digital Magic says its
primary object isto fill agapinthe Acorn market for professional MIDI
music applications such as sequencers, MIDI instrument editors, sample
editors and MIDI dumparchivers.

Its first release will beDMStudio (a pre-release working name), a MIDI
sequencer currently under development. Digital Magic describes it as ahigh
quality MIDI sequendng andcomposing systemaimed at the homeand
professional market Its spec includes upto64 tracks, an intuitive drag and
drop user interface, aspreadsheet-style arranger managing 20-track
parameters and 20 local effects parameters per pattern, plus multiple editors
per score and support for variable pressure controllers plus much more.

For further details, write to Digital Magic, Linnaeusstraat 294,2522 HA,
TheHague, Netherlands

Argo Zips up deal with Acorn
AS WE HINTED in our last issue, Argo Interactive and Acorn
have signed a deal which involves Argo producing driver
support to enable Iomega's best-selling parallel port Zip Drive
products to be used with Acorn computers. Argo did a roaring
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trade selling Zip packages to visitors at Acorn World, but the
prime reason for the deal with Acorn was for the NC cause. The
100MbZip drives will be offered as a portable storage option for
NC customers.

Argo's other major news from the show was HeartBeat, a
personal health monitoring system to check out your heart. The
system is an electrocardiograph which also allows users to
measure, monitor, display and record body heat rate changes
and calorie consumption. The £99 + VAT package is primarily
aimed at biology and PE teachers.

The Argo Interactive Group, tel: (01243) 815815, fax: (01243)
815805, e-mail: enquiriesC«)argonet.co.uk

Left: Monitor

your heart
beat

Right: Argo
Zip Drives are
a portable
storage
option for
NC users



Buy with confiden
1995 Best Dealer" by readers of Acorn User. BEEBUG is Acorn's

largest dealer and is an Acorn Centre of Technology

Rise PC600 4Mb HD540, with AKF60 mon
Rise PC700 5Mb HD540, with AKF60 moni.
Rise PC700 10Mb ND 1Gb, with AKF60 monitor..
12 months on-site warranty included.

Extras:

17" Acorn AKF91 Monitor-Add £400.00
17" VisionMaster Pro - Add £405.00
Quad Speed CD ROM -Add £99.00
0% APR credit is available over 20 month*

for wri**on ***»**«*
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the Rise PC is

the ultimate
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BEEBUG Ltd., 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts ALL 4JS
Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co
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In association with
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ries include

r LIFE,SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY,
GS, MAPS, PEOPLE.TRANSPORT, MATHS and FLAGS

Available for ACORN RISC OS orWINDOWS on CD ROM

Lo»

•"*j''

FILE FORMATS

Acorn version: Draw, sprite & JPEG
PC version: CGM* & JPEG

*CGM is a vector file

compatible with a

range of software
available on Windows

\ including
Corel Draw®

& Illustrator®.

•%^iS

'•••-••* :••

m

.

£62.22 inc P&P and VAT

L'isl S f' I (i; /!v /: IVAV^^i:'^!;/'/;^'!

Three different reading levels
Exciting plot that appeals to
all ages
Professional narration
Innovative video animation

Hundreds of high quality
pictures
Scrolling map with over 130
photographs
Picture galleries featuring a
variety ofsubjects to
stimulate creative work

Extensive resource materials

Available exclusively
on:

TRIPLE
FORMAT

%
CDROM

Age 8 - 14 years For ACORN RISC OS,WINDOWS or APPLE MAC on CD ROM £62-22 inc P&P andVAT

Don't miss the Sherston Online Catalogue at http://vv-ww.sherston.com
or contact us now for a FREE copy of our 24 page colour brochure
Sherston Software Limited,Angel House, Sherston, Malmesbury,Wiltshire SNI6 OLH

Tel: 01666 840433 Fax: 01666 840048 e-mail: sales@sherston.co.uk

s ftware
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news

Apple's StrongARM Newton
AS WIDELY speculated, Apple has
announced a StrongARM-powcred Newton
personal digital assistant (PDA). It's called
the MessagePad 2000 and runs on a
160MHz version of the blistering
StrongARM chip fabricated by Digital
Semiconductor. A surprise announcement
alongside the MessagePad 2000 was that of
the eMate 300, also based on its Newton
architecture and destined for high-tech
class-rooms.

The MessagePad 2000 is a turbo-charged
version of Apple's established MessagePad
family which boasts a ten times perfor
mance improvement over the old versions'
20MHz ARM610 processors — courtesy of
StrongARM RISC power. All that number
crunching ability is needed to improve the
performance of the Newton handwriting
recognition engine, identified as a major
disappointment in earlier models.

The MessagePad 2000, which is both
smaller, lighter and yet has a larger screen
than its predecessors, will include a fully-
featured Web browser and Internet e-mail

client. A microphone is built in and effi
cient sound compression means that the
MessagePad 2000 can store over an hour's
worth of audio. It is also designed with
(iSM wireless data connections in mind,

though no built in phone is featured.
A pair of PCMCIA expansion slots are

provided for GSM data cards, conven
tional modem cards or extra storage. It's
likely voice attachments to messages will
be featured. Apple hints that it is excited
at the prospect of voice recognition capa
bilities to supplement handwriting
recognition, though no software to
performthis function was demonstrated.

The MessagePad 2000 is set to ship in
February next year. However, its recom

mended selling price of £700 takes it well
outside the Psion Series 3/Acorn Pocket

Book domain. Psion is rumoured to be

working on a PDA with a remarkably
similar specification to the MessagePad
2000 - with StrongARM power, voice
recognition plus voice and GSM cellular
connectivity options. Hopefully it will be
more affordable than the MessagePad 2000.

Apple'sother Newton baby, the eMate300,
eschews costlier StrongARM power for an
ARM710. Why Apple didn't opt for the
unified ARM 7500, as featured in the Acorn
7000 and the Acorn/Oracle NC, is a curiosity.

The Newton eMate 300 is a ruggedised

PocketBook printer
ONE OF THE smallest and lightest near laser-qualityprinters in the world is
Citizen's PN60 model and the joint Acorn/Apple education company, Xemplar, has
adopted the PN60 as a portable printingsolution for the Acorn PocketBook
computer.

Weighing just over a pound and measuring 25.4 x 5.05 x 4.7cm, it ishardly
wider than a sheet of A4 paper and will easily fit into most briefcases. The printer
uses a thermal print mechanism and has a colour option. Battery or mains power
can be used. Ordinarypaper, labels and overhead transparencies are all catered for
by the PN60.

Productmanager, Emma Barnett, explained: "The PN60 pocket printer is ideal
for field trips allowing students and teachers the flexibility to produce reports and
data as hard copies, learning wherever they might be."

Citizenhas produced two new PocketBookconnectivity kits for the PN60 which
will be marketed by Xemplar.The printers are available from variety of High
Street electronic retailers. Xemplar Education, tel: (01223) 724262, fax: (01223)
724300, e-mail: info@xemplar.co.uk.

Newton device in sub-notebook form

designed specifically for the schools
market. Design goals involved producing a
schools computer which could withstand
class-room abuse and yet include a conven
tional built-in keyboard - a Newton first -
and which could be managed and main
tained easily by teaching staff.

The case has curved corners to spread
out impact forces should the unit be
dropped. A large carry-handle is built into
the clam-shell configuration of the case.
Once opened, a note-book keyboard is
revealed along with a monochrome LCD
touch-sensitive display. The display can be
opened up to lie flat on a desktop to ease
pen-sensitive operation, as in more typical
Newtons.

At the end of a school day, a class
room's eMate 300s can be gathered up
and stacked in a dedicated storage and
recharging station, ready for the next
school day. Apple also believe eMatc 300s
will popular for use in the evening at
home by pupils, with the teacher's
permission.

Roger Broadie, an educational comput
ing consultant who has worked closely
with Acorn and Xemplar, the new
Acorn/Apple joint education venture, is
very enthusiastic about the eMate 300. He
revealed that Xemplar would be evaluat
ing the marketability of the eMatc 300
during the first half of 1997.

He denied that it would impact on the
Acorn Pocket Book's pioneering role in UK
schools, suggesting the two were comple
mentary. Pricing and availability will be
set after the evaluation period has been
completed.

Newton helpline (UK), tel: 0800 639866,
Web: http://www.infor.apple.com/newton.

StrongARM or A710
... or both?
MCS OFGermanyhas released a problem solver
for people who want the power of the
StrongARM without losing the products that
aren't compatible. The ARM_Svvitcher is a hard
ware product that allows you to plug bother
processors intoyourmachine simultaneously.

The current version has a manual switch
but later models will be software switchable

and the upgrade will be free if you want to
buy now. Not only does it give you access to
both products but the card also has a third
socket for additional plug-ins coming soon.

The card costs just £119 and is available
from MCS, Baroper Bahnhof Str. 55, 44225
Dortmund, Germany Tel: 0049 231 759283
Fax: 0049 231 750455. E-mail: mcssales@
knipp.de and web: http://www.acebace.
de/mcs.html.
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StrongARM tops Java speed trials
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT Corporation has
announced that the StrongARM SA-110
microprocessor has topped the benchmark
ratings for the CaffeineMark 2.01 inter
preted Java applet performance test. The
results were achieved using, what Digital
describes as a prototype Internet terminal -
a reference hardware design for the
StrongARM SA-110 chip that was used to
port the JavaOS operating system to the
StrongARM architecture.

The CaffeineMark benchmark applet
was produced by Pendragon Software's. It
rates the performance of Java applets by
specific hardware-software configurations.
Prototypes used for the testing were fitted
with 233MHz and 185MHz versions of
StrongARM running JavaOS and the Hot
Java browser.

Results produced indicated interpreted
CaffeineMark scores more than twice as

high as a Silicon Graphics Indigo Extreme
2 workstation (MIPS R4400-250MHz CPU,
Irix 5.3 OS), a Sun Ultra 170 workstation
(UltraSPARC-167MHz CPU, Solaris 2.5 OS),
and an AT-compatible Pentium Pro-
200MHz PC (Linux OS), all running
Netscape Navigator 2.0 or 3.0b5a.

"The CaffieneMark scores

demonstrate that the

StrongARM SA-110 interprets
Java applets extremely fast"

To put these figures into perspective,
Sun's impressive new JavaStation NC (see
separate story) makes do with a relatively
lowly 100MHz UltraSPARC CPU. Sun's
Java-optimised Pico processors are not yet
in production, but will offer more realistic

news

competition to StrongARM eventually.
"The CaffeineMark scores demonstrate

that the StrongARM SA-110 interprets Java
applets extremely fast and is well suited
for low-cost Java appliances with small
memory footprints," said Leo Joseph,
Internet appliance marketing manager for
Digital Semiconductor.

He added: "We are also working on a
JIT Gust In Time) compiler for StrongARM
that will give a performance improve
ment of ten times for the CaffeineMark

benchmark. At sub-watt power levels and
prices below $50, StrongARM chips
deliver the industry's leading MlPS-per-
dollar and MlPS-per-watt for embedded
applications." That familiar ARM slogan
rings as true as ever.

The CaffeineMark website is at:

http://www.webfayre.com/pendragon/cm
2/index.html.

New Acorn NC models revealed Rise os hits Korea

JUST AS ACORN World exhibitors were
packing up for another year at Olympia in
London, the organisers of Oracle Open
World '96 in San Francisco were making
last minute preparations for their event
which started on November5. Guy Fawkes
night may not be celebrated across the
pond, but Acorn was certainly letting off
metaphorical fireworks with the announce
ment at the Open World event with the
announcement of several new NC devices,
including, the StrongARM-powered Office
NC, the Set-top Box NC (STB NC), the
ExecPhone NC, and the NC TV. Acorn also
announced the immediate commercial
availability of its basic Acorn NC.

The Office NC and STB NC are brand
new models being prepared as
Reference Designs from Network
Computer, Inc. (NCI).

The ExecPhone NC and NC TV are
working prototypes designed to demon
strate new concepts in network
computing. Acorn has been developing
and licensing technology to NCI since
January. According to Acorn, many of
the network computers on display NCI's
pavilion at OpenWorld were based on
Acorn Reference Designs.

"Asone of our premier partners, Acorn is
developing new and innovative NC proto
types," said Jerry Baker,,President of
Network Computer, Inc. "They've been
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instrumental in providing cutting edge
technology and know-how to the industry
that has helped turn the NC into reality."

The STB-NC, or Set-Top Box NC is capa
ble of displaying quality real-time video
from an MPEG 2 data stream. This NC
provides an ideal solution for interactive
TV applications when attached to a suit
able network structure. The ExecPhone

couples NC technology with the normal
office desktop phone.

The NC TV prototype shows how NC
technology can be applied to the field of
consumer electronics. By including the NC
design within an existing consumer prod
uct, the cost of providing NC technology to
the home is reduced even further. Users

can explore the web from the comfort of
their hotel or living room using a remote
handset which includes a full alphanu
meric keyset and special function keys
designed for web use. Personal data and
e-mail can be taken from the office, to the
home or a hotel, simply by carrying the
obligatory personal NC SmartCard.

As well as announcing its immediate
availability, Acorn also announced that the
Acorn NC has been coming off the produc
tion lines since August, ahead of schedule.
For corporations ordering in volume, the
Acorn NC can be priced below S400,
around half the price of Sun's recently
launched JavaStation NC.

ACORN HAS signed an agreement with
The Electronics and Telecommunications

Research Institute of Korea, ETRI, spon
sored by the Korean Ministry of
Technology for the development of a
range of Internet-enabled multimedia
products.

Korea is in the middle of a drive to

become one of the leaders in Information
Technology and ETRI's mission is to gener
ate new intellectual property for Korea.

Dr Cheehang Park, vice president of
ETRI's computer division, commented:
"Acorn is the world's leading developer of
RISC technologies with a long history of
innovation. As one of the leaders in the

interactive multimedia market place, Acorn
was the ideal choice for us to work with."

Peter Bondar, director of Acorn Rise

Technologies, added: "This agreement
represents Acorn's entrance into the
Korean market and moreover it is a major
landmark for Acorn's businessstrategy for
technology licensing. Given the impor
tance of Korean companies on the world
stage, the partnership with ETRI gives our
technology a pre-eminent position in one
of our key target markets. In fact this
could not have come at a better time,
Acorn will be in at the start of the Korean

Government's trail-blazing initiative to be
at the forefront of internet technology
thanks to its work with ETRI."

Pure speculation it is, but with
Olivetti's continuing financial woes and
its steady loosening grip on the Acorn
Computer Group, added to Korean
companies' aggressive expansion in
Europe, could we one day be faced with a
Korean take-over bid for Acorn? It's just
speculation of course!
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CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

The UK's premier
Acorn peripherals

manufacturer
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Introducing

THE NEW

^>WGH QUALITY
CANFLAT II

SCSI Flatbed scanner
plus SCSI II Interface

The single pass high
quality Scanflat II
range of A4 flatbed
scanners is a new

and improved
version of the highly
successful Scanflat

series. With a new

compactfootprint to save space, and improved
scanning speeds, the Scanflat II provides both quality
and ease of use for the busy officeor classroom.
Available now in 600dpi and 800dpi versions.

♦ New versions with 400x290mm footprint
♦ High resolution Scanflat 1200 still available
♦ Line art, grey or 24-bit colour modes
♦ Pre-scan colour/brightness control
♦ Free ImageMaster Software & TWAIN driver
♦ Full I year guarantee

SCSI II INTERFACES from £66
(when bought with Scanflat IIScanner):

A3000,A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (£7755)
A310*, A400, A540, A5000, RexPC, A7000* £72 (£84.60)
CastleTechnology's plug-&-play softwareallows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected.Free software includes
ISetup (SCSI). PhotoView, CDPIayer, and IChange FSI.

^"Backplane may berequired

Price in bracket! include!

delivery and VAT
Brochure

Price
Offer
Price

Scanflat II 600 (600dpi) £449
(£539.33)

£299

(£363.08)

Scanflat II 800 (800dpi) £549
(£656.83)

£399
(£480.58)

Scanflat 1200 (1200dpi) £699
(£833.08)

£549
(£656.83)

ORDER NOW!

CALL 01728 621222
or order by FAX ON 01728 621179

Delivery £10 (£11.75 inc VAT) per order.
Prices exclude VAT unless otherwise indicated.

Cheques (allow 5 working days to clear),debitcards (Switch &Delta),
credit cards(2% charge may apply), andeducational ordersaccepted.
All trademarks acknowledged. E&OE

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road
Framlingham Suffolk IPB9II

e-mail: sales@castIe-lechnology.co.uk
Web: lutp:/A\ww.casile-lechnology.co.uk.
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SPECIAL PURCHASE
120Mb and 400Mb Hard Drives

for A3020 / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

120Mb

exVAT m$r
400Mb

ex VAT s VAI

A3020 £90.00 £11750 £120.00 £15275

A3010 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £I9&58

A3000 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £198.58

^**r

A further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required and

no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility
♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also available

AN EXPANDABLE SCSI EXTERNAL

D-ROM
or any Acorn computer

(except A4)

for only

£99
Available now!

Call 01728 621222

300 Kb/sec CD-ROM

Tray loading CD

Volume control

Headphone socket

• Spare slot
(for other SCSI devices)

SCSI cable

SCSI terminator

SCSI ID selector

Daisychain PSU

Whisper-quiet fan

(£128.08 inc
DELIVERY & VAT)

Combo Case with CD-ROM

The unique expand
ability of SCSI makes
it so easy to install
extra SCSI hardware,
and Castle Technology
is delighted to be able
to make this once-

in-a-lifetime CD-ROM

offer. Make use of the

wealth of CD-ROM

material available as

well as playing audio
CDs direct from your
computer.

Own internal PSU

SCSI in & expansion

Phono output (to hi-fi etc)

Replay, Audio player,
PhotoCD etc compatible

*Use spare slot for
other SCSI devices:

Hard drives up to 2Gb from

£39 (100Mb), Panasonic PD
(600Mb optical + CD),
SyQuest, Jazz, Zip etc.

removable drives.

Faster CD-ROM drives are

available as an option -

Call for details

SCSI II INTERFACES from £66

(when bought with CD-ROM):

A3000, A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (€755 kvat)
A310,A400, A540, A5000. RiscPC, A700G £72 (£84.60 mc VAT)
Castle Technology's plug-&-playsoftware allows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Free software includes

ISetup (SCSI), PhotoView, CDPIayer, and IChange FSI.

Backplane maybe required



Acorn debuts NewsPAD
ACORN RISC Technologies, introduced its
NewsPAD tablet computer to the public at Acorn
World. Acorn suggests devices like the EC-spon
sored OMI-NewsPAD portable "multimedia
viewer" will eventually replace inky and cumber
some conventional newsprint in the not too
distant future.

The A4 form factor NewsPAD houses a large,
high-resolution colour SVGA active matrix LCD
panel. A touch panel overlaid on the display
controls the system and the user can personalise
the content received as if published uniquely for
that individual. If that sounds futuristic,
customised news feeds concentrating on the
user's preferred news topics, are already being
offered to consumers on the Internet and have

been available to business users - at a price - for
several years. The Spanish publishing house
Ediciones Primera Plana is

in the process of trialing
the concept and spearhead
ing its long-term drive into
multimedia news gather
ing, distribution and
feedback.

NewsPAD is capable of
displaying video and audio,
colour still images, info-
graphics and animated
information sequences as
well as the more traditional

newspaper text and graph
ics. Also included is

provision for an integral
microphone and compact

colour motion video camera to be built in. Acorn

predicts the day when the user won't just be read
ing the news but, over a videophone link option,
will possibly be making the news using the same
Newsl'AD-like device.

Tim Caspell of Acorn Rise Technologies said,
"We have taken steps along the road which will
change the lives of many hundreds of thousands
of people and make an impact on millions of
others in the next 25 years. This is because
devices such as the NewsPAD will affect the entire

time-dependent print media such as magazines
and newspapers, and could make them obsolete
in years to come.

"This change is unlike any other in the last 100
years to have affected the paper-based technology
process. The consumer will have ultimate flexibility
and will he able to access information as and when

they require it. The relation
ship between the information
supplier and the reader will
be turned on its head."

Logically, Utopian
thoughts like the above will
come true sooner or later. A

word of caution, though -
look what they said about
the paperless office;
computers have actually
generated several times
more business for paper
producers. Newspaper exec
utives aren't yet losing
sleep over the portable
computer revolution.

Acorn's reaction to Psion's palmtops
WITH THE RECENT arrival of

Psion's attractive new Siena and

Series3c pocket computers, Acorn
User contacted Acorn's Henry
Howarth, who is the product
manager for the Acorn
PocketHook family of products,
which are based on Psion's Series

3 models. We asked Howarth

whether or not Acorn had plans
to adopt Psion's latest technolo
gies under the Pocket Hook
brand.

According to Howarth:
"Xemplar plan to add new
PocketHook products to the
range early in 1997. These will be
based on the Psion 3c product
and will incorporate a range of
modifications for educational

use.

"Psion have recently
announced the Series 3c and a

smaller organiser called Siena.
Like the Psion 3a, which has not
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been discontinued and will still

be available for some time, the

Psion Series 3c is designed for
and marketed to business and

consumer markets.

"Siena is a smaller version of

the 3c in an organiser format,
without the ability to add SSDs
and without sound capability.
Studies will be undertaken to

evaluate the usefulness of this

style of product in schools but
there are no plans at present for
Xcmplar to produce their own
version of Siena.

"Xemplar continue to work in
partnership with Psion to make
the most appropriate palm top
technologies available to schools.
The new PocketHook products
will be enhanced versions of the

popular PocketHook scries,
making use of the new features
of the Psion 3c and adding addi
tional applications and features

of value to students and teachers.

"To ensure continuity the
PocketHook II will still be avail

able to schools, even after the

new versions are available, so can
still be purchased in confidence
as the most appropriate palmtop
for school use."

Howarth was not 100 per cent
correct when he commented that

Siena can't be used with SSI)

cartridges - an external SSD drive
is listed as an accessory. With
affordability a key concern in
schools, it would be surprising if
the cheaper Siena did not find a
home in the Pocket Hook fold.

Hopefully the affordability of the
Siena would expand the Pocket
Hook appeal without compromis
ing the marketability of the more
expensive Series 3-based models.

For enquiries about Pocket
Hook products, e-mail: pocket@
xemplar.co.uk.

ARM Club on show

On Saturday December 7 the ARM

Clubare holding an Open Day at

the National Motorcycle Museum,

Coventry Road, Bickenhill,

Solihull,West Midland opposite

the NEC.

The show willfeature manyof

the big names in the Acorn

market as well as some of the

smaller ones. Doors open at 10am

and admission is just £1 (members

half price)and under 16sgo in

free.

On the move...

Sincronia Soluzioni Multimediali,

creator of TopModel, has moved

to Via Bastone 35,10090 Rosta

(TO), Italy. Tel/fax:+39-11-

9540540 and e-mail:

sincro@inrete.it

IMS moves

Creator of RISC OS readers for PC

CD-ROMs, Innovative Media

Solutions, has moved. The

company can be contacted at Box

Bush Farm, Westwick, Weston-s-

mare, BS24 7TF. Tel: (01934)

522880, e-mail: sales@ims-bristol.

co.uk

Bristol welcomes

Acorn users

The Bristol Acorn Rise UserGroup

is a group for all users of Acorn

32-bit computers and RISC OS

operating systems, who live

within reach of North Bristol.

Meetings are held on the last

Wednesday of the month in the

Long Roomat the Burden

Neurological Institute, Stoke Lane,

Bristol.

The group has regular speakers

from the Acorn world as well as

mutual help sessions. The annual

subscription is £7 and new

members are always welcome.

Contact: Jeremy Brown, tel:

0117-9682664 or e-mail on jere-

myb@argonet.co.uk, WWW:

http://emrs.chm.bris.ac.uk/ARUG/



"The beauty is that you do not need to
reformat your hard disc when you upgrade. Gordon Taylor

Computer Concepts

UNBELIEVABLE RESPONSE TO THIS

NEW PRODUCT FROM ALSYSTEMS

SO WHAT'S ALL THIS FUSS ABOUT?

PowerROM. That's What!

Cumana • Castle Technology • Lingenuity
Morley • Acorn • Vti • HCCS • Oak

Liven up your old SCSI Card and power up a PowerROM!

Ifonly you could keep your present SCSI card with its features and yet
have all those benefits that Power-tec SCSI Card users enjoy!

Well now you can with

PDWEfRM
the latest addition to the Power-tec range from Alsystems

You get the FULL SCSI 2 command set with all the functionality and
compatibility of our Power-tec SCSI 2 card (except fast SCSI transfers)
when you fit our new PowerROM upgrade. Simply replace the existing

EPROM on your SCSI card with the new PowerROM and run the
!PowerMgr application.

Disc based manual, Software Suite (!PowerMgr, !Speed, IBackUp, CD
Support, & passwording) and 30 Day Technical Support all included.

No reduction in performance of your present ROM

The new PowerROM will

enable your existing card to
be fully compatible with:

Zip Drives
Jaz Drives

Mag Optical Drives
Panasonic PD Drives

(eg Proteus)
Syquest Drives
51/4" - 44MB, 88MB & 200MB
31/2"- 105MB & 270MB

andEZ135

ALL sizes of hard discs of ALL

leading manufacturers such as
Fujitsu, Quantum, Conner,
Micropolis, IBM and Seagate.

Scanners from Epson, Canon,
Umax, Mustek, Microtech and
other leading brands.

includes SCSI CD Drivers for

NEC, Pioneer, Plextor, Sony,
Toshiba. Recordables too.

And ATAPI Drivers for ALL

leading makes up to 8x and the
new 'jukebox' multichanger
drives.

PLUS - Tape Streamer Software,
up to 8 partition/drive icons on
the icon bar and 4GB partitions
with RiscOS 3.6. etc... etc ...

Price: Only £39.95 + VAT email: sales@alsys.demon.co.uk
Call Alsystems on 01420 561111 for further information or to order today.

Alsystems wish all our customers a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Alsystems. 47 Winchester Road, Four Marks, Alton, Hampshire. GU34 5HG. England. Tel: +44 (0) 1420 561111.

More details on the Internet!

http://www.alsystems.co.uk

Power-tec
the power to perform



RISC User
is entering its 1Oth volume
Ifyou are not already a subscriber to the leading
Acorn subscription magazine, here are 10 examples
of what you have missed* in volume 9 of RISC User.

Making the News

Exclusive story of Acorn Rise Technologies' NewsPAD, by the head of the project
Acorn's Timecode software

A detailed explanation by the Acorn programmer who wrote Timecode
Something to Sing About

Details of the CHRP (PPCRP) hardware platform, by an Acorn engineer
The Vision of ART

All about the future of Acorn Rise Technologies from ART's head, Peter Bondar
VIP Interviews

David Lee-(Acorn), Peter Bondar (ART), Brendan O'Sullivan (Xemplar) and others
What's Cooking?

Future developments at Acorn Online Media, ANT, ARM, IMS and others
Practical advice

Techniques for desktop publishing, graphics design and more
In-depth reviews

Expert coverage of the latest software and hardware, by experienced writers
Programming features

3D animation in Basic; floating point in Assembler; type-in listings and more
Regular features

Articles on the Internet, education, programming (Basic, C/C++, ARM, Wimp, Toolbox) and others

Recent comments from readers

"I have read every issue of RISC User ... "Another good issue of RISC User. I hate
They really are exceptionally good, to say this, but I think [Archive] readers
particularly the more recent issues." ought to be subscribing to both RISC User
—Alexander Singleton, and Archive]" —Paul Beverley, Editor,
computerjournalist Archive magazine

See for yourself: contact Beebug for a sample copy for just £1

Subscribing
A yearly subscription to RISC User (10 issues) costs £24 (inclusive)
for new UK subscribers; renewals cost £22-50. Overseas readers
please enquire for subscription rates. RISC User subscribers are
eligible for discounts on Beebug software and books.

BEEBUG Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road,
St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tel./fax 01727 840303/860263
Email sales@beebug.co.uk Special offer!

Subscribe to RISC User and

get two extra issues free!

"Back Issues are available from Beebug



graphics
StrongARM one month on...
I am in no doubt that, by the time of reading, most

of you will have already seen StrongARM working
either in their own machines or in others. 1plugged
in my StrongARM approximately one month ago
and from a graphics and DTP angle have been very
pleased with the effect.Sometimes amazed.

All the hertz, dryhstones and mips for
StrongARM were published ages ago, but the bene
fits can only be realised by testing the chip in-vivo.
After several weeks of trial and some tribulation, I

have arrived at conclusions both good and bad.
Tradition dictates that bad news be told first.

The main criticism with StrongARM and RISC OS
3.7 was compatibility. I say 'was' because most of
the issues have been resolved and the remaining
ones will most certainly have gone by the time you
read this.

Impression and Artworks, the most important
applications of their kind for many users, fell flat
on their faces with StrongARM. One swift drive up
to ComputerConcepts and versions 5.10 and 1.702
of Impression Publisher Plus and Artworks respec
tivelywereinstalled, loadedand running smoothly.
Not just smoothly but swiftly too.

This is where the good news really starts. Was it
my imagination or were installation and loading
quicker than usual? Surprisingly, yes. Wimp polls
are ignored in RISC OS 3.7 so many programs are
sped up, much in the same way that Clares' Speed
works on earlier versions of RISC OS. This helps
floppy disc formatting and read-writing but the
StrongARM also appears to boost hard disc access
and read-write times considerably.

I am uncertain whether this was in the original
plan for 3.7 or if it is another of StrongARM's per
formance improvements that Acorn did not expect.
Whatever the case, StrongARM and RISC OS 3.7
make booting-up, desktopoperationsand fileroper
ations far quicker than before. I am especially
impressed with the boot-up sequence starring the
new Acorn Rise Technologies start up plaque which
cannot be fully appreciated as it's never there for
very long.

Applications, likewise, are faster to load and once
running, now gallop where they used to trot.
Artworks and Impression are in the order of 500 per
cent faster for every operation. The infamous
Computer Concepts' Apple appears in less time
than it takes to say Cranny Smith.
• Ovation Pro, always faster than Impression in text
rendering and many areas of redrawing is now
around four times faster than before

• Draw has suddenly become very useful to me for
instant JPEG decompression where once it was too
slow for anything serious
• Plmtodesk I estimated to be 10 times faster than

on an ARM 610 for some functions and the virtual

memory was boosted thanks to the improved disc
access. This is quite a remarkable jump in perfor
mance, made tangible when redraws and undoes
finish almost instantly on all but very massive
canvasses.

Not one special effect on a complex 8Mb bitmap
took long enough to warrant the use of the escape

Photodesk 2 at 200MHz took under 20 seconds for a

global unsharp mask and undoon this 1600 x 1200
24-bitimage.2000 per cent faster than an A5000

function. However, compared to a 200MHz
PowerMac running Photoshop an Unsharp Mask
(often used to enhance scanned imagery) on the
same 8Mb file as above, the StrongARM was slower:
The Mactook just20secondsshadowingthe Acorn's
80 seconds. But under a minute and a half is still

very quick and the PowerPC 604 does have help
from its fast maths coprocessor. Most importantly, I
only parted with £250 to upgrade from 30 to
200MHz. That's more than £2500 in Mac currency.

Printing speed is also improved on standard
devices, postscript files and directdrivefiles as data
is rendered and transferred more rapidly. liven with
a complex A4 text document at 600dpi, LaserJet IV
TurboDrivers and Calligraph Direct Drive software
generated the data faster than the 12 pages per
minute that the printers can cope with. But I have
been experiencing reliability problems with back
ground printing since the upgrade.

Apart from the Argonet Internet Suite, which
with a weepatch worksadmirably on RISC OS3.7,1
have not tested any other packages extensively
enough to know how well they behave with
StrongARM but other key packages such as Compo,
Studio24, Optima, CineWorks, TopModel and
DaVind will all benefit from StrongARM, if they
don't already.

Interestingly, one of the packages briefly tried
which 1 expected to die immediately was the dis
continued DA'SPicture. It worked a treat and very,
very fast. With a graphics tablet it is still the best
way to sketch on the Acorn.

A complete software compatibility page can be
referenced from Acorn's Web site and most software

houses have their own compatibility and perfor
mance information. Some even offer free down

loadable upgrades. There's also a feature with more
details about StrongARM compatibility in this issue
of Acorn User.

The powerof StrongARM in the real world is as
much as it promised in theory. Although it has not
brought the RiscPC into a SiliconGraphics territory,
StrongARM has proven itself to be one of the great
est bargains in computer upgrade history, at least
with regards to graphics. Whether this is the case
for all areas of Acorn computing 1do not know. My
fellow columnists will be the judges of that.

Next month...

Because there's been so much

graphics news recently there has

not been space for Picof the

Month. The competition returns

next month as well as a look at

the products previewed at Acorn

World and news of the latest in

desktop publishing.

Spacetech's
new plug-ins

Ihave had a brief glimpseat the
excellent new plug-ins for

Photodesk and PhotodeskLight

which include zoom-blur, 3D

ripple,crackle, spin-blurhatching
and lens-mapping. Forusers of
Photodesk 2 the forthcoming

version 2.05 includes full layering

capability with real time position,

effect and opacity controls and a

very sensible user interface.

Spacetech's motto of "anything

Adobe can do, we can do better"

is now more justifiablethan ever.
Even the most complex, multi
channel, multi-layered Photoshop

3.0 files freely transferred
between the packages.

Spacetech

Tel: (01305) 822753

Don't be a Dropout

It is claimed by iSV that their new

NoDropout Technology (NDT)
fonts can be reproduced at the

smallest sizes without suffering

from dropouts. Dropouts occur on

serifs and thin areas of letters

when the area becomes smaller

than the printer can resolve.
Sophisticated scaffolding and
ensuring the font sits correctlyon
base line helps maintain thin lines

in printing. The cost is also very
reasonable at under £30 for 300

fonts.

iSV Products

Tel: (01344) 55769

Contacting me

You can contact the graphics and
DTP page by writing to me, Jack
Kreindler at Acorn User, Media

House, Adlington Park,
MacclesfieldSK10 4NP,or by
email to augrafix@idg.co.uk.
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ARMed 96
ARMed 96 is a perfect example of
how not to do a demo and then

proclaim it the best release of '96.
Bad graphics, the use of a 147Hz
screen mode (why?),boring code
and rippedmusic. Nota good
advert for ARMed Forces Software

at all...

AutoSheet
Alisdair McDiarmid has produced a
specialised educational maths pro
gram entitled AutoSheet. The
applicationis given a set of choices
including problem type, layout,
maximum and minimum numbers

and other specific options. It
calculates a sheet of 18, 24 or 30
sums and an answer sheet which

can be saved and printed easily.
The program is shareware and
can be bought directly from
APDL, or from the AutoSheet
web site at:

http://www.users.zetnet.co.Uk/a
mcdiarmid/software.htm

Midi PD software
request
PeterRichmond is looking for vari
ous PD musicutilitiesthat exploit
the sampling, MIDI and playback
capabilitiesof his CC Eagle
Multimedia card. Anyone inter
ested in developing a basic
sequencer for use with moviesor
librarian software to managesam
plebanksfor synthsshouldget in
touch at the usual AU address. I'll

pass on any replies.

FreeMem
FreeMem, the handytimeand free
memorydisplay program which
sitsconstantly on myiconbar,
wins the AU PD column award for

the firstStrongARM updated
release. FreeMem is available

directfrom Liquid Silicon at: Liquid
Silicon, FREEPOST EH2725,
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR. Oron the
web at: http://www.cybervillage.
co.uk/acorn/liquid/

Coolyze
Author of da rather dubiouz

Xperience (wow!they're great)
web pagez, Bernhard Ludewig,
hazcomeup with a relatively
pointless, but actually quite cOOl,
utility. Coolyze takez a text file
(typically da help file 4 a demo)
and "cOOlyzez" it 2 uze scene ter-
minolo-g. Wh@am Italkin' here?
Well, diz text here haz been
Coolyzed. Coolyze can be found
on TXP's web pagez @:
http://www.stud.uni-hannover.de/
-bcl/xperience
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MissTech
IT'S THAT time of year again
when ARM assembler of French

origin spirals onto your screen
and does its best to amaze. Yes,
the new ARM's Tech demo is here

- written almost entirely by that
code-meister Prederic Flisei - the

technical aspects of this demo
really blow you away.

Written specifically for the
StrongARM, Misstech is a collec
tion of Frederic's most recent

effects which have been extended

to push the StrongARM to its lim
its. Running on a RPC700 the
effects are impressive but on the
whole a little slow, on the
StrongARM it's all fluently
smooth.

To begin with, the face of a Ninja illuminated
fleetingly by a moving light can be seen. As with
the third and secret parts, this is just an improved
version of Frederic's shading routines which were
first released some time ago on the AU cover disc.
In this form, they run at high-res using highly
complex objects and on the StrongARM it's very
impressive.

In contrast to these visually
stunning fx, Frederic plays a
blinder on the technical side with

some ball fx. First up is a high res
complex" molecule routine that
has perfect z-buffering and even
runs at a good speed on the
ARM700. Fven better is an incredi

ble display of a solid rotating
sphere that's had various Ijoles
and shapes cut into it. The routine not only runs
fast but draws the different layers of the object in
perfect order.

If you need just one routine to show off your
new StrongARM, Frederic's Julia plotter has to be
it. Making use of the StrongARM's ultra fast mul
tiply instruction (see last month's column), the
demo lets you scroll and zoom into a high res

Julia set in real time. I remember the days of the
BBC when it took hours just to draw a low-res
Mandelbrot, that just makes it seem even more
amazing.

In typical Elisei style, there's a nice plasma rou
tine included in the demo called Plasticpool. 'Ibis
renders up a smooth flowing liquid that writhes

around on the screen. To finish,

the words ARM'S TECH gradually
appear on the screen shaped in
fire.

Demo aficionados will probably
be quite excited at this point but
there is a major omission. I don't
want to denigrate the amazing
coding put into this production,
but there isn't enough design to
make it into a proper demo. With

some music and art contributions and the time

needed to link the fx together, this could really
blow the rest of the scene away. Unfortunately, as
is often the case with these productions, time was
the limiting factor. The demo had to be written to
tight deadlines to make it onto the Acorn
StrongARM CD.

Despite this it is still very impressive program
ming and shows off the power of
the StrongARM very well. This is
the future of the Acorn demo

scene.

The demo comes on CD with

the new StrongARM processor
from Acorn, but is also a PD

release available from the Acorn

Demo pages at http://sidonie
.imag.fr/elisei.

Unfortunately, a minor bug
crept into the CD version, but this
can easily be corrected by adding
the line:

set dev$dir <0bey$Dir>

to the top of the !Run file inside a
writable copy of MissTech.

It is still very
impressive

programming and
shows off the

power of the
StrongARM



Polygon
WELL-KNOWN shareware author Martin

Wuerthner, has come up with yet another
excellent PD release. Taking advantage of the
modular tools system used by Artworks,
Martin has produced what must he the first
shareware addition to the package. After see
ing some of the extra features in CorelXara,
Martin decided to add some extra functional

ity to the Acorn original.
The new Polygon tool allows the creation of

multi-sided polygons or star shapes. The style-
fits in perfectly with the rest of the package
and adds a single new tool to the tool bar.
Manipulation of objects is very simple and
quick to perform. To all intents and purposes
this tool could have come with the original
package.

Installation is very easy. Just drop the new
module into the lArtworks.Auto directory, dis
able the quick load option (if you have it set),

and away you go. It's great to see PD authors
participating directly in developing high qual
ity commercial applications. It's just a shame
the Artworks development kit is so expensive
at around £40 from CC. Hopefully, Martin's
release will set the hall rolling and encourage
others to get involved.

Martin is interested in developing more
tools for Artworks and would like to hear from

anyone with ideas to take the package further.
Please get in touch with him if you can help.

Polygon is shareware and I strongly encour
age users to support Martin's development in
this area.

The more people that register, the sooner we
get more Artworks modules. A registered ver
sion is available from Martin Wucrthner for

£10 at: Jahnstrasse 18, 71116 Gaertringen,
Germany or by e-mail: wuerthne@trick.infor-
matik.uni-stuttgart.de
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Polygons ofall shapes andsizes areeasy to create with new Artsworks module Polygon

Connector
Andreas Zieringer's Connector
application has been steadily
developed over the past few
months, and has now reached

version 0.88b. Connector is a

comms terminal package that
allows you to connect to a BBS
with a modem. Many people
were put off after the first release
due to some fairly major bugs in
both the ANSI emulation and

Zmodem file transfer actions.

However, as with most PI) appli
cations, the author was there to

deal with problems as soon as
bugs were reported from users.

Connector, although still in
development, is now pretty
much perfect and has been my
choice of comms software for

sometime.

Regular readers will know
about my efforts to get everyone
involved with PI), but this is yet
another way of helping out.
Next time you use a PD applica
tion that doesn't work, instead

of thinking "this is rubbish, I'll
throw it away", drop the author
a line or two and tell him about

it. Nine times out of ten the next

release will run perfectly on your

Contacting me
You cancontact the PD pagebywriting to me, Paul Wheatley, at Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Orpreferably, bye-mail to aupdpage@idg.co.uk. As always, I'm
interested in hearing yourviews, reviewing yoursoftware or answering yourqueries, but please include an
SAE if you need a reply.

machine. As 1always say, PD is a
two-way process.

Connector's features include

an excellent auto logon facility
which uses easy-to-create script
files. This cuts out having to
enter your name and password
when dialling a BBS. Control
windows have all the features

you need without being overly
complex and the telephone book
supports multiple lines and auto
redial. Connector is Freeware and

is available from all good bul
letin boards. The latest updates
usually hit Arcade first.

Voxel
This month's graphical ditty
comes in the form of Andreas

Zieringer's Voxel. Not content
with writing the best PD
terminal program (also
reviewed this issue), Andreas
has coded up a controllable
voxel landscape program.
Cursor controls allow you to fly
over the Voxel landscape that's
very reminiscent of Comanche
on the PC. Now we just need
the core gfx routine to be made
into a proper game. Voxel is
available from the Arcade BBS.

Graphic
Graphic is a comms interface by
Alexander Smith that enables

data to be sent to and from a

Casio fx-7700GB programmable
calculator. This is the only
calculator supported at present
but Alexander plans to support
more machines and develop an
Acorn based program editor. It
should be noted that a special
hardware board is needed

(devised by AU's Mike Cook) but
Alexander is willing to build
boards for any solder novices
out there. Graphic is available
from the Acornet web site in

Germany.

Recommended PD
libraries

The Datafile,

71 Anson Road, Locking,
Weston-Super-Mare BS247DQ

Naked PD,

'Fayence', Fulford Road,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST11 9QT

Arch Angel PD,
PO Box 41, Exeter EX4 3EN

APDL,

39 Knighton ParkRoad,
Sydenham,
London SE26 5RN

FiveStar Marketing,

4 Shepherds Walk, Bushey,
Hertfordshire WD2 1LZ

Beebware PD,

83 Forrest Road, Huncote,

Leicester LE9 3BH

ARM Club PD Library,

Freepost ND6573,

London N12 0BR

Rise World PD,

daniel.hayes@argonet.co.uk
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Launched
exclusively by Argo

q division of

Argo Interactive Group Pic

Order by phone on 01243 815815
or send back the order form below

ORDER FORM
PRODUCT TITLE QTY £

ZIP DRIVE (inc 100Mb Disc) @ £149 each

EXTRA100Mb Zip discs @ £15 each

CARRIAGE £2.50

VAT@ 17.5%

TOTAL £

The Argo Zip pack is the only pack
which includes the official Acorn
driver.

• Helps you create, organise, find,
communicate, share, transport and protect
all your data - in the office, at home, at
school, anywhere.

• Easy to use, infinitely expandable, portable,
low-cost storage.

• No need for expensive interface cards:
complete, ready to use, it just plugs into
your printer port. Includes a through port
allowing you to use your printer at the same
time as the Zip drive.

• All the family, every class - even every
pupil - can have their own Zip-disc.

• Max sustained transfer rate - over 500k/sec

• Fully StrongARM compatible.

Works on all machines with bi-directional printer port, i.e.
A5000, A3010, A3020, A4000, A7000, RISC PC's and A4.
Performance will vary depending on machine type.

NAME TEL/FAX

ADDRESS

POSTCODE EMAIL

My machine is:-_ Memory: RAM_

PAYMENT: Ienclose my cheque, official order or card details

I I Ienclose a cheque made payable toArgo Interactive Ltd for £

• Please debit my ACCESS/VISA'AMEX card, No.

•

Mb Hard drive Mb

Expires_

Signed_

Pleaseinvoice against myofficial ordernumber:

Send To:

Argo, FREEPOST PT795, Chichester. West Sussex P019 2YZ

Tel: 01243 815815 Fax: 01243 815805 Email: sales@argonet.co.uk Web: www.argonet.co.uk



Chatting about Internet Relay Chat
THEWORLD Wide Web might be the most highly
visible attraction to be found on the Internet, but

there are other functions to grab your attention,
and your phone bill. One is Internet RelayChat, or
IRC, which is a multi-user, multi-channel chatting
network that enables Internet users all over the

world to chat to one another by typing on-screen
in more-or-less real time.

To use IRC you need an Internet account and
suitable access software. Most of the Acorn

Freeware and commercial Internet software pack
ages available include a
Telnet terminal which will

suffice, and dedicated IRC
client programs are avail
able from Web sites such as

Matthew Godbolt's Acorn-

related Web pages at
http://newton.cx.ac.uk/gen-
eral/ug/godbolt/

Demon account holders

have access to their own IRC

server at irc.demon.co.uk,

and there are other servers

at various sites in the UK

and round the world. IRC

consists of a large number
of named chat channels

rather like rooms with

names on the doors, where,

after choosing a nickname to be known by to oth
ers on the system, anyone can join in the discus
sion.

There are a few commands to learn that join
you to a channel, list and show information on
the other users and so on. A certain amount of eti

quette is expected in what you do and say, and I
found the experienced users' comments rather
inscrutable and cryptic, but don't be intimidated
by them - just go for it.

A good introduction to the ways and means of
IRC can be found at the

Acorn IRC Web pages jointly
hosted by Kozzey, otherwise
known as Kaustav

Bhattacharya, and Simon
Kiff. Their pages contain all
you need to know about
#acorn the IRC channel for

the Acorn Internet user,

including IRC news and gos
sip, profiles of regulars to be
found on #acorn, and a

beginners' guide to IRC.
The Acorn IRC Web Pages
http://www.users.dircon.
co.uk/~kozzey/acorn/
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Simon and Kozzey's
chatty web site

HTML or Help To Make it Legal
I RECENTLY tried the

Web Techs HTML verifica

tion service found at

http://www.webtechs.com
/html-val-svc/index.html,

and was mortified to find

that most of my efforts at
HTML contained inconsis

tencies and some mistakes

that neither I nor several

different Web browsers had

noticed.

One tends to think that if

the HTML displays cor
rectly, it must be all right.
Web browsers will try to make educated guesses
about incorrect coding, but different browsers may
make different guesses, so mistakes really ought to
be eliminated.

WebTechs' page offers you a Form with buttons
to select the HTML standard for which your code is
written, and space to enter the URLs of the pages to
be checked, which must be reachable when you
submit the data. WebTechs server accesses your
pages and parses your HTML, reporting back on
what it thought of it. You can also enter short seg
ments of code for a quick syntax check.

The most recent HyperText Markup Language
standard is called HTML 3.2 or Wilbur and is

intended to be browser brand-independent. You
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Hold the Front Page
it's passed!

must start your HTML with
the correct Document Type
Definition (DTD) for the veri
fication service to check

against, otherwise you will
get misleading error reports
back. The DTD for HTML 3.2

is: <!DOCTYPE HTML PUB

LIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML

3.2//EN">.

If your HTML passes, you
are rewarded with a special

icon to add to the page showing it conforms to the
standard. (The icon is actually on the US WebTech
site, so you might want to place it locally on your
homepage server.)

Tom Hughes' Freeware IHTMLCheck program
also validates HTML files offline on your desktop
using the part-licensed and part-PD sgmls SGML
parser. If you have Acorn's Desktop Environment
modules and a suitable text editor such as '.Zap,
this is simply drag and drop, but command line
operation is also possible.

IHTMLcheck is at ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/
archimedes/www/htmlcheck.arc and you can e-
mail Tom Hughes with mail to:
tom@compton.demon.co.uk

Faster, faster!
US Robotics has announced its

proprietary x2 technology that
almost doubles the existing

modem speed limitof 33,600bps
to 56Kbits per second. Good news

is that Sportster Voice models
sold since September 15 1996 can

be upgraded free when the x2
software is released in January

1997, and users of existing 33k6
Couriers can Flash-ROM upgrade

at low cost.

The bad news is the speed

increase is only one-way, from
USR-equipped Internet Service

providerswith direct digitally-
connected modem racks to their

customers, so web-surfing will

speed up, but no hobby BBS sys
tems will be able to offer faster

downloads.

US Robotics

(01734)228200

Wombat found in
Germany
Takeadvantage of BT's recent
deals in international calls and

dial Wombat BBS in Germany.

SysopChristian Kohlschuetter
promises a friendly reception and
offers over 4000 programsand
files to download for Acorn RISC

OS computers. Wombat BBS is

online from 18:00 until 07:00 local

time in Germanywhich is 1 hour
later than GMT.

Wombat BBS

[+49](0)9286 97211

Scottish show
A reminder if you missedthe
details last month that Robert

Todd of Todd Education Computer

Services has organised a regional
show for all Acorn owners in the

central belt of Scotland. The ART

'Roadshow', Clares,ArgoNet and

Tower Electronics are among

those companiesexpected to
attend the event which is to be

held on Saturday December 8 at
the Stakis Hotel, East Kilbride,

Scotland. Admission is free and

the show runs from 10am to 6pm.

You can find out more from

Robert's WWWhome page or by

telephone.
http://homepages.enterprise.net/r

todd/show.html

(0141) 644 4952
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A3000 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb £85(99.87)
l-2Mb £39(45.82)
(Sec also the "2nd user" section)

1-2Mb (upgradable lo 4Mb) £54 (63.45)
2-4Mb upgrade pack £45 (52.87)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)
The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layerboards,as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with theA3000 main board. Thereare noclipsor
wires,and no soldering is required (except8Mb). Full instructions
supplied. Someoldertypes of 2Mbboardcannot be upgraded to
4Mb.but we offer a trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. Theupgrades
simplyplug into the internal expansionslot. Also suitable for the
A3010.

120Mb

170Mb

240Mb

RISC OS 3

ARM3 (25MHz)

(Dealer filling recommended for the ARM3)

£135(158.62)
£145(170.37)

£169(198.57)

£39 (45.82)
£129(151.57)

A3000 4Mb RAM £85 (99.87)

RISC PC 16Mb SIMM £75 (88.12)

A5000

Memory
2-4Mb £69(81.07)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)
Dealer filling for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MH/ A5000.

A400/1

Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £30 (35.25)
4-8Mb £175 (205.62)
RISC OS 3 .139(45.82)
ARM3 (25MHz) £129(151.57)
Hard drives. For prices, refer to
the A310 section.

How to order: The VAT

inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

A3020/A4000
Memory
2-4Mb

Hard drives

120Mb

170Mb

£74 (86.95)

£75(88.12)

£89(104.57)

Various

Alsystems SCSI 2 £170 (199.75)

ARM3 £129(151.57)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
MEMCIa £39(45.82)

MEMC1 a (2nd User) £20 (23.50)
Hard disc cradle £6(7.05)
Fan filters (pack of 5) £3 (3.52)
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22

Dongle dangle £6 (7.05)
Chip extractor tool L4(4.70)
(foregMF.MC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25 (29.37)
The following item is reduced to
clear. Please phone to check
availability.
Wordworks £23 (27.02)

IFEL
21,Glenfield Road, Glenhoit, Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax(01752) 777830

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades

Memory
l-4Mb £89(104.57)
I-2Mb £38(44.65)
2-4Mb £75(88.12)
The 4Mb upgrade is constructedon a compact four-layerboard. No
soldering is required. Full instructions supplied.

Hard drives

A rangeof internal harddisc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIMMs...

4Mb

8Mb

16Mb

32Mb

£21 (24.67)
£39 (45.82)
£75(88.12)

£140(164.50)
16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade

£82 (96.35)
(By upgradingyour 16MbSIMM to 32Mb you don't lose a
SIMM socket. The original 16Mb SIMM must be returned lo
IFELand the type must be suitable - most arc. Please phone lo
check first or ask for our free leaflet)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
4Mb-8Mb £29 (34.07)
16Mb-32Mb £77.50(91.06)

Each pack consists of 8 chips which simply plug into
empty sockets. Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb £55(64.62)
2Mb £97(113.97)
lMb-2Mb upgrade £65(76.37)

A310

Memory
2Mb

4Mb

£59 (69.32)
£89(104.57)

Backplane (4-slot. four-layer)
£49 (57.57)

Fan for above £8 (9.40)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
RISC OS carrier board £17(19.97)
ARM3 25MHz

MEMCIa

Hard drives

850Mb IDE

IGblDE

IDE controller

£129(151.57)

£39 (45.82)

£125(146.87)

£135(158.62)
£65 (76.37)

SCSI discs also available.

2nd User

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000 l-2Mb £15(17.62)
A3000 RAM board £5 (5.87)
(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £38 (44.65)

Spares/Repairs
We carry slocks of mosl
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and mosl memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products (except some marked "2nd User") arc fullyguaranteed for 12 months.
All items normallycarried in stock have ;i 14-daymoney-backguarantee. Please note
that the cost of memory products varies - please phone for the latest pricing.



Pc
Go on - treat yourself
IF YOU ARE still wondering what to give yourself
for Christmas here are a couple of goodies that you
can be assured won't fall apart when you try to
run them and are, each in their own way, among
the best around.

Monty Python's Quest for the Holy Grail
This is not a PCgame! Letme explain. It only runs
on a PC (as in Intel inside PC), but it isn't PCas in
Politically Correct. If easily offended give this
game a wide margin; if you like being easily
offended, read on.

Many years ago, back
in the dark ages when
some people still had
black and white televi

sions and everyone was
grey, along came Monty
Python's Flying Circus.
Through an oversight it
got a slot on BBC TV and
became a cult, dividing
the world into those who

thought it brilliant and
meaningful, those who
thought it unbelievable
but also unbelievably
funny (sometimes) and
those who remained baf

fled, upset and grey. To those categories we now
have to add another sad group - those too young
to know!

The Search for The Holy Grail was the Python
team's first film (I think) and like the series it
divided the people into, well, see the list above. As
for the software. Will you like it? I don't know,
can't tell, wouldn't say. It makes me giggle, my
wife loves it, my sons are bemused - they sit there
giggling at the idiocies and then say they don't
understand.

Technically the software is excellent. It com
bines some neat graphics with original film clips
and Terry Gilliam style cartoons to great effect -
the latter are superbly suited to computer anima
tions and the feel of the original film is main
tained.

You are taken on a quest for the Holy Grail. At
every new scene a historian pops up to tell you
what is going on. He introduces enthralling and
terrifying places such as Castle Anthrax and its
population of virgins (all aged between 16 and 19
and a half), you must negotiate Plague Village
(Bring out your dead!) and after many adventures,
you must face the Killer Rabbit.

On the way you can play Spank the Virgin - I
told you this was not PC - and Bring out Your
Dead, a totally absurd version of Tetris in which
the pieces are dead bodies being tipped into a pit.
Being a Python version, the long straight bits are
replacedby bodies that aren't quite dead and com
plain all the time. And naturally, since they are
not dead, they twist around on their way down
and it's very difficult to get them into place!

In best Monty Python tradition, every screen is

Bring out your dead

packed with nonsense and a few clues to hinderor
help your quest. You can spend hours clicking on
all the features and triggering all manner of com
ments or graphical sequences - you should see
what comes out of the virgin's hat!

Of course the whole point of this - no, it's no
use pretending - there is no point to it. It's just
great fun.

It runs well on my KttMHz. - only the long intro
shows up a slight sync problem and the sound is
mostly perfect. I can't test it on slower processors
but on reducing the memory to below8M it didn't

crash, just slowed it down.
Allocate as much memory
for the best results

although the package
doesn't rely on processor
speed for its effects. If you
find it funny, it will still
be funny at a gentler pace.

Civilisation II

This is a very different
kind of game. You get to
be the leader of an emerg
ing culture and it's your
job to control it. You

choose which technologies to invest effort in, who
to attack and who should (at least for a while)
become allies. Asever, the ultimate aim is world
domination. Personally I find it somewhat ironic
that Civilization should be about forging alliances
and breaking them to your own advantage, about
crushingother cultures and zappingeverything
else in sight.

If you like this kind of game, this is one of the
best. It works well, has plenty of variety, a great
many optionsand bundlesof detailed information
to work through. Video clips of advisers pop up to
tell you what isgoingon - thesedo get a bit repet
itive - and the graphics are good. (It's a shame the
gamewaswritten for the PC - the main map could
be better and more sophisticated graphics capabili
ties could have improved this feature.)

The game evolves in a satisfying way, taking
you, if you choose, from primitive cultures with
bows and arrows up to stealth fighters. There are
pre-set scenarios to play, such as WW II, or a
choice to edit your own maps. There's even a Deity
level for the truly committed player - no I haven't
got that far!

This game is written for Windows (3.1 or
higher) and runs perfectly well via Windows. It's
not dependent upon high speed processors to
work so although screen re-draws may be slower, I
can't see any reason why lower spec processors
wouldn't be playable.

Contact

Youcan contact me, MikeBuckingham, by post at

the usualAcorn Useraddress or by dropping me

an e-mailat: aupcpage@idg.co.uk

Return of Arcade
Microsoft has recently released a
compendium of four oldstyle
arcade gamescalled Return of
Arcade. It includes Pac-Man, Dig-

Dug, Pole Position and Galaxian
(traditional space invaders game).
The graphics are intentionally old
style - reminiscent ofthe Spectrum.
You mightexpect it to runquickly
on a PC card but it doesn't. I really
don't understand why such poor
graphics and simple gameplay can
be so slow. I'd get that old BBC
Micro out of the cupboard instead
- it's much better.

ASPI drivers
Ifyouwant to access suchthingsas
Syquests, Panasonic PD drives, Zip
drives etc, from your PC card so
that youcanusethem properly
(without having to reboot every

time you changea disc) you need
an ASPI driver. At the time of

writingthere isn't one on the
market however there should be

two available soon. By the time
you read this Aleph Oneshould
have a free driver downloadable

from its website and Alsystems

should have its driver on the

market. So contact them for the

latest on availability.

Aleph One

Tel: (01223) 811679

Website: http://www.aleph 1xo.uk/
Alsystems

Tel: (01420) 561111

„

IPCPro update
Good news for StrongARM users.

Nowthat the SA is freely available,
AlephOne iscollecting bug reports
and are busy making the necessary

alterations to IPCPro.

Theupdate will be available via
AlephOne'sweb site. Non-web
customers should send back their

Aleph 1 IPCPro discand request
and update for StrongARM.

It seems that it does mostly

speed things up. Some DOS games

reportedly run much faster!There
is a possibility that a few
operations might actually be
slowed down because of its

different architecture - a problem

that will hopefully be fixed in due
course.
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MEL Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriagenot included

CD-ROM Drives
Mulli-Session. PholoCD, CD-DA, While & Green Book
compatible.SCSI drives require SCSI card With CDFS
>2.20

Carriage: a=£2, b=£6, c=£8

Internal ATAPI CKROMJDrives
Panasonic 8xCD ATAPI (Tray) £100b
Toshiba 8xCD ATAPI (Tray) £110b
Cable &Fitting Kif £10
Above dnves arecompatibleffiiilh p"iscPC/A7fld6 only
Internal SCSI Drives (Tray)
Sony 2x CD SCSI arsms " £80b
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI isoms £185b
PCWVerdict - 'It's extremely quick, and a bargain.'

Pioneer 10x CD SCSI 130ms £235b

External SCSiVfcjf-ROM Drives
Sony 2x CD SCSI27.„„, £135c
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI tsoms £260c
Pioneer 103?CDg^l'30ms £315c
For SCSI interfaces refer to Hard
Disc section adjacent.

Hard Discs
Carriage: a=£2, b=£6, c=£8

IDE 3V2" Bare Hard Drives
Connor-85QMb-t2ms
Connor 1Gb

[zip/jaz DrivesI TopicArt
zip &jaz Drives work just like hard drives

except they are removeable, letting you
instantly access files and applications.
• zip drives use 100Mbcapacity discs &jaz
drives use 540Mb/1Gb discs allowingany
number of discs giving unlimitedcapacity.
• The drives are fast. Data transfer speeds
around IMb/s for zip drives &>2.3Mb/s for jaz
drives - ideal to backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
startor digc.
• These drives require a SCSI card that is
suitable for removeable devices.
Internal zip drive (51/4") £155b
External zip drive £155b
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge £15a
Pack of 6 zip Cartridges £70b
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (31/2") £375b
External 1Gb jaz drive £460b
Single 540Mb jaz cartridge £Call
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge £85a

-£-130b
£175b

ForA300o/A3010 hard discs see Hard Card section

SCSI 31/2" Bare Hard Drives
Quantum 1.28Gb 12ms £255b
Quantum 2Gb £J50b
Quantum 4Gb £Call
Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
AllfollowingSyquest Drives include n Cartridge.

105Mb Internal £109b
E2135MbCartr. £20a
105Mb Cartridge £29a
"Pf\b Cartridge £50a

cessories
56ffiQFSCSICble£10a
25WP0CSCSI Cbl£10a
SCSI2-50C Cable £20a
SCSI2-25D cable £20a
50IDC4-way SCSI£15a
2nd IDE Drive Kit £15a

EZ135Mb lnternal£120c

270Mb Internal £165b
270Mb External £215c

Hard Disc Interfaces
IDE interface \ . £&5b
Morley UncachedF.il 3b
Morley Cached £165b
CumanaSCSIII £195b
PowerTec SCSI2 £195b
External case/psu £90c

TopicArtCDI £25a
This CD-ROM Contains over 2000

ClipArt files, each in Draw,
Artworks & EPS formats

+ Replay .Movies & demos

Floppy discs £8a each
Single djsc clipart containing approx. 50high-quality
draw lor'mat clipalt images on each disc, on a single
subject.Comes withmono relerenco sheet. 20 subjects
arc available now.Please specifywhen ordering!Site'.-.:
licence is included. .

1 GBTeraT*
2 TfSnspoO
3 Costumes
4 Entertainment"'
5 Bugs 2 Slugs.
6 Road Signs'"--
7 Sports Equipment
B Sports Figures
9 Dinosaurs
10 Symbols

111 Tools
12 AmmalsGB
13 Chemical Hazard Signs

k 14 Fire/Emergency Signs
(15 Hazard Signs
16 Sntety Signs

-17 Xmasl
18 Xmas2
19 Xmas3
20 Xmas4

RiscPC/A7000 Computers
All Acorn computers include 1yron-sitemaintenance. 3yrOn-siteisavailable. Can
lor PC Cards see PC Card section below. Please note that the 10Mb machine h
litted to RiscPC600.

Computer Model

ncluded on computer systems,
e slice & a backplane is not

WithAKF91 No Monitor
17" Monitor

£1469 N/A
£1769 WA
£1675 £1030
£17|» £1130
£1900 £1280
£2000 £1380
£2100 . £1530
£2200 £1630

QuickLynk(vio4)£32a
With 5m Local Cable £39a
With 10m Local Cable £45a
With 20m Local Cable £52a
OuickLynkallows you to access another
unattended RiscOS computer remotely using
the serial port via modems or locallyusing a
cable to connect the,2 computers. Each
computer can be configured to allow access
to any attached filingsystem device eg ADFS,
IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc. Once connected, files
can be transferred to/from the remote
computer. Other features include password
access.'auto dialler with phone book and chat
mode to send messages to remote computer/
user. Transfer rates up to 1.9 kbytes/s can be
achieved witholder computers, eg. A410,
A3000, rising to 11.4 kbytes/s orvthe RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the
speed of the serial port. QuickLynkcannot at
present be used directly from programs/
command line. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or
greater, ring for details.

QuickTile (vi.03) £29a
QuickTile allows you to create
posters from ANY RiscOS
application, including Impression.
Simply enter the size of poster
required & select PRINT from the
application! QuickTile does the
rest, printing each tile with crop
marks and tile references. New
features include the facility to
print inverted crop marks or no
crop marks. QuickTile can only
be used with the RiscOS printer
Driver or TurboDrivers.,

Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return disc to upgrade for £4.
Upgrade from Tiler for £18.

A7000 4MHD540
A7000 4MHD540+8xCD
RiscPC600 4MHD540
RiscPC600 4MHD540+8XCD
RiscPC700 5MHD540
RiscPC700 5MHD540+8xCD
RiscPC700 10MHD1Gb
RiscPC700 10MHD1Gb+8xCD

n
With AKF60
14" Monitor

£1069
£1169

£1275
£1375
£1525
£1625
£1750
£1850

Deduct £50 for iiyama MF-8617E or Add £30 for iiyamaMT-9017E.
StrongARM when purchased with a RiscPC before end Dec'96 £117

20/20 Finance on Acorn computers
20% deposit (min) &20interest free monthly payments. Minimum loan £700,
Maximum loan£2000:Available subject to status. Financeonly applies-to' •
Acorn branded computer systems. Add otheritems to deposit.
Ring for details.

B Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromise
RiscPC PC Cards
A=Upgraclefrom ACA42 or bought
RiscPC, B=purchased separately. Carr.: £6
PCCard A E
5x86-100 £350 £460
486DX4-100 £230 £350
486DX2-66 £175 £290
PC PrO[without PCExchango) £40
Window '95 CD (Full) £90a
The above canbeInstalled directly Irom CD
withoutpreviouslyinstallingPCDOS/MS-OOS.

MMli 11 —
Carriage: C3 (or Sound Cards

StrongARM Upgrade £275c
2nd Slice with PSU £117c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70

emory (carriage
vary.

RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £25|8Mb £35
16Mb £80|32Mb £185
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb £90j2Mb £120
1-2Mb u/g (exchange) £90
Callfor details and prices ol memory
upgrades (or other Acorn computers.

n onitors (Carriage
Older computers will require an adaptor £12

AKF50 14"0.28dp £315
Iiyama MF-8617E 17" £575
High spec FST Tube with 0.26" dot pitch

Iiyama MT-9017E 17" £645
Very Hil ndlron tube, 0.25" stripe

rmters (Carriage £8)
Canon BJC-210 £155
Canon BJ-230 £Call
Canon BJC-4100 £220
Canon BJC-4550 £375
Canon BJC-610 (720dpi) £350
HP LaserJets Printers £Call
Add £47 to above printers lor TurboDriver

etworking (Carr. £6)
A30X0 EtherLan 102 £140
Archi Etherl_an514 £140
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £120
Add El 7 to above pnees lor Access".

Portable Computers || Hard Cards/Multi-Pods ||RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades
ago: a=

Pocket Book II (1Mb) £315b
Psion 3a NEW 3c
1Mb RAM £290 £320
2Mb RAM £320 £385
AuloRoutc Express UK/Eire £624

of the best packages lor the PB/3a
A-Link E59a
Parallel Link E28a
128k RAM SSD £45a
256k Flash SSD E50a
PB/Ps3 Games ECalla

PC Serial Link £60a
Mains Adaptor E18a
512k RAM SSDE12
512k Flash SSO E85a
PBH/Ps3aGarnosE38;

tilt

24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
iTV TV Tuner & TTX £150b
Joystick l/F (Not riscpci £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £26a
' "idi Max Card (CC) £79b
Movie Magic (CC) £275b
Scart Cable oonspin) £12ea.a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
25W Speakers (mains) £35b
80W Speakers (mains) £45b

odems (Carriage £8)
14.4 Voice Sportster
33.6 Voice Sportster

£115

£180
Modems come with a 25-25 PC wired cable 8
25-9 adaptor which may hinder the printer port.
A 9-25 way cables is available at E10 See
below. A3k/Archi req. Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £115a
ArcFax £32a
Dual Serial Card £104b

canners (Carriage £8)
ScanLight Video 256 £215
Epson Colour Scanners, include ITWAIN S
ImageMaSter lor RiscOS.Bundlesinclude
CorelPaint & OCR soltware lor PC's/PC Cards

GTx-5000 Para bundle £369
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £425
GT-5000 SCSI (bare) £369
GTx-8500 Para bundle £585
GT-8500 (bare) £Call
GTx-9500 bundle £Call
GT-9500 (bare) ECall

A3010 Hard Disc Multi-Pod
80Mb+User Port £210
130Mb+UserPort £275
160Mb+UserPort £320
A3000 IDE Hardcards
80Mb + User Port £170
130Mb + User Port £210
160Mb + User Port £255

nag 2 lor Cartridges, E8 (or Toner
BJ-10(BC-01) £18
BJ-210IBC-05) E28
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbk BlackE 10
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea,
BJC-800

BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ea.
Epson Stylus Colour
Epson Stylus Colour II
C3903A Toner (LJ5P)
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HPLJIII)
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L)

BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
BJC-4000 Series
BCI-21Bk Black £9
BCI-21C Colour £17
BC-20 Fast Black £28
HP DeskJets
Mono £23
Colour £25
Black £16/Colour £26
Black £20/Colour £26

£64
£64
£60

Swilt24 Mono/Colour Plibbt

erms & Carriage
showroom carriage is itemised seperately. The
carriage indicated is lor single items. Please
call us lor total carriage when ordering more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: Allprices include VAT except books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
staled. Carriagecharges applylo mainlandUK
(excluding remote areas. Scottish Highlands.
Chann Isles, IOM),elsewhere at cosi. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notification.Goods subject to availability.
Goods not ollered on trial basis. Restocking

on non-faulty returns Ollicial orders
come Irom educational institutes, chq with

order under £30. E&OE.

bingle Rom set £37a
10 Rom sets £290b
Documentation/Discs £22b
Carrier board (A3oo/a44oi £25a

j
riagc: a=£2~b=£

Acorn RISCOS3 PRM'S E99.95C
Acorn Volume 5a PRM £29.95b
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide E19.95b
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual £49.95c
ArlWorks Mndo Easy (Dabs) £5,00n
Budget DTP (Dabs) E5.00a
'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs) E5.00I)
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs) £5.00a
Wimp"

m
ip Programming lor All (Beebuq) £10.95a

software (or RiscOSCD soil
Artworks on CD (CC) (Ca
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC)
Dinosaurs (MS)

" (Eclipse)
Granny's Gardon CD
Guardians ol tho Greenwood
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
Musical Instruments (MS)
PB Bears Birthday Party
RiscDisc Vol 1 / 2 CD
Simon the Sorcerer CD

=£6, c=£8

Advantage (Longman)
ANT Internet Suite (ANT)
ArcFax (David Pillinq)
Artworks (CC)

nds (Quantum)
Card Shop (Claros)
Chameleon 2 (4Malion)
Compression (CC)
DataPowor (IOTA)
Disc Rescuo (Look)
Easy C. (Beebug)
Eureka v3 (Longman)
FireWorkz Pro (Colton)
Font Diroctory2 (Look)
Font FX (DataSlore)
Graphics Loaders (CC)
Hatchback (4Mation)
HTML Edit 2 (R-Comp)
lmageFS2 (Alt Publ)
Image Outliner (IOTA)
ImpressionStylo/ Publisher £80 /
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC) £89
Ovation Pro Limited Olfer (9 copies)
PC Pro (without PCExchange)
Personal Accounts (Apr)
PhotoDesk (Spacetech) v.1 £185a/v.2
Prophet (Apricote)
Resultz (Colton)
Rhapsody (Claros) v3
S-Base2 Personal / Developer £57 /
ShapoFX (Datastoro)
Sibelius 6 / 7 £206b /
Sleulh2 (Beebug)

£52a
£115a

£32a
£100b

£25a
£23a
£39a
E34a

£1051)

E33a
£110a
E110a
£164 a

£42a
£12a
£50a

£38a
E44a
£44a
£54a

El 35b
/£53a
£1501)

£40a
£44a

£245b
£171a

E88a

£87a
£115c
£12a

£920b

E110a

SparkFS (Pilling) £24a
Speech 2! (Superior) £24a
Studio24 Pro (Pineapple) £130b
Touch Type (IOTA) £45a
Top Model (Spacetech) £115a
TurboDrivers (CC) £50a
Vector (4Mation) £86a

Alone in the Dark (Krisaiis) £30
Birds of War (4D) 2Mb £27
"reak 147/Superpool £27

urn Out (Oregan) £23
Cannon Fodder (Krisaiis) £23
Carnage Inc (4D) £20
Chocks Compendium £27
Chuck Rock (Krisaiis) £10
Crystal Maze (Shor) £28
Cyber Chess (4D) £27
Darkwood (Eclipse) £28
Dune II (Eclipse) £31
Empire Soccer (Maglm) £27
E-Type Compend. (4D) £20
E-Type 2 (4D) £27
Fire S Ice (Times Warner) £22
Global Effect (Eclipse) £30
GODS (Krisaiis) £10
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb £20
Holed Out Compendium £20
James Pond (Krisaiis) £10
Krisaiis Collection £25
Lemmings (Krisaiis) £17
Lemmings for RiscPC £24
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £22
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £23
Man United Europe (Kris) £10
Oh No More Lemmings £18
Play it again Sam 2/3
Populous (Krisaiis)
Real McCoy 2/3/4
Repton 3/4 (Superior)
Sally 8 Wally (Oregan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim City (Krisaiis)
Sim City 2000 (RPC/A5k)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Starlighter 3000 (Fednet)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
SWIV (Krisaiis)
Time Machine (4D)
Virtual Golf (4D) 2Mb

. Wollenstein 3D (Powerslave) £20

10/10 Series £20 each

£22 each
£25

£27 each

£22 each

£23
£27
£24
£30
£34
£35
£28
£27
£27
£10
£20

Early Essentials (over 7). English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs), Junior Essentials (5-11),
Maths (Number) (6-16), Maths (Algebra) (6-
16),Maths (Statistics)(6-16),Spoiling(over 9)
Fun School 3 (<5, 5-7, >7)
Fun School 4 (<5. 5-7. >7)
Granny's Garden (4M)
Malhs Circus (4Mation)
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 or 2
Playdays (Gameswaro)
Ridiculous Rhymes
Rosie & Jim - Duck loses its Quack
Rosie &Jim - Jim gets the sneezes

£1
£19
£27
£29

£58 each
£24

ECall
£10
£10

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Authorised Acorn Dealer. Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St. STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 OBT
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AppsClock
This excellent little application replaces
the word under the Apps icon on the icon-
bar with the current time, using just under
4K of the module area.

The usual features of the Apps icon
remain: clicking Select or Adjust —
although the effect of an Adjust click can
be modified. The iconbar icon menu has

been extended slightly.
AppsClock can also be used to switch

your machine between GMT and BST, dis
play the date or the amount of free
memory temporarily before switching back
to the time. In addition you can force the
icon to open a different directory the —
except that it shows the time below — it
can also display the date and the
current free memory in the
machine than the default

Resources:$.Apps.
To load AppsClock just

double-click its icon, alterna

tively add it to your boot
sequence with the line:

WimpTask Run <path-
name>.!AppsClock

This should be run after the

desktop has been entered, the path
name is the place you are storing the
AppsClock application.

Clicking Adjust on the icon usually has
the same effect as clicking Select — opens
the apps directory. But the effect is con
trolled by the system variable
AppsClockSOptions. Changing this will
change the effect, the command to use is:

Andrew Booker

SetEval AppsClock$Options <n>

where // is:

0 Open the directory Resources:$.Apps
1 Open the directory Resources:S
2 Display the date instead of the time
3 Display the free memory instead of the
time

If 16 is added to any of these numbers
(16 to 19 instead of 0 to 3) then clicking
Adjust when either the date or free memory
are displayed will cause the other value to
appear. This gives extra functionality in
the form of an Adjust double-click.

When the date or free memory are dis
played either from the menu selection

or from an Adjust click, the value
will appear for about two sec

onds then will revert back to

the time. Free memory is
displayed in Kb up to about
8192K and will then

change to a Mb display.
To alter the directory

that's opened there are two
system variables that can be

set: AppsClockSAppsDir and
AppsClockSRootDir the first holds the

directory name used with a normal click
while the second is for the directory being
referred to as the root directory. By default
these are Resources-.S.Apps and Resources:S
respectively.

If you want it to open your main appli
cations directory instead include a
line like this:

Coming next month: Xenon II
Exclusive to Acorn User magazine is the
high-powered multi-format game Xenon
II from VTi/Fclipse. This superb horizon
tal scroller has been specifically
modified for Acorn User for use with 16-

bit sound and it's StrongARM
compatible.

Don't miss out on this exclusive

opportunity to get one of the best arcade
action games ever to appear on the RISC:
OS platform.

Get your subscription now or order
your copy through your newsagent.

Set AppsClock$AppsDir
ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Apps

As part of the boot sequence after
AppsClock has been loaded.

Finally it possible to set all the options
from the command line or in the line

which runs AppsClock in your boot
sequence the syntax for the command line
is:

Run <path>.!AppsClock [ <opts> [
<apps dir> [ <root dir> ] ] ]

where <opts> is the value for
AppsClockSOptions; <apps dir> is the direc
tory name for AppsClockSAppsDir; and
<root dir> is the directory name for
AppsClockSRootDir.

Full details are in the extensive help files
with the program.



cover disc
RISC OS 3.7 ROM Patches

Since release of the StrongARM / RISC OS
3.70 upgrade, two minor problems have
been identified. These are fixed with this
patch utility.

The first problem occurs with the paral
lel port, when connected to some Hewlett
Packard printers. The symptom is that
printing to file is fine, but printing to the
printer is extremely slow. With the patch, a
wider range of HP printers is supported.

The second problem can cause occa
sional errors with some applications. This
only affects RISC OS3.70 when running on
StrongARM (SA110, revision less than 3).
Typically, occasional errors occurincluding
the message "No stack for trap handler".
This rare problem is entirely unrelated to
errors caused by application incompatibil
ity with RISC OS3.70 or StrongARM.

For developers, there is technical infor
mation on the second problem, and how it
may affect their code, in the TechNote file.

These patches may be freely distributed
to others for use with RISC OS 3.70, pro
vided they are distributed unaltered and
complete. The complete distribution com
prises:
!IROM Patch

ReadMe (including installation instruc
tions)
ROMPatch (directory and contents)
TechNote

These patches must not he used with
any other version ofRISC OS.

Sorry
Last month's disc presented a couple
of problems for some readers who
could not run the Shanghai game
and PCA examples, as the TinyStubs
and Toolbox. Window modules were
not included. Wehave supplied them
on this month's disc.

Great Extras
• The first section of code for the

Write-your-own arcade game series

• Camboard's Simple Control software
demo

• The modules missing from last
month's cover disc

• OutToLunch - the most requested
piece of PI) software from the Acorn
World show

Regular
items
• Bucketloads of *INFO from

graphics to games
• Mike Cook's Blind Man's Buff

program

• Steve Mumford's Wimp C
looks at creating your own file
format

Alister

Tumbull's

Dither
Nigel Stoner's Slickoil

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2
from VTi, and are opened by running a copy of ArcFS then dou
ble-clicking on the archive to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS
on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copiedout of the archivebefore being
run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program that
saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so into the
archives on the disc.

Faulty disc?

Ifyourdiscis faulty, test whetherit will verify by clicking with
Menuon the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damagedyou should return
it to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4
7BH. If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn Usereditor
ial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover disc has been checked for viruses using
Killer version 2.500 from Pineapple Software.
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Sibelius - free gifts for Xmas!
TREAT yourself to one of the world-
famous Sibelius music programs for
Christmas - and get a Sony CD player,

Aiwa personal stereo or CD-
000 headphones

for free!

Ve *est. ^^ASBABGA.NS

Simply buy your Sibelius program before
Christmas from any dealer, then return the
voucher below with your registration card
to claim your amazing free gift!

Choose between our new beginners'
program Junior Sibelius! (£49, covers /,

National Curriculum Key Stages
1+2), Sibelius 6 (£179, for GCSE).

Sibelius 7 Student (£495, for
A-level and semi-professional

work) or the state-of-the-art world-
famous professional Sibelius 7
program (£888).

The Sibelius programs need no
introduction - suffice to say that they are
the most highly-acclaimed music software
on any computer, used by such famous
names as the BBC, Royal Academy of
Music, Royal College of Music,

Yehudi Menuhin School, National

Theatre, Oxford University and thousands
of others.

They've received rave reviews throughout the
computer and music press - and in almost every
national newspaper, including The Times.
Sunday Times, Independent. Financial
Times and Daily Telegraph.

To find out more about the Sibelius programs,
contact your local dealer or Sibelius Software
today, and ask for an information pack and free
demonstration disk.

This extraordinary computer program
has changed the music world forever"

The Times

"In a totally different league from
anything else"
- Paul Patterson, Professor of

Composition, Royal
Academy of Music

"There are countless educational

possibilities for this software"
Music Teacher magazine

"Instantly captured the
imagination of staffand pupils alike"

Paul McMasters, Head of Computing,
Winchester College

"Sibelius 7 feels as if it has musical

instincts" The Independent

"The biggest surprise with Sibelius is
how simple it is to learn and use
effectively... the most comprehensive
music package imaginable"

Times Educational Supplement

"Dramatically reduces the time it takes
to compose a piece of music"

Financial Times

"As easy to use as pen and ink"
John Rutter (composer)

"Sibelius 7 can notate. print and play a
musical score at a pace even more

rapid than Mozart at his most
fecund... Imagine what wonders Bach
could have worked with such

technology"
The Times leader column, 31,1.96

Sibelius Software, 75 Burleigh St,Cambridge CBI IDJ
Tel: 01223 302765 • Fax: 01223 351947
email: info@sibelius.demon.do.uk
http://www.acom.co.uk/dcvelopei-s/sibelius/

Roland SK-50 ^^octaves. built-in speaHugelypopularw^schoo^^ellent General mo2headphone ^™ w,h susta>n peda
sounds, easy to use. (Al* a ^ for {Sn)

£499

R„,andSC88VU-WH sound mo £495

'A<ris,t ~~

J

'10/ .

650 amazing Gene
ridiculous price (sim*

'thy
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^^is^"8-iaSC88 model costs £7391)

Ithy

vant »ith thy
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Please send me my FREE... M '2/96
C Sony Discman portable CD player (Sibelius 7 & 7 Student purchasers only)
i. Aiwa Personal Stereo with super-bass, bass/treble control and 3-way

auto-reverse (Sibelius 6 purchasers only)
G CD-1000 stereo headphones (Junior Sibelius', purchasers only)
To claim your free gf/t buy your program from any Sibelius dealer and then return your registration form
with this voucher stapled to it in an envelope, to Sibelius Software to arrive no later than 31.1.97.
Only applies 1.0 programs bought between 1.11.96 and 2b 12.96 inclusive -• we reserve the right torequire proof of
purchase. Limited toone free gift per purchaser. Upgrades, updates and extra standalone copies are ineligible. Site
licences and bundles count asa single program for tliis purpose. U"s voucher vfifl riot beaccepted ifreturned sepa
rately from registration form. May not beused in conjunction with any other special oljer or discount. We reserve the
right to substitute on alternative gift ofsimilar specification ifnecessary. Voucher nominal value 0.001 p. E&OE
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m We asked several of
our regular contributors
for their views of the

Acorn World Show 1996

and here's how they saw it

Views of

Acorn World 1996

Mike Cook: Each show has it's own
feel and Acorn World 96 was no

exception. From my point of view I would
say that the feel was one of calm rather
than excitement. This contrasted well with

the undercurrent of doom pervading last
year's show. Quiet confidence oozed from
many of the stall holders I spoke to. The
visitors too had a sense that they knew
their place in the schemeof things - they
were not members of the rabid MS DOS

pack tearing each other apart but mem
bers of a select community.

Thanks to all of you who told me what
you thought of my articles. It really does
help a writer to know that people actually
read their work.

Most people said that they always read
but never make - that's fine by me, I'm
sort of making it for you anyway. I was
quite pleased with the reaction to my
sound square, it seemed to cause great
delight to all (hose who tried it.

I wassurprised by the number of people
who told me that they had a StrongARM
card but hadn't fitted it yet. Most are wait
ing for all the software conflicts to he
sorted. One exhibitor, MCS, had the
answer though, in a card that allowed
both processors to be fitted and software
to switch them over.

The only disappointment was the num
ber of people who were new to Acorn
computers which seemed to be much
lower than in previous years.

Mike Tomkinson, Business Editor:
Acorn World 96 was a wonderful

event. There was a real buzz and it was not
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World
all to do with StrongARM. One exhibitor
said to me that there were many more new
faces around this year. That is what Acorn
World is about - meeting and talking to
people, putting laces to names, making
useful contactsand buying and selling.

Business was brisk everywhere- all stands
seemed to be trading well on the back of
some excellent Show bargains at special
prices. As an example Colton had sold out
of PipeDream 4.5 upgrades by dinner time
on Saturday and reported record interest in
all products. At Acorn User we gained
another M){)+ subscribers and some people
describe the Acorn market asshrinking?

All the big mainstream players in the
Acorn market were present although a few
of the purely education software houses
are obviously waiting for BETT. However,
it was good to see so many of the smaller
companies taking stands and demonstrat
ing real committment to and belief in
their products.

The Show itself was busy on the Friday
and really busy on the Saturday but never
at the point where you could not get
round and talk to people, friendly is the
best word to describe the atmosphere,
unlike so many PC shows where everyone
just rushes around looking hunted.

The only black spot, to my mind, was
the stand featuring people smashing a
defunct PC with a hammer. This upset
many showgoers and was a mistake. It was
an even bigger mistake to site this along
side the Theatre as the noise ruined some
of the talks. It was obviously meant as a
joke but I think it failed badly and should
not be repeated.

Dave Lawrence, *INFO Editor: Call
me old and boring if you want but

computer shows seem to have lost their
appeal somewhat. Of course I'm talking
as one of the die-hards that used to go to
every Acorn User and The Micro User show
and had to queue up outside to get in!
Five years or so of working on the Acorn
User stand also dulls your senses some
what.

Ibr me then, Acorn World '96 was a lit
tle bit of a disappointment. It was an
excellent meeting place though and it
was really great to catch up with some of
the old 'Acorn' characters. Gary Partis on
the AlSysteins stand reminded me about
the time about eight years ago when Rob
Miller and I fooled hint (and everyone
else) into thinking that Gauntlet was run
ning on an A440 by cunningly hiding an
ST under the desk.

Despite all this a few things did catch
this cynic's eye - WinRisc running PC
progs in a RISC OS window; The 'Stork'
and 'NewsPad' tucked away on the ART
stand, along with the natty little NC and
Linux and BSD up and running; The lack
of any really new games; AlSystem's 4x4
CD-ROM; (iroovy new 6502 and Z80 emu
lators from Warm Silence Software; 16Mb
SIMMs for £75 (mine cost £500 three
years ago) and, of course, Peter Bondar
and Alistair France pulverising an old
Amstrad. It did cross my mind though
that a Rise PC would not have lasted half
as long.

There you go - my potted summary of
the show and not a single mention of the
.StrongARM...



Geoff Preston, Education Editor:
From an educational standpoint, there

were several significant products on show,
all but one of which have been reviewed in

Acorn User. The one that I've been waiting

for, and one which will get a full review
very soon, is Sherston's Rusty Dreamer. It is
the first major piece of work by Mike Mat-
son since he left 4Mation to join Sherston.

Mike is well known in the Acorn world

as the producer of some of the most popu
lar pre-school/primary school programs.
Rusty Dreamer is in a slightly different
vein being aimed at top primary to lower
secondary. The problem with many pro
grams is that while the content may he
suitable for 11 and 12 year olds, the pre
sentation frequently is not. How many 12
year olds are motivated by witches and
enchanted forests? Both the content and

the presentation of Rusty Dreamer are suit
able for up to 12 years.

The other significant feature about this
software is that it is truly differentiated.
When the program is run you must select
the required age range. The result of this
input will determine the amount of text,
the depth of explanation and the vocabu
lary used.

The program is illustrated with some
line animated sequences using a mixture
of digitised photographs and drawn
images. Typical of this technique is when
one frame which features a hand-drawn

bird flies behind a photographed tree
(which is in front of a photographed back
ground) while casting a hand-drawn
shadow on the photographed undulating
ground beneath. How does he do that?

Paul Wheatley, I'D Page Editor: Inter
est in PD software has been slowly

building at the shows over the last few
years. This year saw both the Datafile and
APDI. as exhibitors, not to mention a host
of other PD related stands like The ARM

Club. It's great to see the PD scene doing
so well alongside the obvious stars of the
show, ART and Online Media.

A major highlight of the show was see
ing Mr Sincronia Mullimediali himself,
Paulo Rossi, demonstrating TopModel on
the .Spacetech stand. With a StrongARM in
the machine and the author of TopModel at
the controls, the rate of object creation was
astounding. All the onlookers present
agreed that videos of the package in use
would be an invaluable learning tool. Roll
on the TopModel users' club. On the games
front I was a little dissapointed at the lack
of new releases. Fortunately there are sev
eral games about to hit the streets. 1 had
the chance of chatting to Andrew Docking,
the author of the most exciting of these,
Drifter. The latest demo from Andrew
reveals the game as a stunning texture-
mapped racing extravaganza. Watch the
games page for more news soon.

For me, the 1996 show was my first
chance to work on the AU stand and meet

readers. Thanks to everyone who came
along for a chat or contributed software
for review in the PI) column. See you
again next year.

(avid Dade, Comins Editor: ART were
showing off the Network Computer

and its full-screen version of the ANT

Fresco® World Wide Web browser which

Acorn World 1996

looks quite different to that of the ANT
Internet Suite. The Oracle Inc. screen design
features a blue-toned colour scheme and

discreetly-styled button bar.
There are no scroll bars as the display is

optimised for TV viewing. To view other
parts of the web page you drag anywhere in
it with the mouse pointer, which I found
could easily take you off to a link that hap
pened to be under the pointer.

R-Comp were offering their latest version
of IHTMLEdit v2, and their Web Designer's
Toolkit which allows easy creation of the
HTML for tables, frames, animated GIF
images, imagemaps and more.

ARMed Forces Software showed their

RSDFS Full FS serial filing system and the
intriguing WinRisc package for PC cards
allowing Windows applications to run in
RISC OS windows. ArgoNet/Eciipse/VTi
were featuring their latest Internet software
package, 33k6bps modems and Zip drives
at show prices. The ARM Club stand fea
tured a BBS-promotion section, where a
large map of the UK showed the location of
many Acorn BBSs to which live connec
tions were being made from a computer
and modem. Many Acorn BBS sysops visit
ing the show could be found at the stand at
various times. There was a tangible atmos
phere of enthusiastic expectation at the
Acorn World Show this year that was quite
absent at the rather gloomy 1995 show.

Acorn User would like to thank all

exhibitors who donated prizes for the Lucky
Dip. It wasas successful as ever - didyou see
the (pieties? This year we raised £650 which
will he going to Great Ormond Street Chil
dren's Hospital Fund.
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Productive
Finance software
Personal Accounts v3
Running your personal finances on a
computer might seem like overkill,
but until you try you will never
know the benefits.

Keeping track ofdirect debits and
standing orders is at best fiddly and
at worst expensive when you
consider the charges most banks
levy if you become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts takes the

guesswork out of it. You will know
exactly how much you have in each
account and when it needs topping
up. This, however, is only one of
Personal Accounts' many features.

"Far faster and easier than any
other package... an absolute
dream to use..." - Acorn User.

"You'll wonder how you ever
coped." - Archimedes World.

Prophet (Business Accounts) v3

Shares v6
Dealing in stocks and shares can be a
time-consuming activity, but you
can speed things up...

Shares 6 produces detailed
summaries including capital gains'
tax and growth functions for

Ifa computer program could replace
a manual business system and not
only give you more information but
also save you time, it would be a
worthwhile investment.

If it could automatically enter
standing orders on time, send
overdue statements to your
customers, produce VAT returns
(approved by UK Customs and
Excise), calculate Profit &- Loss and

comparing different financial
products.

Comprehensive graphing facilities
include moving averages, historical
low and interest rate comparisons.

balance sheets and cost less than

£200, it would be an absolute
bargain.

Prophet not only does all this but
offers far more too. In fact, it has
features not available on any other
computer accounting package.

It is therefore no wonder it was

awarded Best Business Software

by Acorn User in 1995.

"Apricote has a talent for
providing well-presented and
simple software that has
considerable technical

sophistication lurking behind the
user interface" - Acorn User.

© © © ©APRICOTE Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm • Manea • Cambs • PEl5 OND © © © ©

01354 680432

VISA



Draw
Jack Kreindler

discovers an easy
way of programming

There are two types of computer pro
grammer. Those who think they know

about programming and those who really
do. I do not fall into either category as I
am a graphic artist and self proclaimed
dunderhead when it comes to coding. The
most advanced program I created was a
cutting edge, BASIC three-liner in 1989. It
plotted my name in system font all over
the screen and didn't stop.

Impressive maybe, but certainly not as
accomplished as Carvic's DrawAid version
3. Created by William Graham, it actually
makes programming possible for the likes
of me. It enables the user to create vector

files from BASIC programs which are nor
mally incredibly difficult or tedious to
manage by hand; like correctly intersect
ing cog wheels and complex tessellations.

This kind of vector object is highly
dependant on mathematical rules and
functions, not on good mouse control and
artistic flair. What DrawAid does is enable

people like myself to 'program' such
objects without needing any programming
experience or brain cells for that matter.

DrawAid understands a powerful but
very simple language - a customised set of
BASIC commands from which it generates
Draw files. An example of the commands
is the one to generate a circle: by loading
the blank BASIC program called AidBlank
into Edit, typing the PROC_circle com
mand below the prompt and dragging the
program onto DrawAid, a circle Draw-
object is created.

•The characteristics and position of the
circle can be typed in brackets after the
PROC_circle command. So a circle with no
outline, no outline colour, fill colour red,
at x coordinate 50 and y coordinate 50
and a diameter of 10 would be pro
grammed as:

PROC circled 0, 11 -, 50-.
50, ID)

or alternatively you can use the docu
mented aliases instead of codes which for

the above circle with a blue border of 2pt
width would be:

PROC circle(width2n blue-.

redi 50, 50, 10)

It may sound very strange but I felt a
real sense of achievement creating those

two objects. Perhaps it's all those years of
programming failure and suddenly being
able to create little graphics. Of course,
entering commands for DrawAid is hardly
programming but that is the whole point.
The program asks for the bare minimum
of 'code' and then does all the rest.

Simple objects like the ones above can
all be created just by clicking and dragging
in Draw, so the real benefit of DrawAid is
only seen when using the more sophisti
cated functions. The entire set of

commands and variables is printed and
thoroughly explained in the attractive A4
binder which comes with the program.
Thisexplains how all the commands avail
able can be used, from visualising
mathematical functions and equations to
creating graphs from CSV data.

In order to plot the objects found in the
composition pictured, many of the pro
grams using the more complex commands
were needed. Using the manual and
manipulating the demonstration programs
that come with the package, it soon
becomes clear how to tailor and even cre

ate your own programs.

I must say that some of the ready-to-use
programs were too complex to under
stand. The Bar-Code generator was one,
but although I could not fathom exactly
how the program worked, it is still very
valuable to have. Actually, almost all the
routines supplied on the single floppy are
useful in their standard form, though the
potential for tweaking the code to suit
individual needs remained.

The front end of DrawAid 3 is very
unlike the little PD packages around
which have one or other of DrawAid's

abilities as it is fully RISC OS compliant,

In brief

Complex object
creation made easy
with DrawAid. The

Eurofighter was
created using the
powerful PROC-
poly-curve and
PROC-symbol-star
commands

multi-tasking and sensibly laid out.
All the windows appear when the pro

gram is loaded: The main DrawAid
window has dialogue areas and a data
entry box which can be exploited in your
BASIC programs to prompt, advise or
inform the user. One of the latest addi

tions to the user interface allows re-scaling
of the generated image preview window to
any screen size and scaling of the graphic
to the window with a single mouse click.

The generated Draw files are conve
niently stored on the hard disc in a
directory which automatically appears
with the other DrawAid windows. Overall,

version 3 is well-designed, well docu
mented and therefore easy to use as a RISC
OS application.

As an aside, DrawAid could even be used
in education to teach aspects of mathe
matics, geometry and trigonometry. It
would be especially powerful as a learning
tool as it is very easy to operate, is highly
interactive and the end results can be seen

in full technicolour. Its main purpose is to
bring together the disciplines of visualisa
tion, data processing and programming.
DrawAid, especially version 3, fulfils this
purpose exceptionally well.

Product details

Product: DrawAid 3

Supplier: Carvic Manufacturing
Address: MorayPark, FindhornRoad,
Forres, Moray,ScotlandIV36 OTP
Telephone: (01309) 672793
Price: £15 inclusive &60 page manual is £10
for existing users

m

m
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m A trio of
Find out with John Allen

why time doesn't have to
mean money

Three low-cost time management tools
have been produced by Carlton Soft

ware - intended to sit on the iconbar ready
to leap into action at a moment's notice.
They can be used singly, in combination
or with other applications.

The three are DateMaker, an appoint
ments keeper; MailMaker, an address and
contacts database; and a note keeper,
MemoMaker.

DateMaker
This builds on the functions of the stan

dard RISC OSAlarm application.
To enter an appointment, type in the

reason, click a few icons to associate it
with a date and time and to prime an
alarm for a set number of days before the
appointment. A permanent alarm goes off
every day up to and including the day of
the appointment, while a non-permanent
one only sounds on the day.

These alarms go off when the computer
is switched on at the beginning of a day
rather than at a particular time during the
day, so you won't be reminded at 2 o'clock
to meet someone at 2.30pm - to do that
you will need to use the RISC OS Alarm.

The diary can be searched for a particu
lar string either across all appointments or
starting from a nominated month. It is
also possible to export a list of appoint
ments between two selected dates in either

DDF or tab-separated form - a handy
reminder when you are compiling an
expenses claim.

To keep more information than fits in
the text reason icon it is possible to associ
ate a text file with each day for more
detailed notes.

Product details

Product: DataMaker, MailMaker,

MemoMaker

Supplier:Carlton Software
Address: Felmersham Road, Carlton,

Bedford, MK43 7NA

Tel: (01234) 721448

E-mail: info@carltsw.demon.co.uk

Price: Oneprogram£8.50, two programs
£16, all three £23 + £2.49 P&P
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MailMaker
This is a straightforward desktop address
hook database - probably the most com
mon database requirement - avoiding the
fiddly set up of a more general purpose
package.

Many of the normal database functions
are present. To me this is the most useful
of the Maker applications.

It is possible to search for records based
on the contents of particular fields and
there is a very handy record selection facil
ity which gives quick menu style browsing
by surname.

Records can be classified by category,
for example family, friends, members of
the Sailing Club, and these categories used
to select records to output as either CSVor
TSV files for other databases, spreadsheets
or word-processors. This data can then be
used, for example, to provide data for a
mail-merge via some other package, proba
bly a word-processor.

It is possible to import data in a tab-sep
arated form, but it needs to be in a very
tightly determined format.

A useful facility is that MailMaker can
type selected fields of a displayed record
directly into another application. This is
really handy for pasting an address into a
letter, without needing to formally export
the record, or for entering e-mail addresses
or fax numbers into a dialogue box icon,
for example.

Note, and the manual omits to mention
this, if MailMaker is used for other than

personal record keeping purposes its use
might fall within the scope of the Data
Protection Act which requires the data to
be registered.

i MemoMaker (UnmoQiiiea)

Norm Tm;ber Requirements

Details 11 x 2 metres ot 2x2 _.

14 x 2 metres ol2x I

\2 x 3 metresot 1x1

;

I .. fv
Pnonty

9 Uncompleted ^) Completed

Link I
Enter me new memo in me writable hekSs aDove

<§%> Blank | Cancel | Addmetno I

ers
New appointment

Date

Hours

Mnutes

ainpm | am 13J

Day [16 j /_\
Month \December 13J

Year \ 'S9S\

Alarm options

(•"Appointment has alarm Days prior V
[7"Permenanl

i\a\
Text |Dental Appointment

Cance \\ A<" 1

MemoMaker
This third Maker application stores notes
as memos and keeps then in a predeter
mined priority order. An external file of
any type can be associated with each
memo and run from it. Curiously Memo-
Maker insists on its icon being the right
most application icon on the iconbar.

Memos can be exported or imported via
TSV files, although it is worth noting that
many RISC OS applications while han
dling TSV files do not recognise this type,
and require them to be 'Text'. In these
cases it is necessary to change the filetype
via the Filer.

MemoMaker notes can be associated with

diary items in DateMaker and address
entries in MailMaker by links. Ibis can he
set so that selecting an entry in MemoMaker
automatically displays the appropriate
entry in the other application and selecting
a linked entry in the other application will
display the related memo. Naturally this
requires the user to own both applications
before records can be linked.

Conclusions
The Maker Series are low cost applications
with limited functionality. They provide
just the facilities that some users require
which makes them well worth the money.
For those who use Alarm but are frustrated

by its lack of facilities DateMaker may be
the answer. Personally I find MailMaker
the most useful of the series. It is worth its

price just for the ability to type part
records into other applications - no more
copying entries or having to formally
export a file after looking up an address
before sending a letter.
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Speed!
Chris Jackson adds

power without hardware

MEL ADFS::Speed.$

When I come across applications that
claim to speed up my computer I am

naturally dubious. Why would any com
pany fail lo make its computer run as fast
as possible? Curiously I inserted Speed!
from Clares into my floppy drive. An
installation program booted up and asked
for my name, address and phone number.

On typing these, the program installed a
tailored version of Speed! The application
recognised I owned a RiscPC and copied
the module into my IBoot directory for
automatic loading each time the computer
was switched on - who could ask for an

easier installation?

I didn't notice anything extra special
about how my computer was performing
so I ran the speed check test on the disc to
see how much faster it was supposed to be
running. The program reported a 1.8 times
speed increase. The manual says it should
be around three to five times on a RiscPC,

but then again any increase is welcome.

{Animation {Install

{System ReadMe

What this utility does (as far as I can
understand) is to stop RISC OS from copy
ing programs around Ihe memory as often
as before, saving processor time.

Running my own lest gave a more mod
est 1.6 times the speed increase. However,
the manual states thai when used with

Impression the computer is considerably
faster. The same applies to the PC Card
when used in the desktop. When used out
of the desktop no speed increase is
achieved, as the computer is no longer
multitasking.

Conclusion
I didn't notice any great increase in speed
on my machine. Maybe that is because
most of the applications I generally run
are fairly well behaved and don't hog the
processor.

There are a few utilities on the disc for

testing and configuring Speed! on and off
which I only used for testing purposes.

Syquest EZ135

Chris Jackson tests

out a backup system
Everyone knows it'll happen to them

sooner or later, and it's always at the
most inopportune time. I am, of course,
talking about your hard disc 'crashing' and
leaving you with megabytes (or even giga
bytes) of information destroyed. I lost
around 150Mb of information and decided

to look around for some form of backup
system.

I thought about a tape-streamer but then
came across the Syquest F.7.135, a cartridge
system which runs at the speed of a slow

hard disc and is similarly priced to a tape-
streamer.

The drive came with everything I needed
except a SCSI cable, which for some reason
comes with the external SCSI but not the

internal. A number of manuals were sup
plied for the fitting and use of the system
which was fairly straight-forward. 1 only
referred to it for the setting of the SCSI-ID
number.

Cutting a hole in the RiscPC 3..Sin slot
was a major task. The plastic is very thick
and I'd recommend a trip down to your
dealer for that part of the installation unless
you can afford to break a slice.

My Vertical Twist (now VTi) SCSI card
recognised the drive but didn't want to for
mat it. I had to use Hugo I'iennes' special
public domain file system MOFS to access
the drive. I've heard that other SCSI cards

don't suffer this problem which would
make installation even simpler. Using
Hugo's program to format the drive was
quick and easy and I could access it straight
away.

Running a speed check, copying an 8Mb
Replay file from the RAM disc to the F.Z135
and to my 210Mb Conner gives I.48Mb/sec

{Speed! {Switch

After installing Speed! I left it to its own
devices, which it did admirably.

The manual states the utility works best
on a RiscPC. However, owners who intend

to buy RISC OS 3.7 will find it of little
value as it cannot be used on the latest

generation OS. It has been stated on the
computer message networks that this is
because the fault has been rectified and

the new operating system deals better with
the copying of applications in memory.'

Product details

Product: Speed!

Supplier: Clares MicroSupplies
Address: 98 Middlewich Road, Northwich,

Cheshire, CW9 7DA

Tel: (01606) 48511

Fax: (01606) 48512

Price:£10 inc VAT per machine

for the EZ and 1.1 Mb/sec for the 210Mb IDE

drive. This just shows how quick the drive is.

Conclusion
The drive is much faster than I thought it
would he and is very useful for storing large
files. I've used it once or twice for porting large
files over to other computers which is much
quicker than when modem or using floppies.

One disappointment of using the drive on
the Acorn is that IDE format discs are

unreadable on the SCSI drive as the formats

are different. Also Acorn format SCSls won't

he readable on PC's. However, using special
software on the Acorn allows PC cartridges
to he read.

Overall I thought the drive was a good
solution for mass backup and would
definitely recommend it.

Product details

Product: Syquest EZ-135

Price: £89 + VAT

Product: EZ-135 cartridges

Price: £14 +VAT

Supplier: SyquestTechnologyLimited
Address: Spitfire House, Edinburgh Airport

CargoVillage, Turnhouse Road,Edinburgh,
EH12 0AL

Tel: 0131-339 2022

Fax:0131-339 6765

m
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PS2 mouse
Mike Cook plugs

in a new mouse

Stuart Tyrrell has come up with another
indispensable interface - the PS2Mouse.
It allows the use of PS/2 compatible
mice with Acorn machines, which
means both cheap replacements and the
ability to use those fancy custom mice
you see in PC shops.

Fitting is simplicity itself - unplug your
mouse, plug in the box and plug your
mouse into the box. It is advisable to do

this when the machine is off. I think this is

the best type of adaptor as it doesn't
depend upon software and so is going to be
compatible with everything.

Some PC mice have just two buttons
but it's still possible to use these. Select
and Adjust are the left and right but
tons respectively and the menu button
is invoked by pressing the two simulta
neously.

At the rear of the interface box are

four miniature switches for controlling

options. Two determine the rate of
acceleration of the mouse, one swaps
over the Select and Adjust, perfect for
those left handed folk, and the fourth

controls the tap clicks. This is for mouse
pads such as the Alps Glidepoint where
the user controls the mouse by dragging
their finger across the pad and a tap of
the finger can be interpreted as a click
or double-click.

It's an interface that works quietly in
the background. It worked successfully
with the mouse I tried but it's impossi
ble to say that it will be compatible
with every mouse available. Stuart does
operate an 'if it can't be made to work
you can have your money back' guaran
tee, which is more than fair.

The secret of the interface is revealed if

you open it up, it contains a single IC, a
microprocessor. He uses a single chip com
puter system to do all the signal
processing. The PS2Mouse is well made and
could just be the answer to your problems.

Product details
Product: PC mouse to Acorn interface

Requirements: Any system

Produced by:StuartTyrrell Developments
Address: PO Box 183, Oldham, 0L2 8FB

E-mail: info@stdevel.demon.co.uk

Tel: 0976255256(Orange)
Price: £24.99 inc. P&P
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club Got a Strongf!RM ? ^P™
Some of your software not working ?

For your copy send a cheque to
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RiscPOUpgrades
All Rise PC's & A7000's

include Ivr on-site maintenance.

IRiscPC GOO(armBIO)
km/HDB<.0 1i*"m^^£1299.00e
RiscPC 700(arm710)

Ism/HDSitO m"ma%r-j)£1S't9.00e
lQftVHD1GB ltt"rt€S^£1799.00e

Strong Rrm upgrade
Atollable inorder wimitew*gL

RiscPCatonly£11632 V8
IFor 17'RKF90 monitor Add£376.00
For CDrom Drive kx Odd £99.00

| For CDrom Drive 8x Odd £159.00
MlComputers arelimit anil tested before dispatcl
with piinter \ arid sotmaie purchased installed as

required atnoadditional cost

IhBG-SX-33 PC Upgrade £233.00d
itBB-DX2-GG PC Upgrade £292.00d
l»8G-DXlf-100 PC UpgrBde£3S1.00d
58G-H10 PC Upgrade£>fG8.00d

Deduct £117.50 off PC upgrades
whenpurchased with RiscPC

I PC Exchange £29.00a
Windows 3.1 + DOS G.22 £59.00c

Recess* Card £139.00b
S/URrm710 + 3.6 CS& £79.00b
Strong Rrm upgrade £292.00b
Rudio mixer " £"»0.00a
movie magic £273.00c
Second Slice £116.00d
Sound Card £G9.00b
RiscPC >*mbRRm £29.00a
RiscPC embRRm £SS.00b
RiscPC lGmbRRm £ 109.00c
RiscPC 32fT)b RRm £229.00c
RiscPC imbVRRm £1 if9.00c

| RiscPC 2mb VRRm £2"tS.00c

(Rrchimedes Comp
HW Portable (l.s Floppy <t rtlbram
Pern 3 LCD ftlon. 80mb HD). £ 1350.00d
R7000 (1.6Floppy >. mbexpandable to

! I30mb ram. FVm 7E00 RKFS0 (TUS mon.
I BMKBa HD. on site 12 months ujarranly)

km/HDWS Tt-"mon.€ 1099.00b
IIni IxCDiom Drive Adil€., 00.00

Pocket Book
Pocket Book 2(256k) £239.00c
PocketBook2(lfTlBU3~3>£319.00c
R-Link *^^ £59.00b
m-Link £59.00b
PC-Link + £59.00b
Parallel Link £29.00a
Pouier Supply £ 1*».50b

IFlash SSD 1IT1B £119.00c

Harduiare Upgrades

Haujk V9 mkll £19i+.a0c
.ark midi Sound-Sa. £172.00c

nidi max £79.00c

?isc DS Upgrade Chips £3G.00a

SCSI 1Gb,t £95.00c

3CSI 2 32bit £20S.00c
TV Tuner £99.00c
TV Tuner + Teletext €159.00c

i Data Storage

R30x0 CD Rtapi interface £84-.00b
Quad External Rtapi CD £176.00c
R30x0 IDE interface £88.00b

| RSOxO IDE/CD interface £1Oif.OOb
all above include HDfixing kit

IDE 2.5"
I 170mb £99.00c
270mb £ 125.00c
SWOmb £289.00c

IIDE 3.5"
1.0 gb Conner £210.00c
1.6 gb Conner £2it9.00c
1.7 gb IBm E229.00c

ISCSI 2 3.5"
Sifit meg Fujitsu £ 188.00c
1 Db 10ms IBm £289.00c

IIDE CD Tray Internal
Panasonic Quadpro £99.00c
Pioneer Quad £99.00c
Goldstar 8 speed £153.00c
SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Toshiba XITI-3601B £259.00c

SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
Toshiba Xfll-3S0IB £299.00c

PD SYSTEMS
4X speed CD-ROM Drive
650 MB Optical Disc Drive
Internal or External

Including 1 Cartridge £539.00d
Extra 650MB Cartridge £45.00a

memory Upgrades
R3000 l-2mb £6>».00b
R3000 1-itmb £139.00c
R3010 l-2mb £53.00b

R3010 2-<tmb £96.00b

R3020 / RW000 2-ifmb £99.00b
R5000 2-i»mb £93.00b

AllUpgradesfittedfre if ordered
£18.00wiln Comjniter elst

C fTlonitors

I Rcorn RKF60 £380.OOd
RcornRKF91 £699.00d

'liyama 17"mF8G17E.!Bdoi £G29.00d
liyama 17"mT9017E.2S(joi £699.OOd
microv 1if"1 if38 (rkfbo) £289.OOd
fflicrov 1if" 1if50 (rw60) £219.00d
microv 16" 1565.2MM £299. OOd

Scanners
Epson GT5000 parallel £333.OOd
Epson DT5000 scsi £ltG9.00d
Epson DT850D para/scsi £529.OOd
Epson GT9G00 para/scsi £GG9.00d
Scanlight 2GGBbit £ 1B>f.00c
Scanlight 25G 1Gbit £ 151.00c
Scanlight 256 Video £222.00c
Image fTlaster/Tujain Driver £39.00a

( Printers
Canon

BJ-30

BJC-70

BJC-210
BJ-230
BJC-k-1001
BJC-G10
Epson
Stylus Col 2
Heujlett Packard

DeskJet 600 (Black)
DeskJet GG0 (colour)
LaserJet SL^g^Black)

(colour) £299.00d

f. 199.00(1

£293.OOd

£399.00d

Calligraph
Ri» 1200 Laser (black) EllSO.OOd

Printer Inks/Refill:

Inkjet Refills are an economical may
of re-charging your existing cartridge
Rll inks come complete tuith gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Finn Colour £6.70a
Tuiin 2x20ml Black £ 12.30a
Bulk 12Sml Rny Colour £23.00b

'CartridgefTlate' r nem and

easy to use cartridge refill system foi
HP SI 626R high cap. cartridges
R refill system itiith no mess

Comprises: Cartridgefriate
& 2 x "tOml Ink Tanks

Cartridge not included £3S.00b
Ink Tank 2 x **0ml £21.00a
HP51G25R Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/m & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £35.00a

Wealso carry u large stock ofinkjei
cartridges anilribbons

Canon LBP-if Toner

Canon LBP-8 Toner

HP LaserJetSL Toner

£69.00c

£79.00c
£59.00c

( Printable Items
Colour'n Ulnar (2 white Baseball Caps ♦

3 transfer papers) £ 10.50b
Colour'n UJear (2 uihite T Shirts ♦

h transfer papers £ 13.50b
Colour'n UJear

0»transfer papers only) £7.50a
(30 transfer papers only) £ 'i 1.00b
Design & Print mouse mat £5.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
1OxBRi» 1S0g Perforated £5.00a
Col InkJet matt photo white paper
25 sheets x 120gms £5.50b
monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software
An Works (CC) £99.00c
Artworks Clipart I (CC) £20.00a
ArtWorks Clipart II (CC) £20.00a
Beinga Scientist (Anglia) £44.00a
BltfolioEd7 (Lino) £50.00c
Breakaway Maths (YITM) £70.00b
Britain from the Air £44.00a
Britain Since 1930 £28.00a
British Birdsoje 7-/2 (YITM) £109.00c
Cars-Maths in Motion(Cambs) £105.00b
Dinosaurs (M/S) £45.(K)a
Castles (Anglia) £44.00a
Guardians of the Greenwood £54,00a
Granny'sGarden (4Mat) £35.00a
Garden Wildlife (Anglia) £44.00a
Hutchinson M/Mcdia £45.00a
Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £94.00a
Inventors&Inventions (YITM) £l64.00a
Kingfisher Child Micropedia £93.00b
Langsdale (CCS) £104.00b
Medieval Realms 11*6-1500 £I64.00c
Musical Instruments (M/S) £4S.00a
Mysteriesof Nature (Anglia) TBA
Naughty Stories VI&2 (Shcr) £93.00b
I'B Bears Birthday Party (DK) 06.00a
PhotoBase 1920s.30s.40s.50s.60s
Victorians.LanrJscapesEach(LL)£54.00a
Rise-Disc I (Uniqueway) £15.00a
RiScDisc2 (Uniqueway) £23.00a
RiscDisc 3 ^•O(Uniqueway) £a
Seashore LilW-l I) £44.00a
Understanding Energy £53.00n
Understanding the Body £44.00a
World War 2 £28.00a

Mai Hrrlor Te,: 01924 254800 Fax: °1924 258036|Ivlcll v/iUwl E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk

Finance
Clearly the Best Choice

(based on 20% deposit and 0% finance
over 20 month period)(Acorn Items Only

20\0%
Personal finance is available to qualifying
^ purchases. Credit subject to status.
^Lr Written quotation on reques^ 4»

T% APR 0%^
Rpplication Software

(9*

Advance

Advantage
Ancestry II
ANT internet II
Apple PS cl^>
Arctax

Armadeus
AtlWorks

C++

Card Shop
Celebration
The Comp.Animator
Composition
Compression
DataPower
Desktop Thesauru

(Acorn) £ 116.00c
(I.I.) £54.00a

(Minerva) £87.00b
(ANT) £109.001)

(Oragan) £30.00a
(David P) £33.(K)a

(Clarcsl £25.(K)a

(CC) £99.00c
(Acorn) £249.00c
(Clares) £22.(H)a

(Clares) £32.00a
(Iota) £93.00b

(Clares) E1S0.00C
(CC) £31.00a

(Iota) £99.00c
(R Dev) £ 19.00a

Davyn Softwc
Draw to DXF Converter

~$ Only£23.00a

DXF

DrawWorks2 4J0" (>SV) £17.00;
EasyClip (Fabis) £31.00a
EasyFont3 (Fabis) £31.00;
Eidoscopc (RiscPConly) (CC) £170.00b
Eureka 3 (LL) £IO4.00c
Formulix (CO £70.00a
FontFX (Datastorc) £l2.(K)a
Ir.imv It I .<r 2 (Davyn)each £<v(X)a

I'uMiOici irregular frames

Graphics Loaders (CC) £44.00a
Illusionist (Clares) £45.(K)a
ImageFS 2 (Alternative P) £4l.(K)a
Image Oulliner (Iota) £54.00a
Impression Publisher (CC) £ 139.00c
Impression Style (CC) £79.00c
Intcrtalk (Acorn) £92.(XJc
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £72.00a
Notate __ (I-I-) £62.(X>b
PCPRO'UK«HVj) (fiPfANI) £45.00s
Pendown Etoiles (LL) £58.00c
PendownPius (LL) £83.00c
Personal Accounts (Apricotc) £40.(Hlh
PhOtoDesk 2 (Space Tech) £2S9.00c
Pinpoint (Longman) £104.00c
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £ 135.00a
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares) £99.00c
Prophet 3Accounts JJpfcote)£TBA.00c
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £45.(K)a
Replay StarterKit (Acorn) £40.00b
Revelation ImagePro (LL) £163.00c
Rhapsody 3 (Clares) £93.00a
Rhythm Bed (Clares) £45.(X)a

RiscCad Professional
S/U IDawn I C250.00C
Education £200.00e
Site Licence £5K 1.62c

Serenade (Clares) £93.00a
Shapel-'X (Datastotc) £12.00a
Sibelius 6 (V3) (Sibc) £I79.O0c
Sibelius 7 Prof. (v3) (Sibc) £899.00d
Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sibe) £499.(K)d
SmArl (4Mation) £41.00a
SmArt Files (4Mation)each £!7.00a
SmArt Pile Mod.Lang.(4Mation)£2l.(K)a
Snippet (4Mation) £38.00a
Sound FX Maker (CIS) £39.00a
Termite Internet (DoggySoft) CS9XWC
TextEase (SoftEase) £54.00a
TextEase Talking (SoftEase) £74.00a
TimeCode (ART) £29.00a
Tiller (Clares) £93.00a
Topographer (Clares) £73.00a
Touch Type (lota) £45.(M)h

Turbo Driver (CC) £51.00b
Twain Drivers (DP) £ 19.00a

Education Software

10 out of 10 Pull Range Each 114.00a
Dinosaurs, Driving Test, Early Essentials,
English. l-ss.Mailis. Ess.Scicncc, French, Germanj
Jr.Essenlinls, Math Algebra. Math Geometry,
Maths Number, Math Statistics. StUCt.Spclling,

Adventure Playground (Storm) £21,00a
AmazingMaths (CSII) £22.00a
AmazingOllie (Storm) £15.00a
Arcventure I Romans (Slier) £38.00a
Arcventure II Egyptians (Slier) £38.00a
Arcventure III Vikings (Slier) £38.00a
ArcventureIVA Saxons(Sher) £38.O0a
Around World 80 Days (Slier) £49.00a
A/tecs (Sher) L'lK.OOa
BadgerTrails (Sher) £48.00b
Balloons and Zoo (Topo) £21.00a
BodyWise (Slier) £48.(M)a
Calabash Pirates (S(orm) £25.00a
Coffee (S(orm) £29.00a
Connections (Slier) £34.(K)a
Crystal Rain Forest (Slier) £48.0()a
Crystal Rain Forest II (Slier) £48.(H)a
Da'rrvl the Dragon (4Mat) £21.00a
DalaGraph (Topo) £30.00a
Farm (Sher) £22.(X)a

First Logo (LL) £25.00a
First Page DTP (I.I.) £53.(X)a
FlossyThe Frog (4Mal) £26.00a
Flight Path 9+ (Storm) £31.(K)a
Freddy Teddy (Topo) £15.00a
FreddyTeddy'sAdv (Topo) £15.00a
Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each £20.00a

(Please Specily age group)
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £26.(X)a
Happy Life (CCS) £31.()()c
James Pond running water £29.00a
Landmarks full rangc(I.I.)cach £28.00a
Look HereTalking Topics(Sh) £61.00b
Magpie (LL) £62.(X)b
Maths Circus (4Mat) £29.(X)a
MathsMania (Topo) £2S.00a
Music Box (Topo) £35.(X)a
Naughty Stories VI or 2 (Slier) £58.(X)h
NumberTiles (Topo) £25.00a
Ollie Octopus Sk Pad (Storm) £16.00a
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Slier) £45.00b
MoreTalkingStoriesA (Sher) £45.(X)b
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3
TalkingStories (Slier) £45.00b
OxfordTalkingInfantAtlas £21,00a
PinPoint Junior (LL) £31.00a
PlantWise (Sher) £49.(X)a

Rosic & Jim Duck (Slier) £11.50a
Rosie & Jim Sneezes (Shcr) £11.50a
ScreenTurtle (Topo) £35.00a
Sea Rescue (Slier) £29.(X)a

Sclladore Tales (Sher) £26.00a
Smudge the Spaniel (Storm) £19.00a
Smudgethe Scientist (Storm) £42.00a
Smudge Punctuates (Storm) £TB.Aa
Space City (Slier) £3l.(X)a
Splash (Sher) £22.00a
Stigof theBump (Sher) £26.(M)a
Story Starts (Slier) £26,(X)a
TalkingClock (Topo) £35.(X)a
Talking Animated Alphabet £32.(X)a
Talking rhymes I (Topo) £26.00a
Hie Playground (Topo) £25.00a

The Puddle & WardrobefToDo) £20.00a
Time Detectives (Shcr) £49.(X)a
TinyDraw/Logo (Topo) £25.(X)a
TinyPuzzlc (Topo) £20.00a
Teddy Bear's Picnic (Slier) £31.00a
Voyage of Discovery (Sher) £38.00a
Worst Witch (She.) £29.O0a

Games Software

Alderbaran Cjfe^Evolulion) £IO.O0a
Alonein the Darkrfgiprisaiis) £25.(X)a
Arcturus ~" (Oragan) £22.()()a
Aries 4games (GamesWarc) £25.00a
Anagram Genius (4D) £27.(K)a
Big Bang (Psycorc) £l4.(X)a
Black Angel (4D) £28.(X)a
Boxing Manager^jjJ^Xrisalis) £5.00a
Bum Out (Oragan) £23.(X)a
Cannon Fodder (Krisaiis) £23.(X)a

Chuck Rock (Krisaiis) ElO.OOa
Cobalt Seed (TBA) £21.00a
Crystal Maze (Slier) £27.(X)a
Cyber Ape (TBA) £l7,(X)a
CyberChess (4D) £28.00a
Darkwood (Eclipse) £22.()()a
Dune2 (Eclipse) £32.()0a
Dune2CD (Eclipse) £45.00a
Dungeon (4D) 2mb £29.00a
Empire Soccer (Empire) £23.00a
Enter The Realm (4D) 2mb £21.00a
E-Type Compendium (4D) £22.00a
E-Type Jaguar 2 £29.(X)a
Fire & Ice £2l.(X)a
Flashback (US Gold) £25.00a
F.T.T. (Tgg> (TBA) £l7.(X)a
Global Effect (Eclipse) £32.00a
Gods (Krisaiis) £10.00a
Haunted House (4D)2mb £22.00a
lleinulall (§2> (Krisaiis) £l5.(X)a
llcioQuest s§£> (Krisaiis) £15.00a
I loled Out Compendium (4D) £21.00a
James Pond (Krisaiis) £ 10.00a
James Pond 2 RoboCod (G/W) £20.0()a
James Pond running water £29.(X)a
Krisaiis Collection ggg&alis) £19.00a

Swiv

Time Machine

Virtual Golf
Virtual Golf augustai

(Krisaiis)

Lemmings Oh No Mokv-j-^-.)
Magic Pockets dls&cnagadc)
Man United Europe (Kris)
Populus d§!S' (Krisaiis)
QuestforGold (TiS^Krisalis)
Revolver

Real McCoy 2

LI 9.(X)a

£15.00a |
£l5.(X)a

£ 10.00a I
£25.00a

£5.(X)a

(Psycorc) £ 14.00a
(4D) £29.(X)a|

I (Apocalypse. ItoUilOur.Olympics, lucrum
IReal McCoy 3 (4D) £29.00a

Hand. Nevnoit,DropShip, Tin- Wimp Humel
IReal McCoy 4 (4D) £29.00a

KJtiliu'ilc Dan. <irh'\i>:i\ht>ililx'Atm. X-Hrt.CaMchim,

Sally ifeWally dl«*toragaii) £l5.(X)a
Saloon Cars Dclux (4D) £29.00a
Scrabble (US Gold) £25.00a
SimCity (Krisaiis) £26.00a
SimCity 2000 (Kris)A5000/PC £33.(X)a
Simon The Sorcerer (G/W) £3S.00a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £41.00a
Small (§£> (Virgo) £15.00a
Specdball 0® (Krisaiis)
SpohhlcoidOS^'Cybei nation)
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Starfighter 3000 (Fcdnet)
Stcreoworld (4D)

| Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)

IZool 1.6mdisk CjfjiP <AP) £8.00a
| GamesPad 2playcr (GAV) £33.(X)b|
Special C?rlc<vutKCC tifjem

auiftct Co mumttaddttf
I 5.25 401 bare disc drive £19.00c I
Shit I'scr Analogue Interface £23.00b
A Mouse in Holland (EY) £2().(X)a
Doris the Dotty Dog (EY) £10.00a
Flossythe Frog (EY) £20.00a
Gemini (EY) £10.00a
Polyominocs (lopo) £25.(X)a
Podd (ESM) £15.00a |
Prima Mover (Minerva) £30.00a
ProDriver (Ace) £l5.(X)a|
StartWrite (AP) £8.00a
StartWrite Talking (EY) £l5.00a|
Waiter (Digital) £l5.(X)a
Word Works (CC) £15.00aj

IS/U an A3010 inc Action Pack£l90j00d |
s'c Used Acom Spares £ nng

vy Christmas &
A WKberous New Ycar\
To Awbar Customers

Houj To Order

Cheques: shouldbe made

payable toDavyn ComputcH
Credit Cards: you may also pay!
by Visa, Delta. Euro. Switch.]
Electron, or Master Card. Wei
normally make no charge for tliis.l
and lake no payment until goodsl
are ready for dispatch, We needI
the card holders address andl
telephone number, card number!
and issue number if any and ihe[
expiry date.
Carriage: charges are as follows
a ' Small £1.25]
b Medium £2.50
c Medium Recorded £4.501
d Courier £10.00
e Courier Large £15.00
Official Orders: are welcome I
from UK education andl
government institutions (invoicesl
are due for payment within 141
days and are subject lo caniage|
and late payment charges).

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send|
your orders to;
Dawn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal, |
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andl
specifications are offered in goodl
faith and are subject to changej
without notice. We Process all
orders immediately, but suppliers
do sometimes keep us wailing.
Goods are guaranteed bill are nol]
supplied on approval. Returns and]
cancellations can only beaccepted]
by prior agreement and there msiyl
be a reslocking and administration!
charge Afull copy ofourterms arc|
available upon request
E.&;O.E 08-11-96

£l5.(X)a|
£5.00a

£27.(X)a|
£25.00a
£27.(X)a I

£29.00a
(Krisaiis) £IO.(X)a

(4D) £23.(X)a
(4D)2tnb £29.(X)a|

(4D) £20.00a
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StrongARM compatibility

Does it
Martin Friar has been

compiling a list ofStrongARM
compatible software

The advance orders have been honoured,
the Acorn World show is over, and a

great number of StrongARM processors
have now found their way into machines
around the world.

Not surprisingly, StrongARM has been a
hot topic for debate in the internet news
groups throughout the summer, and this
intensified as processors starting dropping
through letterboxes. Achange of such epic-

proportions is hound to cause some
incompatibility problems.

The Clan offer meant that many enthu
siasts had StrongARM processors before
developers, and, while this was welcome
in the main, it meant that many of the
smaller developers and I'D authors, who
had not had the opportunity to visit Acorn
House, were playing catch up in order to
make their wares compatible.

Although many programs ran without
alteration, there was a clear demand from

the on-line community for an interactive
StrongARM compatibility list, where users
could report the results of their own trials,
involving obscure as well as mainstream

software, with as many versions tested as
possible - in the case of chargeable
upgrades, docs the old version work?

As it stands, the list gives testimony to
the adaptable nature of the
companies/individuals in the Acorn mar
ketplace - very few pieces of software are
still totally unable to run. In addition, the
ARM Club launched Stron^Guurd at the
Acorn World show, which should help
some of the older software to run, in a
similar way that '.GameOn helped pre-Risc
PC software continue to be used.

Unfortunately, due to the nature of the
list, we cannot guarantee accuracy though
we're fairly confident the entries are correct.

PROGRAM VERSION WORKS? NOTES :
PROGRAM VERSION WORKS? NOTES

16 bit Parallel I/O 1.03 YES
j

Castle SCSI2 YES

24116 (Irlam) YES j CDFast 1.05 YES
6S02Em 1.5 YES i CDFix 1.50 NO Incompatiblewith CDFS in 3.7
65Host NO • -CDFix 1.51 YES Upgrade from Robin Watts
65Tube 0.64 YES i CDNet client YES

Acorn SCSI 2.10 NO CausesAbort on Data Transferat start up ' CDNet server ? Not tested
Advance 1.01 YES Applypatch available from ART j CDTracker 3.05 YES

Advantage 1.00d YES • CDTracker+ 4.02 YES

ANT Internet Suite 2 1.1 YES * Chameleon 2.00 NO No plans for an upgrade
+ARCPPP 0.56 All components workperfectly i ChangcFSI 1.15 YES It's quick!
ANT NIC/EtherB 4.23 YES Atomwide will Email new module * ChartWcll 1.10 NO

Apollonius PDT 1.21 YES j Chess 1.29 YES

AppDock2 2.41 YES Canbe persuaded to crash • Chess II 2.06 YES

ArcBinkley 2.19 YES i Chroma Genlock CG6 YES
ArcFax 1.13 NO Get upgrade from DavidPilling * ClicBack 2.99 YES

ArcFax 1.16 YES j Cobalt Seed 1.00+ YES
ArcFS 0.73a YES Supplied on SACDROM • Colour Card (CC) NO No upgrade
ArcFS r/w 2.24 NO Nasty side effects. i Compo 1.02 NO Upgrade available from Clares
ArcFS r/w 2.56 YES NewSA-Aware version produced from VTi * Compo 1.03 YES
Archimedes Disc Rescue YES i Compression 1.17 YES

ArchiTech YES j Conductor NO
Archmail 1.36 YES • Config+ 1.00 YES

ArcScan 0.74 YES i Connect32 SCSI 1.81 7 Fewbugs - working on 100% SAversion
Arcterm 7 1.48 YES • Convert 2.00 YES

ArcTrack 1.67 YES AOS/LOS recalc x10 faster than 610 i CoolSwitch 1.05 YES Occasional crashes when using Zap CMode
ArcWeb 1.63 YES j Creator 2.00 YES Supplied on SACDROM
ArcSimp YES Veryfast • Credits 3.27 YES Untested creating database
Armodeus YES j Cron 1.15 YES
ArmBBS 0.68 YES j CurlBack 1.02 YES Better than PinBoard
ARMed'96 Demo All YES Occasional problems from QTM music player j CyberChess 1.24 YES Turn cache off when loading
ARMEdit 1.01 NO j D2Font 1.08 YES

ARMEdit 1.02 YES • DataPower 1.24 YES Smooth & Fast
ARMEdit 1.03 YES Currently in beta, but works fine • Da Vinci 90 YES

ARPIayer 1.29 YES Suppliedwith StrongArm • DeskEdit 4.01 YES

Artworks NO UpgradeavailablefromComputer Concepts i Desktop Tracker 1.21 YES When patched with AppCompPatch*
Artworks 1.7 YES j Diagramlt I.IOf YES
ARXE SCSI Card 0.89 NO • DigitalSymphony YES Turncacheoff when loading&then on again
ARXE SCSI Card 1.00/01 YES Use 12MHz PALset j Director 0.21 YES

ATAPI 4X CDR Drive YES i Director 0.22 YES

AXIS YES Flickers slightly • Directory Menu 2.22 YES

Audioworks 1.47 YES Crashesoccasionally.VI.53 availablefrom CC i Disc Commander 1.25 YES

Autoload 0.02 NO * DiscEd 1.07 YES

BarCoder 1.05 YES j DiscSpace 1.09 NO Author says it's easy to fix
BlackHole 2 3.78 YES Quick Screensavers! ? DiscSpace 1.11 YES

Blinds 1.21 YES j Dismounter 0.05 NO

Bioryhthms 1.72 YES • Dissi 8/1/92 NO

Bombz 1.11 YES BombzDes also seems OK i Dual Serial Interface 3.72 YES Intelligent Interfaces
C/C++(Acorn) YES i Dual Serial Port issue 0.40 YES

Cadmust Project NO Lindishave no plans to update it
1

Dune II 1.30 NO
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PROGRAM VERSION WORKS? NOTES

EagleM2 Card NO

EasiWriter 3.16 YES

Easy C++ NO

EasyMoney 1.01 NO

EasyClip NO

Easyfont 3.1 NO

Easyfont 3.17 NO

EasyfontPro 4.02 YES

EasyfontPro 4.03 YES

Easywriter 3.16 YES

Enterprise Accounts 2.17 NO

EnterpriseProfessional 2.17 NO

Equasor ? NO

Euclid YES

Eureka 3.00 YES

Eureka 3.05 YES

FEMS 2.3 YES

FireWorkz 1.24 ?

FireWorkz Pro 1.20 YES

FireWorkz Pro 1.22 YES

First Logo 1.99 YES

FloatingClock 2.08 YES

FontDir2 2.01 YES

FontEd 0.29 NO

FontFS 2.00 YES

FontFX 5.07 YES

FormEd287 2.87 YES

FormText 1.04 YES

Formulix YES

Fortran 77 YES

Fractal 0.29 YES

FreeMem 1.11 YES

FreeNet 1.02 YES

FreeNews 1.02 YES

FreeSMTP 1.16 YES

FreeSMTP 1.17 YES

FreeSMTP 1.18 YES

FreeTerm 1.20 YES

Fsck 1.31d YES

FTT 1.00+ YES

FuelGauge 0.06 YES

FYE02 2.02 YES

Gameboy 0.43 YES?

Gnuplot 3.5 YES

GraphicsLoaders(CC) YES

GraphMate 1.10c YES

Greyhawk YES

Guardians o/t Greenwood 1.00 NO

Gyrinus2 3.6 YES

Hardbac 2.01 NO

HatchBack 1.01 YES

Hawk V9 NO

Hearsay 2.19 NO

Hearsay 2.20 YES

HolyBible 1.37 YES

Hourglass 1.01 YES

IDEFS (ICS) YES

IEEE488 Interface 1.04 YES

Illusionist YES

ImageBank 0.57 NO

ImageBank 0.58 NO

ImageFS 2.00 NO

ImageFS 2.30 YES

ImageMaster 1.06 YES

ImageMaster 1.07 YES

ImageOutliner 1.00 YES

ImpChars 2.00P YES

Impression Junior 1.19 YES

ImpressionStyle 3.07 YES

ImpressionPublisher 4.08 NO

ImpressionPublisher 4.09 YES?

ImpressionPublisher 4.11 YES

Insight 1.67 YES

InterTalk 2.60 YES

Investigator (VTi) any NO

Karma 1.05 YES

Keystroke 2.30 NO

Keystroke 4.00 YES

Killer 2.401 YES

Lockson startup

OKwhen using command line
Patch from Meadow Computers
Upgrade from Fabis

Fails to load- mustupgradeto Easyfont Pro

Patch from Meadow Computers
Patch from Meadow Computers
In publisher upgrade?

Freeupgrade.Screenupdate muchimproved

Works well, but sometimes hangs on loading

Crashes occasionally when loadingfiles

Verysmooth and fast, new version2.10
It's on SA CD ROM

Fast!

Available from Liquid Silicon

Greatlyincreased downloadspeed

Occasionalcrashes/aborts but mainlyOK

Requiredfix from
http://www.chubb.demon.co.uk/Dave/

New verion under development

Noupgrade (but someappear to work)

Upgrade from Beebug for a tenner!

Fixavailable from Alternative Publishing

Very Fast

UpgradeavailablefromComputerConcepts
Seems ok, but CCsay it's unstable

No upgrade planned
Fast!

Upgrade available from Quantumsoft

StrongARM compatibility

PROGRAM VERSION WORKS? NOTES
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Label Base

"Landmarks" series

Larger
Lark Card (CC)

LaserDirect

LinEd

LineEditor

LineEditor

LockDir

LongFilenames
"Look and Read" series

Lottery

Lunch

MacFS 8.MacFS Light
MacroLife

MakeARiscPC

MakeModes

Masterfile 3

MemFS

Memoriser

Memphis
Menu Bar

Messenger

Midi Max

MidiSynth
MirrorImage
Montage
MOS6581

MOS 6581

MovieMagic(CC)
MovieFS

Mozart Sounnd Card

Multistore

Music Scribe

Neko

Nethack

Newerlook

Newsbase

Newsbase

Newsbase

NightSky
Numbertime

Oak SCSI

Omar S Bridge
OmniClient

OpenFiles
Optical Pro Ntn
Optima
Orrery
Oscar 4X Parallel CDR drive

Ovation

Ovation Pro

Ovation Pro

Panorama

PC

PCPro

PDTracker

Pendown

Pendown DTP

Personal Accounts

Personal Accounts

Photodesk

Photodesk 2

Phototouch

PhotoView

Picture Book

PicturePoint

PinPoint and PP Junior

Pipedream 3
Pipedream 4
PixelPal

Playback
PocketFS

POV2

POV3

Powerbase

PowerTcch SCSI

Powerwave xg50
ProArt2

ProArtisan24
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Veryold version

Longman Logotron

Upgrades available from CC
Runsvery fast

Brianenigmatic about fixing it

Under test

Occasional crashes

Much Faster

Upgrade available i

Even faster rendering

Upgrade available from CC

Veryfast sort

Loader falls over

Some modules don't work

Ripsthrough mailI
It really churns through the expiry phase
Flakeywhen loading, seems OK

Freewipes out FileCore and Freemodule

VeryFast

Onlyin non-squarepixelmodes

Switchoff cachewhen loading, then switchon
Installer problems solved - works brilliantly

Crashes if it loads MatrixTrackers

Also 1.82T works

Amazinglyquick
Quick and smooth

Amazinglyfast
Turn cache off to load, then turn on

Supplied on SAfloppy

Does work with cache off - slow

Patch Supplied on StrongArmCD
Veryfast, but crashesoccasionally
Renders sky but no a lot else!

Turn cache ott to load, then switch on (upgrade avail-
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i StrongARM compatibility

> Does it work?
PROGRAM VERSION WORKS- notes :

able)

Prophet 2 yes 5x Speed Increase «
Projector 1.27 YES

ProTeus YES

PtrWatch 1.00 YES

QuicklRC 1.1 YES

QuickLynk 1.04 YES

QuickShow 1.00 YES

QuickSound 1.00 YES

QuickTile 1.03 YES

Rainbow 1.0g YES

RaplDEATAFS 0.95+ YES Not earlier versions I
RealCount 1.01 YES

ReMIDI 0.57 YES

Renamer 3.00 YES

RenderBender 2 YES

ReplayDlY YES

Resultz 1.04 YES

ReTreeval 1.00a YES

Revolver YES

Rhapsody2 1.25 YES

Rhapsody3 3.05 YES

RhythmBed YES

RiscBSD 1.1 NO Mark Brinicombe waiting for his SA I
RiScript 2.02 YES Alot faster I
Rise TV YES

RSDFS All YES Sometimes crashes onchange ofblockdriver I
RTFLoaders (CC) YES

S-Base 2.40a YES

Sbase Developer 2.00 YES Run timeand compiled versions work I
SaveDesk 1.00 YES Works fine. Considerably quicker I
ScanLight 256 YES

ScanLightA4 YES

ScanLightVideo YES

Schema 1.03 YES Very oldversion (newversion available from Clares) J
Scrabble 1.22 YES

SCS11 (Cumana) YES

SCSI 2 (Cumana) 2.03 YES Additionalupgrade now available •
SCSI II(Connect32) 2.19 YES

SCSI (Morley) 1.17 YES Both cached and uncached versions •
Secure3 3.1 YES

Serenade YES Upgradeavailable from Clares •
Sequencer YES

Shanghai 2.00 YES Wynand Thompson version I
Shares 5 YES

ShiftKeys 0.02 YES

Sibelius 6 3.02h YES Had to turncache offwhile installing I
Sibelius 7 3.04h NO UpdateavailablefromSibelius Software ".
SimGty2000 NO Nomore timewasting I
Sleuth 1.53 YES

Sleuth 2 2.07 YES

SlipDial 0.33 NO

SlipDial 0.34 NO

SlipDial 0.38 YES

Smart NO No plans forupgrade I
Smart CD+ 2.01 YES

Smart CD+ 2.03 YES

SmArt Suite NO

SmartFiler NO Noplans forupgrade I
Snapper 1.04 YES

Softlinks 1.31 YES Previousversions do not work I
Sonor 1.02-6 YES Ifpatched withAppCompPatch* I
SoundCon 1.6 YES

Spark 2.23 YES

SparkFS 1.13 NO Upgrade available from David Pilling I
SparkFS 1.28 YES Latest version I
Sparkplug 2.23 YES Supplied on SA CD ROM '.
Speller 1.00 YES

Spex+ YES

Spheres of Chaos YES

Squirrel 2.08 YES

StarFighter 3000 Demo NO? Too quick '.
StarFighter3000 Full NO

STEbus Interface 1.10 YES

StrongEd 4.12 YES

Studio24 1.10 YES Soon to be SA-enhanced,but works as it is I
Studio24Pro 2.12 YES Soon to be SA-enhanced,but works as it is !
Studio24+Music 3 NO Upgrade unlikely I
SwiftlPEG 1.00 YES Stunningly fast '.
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PROGRAM VERSION WORKS? NOTES

Tablemate all YES

Tablemate Designer YES

Tabst YES

TAG engine YES

TCI 1.03 YES

TCPIP(KA9Q) 2.05 YES

Techwriter 2.16 YES

Techwriter 2.19b YES

Teletext+ 6.3 YES

TemplEd 1.29 YES

TemplEd 1.30 NO

TemplEd 1.31 NO

Termite 1.22 NO

Termite 1.22b16 YES

Termite 1.22b18 YES

ThinkSheet 1.0 YES

Titler YES

The BigPicture 1.09 YES

Thumbnail 1.30 NO

Thumbnail 1.25 YES

Topographer YES

Trace 2.11 YES

Trace 2.12 YES

Trash 1.30 YES

TrueANSI 1.26 NO

TTFN 0.36 YES

Turbodrivers 4.02 NO,

TVTuner (CO' YES

TVTuner + Teletext (CC) YES

Twain 1.05 YES

Typefind 2.01 NO

TypeStudio 1.56 YES

TypeTutor 2.03 YES

UlimateExpansionSystem 1.0 NO

UnHTML 1.15 YES

UniquelD YES

UUCoder 1.22 YES

Vector 1.10 YES

Videodesk YES

Virtualise 1.06 NO

Virtualise 1.10 YES

Vision (HCCS) YES

VoiceMail (VTi) 1.04 YES

Voyager 1.10 YES

VRView 1.00 YES

VTi 16Bit Sound G rd YES

VZap 1.23 YES

WasteBin 1.00 YES

Webite 1.23 YES

WebGif2 2.00 NO

WebGif2 2.30 YES

WimpBar 1.18 YES

WinEd 2.45 YES

WinLogo 1.28 YES

WinRisc Beta 1.20b YES

WordSquare 1.03 YES

WordWorks ? NO

Wordz 1.02 YES

IX YES

X-Files 0.S6 YES

Z80Em 1.2 YES

Zap 1.31 YES

ZigZag (AngloSax ns) 1.05 YES

Whenpatchedwith AppCompPatch*
Turnoff cachewhen loading
Occasional crashes

Occasional crashes

Locks machine whileloading
You can uncrunch it to make it work

Very Fast
Problems with Offlite & Blinds?

Speedy &reliable

Free upgrade. Veryfast, better air-brush

Seems the older version is the one

Module task byRichard KLloyd 1990

upgrade from Computer Concepts

HCCS don't know why

256 colour modes only

Quick imageprocessing
When patched with AppCompPatch*
Needsfix - ftp from Argonet

Paul Vigay's virus killer worksfully

Renders like a dream

Locks machine solidwhen loading
Available fromRiscy Developments

Much faster

Upgrade available fromComputer Concepts

ZapMJE requires patch, HidePtrmodule fails

*VTi productscompressed usingproprietoryAppComp need AppCompPatch fromVTi to fix.

StrongARM Compatibility Contacts
ART OfficialWeb Site: http://www.art.acorn.co.uk/

The StrongARM Pages: http://www.friar.demon.co.uk/acorn/
E-mail: martin@friar.demon.co.uk

The ARM Club (StrongGuard): Freepost ND6573,
London N12 OBR



Late Night Opening
Wednesday & Thursday

till 7.30pm

Open Sunday
I lam to 4pm lowcostdelivery Tel: 0113 231 -9444

•2-4 Week Days £3.99
•NextWeek Day £5.99
•Saturday Delivery £ 15.00

Deliverysubject to stock availability

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE,

DEPT. ACU, UNIT 3, ARMLEY PARKCT,
STANNINGLEY RD, LEEDS, LSI2 2AE.

VISA

•lonwMHI.TiktAHJtlliidRd

mr.jn KMIhfArm!(>r fjmorj.rre-n
r fronlMIUltethetumoflforAM.

tntrrlwhithmteti ArmlrYeYritory.
OPEN 7 QAYS AWEEK

E-Mail: sales@firstcom.demon.co.uk WEB: www.firstcom.demon.co.uk FAX:0113 231 -9191 BBS:0113 231•1422

Hardware Software
Delivery £ I.SO

per title or
£3.99 for 4+ .

Acorn
Rise PCs

0%
Finance .Acorn

Interest Free Credit Finance
20% Dcposit20 MonthlyPayments

20/20
Entertainment Software

IAlone in the Dark £25.99
Black Angel £26.99

I Cannon Fodder £22.99
Cobalt Seed £22.99
Cyber Chess £26.99
Darkwood £26.99
Fire & Ice £21.99
Fist Lore £21.99
FTT Formula 2000 £23.99
Global Effect £29.99
High Rise Racing £21.99
Lemmings/More RiscPC £23.99
Rick Dangerous £14.99
Saloon Cars Deluxe £26.99
SimCity 2000 (AS000) £32.99
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £32.99
Simon the Sorcerer £34.99
Star Fighter 2000 £26.99
The Real McCoy 2,3 or 4 £26.99
Time Machine £16.99
VirtualGolf lii-ll
Wavelength £19.99

1Wolfcnstein3D £25.99
Application Software

ArcComm2 £53.99
Arc Fax 1.12 £37.99
Arcterm7 £65.99
Artworks 1.54 £115.99
Hearsay II £75.99
Home Accounts £31.99
Copernicus Astronomy £29.99
Impression Style £72.99
Impression Publisher £117.99
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £174.99

aelius7Sudentver3 £544.99
3ellus7Version3 £999.99

PC700 iMWVX ^ ^
SMbHD540&AKF60 £1538.99
5Mb HD540/CD & AKF60 £ 1638.99
SMbHD540&AKF90 £1914.99
5MbHD540/CD&AKF90 £2014.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF60 £1789.99
IOMbHDI.OG/CD&AKF60 £1889.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF90 £2164.99
10Mb HD I.OG/CD & AKF90 £2264.99
PC600
4MbHD540&AKF60 £1289.99
4MbHD540/CD&AKF60 £1414.99
4MbHD540& AKF90 £1664.99
4Mb HD540/CD &AKF90 £1789.99

PC Cards wmiiukpc s.|.,-,.u,i>
SX-33 £115.99 £233.99

DX2-66 £174.99 £292.99

DX4-I00 £233.99 £350.99

5x86 £350.99 £585.99

Titler £83.99
Touch Typing £34.99
Turbo DnvcrBJ/Eps/HP £46.99

Educational Software
Badger Trails £42.99
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.99
French Learning Series £19.99
Oxford RV Tree Stage2 £39.99
Oxford R/Tree More £39.99
Oxford R/TreeStage3 £39.99
Rosie &Jim (Sneezes) £11.99
Rosie &]im (Duck) £11.99
TalkingAnim.Alphabet £29.99
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.99
10/IODrivingTest £13.99
10/10 Early Essentials £13.99
10/10 Essential Maths £13.99
10/10 Essential Science £13.99
10/10 English £13.99
10/10 French £13.99
10/10 German £13.99
10/10 Junior Essentials £13.99
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.99
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.9'.'
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.99
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.99
10/10 Spelling £13.99

Bookshelf96 £40.99
Dinosaurs £26.99
Encarta96 £39.99
Golf £26.99
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.99
Works V3 for Windows £26.99

Reference
Chambers Dictionary £35.99
Grolier Encyclopedia £15.99
Red Shift Astronomy II £37.99
Dorling Kindesley Titles

Encyclopedia of Science £27.99
Encyclopedia of Nature £27.99
History of the World £27.99
My Ist Incred. Dictionary £21.99
PB Birthday Party £23.99
Stowaway £24.99
The WayThings Work £27.99
The Ult. Human Body £27.99
The Ultimate Sex Guide £27.99
Virtual Reality Bird £23.99
Virtual Reality Cat £23.99
Top sellers on CD-ROM

Civilisation 2 £33.99
Command and Conquer £31.99
DukcNukem3D £28.99
FSFX £31.99
Formula I Grand Prix 2 £33.99
Final Doom £11.99
FlightShop £37.99
Grolier M/M Encyclopedia £16.49
Nuke IT £17.99
Quake £29.99
Settlers 2 £28.99
Warcraft 2 £29.99
Zork Nemesis £27.9?/

A< orn A7000 Systems
A7000 4MbHD540& AKF60 £1089.99

A7000 4MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1189.99

Dual Speed CD drives from £26.99
Six Speed CD drives from £54.99
16 Bit Sound Card £68.99
Extra Slice Case £1 15.99

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £264.99

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £25.99

PC CD ROM Software
Schubert £37.99
Strauss £26.99
Stravinsky £37.99
Ancient Lands £26.99

StrongARM

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

£284.99

Limited Offer
Into! Pentium Processor

performance for allAcorn RISC
PC's. Amazing Speed increase!!.

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.99
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £81.99
A3020 Disk Drive £100.99
A3010 Disk Drive £100.99
A3000 Disk Drive £81.99
RiscOS 3.1 I Full Upgrade £86.99
RiscOS 3.11 No Manuals £43.99
MIDIMax(RiscPC&AS000)£80.99
MIDIUser(A30x0&A4000) £67.99
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.99

r& Filliii>:S.'

2.5" H/Drives
CONNER pujrrsu w Seagate
80Mb 2.5" IDE £84.99

130Mb 2.5" IDE £99.99
170Mb 2.5" IDE £104.99

250Mb 2.5" IDE £119.99

340Mb 2.5" IDE £129.99

540Mb 2.5" IDE £149.99

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.99
•When Bought With Dri>

3.5" H/Drives l Memory Modules
Quantum TOSH1BA<S?*»
540Mb 3.5" IDE £117.99

I.OGig3.5"IDE £152.99
540Mb3.5"SCSI £151.99

l.0Gig3.5"SCSI £235.99
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI £345.99
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.99

,A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£19.99J

fRiscPC/A7000 4Mb £19-991
R scPC/A7000 8Mb £39.99
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £89.99

lRiscPC/A7000 32Mb£l79.99j
RiscPC VRAM 2Mb £169.99
With I Mb Trade In £122.99
A3000 IMbto2Mb £65.99
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £44.99
A30I0 IMbto4Mb £99.99
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb £81.99

|A50002Mbto4Mb £72.99
»artX. vour old Memory Call

Multi Media/CD ROMPrinters Accessories
IPrinterSwitch Box 2way£ I2.99
Printer Switch Box 3 way£ I 7.99

IPrinter Stands(Universal) £4.99
]1.8 Metre printer cable £4.99
|3 Metreprintercable £6.99
|5Metreprintercable £8.99

10 Metre printer cable £12.99
SCSI Internal Cable £8.99

ISCSI Cable25D-50Cent £9.99

WJILTII

Disk labels

500 £6.99

1000 £9.99
|Re-Mark-ltdisklabelsxlO £1.99
llOCapacitybox £0.99
|50Capacity lockable box £3.99
]100Capacity lockable box £5.49
*90CapacityBanxbox £11.99

150 Capacity Posso box £20.99
100 Capacity CD holder £4.99
•add£3.00 delivery ifpurchasing justonePossoo
Banxbox.Normaldeliverywhenpurchased witl

other product hi-wheiiliuy.

Delivery £1.50
per title or
£3.99 for4*

Canon
Canon BJ30 £138.99
Compact Portablemono printer. JOpage ASFbuilt in.
Canon BJC70Colour £185.99
High quality Portablecolourprinter,30pageASF.
Canon BJ240 Colour £191.99
Ne» Colour Printer. 720 dpi.

CanonBJC4l00Colour £222.99
Highqualitycolour. lupW tattmono printing720dpi.

Canon BJC620 Colour £348.99
New Enhanced. dcditatedcolour|>rint.r,720x;20 dpi.

Canon LPB 460 £279.95
Window* PC compatible only, CDI Later printer.

[EPSON]
>sonStylus 500c

f 20 dpi. 100 .heet ASF. full tolour print.

Epson Stylus200c
120 dpi. 100 iheet ASF. tolour or mono

Epson Stylus 200
720 a 720 dpi. Mono printer, upgradcab

:
CITIZEN

ABC Colour printer
pie(at HSyat ADC)(o ute 24pinpri

£248.99

£169.99

£133.99

£129.99

tvi
HEWLETT®

PACKARD

HPDeskjet400c
Full Colour Printer, Very Low Prlte

HP660
600x600 dpi Full Colour Printer.

HP 690 Colour
New colour Inkjet front HP.

HP 5L Laserjet
•lpZpln.600dpl, IMbotRAM.

HP 6P Laserjet
6 p/p/m 600dpi. 2Mb or RAM.

£154.99

£229.99

£249.99

£369.99

£611.99

Star LC909 pin mono £75.99
9 pin mono printer, ASFbuilt In, puth tractor optional.

StarLC24024pinmono £79.99
24 pin mono printer, 192 <pi dralt.wlth ASF built In.

StarLC240C24pinColour £85.99
24 pin colour printer ASF built In, < LQ tontl.

StarSJI44Colour £179.99
Stunning affordable colour thermal tramfer i

running com. 3 pfp'm mono, 1.4 p'pfm c

SuprofijQXMtHlem Modems

Sportster
• Class I Fax

• Personal Voice Mail

• Faxon Demand

• CallDiscrimination BABTApproved
• 14.400 Data/14.400 Fax £98.99

•33.600 Data/14.400 Fax £161.99

SupraExpress 288

• Up to I IS,200bps (v42bis)
• Silent & Adaptive Answer
• V34 Standard

[only£188.99]

33.6

• Class I & 2 Fax

• Unique LCD Display
• Flash ROM

• 5 Year Warranty

Superb Price/Performance
IV34+ Fax Modem

PRIMA
33,600 Bau

Connecting

id Rate, BABT Appr
Software Pre

>ved

Only

£109.99

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6 only)
8x Goldstar R580B £79.99

6x Goldstar R560B £64.99

4x Goldstar R542B £46.99
Dual IDE cable £9.99

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5 only)
8x Optics Stingray £93.99
6xBTC CD drive £54.99

Comes with software driver disk
Dual IDE cable £9.99

Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Oscar(Paraiiei)4 Speed CD Drive

£170.95
£229.99
£134.99

£222.99

Acorn CD Software
£18.99 Hiiti.hinsons Encyclopedia
£18.99 Oxford Reading tree

£129.99 PDCD I (Datafile)
£20.99 PDCD 2 (Datafile)
£58.99 PDCD J (Datafile)
£87.99 PDCD I (APDL)
£55.99 PDCD 2 (APDL)
£41.99 Simon the Sorcerer
£45.99 Phosobase Landscapes
£34.99 Understanding the Body

£31.99
£39.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£14.99
£14.99
£41.99
£55.99
£50.49

APDL Clipart DTP I
APDL Clipart DTP 2
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrens Micropedia
Creepy Crawlies
Dune II
Goldilocks

Consumables
Ribbons

Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3.99

Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.99

Star LC90 mono ribbon £4.99
r LCI 0/100 mono £1.69

| Star LCI 0/100 colour £7.99
rLC240ccolour £13.99

| Star LC240c mono £8.99
rLC240mono £5.99

StarLC24-IO/200/300Colour £13.99

Re-Ink Spray for mono ribbons £11.99
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
tve a fortune In running com with your Ink/

| bubble jet. Compatible with the HP Oe.kJet
teriei, Canon BJI0/20I8OII 10/2001)0015 JO.
Star SJ48. Cltl.rn Prc.|et and mm) others.
Full range of colour! available.

Single refills (22ml) £6.99
| Twin refills (44ml) £12.99

Throo colourkk (66ml) £19.99
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.99
Bulk refills (125ml) £24.99

Printer repair specialists call
for quote

Ink Cartridges
CanonBJI0/StarSJ4B
Canon BJ200/230
Canon BJ30 (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack)
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600c mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600c colour
Citizen Printiva Std. colours
Citizen Printiva Metallic colours

HP. Deskjet S00/S50 Mono
HP. Deskjet 500/550 Colour
HP.Deskjet 660 double mono
HP.Deskjct 660 colour
Epson Stylus mono
Epson Stylus colour
Epson Stylus Col. MlS/820 Mono
Epson Stylus Col. llfS/820 Colour
Star SJ144 mono/colour (single)

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets
Fanfold (tractorfeed) 1000sheets
Fanfoid(tractorfeed)2000shects
Single sheet 500 sheets
Single sheet 1000 sheets
Single sheet 2000 sheets

£17.99
£18.99
£12.99

£10.99

£17.99

116.99

£6.99

£28.99
£8.49

£7.99

£6.49

£16.49

£22.99
£24.99

£23.99

£25.99
£13.99

£27.99

£17.99

£24.99
£8.99

£6.99

£12.49
£21.49
£6.99

£12.49
£21.49

BulkDSDD
10 x £3.49 100 x £26.99

30 x £9.99 200 x £49.99

50x£l4.99 500x£l 14.99

Branded DSDD
I0x£4.99 I00x£4l.99

30x£l3.99 200x£76.99

50x£2l.99 S00x£l75.99

Bulk DSHD
10 x £3.99 100 x £29.99

30x£l0.99 200x£55.99

50x£l6.99 500x£l29.99

Branded DSHD
I0x£5.99 I00x£44.99

30x£l5.99 200x£82.99

SO x £23.99 500 x £189.99
Disk labels x500 £6.99



HTML explained*

•n

m

m

turning •W Fresco: Listing 1

Sl<ll &AMM MM
URL file:/ADFS..09.47.Sat'$'O»sca.istJng1

Listing 1

Name Fbonr number E-mail address

101646)546 . _, ,
Am ,.t. jiiiKauii)if.ai.ii

Andrea 0101*66 •••• awi@loa.cnm

Data transfer completed

• *^F

Creating tables in HTML and using them for fancier
mark-up is the subject of this month's tutorial by

David Matthewman

<table>

<tr>

<th>Name</th>

<th>Phone number</th>

<th>E-mail address</th>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Jim</td>

<td>(01646) 546 ***</td>

<td>jim@tiny.isp.co.uk</td>
</tr>

<tr>

<td>Andrea</td>

<td>0171-666 ****</td>

<td>awt@loa.com</a>

</tr>

</table>

If you've clone any amount of mark-up
using HTML 2.0 - which is, broadly

speaking, the HTML I have used up to now
- you may have noticed a glaring
omission. There's no satisfactory way to
mark up tables. You can get part of the
way there by using the <prex/pre> tag
pair. This forces text into a monospaced
font and you can manually line the
characters into columns, but it's hardly
elegantand doesn't allow regular mark-up
inside the table.

One of the key HTML extensions
proposed by W3C (the World Wide Web
Consortium) is tables. Tables were

proposed over a year ago and quickly
incorporated into Netscape Navigator.
Today, Fresco from ANT will display them,
and nearly every commercial Web site uses
them extensively. Some very complex
effects can be achieved with tables but
thankfully the basic idea is very simple.
I'll start from this and build up to more
complex mark-up later.

A simple table
To start with, consider the case of a simple
table. Let's say I want to display various
information about my friends; name,
phone, e-mail and so on. I store each item
in a table cell. Cells are joined together to
make horizontal rows and rows are joined
together to make a table.

(.'ells are of two types: heading and data
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cells. The difference is in what the cells are
expected to contain - heading cells gener
ally contain headings for the rows and
data cells make up the rest of the table.

You're not forced to use them in any
special order in a table, in fact heading
cells can be at any point in a table, or there
can be none at all. However, they are usu
ally found on the first row if they are used.
Typically a browser will center the text in a
heading cell and make it bold type.

Heading cells are delimited by a
<tlix/th> tag pair. Data cells are delim-

Figure I: Listing 1 and its result in Fresco

ited by a <tdx/td> tag pair. These cells
must be grouped in rows delimited by
<trx/tr> tag pairs, and the rows them
selves must occur inside a table, delimited
by a <tablex/table> tag pair.

This simple hierarchy is at the heart of
every HTML table: cells inside rows inside
a table.

figure I shows this applied to a very
simple 3x3 table, with an associated
screenshot. As you can see, the row of
headings is centred and in bold type to
distinguish it from the rest of the table.

What will display tables
Because tables aren'tpartof HTML 2.0 (although they arefirmly in the newproposed standard
HTML 3.2) they're notsupported by a number ofbrowsers. Part ofthe problem isthat to imple
ment tables properly a browser hasto doa lotof very complicated parsing of HTML andmake
some intelligent decisions about page layout. As a result, many browsers thatsupport a number
ofthesimpler HTML extensions - such ascolours andbackgrounds - don'tsupport tables.

Most significantly for Acorn owners,ArcWeb doesn't support them,and therefore nor does
Voyager. Webster, theother free Acorn browser does support them after a fashion, butnotvery
well. The only Acorn browser with good support for tables isANT's Fresco, butit costs money.
Nearly every otherplatform hasa free browser available that supports tables: PC, Mac, Unix,
Amiga. Untilthere's a free, table-aware browser for the Acorn, then a conscientious Web

designer who knows thatAcorn users will bevisiting his orher pages should always provide a
non-table alternative. Looking at a table-enhanced pagewitha non-table browser usually
means the page looks a complete mess.

You might wonder why I'mspending sucha long time on a feature that most Acorn browsers
don't support. Well, tables are important andanyone designing a Web pageshould at least
know how to use them.



Borders and colours
You might feel that this table would look
better with a border round the cells. This is

easily accomplished - put a border
attribute in the <table> opening tag. Most
browsers will draw this border right next
to the text in the table. This can make the

text hard to read so it is helpful to add a
little padding between the border and the
cell contents with the cellpadding
attribute, finally, the spacing between the
cells can be increased with the cellspac
ing attribute.

All three attributes are given sizes in
pixels, although in the case of border this
is optional and it is more usually seen on
its own, in which case the border size is
implied to be 1. A typical <table> tag
might therefore have:

<table border cellspacing=2 cell-

padding=4>
It is also possible to set the background

colour of cells on a per-cell, per-row or per-
table basis. This is done in a similar way to
using the bgcolor attribute inside the
<body> tag to set the background colour
of the entire document. This was discussed

in November's issue, but in case you
missed it, here's a quick recap:

Colours are specified as #rrggbb, with rr,
gg and bb being hexadecimal bytes repre
senting the intensities of red, green and
blue respectively. For instance, black is
#000000, white is #ffffff and dark blue is
#000099. The background colour is set
using:

bgcolor="#rrggbb"

(note the US spelling of 'color' - it really
matters).

These can be placed inside <table>,
<tr>, <td> and <th> tags, with predictable
results. Unfortunately, not every table-
aware browser will take any notice of the
colour attributes, including Fresco.

figure 11 shows the results of giving the
table a border, a white background and
putting the headingson a red background.
Each cell in the table also has four pixels
of padding, making it easier to read.

Alignment and sizing
The contents of cells can be aligned both
vertically and horizontally. This is done
using the valign (vertical) and align (hor
izontal) attributes and, as you would
expect, it's pretty straightforward. The
valign attribute can be either top, middle
or bottom, and the align tag either left,
right or center. Again, note the US
spelling of 'center'.

Therefore, the contents of a cell aligned
using:

<td align="left" valign="top"> _
</td>

would be left-aligned and at the top of the
cell. These attributes can be applied to
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This DTP-like layout was made possible
by clever use of tables

cells (both data and heading) and also to
rows. They can't be applied globally to
the whole table as align attributes within
the <table> tag itself align the whole
table. As with images, a table using
align ="left" may allow text to flow
down its right hand side while one using
align="right" may allow text to flow
down its left. In practice, not all browsers
do this.

Usually a table is as wide as its widest
row. You can affect this, however, by
using the width attribute in the opening
<tablc> tag. Width can be specified as a

The contents of cells can be

aligned both vertically and
horizontally. This is done
using the valign (vertical)

and align (horizontal)
attributes, and, as you

would expect, it's pretty
straightforward

number of pixels or as a percentage of the
screen width:

<table width=400>

<table width=100%>

In the first case, the table will be 400 pix
els wide. In the second it will always be as
wide as the screen; if the table would nor
mally be smaller it is stretched to fit.

As you might expect, odd things can
happen if a table is given a width that's
smaller than is actually possible for the
contents. This can happen easily if your
table contains graphics and you should
always check for it. Some sites use this
effect to overlap graphics - not an effect
that's possible using traditional HTML -
but I don't advise it because what happens
is very browser-dependent. You may sim
ply end up with something that looks a
mess.

One downside of using fixed-width
tables is that they will stay that size even if

HTML explained
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<table border cellpadding=4
bgcolor="#ffffff" text="#000000">

<tr text="#700000">

<th>Name</th>

<th>Phone number</th>

<th>E-mail address</th>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Jim</td>

<td>(01646) 546 ****</td>
<td>jim@tiny.isp.co.uk</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Andrea</td>

<td>0171-666 ****</td>

<td>awt@loa.com</a>

</tr>

</table>

Figire II: Listing 2 in Netscape Navigator on
a PC- Acorn browsers can't do this yet

the window is smaller; they will flow off
the edge of the window, making them
hard to read.

For this reason avoid fixed-width tables
larger than around 600 pixels if possible;
this caters for browsing full-screen on a
640 x 480 screen and in a smaller window

on an 800 x 600 screen

Joining cells
Different columns within a table may
have different widths, and different rows
may have different heights. However, all
the cells in a particular column are the
same width and all the cells in a particular
row are the same height.

There can be situations where we'd like

to change this. In our example of a small
address book, we might want to change
the first row into two headings: 'name'
and 'contact details'. The contact details

heading would cover both the phone and
e-mail columns.

This can be done using the colspan
attribute in the <td> or <th> tag. This says
how many columns we'd like the cell to
span. The HTML fragment for the first row
of the table becomes:

<tr>

<th>Name</th>

<th colspan=2>Contact details</th>
</tr>

There are only two cells in this row
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Fresco: Listing 3

!<JiHl>l £|£IH fill
URL |fileVADFS::09_47_Sat»clisoListing3

Listing3

<"••in.nl dclaibi

Mar>
(01646)546° jim.n.imr><a'iiny.isp.co.uli

awl@loa.CMn

Data transfer completed

<table width=600 border=4

cellspacing=4 bgcolor="#ffffff">

<tr bgcolor="#ff6666">

<th>Name</th>

<th>Phone number</th>

<th>E-mail address</th>
</tr>

<tr>

<td>Jim</td>

<td>(01646) 546 ****</td>

<td>jim@tiny.isp.co.uk</td>
</tr>

<tr>

<td>Andrea</td>

<td>0171-666 ****</td>

<td>awt@loa.com</a>

</tr>

</table>

Figure III: Listing 3 displayed in Fresco

although the table itself is three columns
wide. This is because the second cell is

itselftwo columns wide, so adding a third
cell in this row would make the table four
columns wide.

This is almost a statement of the obvi
ous because the cells are all on the one
line. However, cells can be made to span
multiple rows with the rowspan attribute,
and here you do have to start being
careful.

Say that Jim shared a phone and an
e-mail account with Mary. You might
decide that Jim and Maryshould be in sep-
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arate cells but the phone and e-mail
details for the pair should be in double-
height cells. The HTML fragment to do
this follows:

<tr>

<td>Jim</td>

<td rowspan=2>(0646) 546 2548</td>

<td rowspan=2>jim.n.maryf?tiny.isp.
co.uk</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Mary</td>
</tr>

But hang on - that secondrow only has
one cell. Well yes, because the other two
cells in that row are actually defined in
the row above as double-height cells. As
you can see this is a lot harder to spot
than cells spanning multiple columns and
you can find yourself being tripped up
easily.

One tip to avoid this is to always give
your table a border when designing it.
That way any misplaced cells can be spot
ted easily, and the border can be removed
again when happy with the design of the
table. By combining colspan and rows-
pan attributes it's easy to accidentally
create a table with overlapping cells. This
would happen in the example above, if I'd
written:

<td colspan=2>Mary</td>

Avoid this at all costs. You might be able
to create a neat effect on a particular
browser by doing this but it's certain that
other browsers will display something
completely different.

Listing 3 gives the altered table which
can also be seen in figure III.

Tables for layout
Well, that's the friendly, 'nice cop' image
of tables out of the way. Now hold on to
your keyboards for the scarystuff.

The cells of our tables so far have con

tained only plain text. However, cells can
contain far more than this. Any HTML
mark-up that can be used within the
<bodyx/body> tag pair in a document
can be used in a table cell. Try thinking of
a cell as a 'mini' Web page that can con
tain anything a Web page can, including
other tables.

Remember that the size of the browser
window in which your HTML is going to
be viewed in cannot be controlled. Web
publishing is not desktop publishing; you
are not designing for a fixed page size
here.

Tables cope very well with this if their
widths aren't fixed because most browsers

will re-flow the table depending upon the
screen size available. On a wide screen the

tables will be wide; if the screen is narrow
the tables will be too. Tables allow objects

to be positioned relative to each other on
the pageand have them displayed sensibly
when the page is re-sized - something that
is awkward with traditional HTML.

By having a table with two cells full of
text, you can even have a two-column
page (the only restriction is that it is not
possible to make the text flow automati
cally from one column to the next, but
that really is asking for a lot).

It's a lot scarier than that, though. If the
width of the table is fixed and a few strate
gically placed transparent GIFs are
included to pad the columns out then the
layout of your page is practically dictated
so that it appears how you want it.

The trick is to divide your page up into
rectangles and implement each one as a
table cell.

You may need to use many nested
tables, and the result never looks exactly

Remember that the size of

the browser window in

which your HTML isgoing to
be viewed cannot be

controlled. Web publishing
is not desktop publishing;
you are not designing a

fixed page size here

the same on different browsers but it's
astonishing what can be achieved if you
set your mind to it.

It's not necessarily a good thing to mis
use tables in this way. One of the
fundamental principles of HTML is that it
is text 'marked up' to give it a richer
meaning.

If it is marked up to look pretty on
screen your HTML ends up cluttered with
numerous table-related tags that don't
help you understand the meaning of the
text at all.

The other problem is that tables aren't
very backwards-compatible. A page that
uses tables will often look a mess when

viewed on a non-table browser; this can be
many times worse if the table in question
was being used to keep text of a left-hand
margin.

If you do use tables for layout, spare a
thought for ArcWeb users and keep a copy
of the site that doesn't use tables, even if it
isn't as elegant.

• Next month Til take a break from writing
about HTML to lookat some of the keysoft
ware tools for Webdevelopers on the Acorn
that have sprung up over the past 1^
few months. /1U



SlMTEC - the Quality Upgrade
ELECTRONICS

VRAM solutions for the Rise-PC...

Using ourexpertise in expandable module design and ourdevelopment of the smallest
SOJ sockets available, we have been able to manufacture the first user-expandable
1Mb Rise-PC VRAM module. Unlike existing VRAM designs, our 1Mb card has empty
sockets on the reverse side and can be easily user-expanded to 2Mb in a few minutes by
plugging in the extra chips. There is no need to suffer the risk and inconvenience of
sending this card away to be upgraded. All ourcardsand upgrades are guaranteed to
be 100% new product.

2Mb VRAM - £115 1Mb user-expandable VRAM - £80

1-2Mb plug-in chip upgrade - £59

To mark the introduction of our new card, we are offering 2Mb cards for only £95
when you trade-in yourexisting 1Mb Acorn VRAM card

Whatever your machine, if you need more memory choose
Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Every upgrade is fully tested before despatch
and carries our usual two-year warranty.

Prices include UK carriage and VAT @ 171/2%
Simtec

ELECTRONICS

Avondale Drive, Tarleton, Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX. Tel: 01772 812863



ffiff software packs
WORTH £1199

for every reader

ACOBNTJSER

across
learning pactese for cfl/Wren-
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Help your child enjoy learning
Part of the award winning 'Essential' educational range for
children, including Essential Maths and Essential Science,
Essential I.T. is designed specifically to help your children get
to grips with the complex world of computers.

Essentia/
As a reader of Acorn User, the biggest Acorn Magazine in the world, you
are entitled to a fully working, boxed copy of Essential I.T. worth
£14.99, free of charge. In fact all you have to do to guarantee your
copy is cover the cost of postage and packing.

Your child will learn abnut: - . _ _

SoftwareemPS,SS!' moo
Spreadsheets bummdnUSamim

andmuch much more
Each software pack contains six expertly designed games, featuring 36 challenges, for all budding I.T. enthusiasts. As chil
dren play the games theirprogress is automatically monitored and recorded, requiring no input from parents or teachers,
which means you can watch your children learn, join inthe fun or leave them and check ontheir progress when you return.

Hardware

mi somman
As an Acorn Userreader you can claim this softwarepack free of charge

all you have to to is pay BIBS packing ani postage and it's yours!

To secure your copy ot IsseoUal II simply till io the form helow aoO post it to: Acorn User, 10 out ot 10 Otter, Media House, Miogtoo Park, Macclesneld Cheshire SK10 MP

Thisvoucherentitles me to one free copy of Essential I.T. (rrp £14.99). I understand that in
orderto receivemycopyI have to coverthe £1.95 cost of postage and packing.

Enclosed is my Cheque/P.O. for £1.95, made payable to IDG Media.

Name

Address

Postcode
iCOMUSER

Telephone

J Please tick if you do not wish to receive promotionalliterature fromother companies.



Ian Burley looks
at the Epson Stylus

Color 500 printer

A reviewer must endure all manner of

good and bad products to evaluate,
but occasionally something really interest
ing arrives for examination and one such
product is Epson's latest colour ink-jet
printer, the Epson Stylus Color 500.

Pioneering technology
Epson has pioneered piezo-electric ink-jet
print head technology and has used this
technology to establish a resolution lead
over conventional bubble ink-jet technol
ogy. The latter heat up ink nozzles very
quickly lo vaporise the ink into a jet or
tiny bubbles which condense on the
paper.

The pie/.o-electric effect is used by
Epson to squeeze the nozzles containing
the ink to produce the ink-jet. Epson
claims piezo-electric heads can enable
finer resolutions and faster print speeds,
plus they don't wear out as quickly. Epson
has pioneered 720dpi ink-jet resolution
printing with its piezo-electric heads.

Print quality
The Epson Stylus Color 500 is a third-gen
eration Epson colour inkjet printer. New
inks are claimed to improve quality and
speed drying. The Color 500 is a true four
colour printer - it uses a real black as well
as three primary base colours. Like most
other ink-jets in its mid-price range, the
colour inks are contained in one cartridge,
so if you use one colour more than the
others, you will have to replace the whole
cartridge and waste remaining ink in the
other two reservoirs.

Print quality can be very good, with
neutral colours which are - if anything -
slightly light in the default settings. I say
'can' be good, because many testers have
expressed disappointment in the Color
500s' lower resolution draft mode

printing.
Having used it for a while now, I'd

agree, but this is a model of exceptional
performance in full-colour high-resolution
mode and il produces the best plain paper
printing in 720dpi mode I've yet seen from
an ink-jet.

Epson claims the Stylus 500 can print
true 720dpi on plain paper. There is some
merit in this claim - compared to a 360dpi
test print-out produced on my trusty
Canon BJC-600, the Epson's 720dpi plain
paper result was visibly less dotty and
smudged. Specially coated paper for ink-
jet printers, though pricier, still produces
markedly better results.

A new feature called MicroWcave has

been implemented by Epson to stop band-

Printer review

Piezo
electric
ing, which was not visible
when using coated paper set
tings but still slightly visible
using plain paper settings.
Overall, colleagues who exam
ined output from the Stylus
Color 500 were amazed at the 720dpi
quality.

printing
Running costs
Running costs are competitive, with Epson
quoting rates of around 2.1p per page for
colour printing with 5 per cent coverage
and 2.3p per page for ordinary mono
chrome text output.

That works out to just under 700 pages
per black ink cartridge and just over 1,000
pages for the colour cartridge. Heavier den
sity colour printing will dramatically
lessen the capacity of the colour cartridge,
however.

The sheet-feeder has a good capacity
and there is an optimised facility for out-
putting smaller format media like index
cards.

We did not experience any paper jam
ming during the test period and the
printer was simple to set up. If you are
using a PC card on a Rise PC, Epson's
Windows drivers are above average, even
giving information about how much ink is
left in the cartridge reservoirs.

Mechanically, the Epson Stylus 500 is
not as refined as its whisper-quiet Canon

counterparts and its boxy styling is not
very distinctive.

However, with its fine print quality, low
running costs and 100-sheet paper feeder,
Epson should have a true winner on its
hands.

At a typical selling price of £.215 + VAT,
Canon and Hewlett-Packard must be

scratching their collective heads.
At the time of writing, there were no

definitive Acorn or Computer Concepts
TurboDriver drivers for the Epson Stylus
Color 500, however I can't even contem

plate a printer of this calibre being ignored
by the Acorn community for long and CC
have confirmed they are already working
on a modified Epson driver.

The IBM Pro-printer and earlier Epson
drivers can be used to drive the A

Color 500. AU

Contact details
Product:EpsonStylusColor500
Epson UK

Tel: (01442) 61144

Price:Typicalselling price £215 + VAT
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In the next issue of

Parents &Computers
• Computer shopping
Do shops offering advice and machines for all the family really know
what they're talking about?

• The story of Christmas
Programs to help children appreciate the true meaning of the
season of goodwill

• Acting it out
Why have drama in schools when there is so much more
important things for them to learn?

• Surviving the hype
This is the time when most of us buy hardware and
software - don't leave home without reading this

• The battle of the books
The fastest growing education section. Who
and what are the contenders and who'll
win?

• Don't just read about it,
live it
From Romans to Aztecs

archaelogical discoveries let
children take part in the past

• Maths schemes
How is this vital subject taught in
our schools?

• Testing the
alternatives
Are keyboard alternatives
something we should all
consider?

Sx-

iCORNUSER deader II tl

AsanAcorn User reader please sendmethe latest issue ol Parents &
Computers, the essential magazine for all parents with children between
3 and 11. Enclosed ismy £1.50, cheque orpostal order payable toIDG Media

Name.

Address.

ase tick if you donot wish toreceive any additional promotional materials Tel.

Vanessa Feltz
On how to keep up with the kids and make sure that

/computers give you value for
money
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SCSI vs IDE
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performance
PCs had a brief flirtation with SCSI - but

that was last year. This year PC World, for
example, has all but dropped the standard.

Integrated Drive
Electronics (IDE)
Although a relative newcomer, IDE has
really taken the PC community by storm -
it is now the standard internal interface

used by IBM compatibles. Despite its rela
tive youth, the IDE standard has already
moved on.

The current standard is known as E-IDE -

where the extra E stands for Enhanced but

it relates only to hard discs, ATAPI being

example.) E-IDE is a definite improvement
but some dealers are still not convinced

that compatibility is guaranteed.

Why do you need
another interface?
First, the Rise PC has an IDE interface with
two connections - for one master and one

slave drive. The hard drive supplied is con
nected as the master unit. If you have an
IDE CD-ROM that will be configured as the
slave. So straight away you have run out of
slots if you want, say, a second hard drive
or CD.

Second, Acorn's IDE interface isn't E-IDE
which means that, compared to the most
recent equipment, it is very slow. My Rise-
PC is fitted with a Conner drive - which is

not very quick - and the best transfer rate
that can be managed via the on-board IDE
is less than 2Mb per second which is well
short of what the fastest drives are capable
of achieving (See the lest figures). If disc
speed is important, it's worth looking into
other possibilities.

Lastly, the Rise PC's IDE interface cannot
support external equipment, so if you want
to connect anything else to your computer,
a scanner for example, you will need some
thing with an external connector.

These figures clearly show that the
RapIDE/Quantum combination is faster,
but it must be recognised that the Quantum
was specifically chosen because of its speed
- it is amongst the fastest hard drives
around. Alsystems say their card is capable
of better results than my drive delivers
(they report achieving transfer rates of over
4Mb/s) and that they are currently finish-

Mike

Buckingham
compares SCSI

and IDE

SCSI cards have been around for the

Rise PC series for some time now, but

more recently the RapIDE has entered the
fray. Both offer enhanced performance
and better connectivity than an unex-
panded Rise PC. If you are one of those
with a few pounds in the bank, a Rise PC
and a hunger for some bolt-on goodies,
sooner or later you'll want to know which
to buy and what to consider before mak
ing your choice.

This article will, I hope, help make up
your mind. But before I continue, I'd just
like to comment on the choice of cards cov

ered. This is a comparative review of SCSI
vs IDE and I'll be looking at the two cards
available to me - the Alsystems Power-tec
SCSI-2 and Yellowstone's RapIDE 32. This
omits the Cumana cards, an omission that
shouldn't be taken as a criticism but simply
that I don't have experience of the Cumana
SCSI-2. (I do have a Cumana SCSI-1 in my
old A310 which works fine)

Small Computer Systems
Interface (SCSI)
SCSI has been around for a good few years
now, in which time it has evolved from an
8-bit standard to 32-bit data transfer. The

three SCSI standards relevant to personal
computers are known as SCSI-1, 2 and 3
which define transfer protocols and hard
ware. What we need to know is that SCSI 1

cards will not be able to exploit the full
potential of the Rise PC, while at the other
extreme, SCSI 3 cards may not be any faster
than a good SCSI 2 because of the limita
tions imposed by the Rise PC's bus.

One advantage of SCSI is that its
longevity means it has been well formalised
- which in practice means that any SCSI
device will work reliably with a SCSI card.

Despite this advantage, Acorn has never
fitted a SCSI interface to its machines, prob
ably because SCSI is more complex and
thus expensive. But they have been avail
able courtesy of Cumana and others for
many years and more recently Alsystems
has made its mark too.

the equivalent enhanced standard for IDE
CD-ROMs. Acorn has been using the IDE
standard since the A5000, taking advantage
of the mass of cheap hard drives aimed at
the PC market.

In contrast to SCSI, IDE systems are less
well formalised and the specifications still
leave room for interpretation. This means
that some IDE devices will not work with

some IDE interfaces - even though they
should. (You have to be careful which hard
drives you fit to a Rise PC IDE interface for

Test figures
Conner HD4/RISC IDE/Power-tec test*: KB/s * This test reports the readand write speeds

512K- R:1389,W:1207 for a rangeof blocksizes, I'veshown the
64K - R:1198,W:1111 largest, middle and smallest.

1K - R: 468, W: 441 ** Read ahead/write after cache configured

ConnerHD4/RISC IDE/Yellowstone test: KB/s
for approximately equal read/write speed.

Slowest -1293, Fastest, -1694
RaplDE/Quantum/Power-tec test: KB/s

Power-tec SCSI/IBM/power-tec test: KB/s** 512K-R:4124,W:4173

512K-R:2844,W:2871 64K -R:3711,W:3955

64K -R:2618,W:2154 1K -R:1110,W:698

1K -R: 306, W: 244

Power-tec SCSI/IBM/Yellowstone test: KB/s**

Slowest - 2340, Fastest - 3276

RaplDE/Quantum/Yellowstone test: KB/s

Slowest - 3276, Fastest - 4468
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Enhancing
performance

ing a new version of the drive software to
1 make it even faster.

Power-tec - installation
and set-up
The Power-tec from Alsystems has been
around for a while now and has had the

chance to mature. I installed my card about
a year ago although I have updated the
software since- the major change being the
ability to handle larger (>5I2K) hard drives.

The accompanying literature supplied
was well put together and bound with a
plastic ring binding, in my view a thor
oughly desirable feature for any computer
manual. It is undergoing a thorough over
haul at the time of writing to bring it up to
date so I presume the new version will be as
good or better.

Installation was relatively simple, only
problem being that I didn't read the man
ual fully! The card uses direct memory
access (DMA) and must be fitted in one of
the lower two expansion slots which sup
port this feature. Put it anywhere else and
it works - but only very slowly!

Once running, the Power-tec gives you
an array ol" options to set up your drive: the
cache can be tuned to trade read/write
speed against each other; the drive can be
partitioned with each given a name and its
own icon; access rights may be set for each
partition; partitions from other systems
may be converted to Power-tec format; and
the flash ROM may be reprogrammed. You
can choose to do it the hard way or choose
express install which will set all the basic
things up for you.

SCSI facilities

One SCSI card will support up to seven
deviceswhich can be connected in any order.
The only stipulation is that each one must
have its own II) number. These may he inside
the computer connected to a single ribbon
cable, or they may be daisychained exter
nally - SCSI cards have multiway
connections to the outside world.

Syquests, both internal and external, are
supported under RISC OS as is the Panasonic
Proteus drive. TorPC card users, Aleph 1 and
Alsystems are working on ASPI drivers to
interface a wide range of SCSI devices to the
PC card. Both should be available shortly.
SCSI drives may also be used in 'direct SCSI'
mode for the PC card which provides faster
data transfer rates at the expenseof denying
RISCOS any access to the drive.

ATAPI standard CD-ROMs are also sup
ported by the Power-tec card, provided they
are plugged in to the Acorn's IDE socket. The
penalty is that very fast CD-ROMs may he
held back by the Acorn interface.
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Cost

SCSI cards arc currently selling for around
£205 (inc VAT), but you must add to this
the extra cost of SCSI devices (just check
the ads). They have come down in price
and are falling further but neither as fast
nor as far as IDE devices. Set against this is
the fact that one SCSI card will support
seven devices which may be external. And
if your machine is already full, it could save
the cost of adding an extra slice.

RapIDE - installation
and set-up
Yellowstone's RapIDE interface is the new
kid on the block. It wasn't launched that

long ago and I think it's fair to say that
Yellowstone haven't quite yet got every
thing as they want it. But let me say
immediately that my criticisms are not
related to the performance of the card but
to the manual and the support software.

The manual is, at present, a few pages of
folded A4 produced in-house. It's nol par
ticularly inspiring to look at but it is highly
informative and easy to follow.

The single major problem 1 faced was
that the card arrives programmed for RISC
OS 3.5 while I use 3.6. Like the Power-tec,
the board is equipped with flash ROM
which means that software updates are a
simple procedure and the 3.6 compatible
ROM image is supplied. So no problem -
but only if you know what to expect.

The manual says that when the RapIDE
board is installed correctly (which can be in
any slots as the card doesn't yet use DMA),
it signals its presence on starting up the
machine. Mine didn't. After much fiddling
in the belief it wasn't working, I decided to
reprogram its flash ROM anyway to see if I
could wake it up. Hey presto, everything
was present and correct. It was the manual
that was wrong. There is also a problem
with the disc formatter - Yellowstone are

awaiting clearance to use Acorn's large hard
disc formatter.

I'm assured that all of these criticisms are

being dealt with and perhaps by the time
you read this they will all be history.

Setting up is simple, requiring only that
you set the correct number of drives. If
everything has been plugged in according
to the manual, all should now function
correctly.

RapIDE facilities
One RapIDE card will support four internal
devices - a mix of E-IDE drives and ATAPI

CD-ROMs. The E-IDE standard requires drives
to be paired master/slave and insists that slot
one master cannot he a CD-ROM. Thus

RapIDE will support up to four hard drives or

one hard drive and three CD-ROMs.

You could (if you can cope with altering
all the necessary instructions in your boot
files) also transfer your original hard drive
to the RapIDE, perhaps considerably
increasing its performance (but don't
expect anything much out of the Conners!)

Yellowstone arc working on software to
support removable hard drives under RISC
OS though I can't yet discover if this will
operate correctly with PC cards.

Cost

RapIDE is the cheaper option at about £140
(inc VAT). You will also benefit from the

lower prices of Hard Drives and CD-ROMs
which sell in much greater numbers into
the IDE oriented PC] market. However, if
you are likely to want large numbers of
add-ons, remember that one card only sup
ports a maximum of four devices and
nothing can be connected externally.

Conclusion

Both cards are easy to install, to set up and
to keep up-to-date as they both feature
flash ROM reprogramming. If you choose
your hard drives with an eye to speed, there
isn't much difference between the two. The

Power-tec is perhaps a bit slower at present
but their new software should bring it up to
speed soon.

If you want the cheapest way to connect
some extra hard drive capacity or CD-
ROMs, then almost certainly the RapIDE is
for you with the advantage that it is also
very fast. But problems will arise if you ever
want to connect something a little more
exotic - or anything externally. In that case
there is no option but to choose a SCSI
card. Ultimately the SCSI is more expand
able, allowing for a greater number of
devices to be driven by one interface, and
can control a wider range of equipment.
Which you choose is up to you - and will
largely depend upon individual A^j
requirements. /1U

Product details
Product: RaplDE32

Supplier:Yellowstone EducationalSolutions

Address: Bramingham Park Business Centre,
EnterpriseWay, Luton, Beds, LU3 4BU
Tel: (01582) 584828

Fax:(01582)562255

Price: £139.83

Product: Power-tec SCSI 2 card

Supplier:Alsystems
Address: 47 Winchester Road, Four Marks,

Alton, Hampshire,GU345HG

Tel: (01420) 561111

Fax:(01420)561100

E-mail: sales@alsys.demon.co.uk
Price: £175 +VAT



Processor/Speed : Stand Alone (RRI

CJE 5x86 133MHz* 460.00

Acorn 5x86 100MHz 468.83

Acorn 486 DX4/100MHz 349.83

Acorn 486 DX2/66MHz 292.58

Acorn 486 SX/33MHz 233.83

Part Exchange SX/33 : With New Computer

350

350

234

175

350

350

234

175

117

5x86 133MHz cards are Acorn Mk II Gemini Cards upgraded by us.
"Up to 933% faster than a Standard SX/33 and26%faster than Acorn's IDOMHz 5x86.

If you can buy cheaper, tell us... ...If you can't, tell your friends.1!

RiscPC IDE CD Rom Systems
Quad Speed £ 65 EIGHT Speed € 95

(Above Pricing is for RISC OS 3.6 or 3.7. For 3.5 add £ 15).

SCSI CD Rom Drive Double Speed - tray loading £ 95
SCSI CD Rom Drive 6.7 Speed - tray loading £ 170

SCSI CD Rom Drive EIGHT Speed - tray loading £ 200
Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom DriveAND 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 375*

Complete CD Rom Systems for A3/4/5000 £ 259
SCSI I Interface for A3()x()/A4()()() C 115

SCSI I Interface for A30()/A4()0/A5()0()/Risc PC from £ 90

SCSI II Interface (Cumana / PowcrTcc) £ 195

All CD ROM Drive examples are for internalRiscPCversions.For details of other versions please call.
Cases for External CD Rom Drives from £ 47 Caddies from £ 5 •Optical Discs for PD Drive £ 46

t

Combined

RiscPC Ram
4MB £ 25 1MBV-RAM £ 80

8MB £ 50 2MBV-RAM £ 130

16MB £ 100 1-2MBV-RAM £100

32MB £ 200 ForDRAM Part Exchange prices pleas s Call.

monitors
14" Microvilec SVGA (AKF 60 equiv.) £ 225

14" Microvitec MultiSync (AKF 50equiv.) £ 300

15" Link LN-15E (0.28mm FST MPC 1280 x 1024) £ 290

17" Idek 8617e (0.26mm FST MPC 1600 x 1200) £ 620

17" Idek9017e Pro (0.25mm FST MPC 1600X 1200) £ 675

Hard Disc Drives
210MB Conner 3.5" IDE £ 90

540MB Conner 3.5" IDE £ 135

1.2GB Quantum Fireball TM 3.5" IDE £ 195

1.6GB Conner 3.5" IDE £ 220

2.5GB Quantum Scirrocco 3.5" IDE £ 290

3.8GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE new £ 350

1.0GB IBM 3.5" SCSI £ 250

2.0GB IBM 3.5" SCSI £ 395

4.3GB IBM 3.5" SCSI wiv £ 800

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from (A3020from£ 90) £ 175

Syquest EZ230MB 3.5" Drive from £ 250

Xyralex 540MB Drive (removable cartridge) jfl|r £ 320

Iomega 1GB JAZ Drive (removable cartridge) fffi £ 460

Printers
BJ30 Black £ 170 BJC620 Colour £ 370

B.IC210 Colour £ 190 Stylus Colour 500 £ 300

BJC4100 Colour £ 230 HP5L4ppm £ 430

scP
IS" monitors at 1 >t" Prices

with ACB75 RiscPC systems.
(.£ I5ACB77/£25ACB64)

OR

€ 5 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB 75 RiscPC systems.

(£ 15ACB77/£25ACB64)
Prices above are for Quad Speed.

£ 20 Extra for SIX Speed. £ 30 Extra for EIGHT Speed.

All prices
Include VAT

@ 17.5%

0%
RiscPC's from C52 p.m.

20% deposit.
20 Months to pay.
Call for further details.

Complete RiscPC Systems from £ 1299.

RiscPC's Built to your specification.

Example : RiscPC 200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS 3.7,
1.6GB H/D, 16MB RAM, 2MB V-RAM, 15" FST Monitor

£ 1800 inc. VAT & Delivery.

All Prices Include VAT @ 17.5%

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £8.00

Credit Cards & Official Orders Welcome.

ISCR R ISC
TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIESCJEmicros

78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN 11 2EN Telephone : 01903 523666 Fax : 01903 523679
Email : cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web : http://www.art.acorn.co.uk/coft/CJE/



CD ROM Players
Suitable for Rise PC 600/700/A7000

Enhance your computer by adding a
Super Fast 10 Speed CD ROM.

No extra hardware required, simply lits
on to the existing IDE interlace in your
computer. 10 minutes to install. Acorn
& PC drivers and audio lead supplied.

Supports CD-I, Mpeg, Kodak, etc
1500Kb/Sec <190Msec, 256Kb Cache.
Quick Play Button, Multi Session.

CDROM10X C95.00 e £111.62

586 Base Unit P133 Base Unit
AMD586DX-133CPU Intel Pentium P133 CPU
PCI Motherboard & 256k Cacho PCI VX Mb & 256k Pipeline Cache
8Mb FPM Ram 16Mb FPM Ram
1Mb PCI 64 Bit S3 VGA Card 1Mb PCI 64 Bit S3 VGA Card
1.2Gb EIDE Hard Drivo 1.2Gb EIDE Hard Drive
1.44Mb Floppy disk Drivo 1,44Mb Floppy disk Drive
8x Speed CD ROM Player 10x Speed CD ROM Player
16 Bit Stereo Soundcard 16 Bit Stereo Soundcard
Mini Towor Caso & Switch Box/Cablos Mini Towor Caso & Switch Box/Cables

£499.00 o £586.32 £700.00 o £822.50

P166+ Base Unit P200 Base Unit
Cyrix P166+ CPU Intel Pentium P200 CPU
PCI VX Motherboard & 256k Cacho PCI HXII Mb & 256k Pipeline Cache
16Mb FPM Ram 32Mb FPM Ram

1Mb PCI 64 Bit S3 VGA Card 2Mb PCI 64 Bit 3D Matrox Mystique
1.2Gb EIDE Hard Drive 2.0Gb EIDE Hard Drive
1.44Mb Floppy disk Drive 1,44Mb Floppy disk Drive
10x Speed CD ROM Player 12x Speed CD ROM Player
16 Bit Slereo Soundcard 3D Stereo Soundcard

Mini Tower Case & Switch Box/Cables & 128 Voice Wavelable
Mini Tower Case & Switch Box/Cables

£700.00 e £822.50 £1499.00 e £1761.32

Kimberley Computers Ltd.
Dept ACU12.73 Chapel Street. Leigh.

Lancashire, WN7 2DA UK.

Tel+44 (01942)677777
Fax+44 (01942) 672300

Email Sales@kcsprem.demon.co.uk
or inlo@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

"Better Value than

the PC Card"

Over the past few months, we have
been running an advert for a PC Base
unit that works along side Ihe Rise PC

By popular demand, we have now
expanded the range to include

Pentium PC's, and also Monitor &

Keyboard/OS options.

> Buy a complete system with a
> monitor & Keyboard switch box. This
> gives complete compalabilily and it
> runs a lot faster than the PC card will

> It has its own Hard Drive and Fast

> CD ROM. Fully Expandable.

Full Specification sheets are now
available for all options. Call or visit

http://www.kimberley.com

Leasing and Personal Finance can be
arranged. Writtendetails on request.

350Mb 2.5" Hard Drives
Suitable for A3000/A3010/A3020/A4/IBM Portables

Enhance your computer by adding a
Fast 350Mb Hard Drive.

By utilisingthe switch box and cables
provided withthese machines, you can
use your existing Monitor &Keyboard.

Simply switch the rotary dial to position
A when using the Rise PC. and
position B when using the PC.

Veryeasy to setup. The2 machines
can also be linked by networks (call)

Allows the Acom to run faster. Stores

the equivalent ol 437 lull 800k
Diskettes. Easy lo fit, Instructions,
Screws & Cable provided. Should take
no more than 10 minutes. Requires
Rise OS v3 or above.

Note: A30I0/A3000 also requirean
IDE Interface

350Mb 2.5" IDE £99.00 d £116.32

Upgrade Options cMysvama. •MitoMlMK

Ex Vat

Midi Tower £15.00

Full Tower £35.00

Desktop Case £10.00

14" SVGA Monitor £160.00

15-SVGA FST Monitor £235.00

17" SVGA FST Monitor £480.00

102 Key Keyboard £12.00

105 Key Keyboard £12.00

2 Button Mouse £7.50

2 Button Microsoft Mouse £38.00

Warrior 5 Analogue Joystick £12.00

MidiCable in/out/through £15.00

2Gb EIDE Hard Drive £65.00

2.5Gb EIDE Hard Drive £95.00

Adaptec 2940uw SCSI Card £185.00

NE2000 ISA Card £25.00

NE2000 PCI Card £55.00

12x Speed CD ROM £30.00

Soundblaster Vibra 16 £35.00

300w 3D Surround Speakers £65.00

Dos 6.22/Win 3.11 £75.00

Windows 95 SP2 CD £75.00

Windows NT Workstation v4 £185.00

Windows NT Server v4 5CL £435.00

Now, 3 times the choice, 3 times the

Impact Junior
This new low cost database is aimed at junior school pupils
and home users with simple requirements and low budgets.
It incorporates all the easy to use features of the current
Impact2 database, but without the relational facilities, f

£65.00

o

Impact Major ( This is an upgrade of Impact2 which
it now replaces. It includes easier

I to usefield selections and exporting.
£95.00

Impact Professional

PHONE, WRITE, or EMAIL-
for sales or details, to -

( This new version includesall the easy to use relational facilities
of Impact Major, but also features user programmable action

I buttons. Impact Professional ismuch more thanjust a database.

£125.00

P.O. Box 36 *#J
BODMIN
PL30 4YY 01208 850790

sales@circlesw.demon.co.uk he easy choice



The Acsrn

Steve Turnbull reports on
the results of this year's
awards

These awards were decided by a vote
from the regular columnists of Acorn
User. Some of the results are certainly
unusual but they reflect the views of
those who are, perhaps, closest to the
Acorn market.

Each columnist was given the opportu
nity to provide a first, second and third
place package, their first choice being
awarded three points, the second two and
the third just one. The points for each
vote were added up and the package with
the highest score won.

In addition there were the four Reader

Awards which reflect what you think are
the best packages of the year, Acorn deal
ers and the best parts of Acorn User. The
number of votes this year exceeded last
year by a factor of 20, partly due to the
ability to vote via the Internet.

The awards were presented at the
Exhibitors Reception after the first day of
the Acorn World Show 1996.

Columnist Awards
$ Best graphics package
Winner: ChangeFSI, ART
Runners up: Photodesk 2, Spacctech,
ProArtisan 24, Clares,
Well I can't deny that this came as quite a
surprise — perhaps more so to the pro
ducers of the main 24-bit graphics
packages for RISC OS — but after the
additional work put in and the making of
JPEG a native format from RISC OS 3.6,
such a versatile (free) product should go
down well.

Spacetech put in an immense amount
of work to produce the new version of
Plwtodesk, turning it into a real killer app
when compared to PhotoShop on the Mac
and PC.

Clares have revamped ProArtisan to use

the innovative PCA protocols which bode
very well for the future of Acorn graphics
packages.

* Best DTP software
Winner: Ovation Pro, Ileebug,
Runners up: Impression, Computer
Concepts, TextEase, SoftEasc,
This one perhaps was no surprise at all.
Released earlier this year Ovation Pro is
doing for DTP what Pholodesk has done
for image manipulation — creating a
package that provides the professional
facilities seen on other platforms for RISC
OS and, in the case of Ovation Pro, pro
ducing a user interface that makes it easy
for QuarkXPress professionals to move
across to RISC OS.

Impression has dropped back to second
place from last year, while TextEase
comes in again as one of the most innov
ative and easy to use DTP products ever
seen.

5 Best business software
Winner: Prophet 2, Apricote Studios,
Runners up: FireWorkz, Colton Soft
ware,

DataPower, Iota Software,
There's just no competition for Apricote
Studios' Prophet 2 accounting software —
unless it's the all-new Prophet 3, just
released. Perhaps some company would
like to give Apricote Studios a bit of a
challenge over the coming year.

Fireworkz from Colton provides a pleas
antly integrated package of all the
standard business software applications
while DataPower by Iota, down from sec
ond to third place from last year, is
certainly a good database.

I Best music software
Winner: Sibelius 7 v3, Sibelius Soft
ware,

Runners up: ProSouml, Oregan,
ReMIDI, Michael-Dennis ISicmans
Perhaps it was predictable that Sibelius

AU Awards

would make it to that top slot again.
With many superb improvements over
the year, this is one application that peo
ple happily throw away their PCs and
Macs to use.

Still there are threats to its supremacy,
not in the realms of music manuscript
reproduction, but in general terms.
ProSound (soon to be reviewed in Acorn
User) fills a real need in the production of
music as does that excellent PD applica
tion ReMIDI that replaces a hardware
MIDI player with a software application.

? Best network software
Winner: Access Plus 2, ART,

Runners up: CDNet 2.5, Cumana,
SerialNET, iSV,

Once again ART reaps the prize with its .
excellent peer-to-peer software. This
updated version provides more security
and more solid connectivity.

Cumana's CDNet — which was first last

year — allows efficient access to CD-
ROMS across local networks while

SerialNET from iSV provides a cheap
option for small networks.

3 Besteducational software
Winner: Multimedia Showcase, Cam

bridgeshire Software House,
Runners up: NStorc, HS Software,
After the superb Burns CD CSH were cer
tainly pressed to come up with a sequel.
They succeeded with the Multimedia
Showcase which provides the power of
multimedia in an easy-to-use guise.

NStore makes a good runner-up but
made first place in the PocketBook soft
ware category.

? Best comms software
Winner: ANT Internet Suite II, ANT,

Runners up: Acornet, Phillip Temple,
Stewart Brodie, Tom Hughes et al
No surprises here either, the ANT Internet
Suite II came romping in with the first
place votes of nearly all our specialist edi
tors and it certainly takes some beating in
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the professional field.
ANT has gone to a lot of trouble to

ensure that this version provides easy
connectivity to major Internet Service
Providers all around the world.

For those who may not know, Acornet
is a very successful effort to pull together
the diverse PD Internet software into an

easily configurable suite. All the major
packages are combined into one suite
with a single configuration application.

^

Best PD software
Winner: ArcWeb, Stewart Biodic

Runners up: Zap, Dominic Symes
StrongED, Guttorm Vik
This is certainly getting to be a habit
with Stewart Brodie as once again his
excellent ArcWeb, worldwide web
browser waltzes in with the best PD

software award. This excellent package
— included as part of the Acornet suite
or available separately — would give
any commercial web browser a run for
its money.

Zap makes it into second place as one
of the two PD editors that gets argued
about as to whether one is better than

the other — StrongED is that other.

9 Best hardware
Winner: StrongARM Upgrade, ART
Runners up: Rise PC 700, ART
Quad speed parallel port CD-ROM
drive, Cumana,
ART did it again in this category - the
amazing StrongARM upgrade for Rise
PCs. So much has been said about this

product that there's really nothing
more that can be added here.

Coming in second is ART's upgraded
Rise PC with the slightly faster
ARM710 chip and 16-bit sound. Third
is Cumana with its CD-ROM drive that

plugs into the parallel port — very use
ful for those with A30x0 and A4000
series machines.

Best programming
tool

Winner: Zap, Dominic Symes
Runners up: Acorn DDE, ART
StrongED, Guttorm Vik
Winning the battle over StrongEDonce again
is Zap, which was a runner up last year, so
well done Dominic. Acorn was in first place
last year but has slipped this year.
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9 Best expansion card
Winner: Rise TV, Irlam Instruments,
Runners up: DMISO, Audio Dynamics,
RapIDE, Yellowstone,
There was a bit more variety in the area
of the best expansion card — Irlam
Instruments deservedly won first place
with its highly innovative Rise TV, the
system that allows you to display high
quality, full colour TV in a window using
any monitor in any mode regardless of
the selected number of colours.

The Audio Dynamics sound system, the
DMISO, was also appreciated along with
the Yellowstone RapIDE.

Best PocketBook software
Winner: NStore, HS Software,
Runners up: FindIT, Steve Litchfield,
PD

Mapper 3a, Steve Litchfield, PD
After many years of producing high qual
ity products HS Software finally got its
reward with NStore, a system that tracks
how pupils are doing on the National
Curriculum targets and provides auto
mated report writing.

The PDsoftware FindIT and Mapper 3a
can be used with Global Positioning Sys
tems to find out just where you are and
track your movements.

Reader Awards

Best product
Winner: StrongARM Upgrade, ART
Runners up: ANT Internet Suite II,
ANT,

Ovation Pro, Beebug,
No surprise at all, our readers were almost
unanimous in their approval of the hard
ware that makes their machine run at

lightning speed — so ART scooped yet
another prize.

The ANT Internet Suite II and Beebug's
Ovation Pro were other obvious choices

that have brightened the Acorn world
this year.

I Best article/series
Winner: Acorn Interviews, Karen
Peach and Steve Turnbull, Oct 1996
issue

Runners up: Run the Rise, Mike Cook,
continuing series
Writing HTML series, David Matthew-

man, continuing series
It has to be said that we were slightly
embarrassed at this result. Not only did
the results include editors and ex-editors

of the magazine, the current editorial
staff were the winners. However the

Acorn Interviews which revealed a great
deal about Acorn's future plans had us
just as excited as the readers.

Mike Cook's series on building hard
ware has been fascinating readers of
Acorn magazines almost since the market
began. Indeed, Mike holds the record of
having at least one article about Acorn
machines being published every month
since March 1983 — over 150 articles.

With the incredible expansion of the
Internet, and the worldwide web in par
ticular, it's hardly surprising that David
Matthewman's series on creating HTML
pages has gone down so well.

I Best advert
Winner: 'Completing the Jigsaw',
Atomwidc

Runners up: Ovation Pro, Bcebug
Composition, Clares
For the second year running Atomwide's
impressive Puzzle advert has claimed first
prize. Many complex techniques and a
very ram-ful Rise PC were required to put
all the elements of this work of art

together.
The Ovation Pro advert showed just

how good a simple offering can be when
you have to communicate a lot of text
but still maintain a level of artistry and
interest.

For the Composition advert Clares
chose a very effective "hand drawn"
approach that illustrated the abilities of
the software in a relaxed way.

I Best dealer
Joint winners: Norwich Computer Sup
plies and Atomwidc
Runner up: CJE Micros
Nothing to choose between them —
NCS and Atomwide came in

together to show that they can
deliver good service to their cus
tomers. The runner-up CJE Micros
has certainly put in good work over
the years.

Of course being a dealer isn't a
bed of roses for anyone — customers
can be tricky to handle on occasion.
Unlike the box-shifters in the PC

market, Acorn dealers are usually
enthusiasts just like you.



Telephone : (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 833266

email: sales@microlas.demon.co.uk

705 Midford Road, Combe Down, Bath BA2 5RX

IMAGESETTING • PRINTING • SCANNING • COLOUR LASER COPYING •

Micro Laser Designs is an Authorised Acorn Publishing and Consumer
Dealer. ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT - CARRIAGE IS FREE !
Prices shown are for CASH/ CHEQUE/ DEBIT CARD / SWITCHonly.
CREDIT CARDSSUBJECTTOA 2WA SURCHARGE. ESOE.

PRINTING! Don't forget we offer a complete range of printing services at very competitive
prices. Letterheads, Business Cards, Booklets. Leaflets, FULL COLOUR BROCHURES etc.
ATTENTION SOFTWARE HOUSES : Why not ask us to quote for your next brochure, leaflet
or manual. You are assured of the best prices, prompt service and no hassle!

%m

STRONGARM VOUCHERS WITHALL RISC PCs SOLD
ENABLING PURCHASE FOR JUST £116.33

STRONGARM ON DEMONSTRATION AND IN STOCK!
£290

20 20 Finance - INTEREST FREE CREDIT OVER 20 MONTHS,
20% Deposit. (Max loan £1484.95) Please call for details.
Businesses I schools can use our leasing schemes.Subject to
Status. PLEASE TELEPHONE(01225) 833266 for Info!

ACORN RISC PC 600

4M HD540 + AKF60 £1220
4M HD540 + AKF90 £1575
4M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1335
4M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF91 £1690
ACORN RISC PC 700

5M HD540 + AKF60 £1455
5M HD540 + AKF91 £1810
5M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1550
5M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF91 £1900

10M HD1GB + AKF60 £1690
10M HD1GB + AKF91 £2045
10M HD1GB + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1785
10M HD1GB + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF91 £2135

ACORN A7000

4M NET + AKF60 £895
4M HD540 + AKF60 I £1033
4M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1125

NEWLOWER PRICES ONALL ACORN COMPUTERS

A FEWA4 PORTABLES REMAINAT£1295

ACORN POCKET BOOK II
Pocket Book II 256k

Pocket Book II 1Mb [ £310
A Link / PC Link / Mac Link .- £59

£230

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

Price when
ordered alone

Price when ordered
with RISC PC

SXL-33 £225 £115
DX2-66 £285 £165

DX4-100 £345 £220

5x86-100 £485 £350

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM
16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM ...

1Mb VRAM
2Mb VRAM
1 - 2Mb VRAM Upgrade

£40

£70

£105

£225

£95

£199

,£110

CHECK OUR LATEST SPECIAL OFFERS AND AMORE COMPREHENSIVE PRICE LIST ON OUR WEBSITE:

http://www.microlas.demon.co.uk

Kodak Digital Cameras b
Coming soon to an Acorn near you...

• Fast,easy to use and reliable - simply £
use like a conventional camera and -^
then transfer the pictures into your q

computer • •

• High resolution of756 x 504 pixels - 2
much better than most other digital

cameras for superior results •

Full 24-bit colour for realism •

• Built in flash •

• Can store full resolution or

• Acorn, Mac and PC compatible •

• Saves you time and money - no film
processing required •

Full details are available

Download samples from our web site!

Computer Systems
These prices are valid (or all methods ol payment.
StrongARMoffer for E116.33to end of December
Rise PCGOO 4Mb+0Mb 540Mb HD, AKFGO - £1266.53
Rise PC700 4Mb+1 Mb 540Mb HD, AKF60 - £1510.28

Rise PC700 8Mb+2Mb 1Gb HD, AKF60 - £1754.03
Monitor options when buying a Rise PC :
Acorn AKF91 (17") - add £369.57
Iiyama MF-8515F (15") -add £119.50
Iiyama MF-8617E (17") - add £395.00
HyamaMF-8617ES(17") -add £410.00
Iiyama MF-9017E Pro (17")- add £509.00
HyamaMF-8221T(21") -add £1160.00
iiyama MF-9021T Pro (21")- add £1258.00
PC cards:

SX-33 -£116.30

DX2-66 - £174.95

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
^m United Kingdom
Tel: (01592) 592265 Fax: (01592) 596102

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/

DX4-100 -£233.50

5x86-100-£350.00

5x86-133 - £350.00

PC Exchange- £29.35
PC Pro (Includes PC Exchange) - £47.95

Other options :
1Mb VRAM to 2Mb - add £60.00

CD ROM drives - Call
Larger hard drives - Call

Memory Upgrades
Pleaso call to check prices. Others available.

A30101-2Mb- £44.50

A30101-4Mb- £94.00

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:
4Mb - £23.50

8Mb - £42.60

16Mb- £96.50

32Mb - £199.95

1Mb VRAM-from £75.00

2Mb VRAM-£125.50

-jt Flash SSD (128K)- £34.95
Flash SSD (256K)- £54.95
Flash SSD (512K) - £89.95
Rash SSD (1Mb)-£119.50
Flash SSD (2Mb) - £192.00
Flash SSD (4Mb) - £325.95
RAMSSD(128K)- £49.95
RAM SSD (512K)-£129.90
RAM SSD (1Mb)-£245.00

Music & Sound Section
This Is a small example of our music section

Acorn MIDI card- £64.50
MIDI Max card- £79.00

Mozart 16-blt sound upgrade - £69.95
Music Studio 32- £90.95

Parallel Printer Port MIDI interfaces:
1xlN, 1xOUT- £89.00
2x IN, 4x OUT -£134.88
4xlN,4xOUT- ECall

Prosound -£116.95

Rhapsody 3- £86.95
Serenade- £87.95

Junior Sibelius - £55.95
Sibelius 6-£179.00

Sibelius 7 Student - £523.00

Sibelius 7-£925.00

Software Synthesiser - £39.95
Sound Byte Recorder- £44.95

SPDIF Interface- ECall

Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £49.00
Yamaha YST-M15 speakers - £66.00

Yamaha YST-M20 DSP speakers - £75.00
YST-MSW10 subwoofer- £116.00

Photodesk 2 - £247.95

PIAS1,2or3- £22.00
Premier Manager - £22.00

Prophet 3 - £160.00
Proposal - ECall

Schema 2-£119.95

Strutitjhlcr 3000- £26.00
StrongGuard- E2S.00

TopModel - £109.95
Textease 2- £54.50

Talking Textease - £71.95
Undelete- £18.95

Virtualise- £23.50

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

Impression Tutorial Guide - £9.95
RISC OS 3 PRM- £104.00

RISCOS3PRMV5a- £32.75

We do hundreds of different cables.
Data switches are also available.

3.5mm stereo jack to same (2m) (audio
lead for additional output to Yamaha

speakers etc.) - £4.95
Midi cable (0.5m)- £220

I MIDIcable (1m)- £2.50
MIDIcable (2m)- £3.50
MIDI cable (4m)- £5.25
MIDIcable (5m)- £5.95

MIDI gender changer - joins two MIDI
cables together- £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95
Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95

Null modem cable (10m) - £14.95
Two Phono plugs to same (e.g.

PowerWAVEtoHIFI)(1.2m) - £3.95
As above (5m)- £5.95

I As above (10m)- £6.95
9 or 15-pin Scan leads - £10.95

. Bargains
Other bargains are available.

A3000 User/Analogue Port - £30.00
Acorn 14" mon. nylon cover - E4.95
Graphics on the ARM book - £10.00
RPC 14" mon. & slice cover - £10.95

RISC OS Style Guide - £5.00
Tech. Publications Style Guide - £5.00

RISC OS 3 PRM V5 - £10.00

10/10 Dinosaurs - £10.00

Carnage Inc - £10.00
glr Khan Sqsh. not RPC - £5.00

Sleuth V.1 - £35.00

*.

Other Hardware
ARM Switcher (allows two processor

cards to be installed and switched
between)-£116.00

Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50

2Gb Fast SCSI 2 drives - £435.00
Canon BJ30-£164.00

Canon BJC70-£214.00

Canon BJC210 - £188.00

Canon BJC4100 - £254.00
Canon BJC610 - £383.00

Epson Stylus Mono 820 - £170.00
Epson Stylus Colour lis - £208.00

Epson Stylus Colour 500 - £324.00
Epson Stylus Pro- £428.00

Turbodrlver (with printer) - £47.00
Hard drives & kits - ECall

HP 5L laser printer - £408.00
HP 4V laser printer - £1749.00

Panorama dlgltlsers - from E292.50
Pocket Book A-Link - £49.90

Power-tec SCSI 2 card - £195.95
RapIDE 32 card - £139.95

Rise TV-£290.00

Rise PC second slice - £116.30

RPC second slice (no PSU) - £90.00
StrongARM upgrade - £292.00

VldeoDesk- ECall

Other Software
Alone In the Dark- £30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

ArcFax- £33.00

Bitfolio 7 CD- £47.95

Blinds- £24.95

Bit 7 & R. Duncan Cartoon Kit- £85.90
The Cobalt Seed- £22.00

DarkWood- £22.00
DataPower-£110.50

DrawWorks2- £20.40

Dune II- £31.00

Dune II CD- £45.00

Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00
Fire & Ice- £17.50

Flashback- £24.00

Game On! 2.5- £15.00

Global Effect- £31.00
ImageFS 2- £45.95

Impression Publisher- £135.00
Impression Style- £88.00

Keystroke- £34.95
Ovation Pro - £174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00

We will attemptto match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
Olficial orders and callers welcome



CTA DIRECT
Mail Order Specialists

Curriculum Training Associates
Dept. AUXM, 34a Coach Road

Astley, Tyldesley
Gtr Manchester

Fax - 01942 749325 M29 7ER

•s'x

EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.u-net.com/~cta Tel - 01942 511000

Special Xmas Deals on RiscPC/A7000 Machines, Phone for Details!
MONITORS

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£149.00 £175.08

£165.00 £193.88

£198.00 £232.65

£395.00 £464.13

£489.00 £574.58

£984.00£ 1156.20

£239.00 £280.83

£165.00 £193.88
£8.50 £9.99

14" SVGA 0.39 Colour

14"SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour
15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour

17" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour

17" Multisync 0.28 Colour
29"SVGA Colourw/spkrs
(AKF50) Multisync 0.28 Col
(AKF60)SVGAHi Res Colour
Multisync A300730O0cable

Desktop FAX MODEMS
EX. VAT Inc. VAT

28800V34 CE approved £85.00 £99.88
33600 Voice CE £99.00 £105.75
28800 BABTinclinesplitter £115.00 £135.12

Acorn Original Mouse

AcomEteplacemeniMous

lix. VAT Inc. VAT

£25.00 £29.38

£12.00 £14.10

HOW TO ORDER

BYMAIL or l>l IONE: Cheques or P.O.s shouldbe
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.

CREDIT CARD/ SWITCH pleasegivename,
address, tel.no,cardno.expirydale, issueno. if
any.

BY EMAIL: sales@cia.u-net.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAILor FAX

Carriage ehatues inc. insurance .V packaging
charged at cost

Oneboxof itemstotalling upto25kg £5,50+ vat
Computer systems £11.00 +vat

Allprices arecorrectgoinglo press.E&OE

HARD DRIVES
Bare drives Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

170Mb 2.5" IDE £79.00 £92.83
250Mb 2.5" IDE £89,00 £104.58
350Mb 2.5" IDE £110.00 £129.25
540Mb 2.5" IDE £125.00 £146.88
IGb 2.5" IDE £CALL £CALL
540Mb 3.5" IDE £85.00 £99.88

IGb 3.5" IDE £124.00 £1'15.70
1.2Gb 3.5" IDE £132.00 £155.10
1.7Gb 3.5" IDE/Qua Sci £154.00 £180.95
2.0Gb 3.5" IDE £169.00 £198.58
2.1Gb 3.5" IDE/Qua F/B £179.00 £210.33
2.5Gb 3.5" IDE £209.00 £245.58
3.2Gb 3.5" IDE/Qua F/B £245.00 £287.88

1.2Gb 3.5" SCSI £179.00 £210.33
2Gb 3.5" SCSI £249.1X1 £292.58
4.4Gb 3.5" SCSI £525.00 £616.88
IDE I/F state machine type £65.00 £76.38
A30X0 SCSI1/F £89.00 £104.58

A300/400/5000 SCSI I/F £99.00 £116.33

RISC PC SCSI I/F £99.00 £116.33

RlSCPC32bit SCSI I/F £99.00 £116,33

THE BEST! PRINTER PRICES
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Canon BJ30 portable inkjet A4 £125.00 £146,88
Canon BJC 210 col capable A4 £129.95 £152.69
Canon BJC 4100 colour A4 £189.79 £223.00

Epson Stylus 820 mono A4 £99.00 £116.33
Epson Stylus Colour lis A4 £155.00 £182,13
E Stylus 1500 Col capable A2 £552.34 £649.00

HP 600 Colour Capable A4 £149.00 £175,08
HP 660C Colour A4 £195.00 £229.13
HP 870cxi colour A4 £334.48 £393.01

HP LASERJET 51. £327.70 £385.05

9 pin 132col mono dot matrix £63.83 £75,00
•••Wesupply allCanon, HP& Epson ranges please ask*"

CD-ROM DRIVES

2' SpeedParallel

8' Speed IDE (Rise PC)
16* Spied IDE

4* Speed SCSI Internal
8» Speed SCSI Internal
Exl SCSI Case

CD-ROM Writer 2*speed

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£129.00 £151.58

£79.00

POA

£92.83

POA

£70,00 £82.25

£139.00 £163.33

£49.00 £57.58

£789,00 £927.08

Special Offer
Zip & Jazz Removable Drives

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Zip 100Ext [OOmbSCSl £129.00 £151.58
Jazz IGb lot SCSI £339.00 £398.33

Jazz 1Gb Iixl SCSI £339.00 £398.33

lOOmb Zip DriveCartridge £11.50 £13.51
IGb Jazz Drive Cartridge £68.00 £79.90

SCSI Scanner

Imagctnaster iVTwain
£255.00 £299.62

£25.00 £29.37

4x 4x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES
High Speed CD-ROMs enabling user to
aceess four CD-ROMs at a time ideal

for schools keepingall your clipart on
line etc. for Rise PC and A7000.

ONLY £79.00 +VAT (£92.83 inc)
Acorn Driver for above £ 15.00+vat

THE RISC DISC ~ VOLUME 3

The StrongARM Special
Due to thedesire to make Rise Disc 3 a StrongARM special we delayed launching it at Acorn
World 96 to allow all ourcontributors as much timeas possible to update their programs for
use with StrongARM.
We hope that you will find it worth the wait.
Following the features of The Rise DiscOne and Two. Volume 3 has sections on Commercial
Demos, PD/Shareware, Resources files (including Artworks, MIDI, Replay, Sprites,Drawfiles,
JPEG, GIF, Electronic Books) and muchmoreallpresented in the unique easyto use format.
The PD / Sharewaresection has all the latestversionsand includesover 30 Games,35
Graphics programs and 28 Internet utilities, in factover400 programs in total. Essential
Utilities Include ZAP and StrongED as wellas a largenumberofgraphics files and utilities
suitableforcreatingyour own Web pages.
Subject to availability wealsohopeto have the full 1.2Release of RiscBSD along with the
latest StrongARM info and updates from Acom.

RISC PC MEMORY
(Please ringfor latest prices)

Also FOR A7000

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

1MbVRAM upgradeabl
2Mb VRAM

Ex. VAT

£17.00

£32.50

£60.00

£129.00
£69.00

£99.00

Inc. VAT

£19.98

£38.19

£70.50

£151.58

£81.08

£116.33

ACORN MEMORY
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

4-8MBUp.(A310,440,3000*) £175.00 £205.63
4-8MBUp.(A5000*) £195.00 £229.13
♦rework for A3000/A5000V25mhz £25.00 £29.38
A3010 I-2 MI) Upgrade £39.00 £45.83
A30I0 2-4 MB Upgrade £79.00 £92.83
A30I0 l-l MB Upgrade £115.00 £135.13
A3020/4IXX) 2-1 MB Upgrade £82.(K) £96.35
A5000 2-1 MB Upgrade £79.00 £92.83
A3000l-2MBNon-Upgradeablc £22.00 £25.85
A3(XX)!-2MBUpgradeable £55.00 £64.63
A3000 2-4 upgrade lor above £64.00 £75.20
A3000 1-4 MB Upgrade £89.00 £104.58
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade £23.00 £27.03
A310 4Mb Upgrade £115.00 £135.13
A400/I 1MbUpgradeper meg £45.00 £52.88
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20.(X) £23.50

POWERED SPEAKERS

25 walls with PSU

80 watts with PSU

160 waits with PSU

300 walls wilh PSU

Subwoofcr 50 watts with PSU

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT
£16.98

£24.68

£34.00
£49.00

£49.00

£19.95

£29.00

£39.95

£57.58

£57.58

Background texturegeneratedby
Texture Garden

Demoof Klyekoand [he LostNightCD .StrongARM

PLUS BUY Rise Disc 1+2 for only
£20.00 extra with Rise Disc 3

Uniqueway Ltd
3 Clarendon Road, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 440071

Email sales@uniqueway.co.uk

£25.00
inc P&P and VAT

£23.00 CLAN members

CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME



ow observant are you when playing a
_video game? What exactly is going on

to create the effects you're seeing? All
arcade names use some kind of object han
dling system. The computer keeps lists (or
tables) of these objects - Iheir si/e, posi
tion, speed and so on. On each game
frame it goes through the list working out
what lo do with each object and where to
plot it.

So for Ihe player's spaceship, the object
handler needs to read the keyboard and
move the object left or right accordingly.
If Hie fire button is pressed a 'bullet' object
needs to be created. All the bullet objects
are then collision-checked with alien
objects. If there is a collision we delete
both objects, replacing them with an
'explosion' object... as you can see this
process ol checks and interactions
becomes complex altera while.

look at the data structures in figure I.
These are central to the Popcorn game
engine'; all our functions will manipulate
some of these in one way or another. The C
header file describing all these is called h.Pop-
corn; it's worth noting how the diagram fits
with the 0 definitions. To use Popcorn you
should #include"Popcorn:h.Popcorn"in your
C files, and link your executable with
Popcormo. Popcorn.

Each set of related objects is stored in an

Matthew Bloch

continues his arcade game
tutorial by explaining the
object handling system

object table which contains a number of
game objects. In our game, we're going to
have one table for the aliens, one for the
player (a table of one object), one for the
player's missiles and bullets, and another
for special effects - which just need to be
plotted without interacting with the rest
of the objects.

The object table structure does not have
a fixed size; if you look at the header file
you'll see there's only space for one object
defined. We can rely on the fact that C

Each textbo* represents ontfword; except tot X.Y'pairs'whicn aralspecffiedate. (2) words

Dashe<Ux>xes representpoirtterstbotherdata structuresas opposedtoiinstahces-Qflha.
structures themselves; anything in bold type is a data structure.

Object table

Header word (OBJT)

Maximum objects

Next object frae

X.Y gravity 12)

Collision table

Game object 0

Gome Object 1:

2xi6-bit numbers'

Game object

| Object identifier j

•Sprite" / animation ptr •

': H&ndl£r function

Frame, number i

X.Y position (2)

X.Y velocity (2)

Timer * Decrement

X centre Y centre

Figure I:Popcorn data structure

Animation block Collinlon table

Number ot frames Number of objects

Frame data 0 Collision data 0

'.Frarrfe dafti t

;»i • -* l »• ' »

Frame, doui : ,.. ' ; " Collision data

• Sprlte.pointer" . X.Y minimum (2);

X.Y centering (2) X.Y maximum (2)

Game object

: ** represents a pointer to a polhter; we have two
- levels of indirectionso that sprites can bo^shifted
• around in memory without fragmentation

does not check for out-of-bounds arrays
like BASIC: this means' references can be
made to object! I()|, just as long the mem
ory is there. The table's header is a fixed
size but after this any number of objects
can be included; keep in mind that these
are actual object structures not pointers to
them.

Our first function is Popcorn.
NewTable. This reserves space for an
object table using the standard mallocQ
call because the tables aren't likely to
move around in the memory. It also
makes development work simpler, even
if it isn't the most efficient memory

manager.

The number of on ects to be stored
should be specified and whether the table-
is to be collision-checked or not. If you tell
the function that the table does not need
collision checking, the collision table
pointer will be set t<| NULL. The 'next
object free' is an array reference to the
next object free but this only applies when
there is an empty table.'

To explain, when a space is needed in a
table to create an object with Popcorn,
CreateObject, it initially returns a pointer
to object|ncxt_frce| and increments
next_free.

When nextjree reaches the maximum
number of objects fo"r that table, Pop-
cornJ.rcatcObjcct will then search for
'holes' in the table where objects have
since been deleted. This is obviously at a
small cost in speed so Popcornjlidy will
compact a table and reset the next_free
value to reflect the number of objects that
are in it.

This system can be!compared to books
on a bookshelf: Popcorn_CreatcTable
creates an empty shelf with space for a cer
tain number of books, Popcorn.
CreatcObject finds space for a book on a
specified shelf, filling from left to right,
Popcorn_l)eletc()bjcct will remove a
book from the shelf and Popcorn_Tidy
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breeze

will push all the books along from right to
left so all the space is at the right-hand
side.

Handle with care

Popcorn .Process is the central function
which goes through an object table, plots
the objects, moves them on and animates
them. Its behaviour on individual objects
is controlled by the object flags and other
information. To start with, the object
identifier is a single word which identifies
the object as being a certain type; it says
nothing about how the object should be
handled or plotted. The next word con
tains the necessary information to plot the
sprite; il can be either:

• Apointer to a sprite anchor (a pointer to
;i pointer). An anchor is a fixed address in
memory which will always contain the
sprite's address. This means the address
that the anchor holds can change without
affecting any parts of the program using
the sprite data
• An animation block, containing a list
of Sprite anchors, one for each frame of the
animation The latter case is specified by
setting a particular bit (llags.bits.animate
in the C header) in the flags word, and you
can set flags.bits.yoyo to get 'back and
forth' animation, as opposed lo looping.

Moving on, the object handler is a func
tion which is called under certain
conditions during a process pass, and is
critical to the smooth running of the
game. These conditions are controlled by
the object flags:
• The handler can be called every frame
(attn every)
• It can be set to be called every time the
object needs plotting (attn plot), so the
Popcorn s|>rile plotter doesn't have to be
used. This will nol he called every frame-
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remember we don't want lo plot every
object if 'skipping' a frame to make up for
lost time. This can be used in conjunction
with the stdplot flag to add on extra
detail lo a sprite
• It can be called when the object strays
outside any of the three windows (either
plot window, game_windovv, or user_win-
dow; the only difference between these
windows is that plot_window will affect
sprite clipping). These are the flags
atln.plotout, attn_gameout and attn_
uscroiil respectively; the windows are
global variables
• It can be called when the timer runs

down to zero. On each frame, the 'decre-

. Tabje gravity.

affects I depending or) gravity flag
+ -i-^^ + • -i- + • + • •+• '
Object velocity

affects* \*depehdintfon velocity' flag"
Object position

Figure II: Relationship between position,
velocity and gravity

ment' is subtracted from the timer value,
and if il hits or goes past zero, the handler
can be called if the attn timer flag is set.

Notice from the C header filer that

objects can also be set to be deleted under
these conditions, the relevant kill bit in
the flags are set. If both the attn and kill
flags of a particular condition are set, Un
handier will be called before the object is
deleted, so the deletion can be averted by
moving the object back inside the window
or resetting the timer.

Each object has a velocity, and each
table has its own gravity settings. An
object's position can be affected by its
velocity, and its velocity affected by the
table's gravity, depending on the settings

part 2

of the velocity and gravity flags. For those
who gave up on calculus, take a look at
figure II.

Collision course
Another vital part of a video game is to
check for collisions between objects. Say
on screen there are three of the player's
bullets, 20 aliens and the player. We need
to check all the bullets against all the
aliens and all the aliens against the player.
This works out to 80 checks per frame
which is a fairly conservative estimate.
Add one more bullet and it's up to 100
checks. Due to the time this could take,
the Popcorn collision checking routines do
not check the object tables against each
other directly. Instead, when each table is
processed, Popcorn Process builds up a
tight collision table tied to the object
table it is processing. This structure con
tains a list of rectangles and the objects
associated with them so that it can be

quickly scanned and handlers called if
there are any collisions. We could go on
later to hand-code the collision routine,
which is why the structure is so simple.

So lo check two tables for collisions, use
Popcorn CollisionCbcck and pass point
ers to the two tables as parameters. If there
are any collisions, the object handlers in
the first table will be called, and (ret) will
point lo the object in the second table.

Waterfalls

The Kinsh demo on the cover disc serves as

an example of everything I've covered so
far. II also highlights some of the deficien
cies in the library. The standard disclaimer
applies here: this code is very much in devel
opment (I'm still working on it as you read
this) so there will be inconsistencies. Pun
the program then look through the source



code (c.gush) carefully; it doesn't actually
do very much 'hard work' itself apart from
setting the display and handling animation
compensation.

There are two fables in this demo,
bluejable and yellowjable. Each has space
for 200 objects: 199 balls, and one 'genera
tor' object. This generator isn't plotted and
doesn't move, but its handler is called on
everyframe. The handler's task is to create a
'ball' object which is plotted, and uses
velocities and gravity.

The ball handler has two functions: one is

to make the ball bounce if it strays outside
the plot window, the other is when two
balls collide, in which case the handler
deletes both balls. As balls are deleted from
the table, more can be created by the gener
ator objects. The main loop merely
processes the two tables, swaps the screen
banks and checks for collisions - the Pop
corn library and our object handlers do the
rest for us.

Resources and prototypes
Although the Kinsh demo works, the code
used to produce il is painfully inefficient.
Look at how every object has lo be created;
after finding space for an object we have to
either set every field in the object, or zero it
to avoid problems with the processing func
tion. This results in some fairly monstrous
code, a lot of which is duplicated. There's
also the problem of needing to explicitly
reservememory for each sprite and organis
ing this process. With a game involving
hundreds of sprites, there's no way memory
can be allocated for each sprile by hand -
an automated system is needed.

So, let's say we keep a list of resources.
Each resource is specified in a text file as
being in a particular resource group. When
the game is started, the list of resources is
loaded, but none of the actual resource
files. Resources could be sprile files, sound
effects or any other data relevant to the

game. Then, when objects start to be cre
ated which rely on these resources, we can
ask for particular resource groups to be
loaded into memory. This is how Popcorn
works with resources:

* Popcorn_LoadResourceI'ile takes the
filename of the resource file as its parame
ter and loads the master resource list into

an internally-held buffer
* Popcorn_I.oadGroup loads all the
resource with a specified II) number into
memory, returning an error if there isn't
enough space. Groupsare referred lo as 32-
bit integers but are specified in the resource
file (see disc for format) as four-letter abbre
viations. This is convenient: in ("., 'A' can be
written lo mean the integer 65, so logically
we can write 'LLAIi' (spelt backwards for
some bizarre reason) to the integer
0x4C4C4l42. The upshot of this is that
although PopcornJLoadGroup takean nil
parameter, we can write something which
is readable by humans to mean a 32-bit
number lo the computer
* Popcorn. LoscGroup does the opposite,
freeing memory used by resources with a
particular II)
* Popcorn.I-'iiidResourcc will return a
pointer to a resource anchor, as described
above. Resources are searched for by their
filename.

So now we can write statements such as:

object->plot_id.addr = Popcornjind-
ResourceC'S.ball"); without the programmer
having to worry too much about when and
where resources are loaded. This still won't

be enough; now the resource is organised,
a way of storing object templates is needed
-a common definition for each 'ball' object
in the case of the '.Gush demo. Popcorn has
a system of object 'prototypes'. Like the
resources, these are loaded from a text file
and stored internally. The file format is a
little more complex and is documented Son

the disc. Each prototype has a unique 32-bit
II) and the same trick can be used with the

compiler to make the IDs human readable.
There are two calls to deal with prototypes:
* Popcorn .LoadProtojtypcs takes a proto
type filename as its parameter and loads
the list of prototypes into memory. This
must be called after Popcorn_Load-
Rcsourcelilc since it attempts to link each
animation frame specified in each proto
type with the relevant resource. The
prototype manager needs to be able lo look
up the address of each handler from its
name at run-time. The!only way it can do
this is if the programmer supplies the file
name of a symbol table, and copies the
filename into the: global variable
symbol Jablc_filename before callingthis
function. The symbol table is a list of sym
bols (functions, variables and so on) inside
an All-' file (the sort which link produces).
To create a symbol table, the parameter '-
symbol <lilename>' is added to the end of
the link command. This can be done by
going to the 'Tool options' item on the
menu of the Make project window

Popcorn NewProlotype takes four para
meters: the table to create the new object
in, the prototype to create il from, and the
x,y co-ordinates of the new object. The
object's flags, handler and plotting details
are filled in from the specified prototype;
all the other fields are zeroed

Now look at (and compile with 'Make
file^' if you want) c.gush2, whose output
produces the same effect as c.gush, but it
uses the prototype and resource managers.
This cuts the complexity of the source sig
nificantly. The prototype and resource tiles
(and the symbol table) can be found inside
IGush.Data; and they will give a good idea
of how to write these files yourself.
• This month's cover disc features the full
Popcorn library so far. Some features maybe
unexplained, but I'll wrap il all up a_t
and present the same next month. IJ
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The Connect 32, the fastest SCSI-2 Cord
uvailahle for the Acorn RiscPC.

Using true 32-Bit technology Ihe Connecl32 can
transfercontinuous data at ratesexceeding 6.5MB/jj

Hut what is SCSI ? ^BF A-
SCSI is u Tast interfacing system whichallowsrapid transfer of Information
between your computer and whatever SCSI-peripherals you have attached to it. rj

.. .andSCSI-2 ? ^ •
SCSI-2 uses thelatest 32Bit "tost&wide" technology todramaticallv out- BS - ^
perform the old SCSI-1 system. -s-i
Cardslikethe Connect32 are designed toensure32-Bit transfer throughout theiroperation.

z-lj Compatible -with all popular SCSI Peripherals
llnrililiso. CD-Rums. Rimc»ahli- DrlTO,OpticalDrlTO.ScaHIKn.MC
100*',AcornSCSIFS Compatible; us!-,RKOgnlstdKbt K DOSror.iii.Cv

,-lj Easy Upgrades -EEPRO.M Technology
I Bgrada urt quick & eaq as Coi.nni.i2s lll'UOM
ion lo program new software direclli onto II.

ft, i do.ootC
including VAT,')

YAMAHA)®
XG sound*, from .4AT RbcOS-UIDI Inlttfi
Yamaha's hew AWM2 synthesis engine
- the very latest wave-table technology trom Japan

16 Channel Multl-timbral, 32 Notes (simultaneous) •
- receives across 16 MIDI channels and "dynamically allocates"

XG & TG300-B modes
- XG mode : 480 instruments + 11 Drurnklts + 3 Effect I
- TG300-B : 579 instruments + 10 Drumkits + 3 Effect bus

Digital Signal Processing (with 3 Effect Busses
-11 Reverb, 11 Chorus and 44 Variation Effect Types.

A/D Input - DSP Effects can be applied to external
- Plug in your RiscPC, your Guitar, your Keyboard or yourself)

(and apply the Reverb, Chorus &Variation effects III)

Check it all out on Yamaha's XG website . . .
... http://www.yatnaha.co.uk

Karelia

{including VAT!)

NEW Music Hardware Prdehielj
CRAZY Pete's RAM-tas.ic Prices

MIDI The exciting new range of
,_ interfaces

PARALLEL M.I.D.I. INTERFACES \ -, , ... _
..A. rmTTZ C^ (wi,ri a 5 vear Guarantee)
Our \JlDI Plus range ofinterfaces provide total porlabiliti: going somewhere?... take itwith you!
Parallel MIDI interfaces plug into theprinter portoryour computer. Ifyou use a desktop machine
MIDI Plusallows youto preserveyour valuable expansion slotsfor SCSI& Video cards. Should
you basea portable machine thenyoucanenjoy thesame MIDI capabilities asdesktop users.
Ifyouhappento havea rangeofmachines thenyour MIDIPlusInterface can bemoved to
Whichever machine you wish to use.

8mb E 38.78

16mb £ 79.55

32mb £159.80

Including VAT & Delivery

/ RM-Switcher

Telephone M^jk Fax
J™W(01429) 890800 4^^s>(01429) 890700

Internet: 106065.1403ecompuserve.com

Technological
Resources a

Q-Tec : Unlt22, Brougham Enterprise Centre, Brougham Terrace, Hartlepool,TS24 BEY

A3010 IDE Card

SCSI Card(All Acorn Computers)
RISC OS3 (Chips Only)
RISC OS3 (Chips, Software 4 Manual)
SCSI25 to 50 Way1Melre
SCSI50lo50Way 1 Metre
SCSI Terminator

SCSI 3 Connector Ribbon Cable 1 Metre £10 £12

SCSI 4 Connector RibbonCable 1 Melre £12 £14
IDE3 ConnectorRibbonCable 1 Mertre £8 £9

£85 £85
£29 £34

£59 £69

£10 £12

£10 £12

£10 £12

Multiple SCSI Storage
Solutions by

DATA CHASER
Any combination of 1 to 8 SCSI

Devices in one

Professional SCSI Enclosure

x8 SPEED CD SPECIAL £79.00

BAREINTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVES FORRISCPC 4 A7000
RISCPCA7000x4 Speed Internal IDE
RISCPCA7000x6 Speed Internal IDE
RISCPC A7000 x6 Speed Internal SCSI
RISCPCA7000x6 Speed InternalSCSI
INTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KITSFOR RISC PC 4 A7000
RISC PCA7000 x6SpeedInternal with SCSICard
RISCPC A7000 x8Speed Internal withSCSICard
EXTERNAL SCSI CD-ROMKITSSUITABLE FORALL
ACORN COMPUTERS INCLUDINGSCSI CARD
x6Speed External (Complete Kit)
x3SpeedExternal (Complete Kit)
CD-ROM TOWERS (SCSI)
x6SpeedSCSI2 Drive Tower System
x8SpeedSCSI2 Drive Tower System
x6SpeedSCSI4 Drive Tower System
x8SpeedSCSI4 Drive Tower Syslom
x6SpeedSCSI 6 Drive Tower System
x8SpeedSCSI 6 Drive Tower System

Exc.
VAT

£45

£79

Inc.
VAT

£53

£93
£109 £128

£129 £152

£189 £222

£214 £251

£249 £293

£269 £316

£289 £340

£339 £398
£559 £657

£639 £751
£839 £986

£949 £1115

i-Cubed Network Cards

r'

Hard Drives
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

A3000120Mb IDE. User Port Internal £145 £163

A3000 170MB IDE-User Perl Internal £155 £182
A3000 210Mb IDE-User Port Internal £165 £194
A30004101* IDE• User Pot Internal £259 £304

A3010 120Mb IDE. Internal £135 £159

A3010170MD IDE. Internal £145 £170
A3010210MO IDE. Internal £165 £194
A3010 410Mb IDE Internal £249 £293
A3020120MbIDE.Internal £85 £100

A3020170MbIDE.Internal £95 £112

A3020 210Mb IDE. Internal £105 £123

A3020 410Mb IDE. Internal £199 £234

A300 400 4000 5000A7000 RISC PC

512Mb IDEDrive. Internal £112 £132

850Mb IDE Drive. Internal £129 £152

1.0Gb IDEDrive.Internal £129 £152

1.6 Gb IDE Drive. Internal £189 £222

2.5 Gb IDE Drive. Internal £199 £234
SCSIDRIVES (INTERNAL)
540Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £125 £147

850Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £139 £163
1.2 Gb SCSI Drive. Internal £199 £234
2 0 Gb SCSI Drive Internal £329 £387
4.0 Gb SCSI Drive Internal Ecall ton
SCSIDRIVES (EXTERNAL)
540Mb SCSI Diive. External £165 £194

85CMbSCSI Drive. External £179 £210

i 2 Gb SCSI Drive. External £239 £281

2 0 Gb SCSIDrive.External £369 £434

4 0 Gb SCSI Drive External ton ton

Syquest Drives
Exc. Inc,

VAT VAT

270Mb IDE Dnve. Internal £179 £210
270Mb SCSI Drive Internal £109 £128

270Mb SCSI Drive. External £149 £175
270Mb SyquestCartridge £38 £45

Optical Drives
Exc. Inc.
VAT VAT

230Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £325 £382

230Mb SCSI Drive. External £365 £429

640Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £369 £434
640Mb SCSI Drive. External £414 £486

230Mb Optical Cartridge £12 £14

640Mb Optical Cartridge £35 £41

Memory
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT
A30001-2Mb £39 £46
A3000 MM £65 £100
A301O1-2M) £38 £45
A3010 1-4M6 £89 £105
A30202-4MB £74 £87

A4000 2-4Mb £74 £87
A5000 2-4Mb £69 £81
A5000 4-8Mb £175 £206

RISC PC 4Mb £21 £25
RISC PC 8Mb £39 £46
RISC PC 16Mb £93 £109
RISC PC 32Mb £163 £192

Scanners
EpsonGT-5000 300x300 dpi £309 £363
EpsonGT-9000 600x600 dpi £599 £704

UMAX S6E300x600dpi £279 £328

Upgrades |
Exe. Inc.

VAT VAT

A300/400 IDE Card • User Port £69 £81
A3000 IDE Card • User Port £69 £81

Etherlan102lorA300030103020'4000(Podu!e SlotCombo) £119 £140
Elherlan210lorA3020A4000 (Network Slot10Base 2) £125 £147
Etherlan211lorA3020 A4000 (Network S'Ot lOBase T) £125 £148
Elherlan512lorA500Q 4 A400'300(Podu!eS!oI Combo) £119 £140
Etherlan513 F.breOpt.cAdaptor lioA50004 A400.l300 £389 £457
Etherlan 522lorRISC PCwith DMA for improved Performance £145 £170
Etherlan523 FibreOptc Adaptor lorRISCPC600700 4 A7000 £259 £316
Etherlan602 lorRISCPC 4 A700O (PoduleSlotCombo) £99 £116
Etherlan 102/AtlorA3000 with FLASH ROM (Acorn Access*) £139 £163
Etherlan210A.TenBase2A3020'4000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access.) £145 £170
Etherlan211 A. TenBaseT A3020 4000FLASH ROM (Acorn Access -) £145 £170
Etherlan512/A.Combo lorA5000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access-) £139 £163
Elherlan602,'A.lorRISCPC FLASH ROM (Acorn Access.) £115 £135
AVIGNONETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS

E102BA3000 Avignon Bridge Card £169 £199
E200B TenBase2 A3020 Avignon Bridge Card £179 £210
E201B TenBaseT A3020 Avignon Bridge Card £179 £210
E512BA500O Avignon Bridge Card £169 £199
E602B RISC PCS A7000 Avignon Bridge Card £149 £175
EtherlanBAvignon SoltwareUpgradeloranyaboveEtherlan Card £49 £58

Technology Matrix supplya full rangeof i-Cubed
Networkproducts. Please call for prices

f-

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
the preferred supplier

'/b^/jijl

Payment Cards Welcome

•jt/Li Hot Line o-JO-J ^20 oooo
89a Stockport Road, Denton Manchester M34 6DD. Fax: 0161 320 3210
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The magic of Number

News
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MENTAL ARITHMETIC appears to be in decline as do many
activities we used to perform before computers came along

with the easier alternative of pressing buttons. I remember how
many of my mathematics lessons began. We would all stand and
the teacher would reel off long sums very quickly. "Three plus five
timeseight divided by four minus one times two...."

As soon as we'd lost the running total we would sit down. This
recital of what seemed like the longest sum ever went on until just
one pupil remained standing. It was a sort of mentalwarm-up.

Number Genie is a fun way to exercise the grey matter by provid

inga flexible environment forexploring patterns and properties of
positive whole numbers up to 100. It's suitable for use in one way
or another by students of varying abilities from 6 to 16 years.

It covers many National Curriculum attainment targets for all
key stages making it very versatile.

Also included is a mental arithmetic competition for two to four
players which could also form the basis of a mental warm-up ses
sion. Great fun.

Number Genie costs £24.95 inc VAT from Computer Tutorial Ser
vices, tel: (01983) 294333.

History, Geography and R.E. all rolled into one!
ExpLAN may be contacted on (01822)

613868, fax: (01822) 610868 or e-mail:
explan@explan.demon.co.uk

EXPLAN'S HOLYBIBLE software has been

extended with the arrival of the Secondary
Education Pack, including the text of the
Revised English Bible.

In addition to the high-quality rich-text
format of the REB, the pack comprises four
Resources - Timeline, Places, Quizzes and
Temple.

Timeline automatically follows the text,
enabling users to place Biblical characters
within their historical context. The maps in
Places operate dynamically, zooming in to
an appropriate magnification on the cor
rect map for locations and journeys
mentioned in the text. Photographs taken
on location in Israel show some of the
more important places.

In Temple, 3D vector images of the furni
ture and fittings from both the Tabernacle
and Solomon's Temple can be placed inside

cut-away drawingsof the buildings. Further
text material gives the background of early
Jewish faith and worship. All the resources
are exportable and may be edited and
amended. An extra utility called Expect
allows the 31) drawings to be rotated into
an appropriate orientation before position
ing them.

The educational resource material is
unique to HolyBible and has been
researched and developed especially to take
advantage of the facilities found on the
Acorn platform. The REB Pack comes with
a teachers' guide and ideas booklet, suitable
for use in mainstream schools and church
youth activities.

The REB Pack costs £45 for a single-user
licence, and £90 for an educational site
licence. It is an add-on module and requires
a HolyBible Base Packto be installed first.

lEJ
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Quality graphics andcross referencing makes
this software invaluable for RE

CDFS::CUPART.S AC( >BN.CiipArt.TRAN3 CV

Sherston's Clip Art
PRODUCED in association with DEC_dATA, The
Sherston Clip Art Collection is a CD-ROM
containing over2,300 images. Butto call thisclip
art really doesn't do it justice. The high quality
images are accessed via DEC_dATA's superb
hyperlink software Clearview which enables
users to easily track down the picture required.
Each image is available as a fully rendered
Draivfile or in outline only and is displayed in
Clearview with a small piece of text about each

image. The images can be easily
loaded into Draw by clicking on
one of the emboldened words

alongside each image.

Steam Trains

Return to Transport Menu

Pictures are shown with text.

Hyperlinks makefinding the
material much easier

Trevlthlck'a engine Line Image

Trevfthickbuilt this engine in 1804. It was the first
steam locomotive to run on rails; it was
constructed at MerthyrTydfil in South Wales.

Developing Quality
PUBLISHED BY the British Computer Society, Developing Quality is
a guide for teachers and student teachers who are interested in
developing the quality of their use of IT within their own subject
areas. The book poses several pertinent questions and offers clear
guidance. Several projects are included for all subjects at Key Stages
2 and 3. The book was compiled by a group of teachers and advi
sors including Colin Rouse who frequently contributes to Acorn
User. What better testimonial could one wish for? At £6.50 this is

well worth buying and using.

Contacting me
You can contact the Education page by

writing to me, Geoff Preston at Acorn User,
IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by e-mail to:
aueduc@idg.co.uk
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If you use graphics you use ImageFS...

U n i v e r s a bitmap converter

ImageFS 2 has been significantly upgraded to version 2.30:

Version 2.30 includes all features ofversion 2 - loading, saving and previewing of a wide
range of bitmap formats - with additional support for new types of graphic files.

• Nowsupports vector format graphics and block-buffered graphics.
• Full support for loading Windows Metafiles:

Including text, vector-line and bitmap objects.

Extremely fast conversions.

Fully editable drawfiles.

• Wide support for loading and previewing JPEG-JFIF files.

Including Adobe Photoshop CMYK JPEGs and other types ofJFIF stream.
• Other file formats added:

PhotoShop (PSD), RayTracers (QRT and MTV),
MS windows Icons (ICO), Atari Degas.

WORKS ON ALL ACORN RISCOS 3.x COMPUTERS - FULLY STRONGARM COMPATIBLE

•Z£»

ESEEMEEmZSm

HEW VERSION

2.30

£39.95 version 2.30

£99.95 Site-licence/network version 2.30

Upgrades from version 2 to version 2.30
£25.00 Upgrade from site-licence
£15.00 Upgrade from single-user

To upgrade from version 2:

1. De-install your ImageFS v2 software as per manual.
2. Please return the original v2 ImageFS floppy disc

(disc only, box/manuals not required) with payment.

Please add VAT at Ihe current rale. P & P in UKmainland free.
Dealer enquiries and overseas orders welcome.
Requires RiscOS 3.1 or above.
Hard disc (or network)required.

Alternative Publishing Ltd
30 Clyde Place, Glasgow G5 8AQ

Tel: 0141 418 0881
software Fax: 0141 418 0889 Email: sales@apsoft.co.uk.

11996 Alternative Publishing lid. All trodemoiks acMedged. E4Ot
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Geoff Preston looks

at the Pocket Book

version of NStoremar
It's taken a long time, but finally some

one has come up with a report writing
and record keeping program for the
Pocket Book II. The desktop version of
NStore is well known to many teachers
and was favourably reviewed in the Christ
mas 1995 issue of Acorn User. This has

recently been upgraded and version 41) is
available for £44.95 or £16.95 as an

upgrade. In designing the Pocket Book ver
sion, HSS has worked hard to reflect the
same look and feel as the desktop version,
within the limitations of the Pocket Book.

Nstore runs on the Pocket Book II or

Psion Series 3a which must have at least

256kb, although 512kb is better and will
allow for some additional editing. The
software is available on either SSI) (solid
state disc) or floppy disc and is loaded and
installed in the usual way. For the first
time for as long as I can remember I had
to resort to the manual to get started as it
wasn't immediately apparent. Once you
get going it's fairly straight forward
although I did find myself needing to look
back at the manual from time to time to

find out about key presses.

Setup
The first job is to decide exactly what you
want to do because once you've commit
ted the actual set up to the computer it
cannot be changed without starting again.
Choosing Custom Set Up from the menu
invites the user to select the subject or sub
jects required for reporting. As I wanted to
produce Information Technology reports
only, I selected IT and de-selected every
thing else. Curiously, the next screen
informed me I was reporting on two areas.
The second area, I was subsequently
informed, was for teacher comments.

The next stage is entering the student
data. Thankfully NStore will accept names
from a CSV file which can be pulled out of
the school's administration system, or as I

Sallu PRESTON

did, taken from the

network user pro
files. Initially I tried
entering data from
the Pocket Book key
board which is rather

slow.

Student
profiles
Once the student

data has been

entered, National

Curriculum Attain

ment targets can be
'ticked off by enter
ing a 0, 1, 2 or 3 against each target thus
building up a profile of the work for each
child and for each subject.

The reporting option translates all the
ticked boxes into English sentences which
includes each student's name at appropri
ate places. Sentences also contain 'her' and
'him' in the correct places. The report files
can be exported in a variety of formats for
printing on a desktop computer.

Assuming there is sufficient memory in
the Pocket Book, NStore allows you to
work on up to 12 classes with a maximum
of 36 children in each and with all sub

jects. The software holds all National Cur
riculum data as well as general comments.
Additional features include the ability to
edit the comment statement banks as well

as the National Curriculum attainment

targets which in view of the number of
changes made to the National Curriculum,
seems to be a minimum requirement.

Conclusion
I'm not going to get involved in a debate
about the pros and cons of assessment and
report writing packages other than to say
that some teachers are uncomfortable with

computer-based comment and statement
banks. Frankly, this program isn't going to

change the minds of
those who arc firmly
against them.

The advantage of
using a portable com
puter for compiling
data for assessment

IT

LEUEL

I ~7(a\ rnmhini» ,t imrjptn nf toriiT; nf nlprfrnnir ^nrl other

Full text of Leuel Description 1.7.(a) for IT
combine a uariety of forms of electronic and other
information for presentation to an unfamiliar and critical
audience.

Cass 1: A
^•W.l*

mm
Surname: PRESTON
Gender (FJ/G): G

Sau PRESTON

IT

1
LEUEL4 EQ

m
B3

1.6.(c) deuelop, trial and refine sets of instructions to con
1 1

LEUEL5 ES LEUELG E9
B3

and reporting is that it is portable and
therefore can be taken from class to class.

That said, if it is going to be used 'in pub
lic', regular backups should be made and
the computer should be password pro
tected to avoid the risk of falling foul of
the Data Protection Act] •

A shareware program called AcoPass is
included on the cover disc to enable

Pocket Book II users to password protect
their computer. Psion versions have pass
word protection built in.

To use this program in any serious way,
you will require access to a serial link to
make entering data easier and to make
printing possible. This could be a very use
ful program for Pocket Book users
although I feel that the portable version
will be more appropriate for single subject
teachers while the desktop version would
seem to suit form tutors better.

The data generated between the two ver
sions is not yet 100 per cent compatible
although I understand that is next on the
list, as is the facility of using the Pocket
Book data to add to thedata in the Jjj
desktopversion. /1U

Product details
Product: NStore

Price: £49.95 + VAT for Pocket Book II version

on SSD

Supplier: H.S.Software

Address: Freepost, Swansea SA2 9ZZ

Tel: (01792) 204519
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Multimedia Showcase
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multimedia
Multimedia presentations can be difficult and time
consuming to produce. Geoff Preston looks at
a program that simplifies the process
The problem with many programs used

for creating multimedia presentations
is that they are often quite complex. They
frequently feature a bewildering maze of
menus and buttons through which the
user must wade to access an ever-increas

ing array of effects. For the professional
user producing commercial multimedia
packages, such features are likely to be
useful and possibly even vital.

For some of the more complicated pre
sentations on CD-ROM, using many of
these fancy features is almost mandatory.
For the home user or the school teacher

wanting to put a simple package together
quickly, these unnecessary frills make the
software too complicated and time con
suming to use. Consequently the programs
don't get used. For young children they are
just too involved.

Basic multimedia

Cambridgeshire Software House has noted
this pitfall and produced the most basic
multimedia creation program. Although
the term used is basic, don't be fooled into
thinking this software is only capable of
producing third-rate amateur presenta
tions. Multimedia Showcase is a very capa
ble program but any potential user should
be aware of its built-in limitations.

If you want to produce commercial CD-
ROMs with lots of clever display tricks,
this is not for you. If, on the other hand,

You can use Draw, Paint, JPEG. Sound.

Maestro and Replay files (running (roma CD
ROM orhard disc) lomake upyour pages, ^r
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you need to create simple but attractive
displays very quickly, look no further. For
young children wanting to create an elec
tronic book, this program is ideal as all
they have to do is drag pictures or sounds
from a filer window onto a Showcase page.
After a good deal of thought, CSH chose
not to allow text files to be entered, as this
would let children attempt to put more
text onto a page than it is capable of hold
ing. Consequently, text must be entered
from the keyboard.

Multimedia Showcase is supplied on a
double density disc containing the editor
called StoryMaker, the read only applica
tion called StoryRead and a demo presen
tation. The software must be installed on a

hard disc and requires 2Mb to run.
Although the program is supplied with a
manual, I didn't actually open it. How
many other programs of this type can you
say that about?

StoryMaker
StoryMaker loads onto the icon bar and
clicking on it displays a standard save dia
logue. The presentation must be named
and dragged onto a suitable filer window.
From then on there arc a limited number

of options.
Text can be typed onto the page, pic

tures in most common formats can be

dragged in, several types of sound can be
used including Maestro and Oak Recorder,
Replay animations and animated sprites
are supported and that's about it. Not a
great deal you may think, but more than
enough to create clear and meaningful
presentations. Once the first page is com
plete, clicking on the right page-turn
arrow will display a dialogue asking if a
new page is required.

For class work, pages can be created by
different pupils and added to the commu
nal presentation in any order. The page
editor will then allow the pages to be
sorted into the order required. The only

XT

multimedia SHOWCASE

©C«nbrt<fc«sl»re Software House. 1996

A simple way to make up Electronic Books and

multimedia presentations.

other options available with the page edi
tor is font style and page colour.

Story reader
The finished or partly finished presenta
tions are played using StoryRead. Apart
from clicking on the page-turn arrows to
read through the presentation, StoryRead
has one very clever feature. Choosing
Carousel from the application menu auto
matically scrolls through all the pages play
ing all the movies and sounds as it goes.

Conclusion

1 bet we could all sit down and without

thinking list a dozen or so things that this
program cannot do. But that would be
missing the point. It has been carefully
pared down so it contains only the fea
tures really needed. If we're honest, these
are the features that are used most fre

quently in other multimedia creation pro
grams. The program has been made
extremely easy to use for the very young
and quick to use for the not so young.

Product details
Product: Multimedia Showcase

Supplier: Cambridgeshire Software House

Address: POBox 163,Huntingdon,Cambs
PE17 3UR

Tel: (01487) 741223

Fax:(01487)741213

Price: A single user disc costs £39.95+ VAT.

There are several multiple user discs avail
able, but the one most people are likelyto
buy is the five-user disc at £80 +VAT



The NEW ClipArt Collection is the most
comprehensive lowcost Acorn clipart CI)
yet produced. All of it's 10.000 fdes are all
in pure draw format, no sprites!

Supplied with a thumbnail viewer which
makes finding the clip you want easy. Clips
are split into 88 categories, just 12 are
shown here. Can be used with Impression,
Ovation. Pendown. Draw, Etc.

10,000 VtforSo Praw CWfArt "f\\&>
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Featuring over 550 different font families.
This CD ROM is supplied with a
comprehensive font selection application,
which splits the fonts into handy reference
groupsfor easy typefacechoosing.

Our fonts will work will with ALL software
that supports fonts, including Impression
and Ovation. Posterfiles are supplied.

Id The Font Emporium Selector
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SwirlyScript
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Technology
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Open
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Handwriting
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Fonts
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Themed
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Script
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Object
Letters
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Symbol and
Language
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Masterpieces Collection CO
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// you've ever started tapping your feet
while playing a game with great music, then
you'll love this CD. Well over 3000 music
tracks are included on the disc, enough to
satisfy even the most avid devotee. Includes
Classic, Piano, Rave. Blues and Jazz.

Each CD £29.95

§PE<a>m wppm

Buy all three for £69.95
mm %[f$m mmrnm &\m

Zenta Multimedia

10 Ravenhttrst Drive / Birmingham/ B43 7RS
Tel 0121 358 3054 Fax 0121 358 5969

WWW2ENTA.DEM0N.COM ZENTA

need to switch between my StrongARM
X 710 processors.

NEED an ARM-Switcher!

There's only one way to ensure
that all ofyour software works

with StrongARM installed.

• • • • RM-Switcher

Technological
Resources

mISL
Q-Tec : Unit22, Brougham Enterprise Centre, Brougham Terrace, Hartlepool, TS24 8EY

Telephone

^(01429)890800
i^\ Fax

01429)890700

CotnpuBerve i 106065,1403
intoiiK t. : 106065.1403tfCampu«erv«.cam
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IT in Australia

•n
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When Mark Moxon visited

•h Scotch College in Western
Australia, he found an

-g information technology
Utopia: one Pocket Book

per pupil
Nestling in the quiet suburb of Swan-

bourne, to the west of Perth city
centre, is Scotch College. The school build
ings are old by Australian standards, but
inside is an information technologist's
dream: Scotch has embraced the Acorn

ideal of hand-held computers to the fullest
extent.

Scotch College is an independent school
catering for 1000 boys from years 1 to 12
(age 5/6 to 17+) - in Australia school
leavers are 17. The age groups are split up
into the Junior School (years 1 to 7) and
the Senior school (years 8 to 17), and both
schools have a serious commitment to

technology, particularly Acorn equipment.
Barney Clarkson, the Director of Educa

tional Computing, and Paul Dench,
Harney's second in command, are the two
prime movers behind the school's imple
mentation of technology. They've both
been involved with Acorns for some years,
but it wasn't an automatic decision to

invest in Acorn Pocket Books: careful

investigation was needed to persuade the
school to buy the right machines.

Pocket Books galore
'We started to look into hand-held com

puters as a result of our general brief to
equip pupils with the best educational
technology,' remembers Paul. 'We went to
a conference in Melbourne, and our par
ents were making noises about other
schools who had laptop computers for
pupils. We looked at the use of laptops in
these schools, but we didn't like the
techno-centric implementations we saw:
we wanted technology to be used as an
educational tool, not just for the sake of
using technology.'

This was when Barney and Paul first
heard of the Acorn Pocket Book. It

appeared to fit the bill, literally: the reces
sion was restricting capital expenditure, so
there was no way a large number of lap
tops would be financially practical. There
were other advantages - the Pocket Book's
excellent battery life, its small size, its abil
ity to hook up to desktop computers - so
the decision was made to conduct a trial of

them in the classroom, at the same time as
a trial with Amstrad laptops.

'The trial came out in favour of the

Pocket Books,' says Barney. 'We gave every
member of one class a Pocket Book, and

set up a mini-lab of Archimedes machines
at the back of the classroom, with access
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to a shared printer, and a couple of A-
l.inks. Compared to another class who
were equipped with Amstrads, the Pocket
Book won hands down.

'The Amstrads were too bulky, didn't
have such good battery life, weren't nearly
as reliable and proved an effort for the
teachers to incorporate into their classes.
The Pocket Book was much easier to use

regularly as part of class, as pupils could
keep them on their desks, and easily get
straight into using the word processor or
spreadsheet.'

Incorporating portables
The school then made the decision to

incorporate Pocket Books as a major part
of the information technology structure in
the school. The school proposed that par
ents should buy Pocket Books for their
children, and the school would provide
the technological infrastructure to support
the machines. The model for the infra

structure was based around having
networked machines in every classroom,
giving access to A-I.inks, resources and
shared printers.

'We judged that one desktop computer
per classroom wouldn't be enough,' says
Paul. 'All our classrooms have at least two

machines - a lot have three

- as well as a shared printer
and an A-Link per
machine. This is a vital

part of making palmtop
technology work in a
school: without the infra

structure, pupils and
teachers simply can't use
the Pocket Books to their

fullest potential.
'When we decided on

Pocket Books over laptops,
we estimated that the

Pocket Book would provide
80 to 90 per cent of the
functionality of laptops as
far as using them in
schools. In retrospect we
underestimated: Pocket

Books can do about 95 per
cent of what laptops actu
ally do in class, but having
the networked mini-labs in

each classroom is a vital

part of enabling them to be
this useful.'

The school's existing



IT in Australia

•

ables

F.conet network, which covered all Junior

school classes and parts of the Senior
school, needed to be extended and

upgraded, especially into the classrooms:
only three of the 12 classes had networked
machines in them. The investment was

large, but worth it.
'We introduced the Pocket Book into

the whole of year 5,' says Barney. 'All of
the parents accepted they had to buy a
S499 Pocket Book for their children, and

many were very enthusiastic. Since then
we've steadily introduced them every
school year, so now years 5, 6, 7 and 8
have Pocket Books, and next year they will
flow to year 9. At present there are about
350 pupils with Pocket Books, and about
40 staff.'

Pocket Books in
the classroom
The system had a few teething problems -
when both teachers and pupils arc new to
a machine, there will obviously be prob
lems - but they soon settled down.

'We found that there were a lot of ques
tions in the first year of Pocket Book use,'
says Paul, 'but in the second year there
were far fewer.

'We found out that the

children were

teaching them
selves: if someone

got stuck, one of
their friends

would help them
out. The pupils
were even teach

ing the teachers
how to use the

Pocket Books.'

This was borne

out in Scotch's

Junior school.

The class I visited was full of

year 7 children, all too eager
to show me what they did
with their Pocket Books, and

how they could word process,
create spreadsheets, record

bits of The Simpsons off the TV: 1 got the
feeling that they were showing me their
favourite toy rather than an educational
computer. There was also a friendly rivalry
between the boys, as each tried lo show
that they knew more about the little com
puter than their friends.

The teachers have also embraced the

technology fully, even those whose previ
ous exposure to computers was minimal.

The main area where Pocket Books are

now an essential part of the curriculum is
in literacy: one teacher I talked to said the
Pocket Book had increased both the

amount and quality of writing his stu
dents were producing.

Pupils who would not produce anything
in writing class were happily writing
essays, and the more apt students were
producing work with fewer mistakes and
better English. '1 have to think hard to
imagine what it was like before the Pocket
Book,' was the response. 'It's transformed
the classroom completely, and definitely
for the best.'

Support for the machines
A successful implementation of Pocket
Books and mini-labs has to include sup
port from the computing staff - just
setting it all up and letting it happen is a
recipe for disaster. Barney and Paul work
hard to keep the momentum going, both
in terms of actively encouraging use of
computers in the curriculum, and doing a
public relations job to justify their choice.

'We go into classes on a very regular
basis, and help the teachers to use the
Pocket Books and incorporate their use

into lessons,' says Barney.
'We have a flexible teach

ing load so we can always
be there for teachers who

need either technical sup
port, or help in setting up
projects or resources on the
computers. The interaction
with pupils and teachers is
part of the Scotch College
philosophy of not having
IT as something separate to
the curriculum: computing
is a tool, not a subject, and
that's a philosophy we've

always had in the school.
'Our palmtop computers are leading to

changes in the classroom that are in accord
with learning theory. It takes a very iron-
willed teacher to run an old-fashioned

"row-of-desks" lesson when the whole class

has computers and the students want to
collaborate: we needed to set up a critical
mass of technology, and we're reaching
that. We're finding it's the curriculum that
is powering our use of computers, rather
than us having to coax teachers to use
technology. For years we've known what
we should be doing in teaching, and the
Pocket Books are making that happen.

'For example, one pupil went into
maths class and said he'd heard that if you
folded a tissue 50 times, it would reach the

moon. The teacher instantly saw that this
was a job for the Pocket Book's spread
sheet, and another IT activity was bom.'

The school of the future is here, and it's

using Pocket Books. It makes you wonder
how we ever coped at school
before.

Top left: The Ethernet hub
Top right: Scotch College
Above: One of the main computing labs
Left:Year 7 students using Pocket Books
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NOT ONE BUT TWO NEW RELEASES FROM

THE FOURTH DIMENSION
! ogic iviztiiia

Presenting value for money in the extreme!
FOUR brand new titles in ONE package.

Challenging your powers of memory, observation,
dexterity, reasoning, logistics and of course, sheer

common sense- LOGIC. This compilation takes
puzzle solving to new boundaries and stretches the

player(s) to the point of frustration.
PACK INCLUDES:

Atomix. Calculate molecular construction in this IBM conversion.
Tilt. 1 or 2 player mounting block game- on a see-saw!

Gloop. Drain-pipe construction against the clock.
Blindfold. A game of memory, negotiate the maze- Blindfold!

score .•«tefr£fcjspi , lcuel, ;n

Logic Mania is available from all leading stockists
of Acorn games. PRICE £ 34.95

The Real McCoy 5
ANTI GRAV

This is a brand new game on a
popular theme, from the latest

team of Acorn dedicated
programmers. You must guide

your craft around dozens of
mazes & caverns.

CHOPPER FORCE
Superb 3D graphics, stunning

sound effects and riveting game-
play combine in this futuristic

helicopter simulation.
Combat the modern terrorist in

style! Previous RRP £ 34.95.

DEMONS LAIR
This is a great game for all the
family, yet it will challenge the
adventure enthusiast, with lots
of tricky but logical puzzles and

some great arcade action.
Previous RRP £ 25.95.

PANDORAS BOX
Now regarded as a classic, this
game has an intriguing blend of
puzzles and full blooded arcade
action. 200 screens of stunning
artwork and quality game-play.

Previous RRP £ 25.95.

The Real McCoy Vol 5 is on sale from November
1996 PRICE £34.95

FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS OFFERS £10 FOR EACH GAME

Birds of War £ 34.95 Stunt Racer 2000 £ 34.95 Virtual Golf £ 34.95

To order simply send us a letter, or give us a call, stating the software you would like, your computer model,
your name & address and payment by cheque, postal order or AccessA/isa. All prices include VAT & UK P&P is FREE.

This advert shows only a small selection of our games. A free catalogue is available on request.

The Dungeonr £ 34.95 E-Type 2 £ 34.95 Time Machine £ 34.95

THE FOURTH DIMENSION
1 Percy Street, SHEFFIELD S3 8AU. TEL: 0114 276 9950 FAX: 0114 278 1091



Steve Mumford looks at

the latest games releases

By the time you read this Acorn World will
have been and gone and a lot of users out

there will have fitted their StrongARM proces
sors. Spreadsheets and modelling programs
will operate much quicker but there's only so
much fun you can have with a database -
sooner or later people will start thinking
about games.

I've heard several rumours of StrongARM-
aware games, the most talked-about of which
is probably Robert Templeman's Destiny.
Robert was hoping to have a demonstration
of this Quake-style game ready for the show;
I'll let you know as soon as I see it.

Meanwhile, TBA has been working on its
TAG game engine, and TAG2should be mak
ing an appearance very soon. Martin Piper
was kind enough to reveal a few screenshots

if^¥^r£vm*.

of one of the latest games in development.
Designed for high-end machines, Rally
(a working title) looks set to provide the
Acorn with a high-quality three dimensional
racing game.

Last Offence
Those aren't the only new games approach
ing the Acorn this Christmas; Modus
Software has sent me a demonstration of its

latest game named Last Offence. It's a
scrolling platform shoot-em-up that reminds
me a little both of Flashback on the Acorn,

and Stryker's Run II back on the BBC Micro-
a game Ithoroughly enjoyed.

The storyline goes something like this - a
group of intergalactic criminals have been
making a nuisance of themselves for some
time, the theft of the modules of a new all-
powerful supercomputer was the last straw.
You've been chosen to pay the members of
the crime ring a visit, rap their knuckles in a
terminal way and make sure they don't do it
again.

The game covers four worlds. Each of the
criminals has buried himself in the depths of

their home territory, sur-
_., _ „, rounded by their
TBA s new Rally , . --'•'-»•.
„„ „„.,i,w m nions. To see themgame provides lt .
high quality personally, you'll have to
3D graphics fi9ht vour waV through
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hordes of mercenaries, robots and small blue
flying things. There is a two-dimensional
side-on view of the levels, and because
Modus has used oversized sprites, the view is
restricted to the current level with a glimpse
of those below and above.

The main character is well animated and

can run, jump, crawl, slide and hang from the
ceiling while swinging athletically to and fro.
Mind you, the control mechanism could do
with a little tightening here and there - drop
ping to a crouch takes several frames of
animation whereas turning round and walking
in the opposite direction happens almost
immediately, making positioning over ladders
difficult.

Progress is made harder by the inclusion
of moving platforms, electroshields and com
puter locks that can only be opened by
finding the right computer disc. There are
teleporters dotted around as well, so it's all
too easy to get lost.

The game fuses traditional bitmap graphics
with some rather nice Artworks graphics in
between levels; it's quite a clever touch and

still in an unfinished state but I'm looking for
ward to playing the full game. Modus is
promising an enhanced mode for owners of
Rise PCs, displaying 16 colours at a resolu
tion of 416 by 576 pixels - the rendering of

— Artworks files will also take advantage of
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the host machine, going up to 16 million
colour reproduction if possible. The sound
accompaniments should be impressive as
well, with eight channels of sound being used
during the game - four for music and the
remainder for sound effects.

There'll be 16 levels overall, and each
world will have a gargantuan guardian to
defeat. Those are just some of the features
that Modus is promising - watch this column
for further news.

Allum's burning
I've had to wait slightly longer than I antici
pated for the final version, but here it is at
last. Paradise has released the first in its

brand new budget range. For under a tenner
you can buy Inferno, a fast-action game set
deep in the heart of a radioactive moon.

Allum's nuclear power plant has suffered a
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freak accident and its core is about to go criti
cal - in a matter of hours the entire planet will
detonate if a rescue plan isn't forged. And
that's where you come in - strapped into a
mobile fire extinguisher with all mod cons,
you must hurtle round the levels of the power
station, cooling the core as you go. Perhaps
predictably, the security systems are running
amok and if you stay in the same place for
very long you'll end up receiving an
unhealthy dose of laser radiation.

The action is viewed from above, and to
control the craft use the four standard direc

tion keys - plus a fire button, of course. The
vehicle can only travel on the metal rails laid
down the levels, and although you can pick up
a fair turn of speed whistling down a straight
piece of track, a hefty chunk of momentum is
lost by screeching round a corner - so plan
your route carefully and minimise the number
of turns to finish the level in the fastest time.

The burning core can be seen as glowin
red plasma beneath the tracks; as the fir
fighter passes over a section that's st
aflame, the fire dies away and the til
becomes black and lifeless. Once you'v
extinguished all the core on one level, an ex
opens and you're free to travel to the next.

Objects are strewn round the corridors,
ranging from machine parts that boost your
score to the all-important ammunition sup
plies and special weapons bonuses that help
you on your way. Many's the time I hurtled

o the path of an oncoming droid only to
ilise that my trigger-happy antics had left

me bulletless and somewhat vulnerable.

It can take a while to figure out what's
going on - the action can get quite intense
and the crowded control panels aren't that
easy to read at a glance. However, given per
severance the widgets and dials at the bottom
of the screen begin to make sense. The early

levels are simple to let
Inferno from you into the game gently
Paradise - budget although it doesn't take
action with lots long for the size of the

Fexcitement playing area to expand,

and the maps of the later levels are horrify
ingly large - the increase in firepower of the
security droids hindering your efforts is also
a tad worrying. In the early stages of the
game, weaponless service robots bumble
around and get in your way but by the last
levels, you're pursued by laser-toting security
droids and shot at by rotating gun turrets.

Strategy plays an important part in Inferno
- the gun emplacements are pretty fearsome,
and to attempt to scoot past them without
disabling them first is foolhardy. However,as
your bullets can pass over walls, with good
planning it's possible to destroy most of the
turrets before they even get a chance to
shoot. The downside is that the longer you
spend doing that, the less time you'll have to
complete the level - dally for too long and
your craft is destroyed by the influx of radia
tion.

illlilii;viiVil luniwjMikjnMjW*bii-jih'i-i-ii.;Lm!JBai

all in all for £9.99 Inferno is a game that's defi
nitely good value. With a controlled learning
curve and the extra features that pop up in
the later levels, it'll keep most players occu
pied for a fair while. Paradise has thought
long and hard about Inferno's design and I
think it's got it right. If this is a good example
of its future budget releases we've got a lot to
look forward to.

To contact Paradise, write to 12 Kings
Close, Longburton, Nr. Sherborne, Dorset,
DT9 5PW. It's also got an e-mail address,
paradise@pobox.com and you can take a
look at its web pages by tuning to
http://www.pobox.com/~paradise.

And finally
That's all for now, but I've just got time to tell
you that Mike Goatly, author of Rock Hard
Fluffy Thing, has decided he hasn't got time
to deal with the administration of selling the
game so he's decided to release it into the

domain. More news about this next

when I'll look at the finished product
nd let you know where you can find it.



GRE AT
GAMES

FROM ARGOlECLIPSE
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Westwood

A COMPELLING COMPUTER GAME

THAT COULD CHANGE THE WORLD

Make the decisions of a world loader, as you control the balance
of nature versus civilisation. Power-upand expand cities to rival
those ol"Mother Earth, but watch out for global warming, pollu
tion, encroachingdesertsami deforestation. Destroy the enemy

that tries to blast your cities and poison your plane!.
Intricately detailed, 14scenarios!ami a

military option tocompete with a computer rival.
Available for £34.99 direct from ARGO.

B^i^nDa

it's spooky and It's fun!

A spooky graphical adventure game. Explore a huge 3Dland
scape. Talk to other inhabitants of the worlj.1 alongyourway.

Solvethe pu::les to completeyourquest. Two different charac
ters with different skills help you to save thejday! It's so big we

needed6 floppies! Destinedto be another huge
'loin Copper hit - author of Ixion, Cycloids, Hamsters,

Wavelength and more! Runs from floppy or Hard Diskon
Rise OS 3.10 or later with 2 Mb RAM or more.

Available for £24.99 direct from ARGO.

M

BATTLE FOR A F RAKIS

Speech - Artificial Intelligence - 91 lb compressed
graphics - 30 massive battle :ones based on the

cult book by Frank Herbert - Over 2.0 Mb of source
material squeezed onto 7 floppies cj r I CD-ROM.

Rehires RISC OS 2/3 with 2 dh RAM.
Floppy version £34.99 CD-ROM version £44.99

direct from ARGO.!

DON'T FORGET THE ECLIPSE COLLECTION - 4 GREAT GAMES
(XENON II, FRED, IXION AND CYCLOIDS) FOR ONLY £29.99

AND THE ECLIPSE POWERPADS - DUAL 6 BUTTON JOYPADS FOR £34.99

ECLIPSE is a division of Argo Interactive Group Pic
You can order by phone on (01243) 815815 or by Fax on (01243) 815805.

Alternatively you can send your order to:
ARGO, FREEPOST PT795, Chichester, West Sussex P019 2YZ
or e-mail us on: sales(o>argonct.co.uk Web: www.argonet.co.uk ECLIPSE



Level 9 Games

A

ritish computer games used to be a
thrivingcottage industry. In the early
1980s, though all right-thinking peo

ple owned Atoms and BBC Micros, quite a
lot of Sinclair Spectrums were sold along
with Orics, Commodores and innumerable
Amstrads. (Those are only the memorable
ones - whatever became of the Enterprise
64, Memotech MTX-512, Jupiter Ace,
NASCOM, the Spectravideo 328?)

The Spectrum has gone the same way as
skateboards and Rubik cubes. But nostalgia
is having a comeback - satellite channels like
UK Gold do very nicely out of re-running Dr
Who and Abba are selling serious numbers of
discs again. The World Wide Web is now
crawling with people with professional
incomes ratherthan pocket-money who want
their Sinclair Spectrums back. 'Games were
better in those days' - maybe. I'd love to have
Snapper and Rocket Raid running on my
RiscPC but I suspect it's more about buying
a second go at childhood.

The technology now exists to emulate a
Spectrum in real time on any modern
machine,though emulating the Z80 processor
alone makes a tricky exercise in C. (The first
person I know who succeeded on an Acorn
was David Moore in 1990 - though he
resorted to Blu-Tak and coloured paperto get
the rainbow sash over the bottom rightcorner
of his A440.)

There's a busy interchange now of mem
ory-images of old Spectrum games. The
legality of this is highly dubious but I can't
see that anybody is hurt by it. Without quot
ing any URLs (that is, exact places to look on
the Internet), suffice to say that five minutes
with (say) the Yahoo index "Computing:
Personal Computers" would be enough.

Level 9 games...
Some of the most requested memory-images
are Level 9's games. Level 9 was more or less
a family business run by Mike and Pete
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....or, a la recherche du temps perdu.
Graham Nelson reports
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Dungeon and Snowball justbeginning

Austin, producingtext adventures which were
miracles of compression. Though the firm
continued until 1989 or so, its important
games were mostly written around 1983.
Using a machine-independent format called
"A-Code", Level 9 released its games on tape
for most computers of its day - BBC Micro
included. It prospered for a while and was
markedly more professional than its rivals,
which were springing up like mushrooms.
(See Hans Persson's bewilderingly long list in
the file "/if-archive/info/adventure-game-his-
tory" at the anonymous FTP site
"ftp.gmd.de".)

Level 9 later enhanced their older works

but each was first written for a 32K memory -
only a quarter of that available to their

American contemporaries Infocom, who
wrote for machines with the luxury of a disc
drive. Level 9 games are certainly a little
cruder in play and have less impressive
parsers; but they make better use of com
pression, so the difference isn't a factor of
four.

One big difference is whereas Infocom
wrote in the style of the second mainframe
game Zork, producing highly detailed games
with relatively few locations (typically 60),
Level 9 imitated the first mainframe game,
Colossal Cave. A typical Level 9 game has
200 locations, inevitably rather plain to look
at in places but their best work is labyrinthine
and expansive, and it's still exhilarating to get
lost in.
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...are now playable
under RISC OS
Glen Summers (gsummers@physics.
ox.ac.uk) has recently written a program to
play (most) A-Code games; David Kinder
has contributed documentation and Colin

Turnbull (Colin.Turnbull@comlab.oxford.
ac.uk) has come up with a RISC OS port. As
I write, the latest version of the interpreter
itself is 2.0.

The RISC OS port presently plays only in

Quest and Dungeon Adventure. (Like all of
Level 9's 'trilogies', this one contains three
entirely separate games and was only
called a trilogy after the event.)

Colossal is a steal of the original main
frame game, whose FORTRAN source code
was widely available from the late 1970s
onward. That said, it's the best version I've
played, with an expanded above-ground
landscape and a more substantial end
game.

ir-w;oviiii'['ivMC

single-tasking program) but a fully win
dowed version is in preparation. See the
ubiquitous FTP site 'ftp.gmd.de', under 'if-
archive/level9/interpreters/level9' where
there is a SparkPlug archive for RISC OS -
please look there before contacting the
authors directly.

A-Code is still not fully understood, and
is known to have existed in at least five ver

sions. As in the early days of hacking into
the Infocom format, progress is made
mostly by disassembling Level 9's own
machine-code programs.

Another proviso is that a Spectrum mem
ory-image of a Level 9 game may be
compressed - a program called SPConv is
much used by fake-Spectrum-hackers to
convert between such formats.

Also, some images contain copy-protec
tion requiring the player to say what colour
a particular box is on the tape cassette
inlay - this was the dreaded 'Lenslok' sys
tem, as a magnifying glass was needed to
pick out the ridiculously small boxes.

A few disreputable Web sites contain
games which have been tampered with,
removing this protection - I merely
mention.

The 'Jewels of Darkness'
Level 9 began with three traditional dun
geon games: Colossal Cave, Adventure

after its presiding demon lord) is more var
ied in setting with desert and underwater
sequences, and has a rudimentary plot -
the land is devastated by drought and the
adventurer must 'take the Talisman twice

through the four elements'.
There are some nice puzzles: a fluores

cent jellyfish for an underwater lamp and an
intriguing set of black and white dots for
rapid transport.

Dungeon is not to be confused with the
mainframe Dungeon (itself a version of
Zork) - this was a quite new underworld.
Like Colossal it's basically a treasure-col
lection, but an enjoyable one. Viciously
unforgiving (you can be killed off in about a
dozen different ways, with barely any warn
ing, within easy reach of the opening
location), Dungeon winds up with a long
chain of puzzles which need to be solved in
exactly the right order.

So it's not easy, it regularly opens up
new regions of game, there is a system of
coloured collars and a packing case which
mysteriously contains a vault - persever
ance is rewarded. (Bizarrely, it helps to
know the resistor colour code.)

The 'Silicon Dreams'

Science fiction rarely comes off in adven
ture games, perhaps because a computer
simulating a forest is interesting enough to

games

engage the attention, but a computer simulat
ing a computer isn't. So Snowball, set on a
comet-like colony ship in interstellar space is
well worth a look. You play Kim Kimberley
(note the gender-inspecific name!), a colonist
awakened from cold sleep to attend to a mal
function.

Medical androids (the black Nightingales)
are determined to prevent you leaving the logi
cal (but really rather annoying) maze of
suspended-animation chambers; past that is
an intriguing spaceship with a toroidal map,
because of artificial gravity.

Androids of various kinds roam all over

Snowball, making the game come alive. Oh,
and when the game doesn't understand what
has been typed, the original version used to
reply "Arfle barfle gloop?" Level 9's finest
moment.

Two sequels, Return to Eden and Worm In
Paradise, are less compelling. In the first,
Kimberley's repairs have been misconstrued
by the awakening colonists as sabotage so
that Kim has been obliged to crashland on the
new world of Eden. Worm in Paradise is set far

in Eden's future: it has become a mechanistic

and somehow disappointing place.
Unfortunately the same can be said of the
game which feels too much like 'interactive fic
tion by numbers'.

and others .
This really is a bogus trilogy - Lords of Time
was one of Level 9's first releases, consisting
of nine linked plots set in the English country
side at intervals through time. Rare among
early-80s games in having a female author
(Sue Gazzard), its atmosphere is a successful
mix of the familiar and the outlandish.

Red Moon and The Price of Magik came
years later and are basic dungeon games with
an added magic system, influenced, I suspect,
by Infocom's Enchantertrilogy. There is some
element of combat - as in a role-playing game
- and spells are ingeniously coupled to spe
cific items, such as a dulcimer, giving them
unexpected abilities.

There's also a heap of torn-up olive leaves,
or 'olivetti', in which an acorn lies forgotten -
red-hot satire back then.

Other Level 9 games include the treasure
hunt Emerald Isle, Erik the Viking (from Terry
Jones' book) and a few games from the later
1980s: the Ingrid the Gnome trilogy, Lancelot
and ScapeGhost (1989), in which the ghost of
a policeman must solve the crimes he has
fallen victim to.

I don't know what happened to Level 9 or
how it was wound up; its glory years were
1983 and 1984, after which rivals like
Melbourne House and Magnetic Scrolls over
took it. Anyway here's a chance to catch
Snowball again or just to wallow in nostalgia.
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free ad
• A3000, RISC OS 2, 2Mb, monitor,
original software, I.C, manuals, games,
£150. 40+ Archimedes World with discs,
£5. Might deliver on route Cumbria -
Shropshire. Tel: (015394) 45838.
• Colour Card Cold, latest version,
£75. Tel: (01963) 23302.
• Wanted: Premier Manager. Price
open to negotiation. Tel: 0181-449
0445, leave message on answer
machine if no reply.
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, Learning Curve,
colour monitor, software and manuals
includes second 3.5in floppy drive and
serial upgrade, Panasonic 24 pin multi-
mode printer, all £250. Tel: (01932)
562270.

• A5000 RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb RAM,
41Mb Hard Drive, VGA colour moni
tor, PC Emulator, lots of games, soft
ware, applications, all manuals
included. £550. Tel: Southampton
(01703)862759.
• RiscPC, 9Mb RAM, CD-ROM, 486
card, DOS 6.2, Windows, sound card,
420Mb HD, software, monitor, speak
ers, 2nd slice, £980. Tel: (01332)
873526.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb HD, moni
tor, RISC OS 3.11, Impression
Publisher, Schema 2, games, utilities,
all with manuals, £700. Tel: 0121-308
4317.

• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 40Mb disc, Laser
printer, monitor, £520. ARVIS Video
digitiser board, 32 bit Framestore
Genlock, Overlay etc. £390. Tel: Stuart
on (01792) 204 519.

• Archimedes USFD software, hard
ware and books for sale at very reason
able prices. All very useable items but
unwanted. Please call John on (01707)
324804 (Herts) for a detailed list by
return post.
• For sale: Turbo Driver 4 for Canon
bubblejets, £20. Acorn Advance, £30
and Personal Accounts, £15. Offers for
Acorn User issue 1 to 174 and for Rise-
User Volume 2 Issue 1 to Volume 9
Issue 5. Tel: (01909) 515507.
• A5000, 4Mb, 80meg IID, Internal CD-
ROM, 14in monitor, lots of software,
£800 one A3 10, ARM3, 4Mb, RO.3,
monitor, £offers. DACOM quadplus
modem 2400 bps, £offers. Tel: Steven
(01273) 305567 or (0973) 493606.
• RiscPC 700, 10Mb RAM, 850meg
III), Min High Res monitor, Cumana
SCSI 2 card, 4 speed SCSI CD-ROM,
PC486card, 1Gb SCSI ll/D. £I600.Tel:
(01279) 724339.
• A3000, 4Mb RISC OS 3, Phillips
CM8833 monitor, £200. Brother
MI009, Dot matrix printer, £50. Buyer
collects. Tel: 0181-204 5035.

• A5000 with AKF 18 monitor, OS
3.11, 41 Mb disc, 4Mb RAM, complete
Learning Curve, PipeDream etc. £525.
Tel: (01494) 765155 Bucks.
• A5000, Learning Curve, AKF50mon
itor, 4Mb RAM, 160Mb Hard drive,
Bubble jet printer, speakers, software,
games all excellent condition, £800.
Tel (01663) 746586.
• A3020, 4Mb RAM, 240Mb Hard
disc, AKF17 monitor, mouse. Internal
SCSI module, cables and Acorn M.F.U.
with CD-ROM. Price includes network
card, £550 ovno. Tel: lonathon on
(01625) 879580 or e-mail jonwC'enler-
prise.net
• RiscPC 600, 420IID, 12Mb RAM,
2VRAM, SX33 card, CD-ROM, sound
card, AK60 Citizen Swill printer, DOS
6.3, Windows 3.11, Pipel)ream4, loads
of software, both systems. £1150 ono.
Tel: Newquay (0163'7) 877229.
• RiscPC 600, AK18 monitor, 16Mb
RAM, 2Mb VRAM, 42011DI), CD-ROM
drive, 486 card, Windows 3.1, 16 bit
Snd, ESP MIDI, St speakers, Imp Style,
Wordz, PipeDream, ProArl 24, Turbo
Drive, A Link, all manuals, CDs, discs.
£1850. Tel: (01736) 795629.
• A440/1, RISC OS 3.1, ARM3, 4Mb
RAM, 47Mb HD + 80Mb IDE IID,
Taxan Multisync monitor Canon
BJ300 Inkjet printer, Style, PipeDream,
games, AU mags + discs, all manuals,
utilities, loads of extras, £525 ono. 'Tel
(01309)675300.
• Acorn A5000, exellenl condition,
4Mb with AKF18 monitor, MIDI card
and new 210Mb HI). Oilers invited.
Tel: 0161-950 8409.
• ARM 710 for SAI.F! Offers in the area
of £75 are invited. Call Paul on 0171-
202 3309 or e-mail
paul. jagger("uk.ibm.com
• Archimedes 420/1, 4 meg RAM, 116
meg Hard Disc, 3.5/5.25in drives, scan
ner, PC Emulator, MS DOS, WP, DTP,
games. £550 ono. Tel: (01256) 762972.
• A3000, RISC OS 3.1, ARM3, 2Mb, 60
Meg III), monitor, printer, loads of
software inc Desktop C, books inc prog
ret mans, £450 the lot. Tel: (01902)
564480.

• Archimedes 310/RISC 3, 4Mb, 260
Hard disc, colour monitor, Watford
Videograb, ArtWorks, ImagePro,
ProArtisan, Atelier, PC Emulator plus
more, £450. Buyer collects. Tel:
(01805)624260.
• Retired disabled Clan member has
54 cover discs and mags for sale. AU,
AW, AC. Offers or swap for software
for A3010, wanted Vector and Euclid
very cheap please and games. 'Tel:
(01204) 571836 Bolton.

• Cumana 300 CD-ROM with SI.CD
interface. Boxed, new, for Achimedes
300, 400, 500, A5000, A3000 etc. £100.
Tel: (01622) 814970 evenings.
• A4000, 2Mb RAM, TechWriter,
Eureka, Turbo Challenge, Canon
BJ10SX printer, £350. Tel: (01422)
373064.

• A3010, 4Mb, 60Mb Hard disc,
Canon BJ10 printer, Turbodriver soft
ware, 14in colour TV, games, soft
ware, Impression Style, other extras.
£600. Tel: N Somerset (01934) 876228
(eves).
• Ovation Pro DTP package, unregis
tered, only bought very recently, nol
needed. Cost £193, sell for £130
including postage. Tel: (01706)
817570.

• BBC Master 128. Monitor, manuals,
mouse, computer to TV lead, assort
ment of software on disc and ROM.
Dodgy D-Drive, £115 ono. Tel: (01395)
513126 evenings.
• A4000, 2Mb, 200 HDD, Acorn
colour monitor, VGC, £375. A3010
VGC, £125. Acorn colour monitor
VGC, £60. CUB colour monitor, £20.
Tel: (01234) 71 1657 (N Bucks).
• Archimedes 410 Twin 3.5in drives,
RISC OS, Philips monitor + Z88 Lap
top. All manuals and discs, PipeDream,
voltmace joystick and various soft
ware. £200. Tel: (01959) 573619.
• Clear Out! Completely unregistered
& unopened !Act ion Pack. Also,
Lemmings, IVertual Golf, [Chopper
Force, Mnterdiclor, IZ.ool, IFontFX,
!Chess3D + lots more Offers...TeI: Rob
(01895) 259842 or e-mail
rob@rodean.demon.co.uk
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.1, 5.25
in floppy, colour monitor, books, soft
ware, £200. Call Rob on (01344) 51006
(after 6pm).
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, two 40Mb hard
discs, RISC OS 3.1, various software
including Style, Advance, many games,
Interlalk. £350. Tel: 01 18-962'9209 or
e-mail panic em mbrook.demon.co.uk
• Wanted: A4 laptop, good price paid,
needed urgently. Ring Paul on (01223)
517623.

• Wanted: Ilardl)rive,80Mb or more.
SCSI with connections. Compatible
with Cumana SCSI 1 card (CA006
interface). Reasonable offers please.
Contact johiK"tenippubs.demon.co.uk
• Wanted: 80Mb or bigger HD. SCSI-
compatible with Cumana SCSI 1 card
(CA006 interface). For an Archimedes
A410 with a 40Mb ST506 HD already
inside. Reasonable offers please. Please
phone 0181-568 1633 or e-Mail:
tomislav@temppubs.demon.co.uk

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage ofour free reader ad service? Fill in your details onthis coupon (25 words maximum,
one word per box below) and send itto Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only one ad per reader, please. Although we try topublish every adwe receive, we
can make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on space and time constraints. We may also publish
free ads onthecover disc ifmagazine space is short. Please fill inyour name and telephone number below:
these will notbepublished, butthey enable usto contact you in case ofany queries.

Your name: Telephone no:
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• Offers invited for external teletext
unit, colour card gold, Aleph I 486
50MHz pc podule. Tel: (01934)
838118.

• For sale: Command Ship space
game. Boxed. Also wanted: Football
Management games and Air
Supremacy. Ring Ryan on 0115-960
3385 (evenings). Good condition. £15
ono.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM Learning Cur%'e,
Multisync monitor, manuals and
abundant software. Bridget Fonda con
dition. £300 for immediate sale. Tel:
(0973) 294917 (daytime).
• A30I0, 2Mb, monitor available.
Variety software + many games includ
ing Cannon Fodder, Sensible Soccer.
100 + discs and holder. All boxed with
manuals. £120 ono. Tel: (01606)
76244.

• Canon BJlOex Bubblejel printer in
perfect condition, with box, manual,
cable, ink cartridge and adaptor. A bar
gain at only £60. Tel: Louis 0181-769
8805.

• Canon B|200ex Bubblejet printer -
brand new- and unused, with box,
manual, cable, ink cartridge and paper,
plus 100 sheet feeder, and Turbo
Driver for Acorn RISC amd PC. A bar

gain at £140 (was £220). Tel: Louis
0181-769 8805.

• For sale: Acorn User issues 54 to 80,
Jan 87 to Mar 89. £5. Tel: (01932)
563758 after 6pm.
• Acorn software for sale: StartWrite
wp, £6. PC Emulator with DOS +
books, £15. PipeDream 4, £20.
Almanac v3, £20. Wanted: Hard drive
for A3010. tel: (01474) 356985.
• Acorn A3010 with colour monitor,
keyboard and JIM 50 printer with vari
ous software. Fairly new. £450. Tel:
0181-752 0701.

• Rise PC 486 card, £50. Canon BJC +
Turbodrivers, £250. Publisher, £50,
ArlWorks, £50. SCSI cards, £50 each.
Compression, £10. All boxed as new.
Tel: (0973) 692932.

• For sale: Turbo Challenge 2, Simon
the Sorceror (discs), Sim City,
Lemmings, HRH, James Pond and
Chopper Force. Wanted: Psion A-I.ink.
Ring Andy on (01823) 338941.
• Free to good home: Master
Compact. Also, for sale: RGB monitor,
£20, eight-speed ATAPI CD-ROM drive,
£30. Boxed as new. Tel: Peter (01753)
554570.

• Wanted: Portable Sound plus paral
lel port sound card, (for usewith Aleph
PC podule). Tl: 0115-923 1134.
• Wanted: Omar Sharif's Bridge.
Phone Sam on (01792) 203386
(evenings).
• Rise PC 700, 2Mb VRAM, 4Mb
DRAM, 420Mb III), 486 PC card, as
new. 'Turbo Pascal. Ultimate expansion
card for A3000. Sensible offers. Tel:
(01568)615285.
• A30I0 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.1,
60Mb hard disc, 2 joysticks, Taxan
770+ Multiscan monitor and over £200
worth games. £350. Tel: (01454)
887652.

• Watford Scanner, £40. Style, £40. PC
Emulator DOS, £25. 80 dual disc drive,
£35. Tel: (01354) 695595.
• A30I0 with 2Mb RAM and Philips
mono monitor, Very good condition.
For sale for £200. Tel: 0181-886 8344.

• A3000 2Mb, High Resolution graph
ics system, Min Multiscan colour
monitor. £250. Tel: Middx 0181-967
3048.

• A3010, 2Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.1. Lois
of software and extras. In excellent
conditon, ideal for school work. £225
ono. Call Andy after 7pm on (01760)
721043.



As promised *info is brought
to you this month in glorious
150%-o-vision! Yes, two extra

pages positively bulging with
graphical gems and useful
utilities. If these pages are
missing, please contact
your newsagent

Four taste Author: NigelStoner

Here's a double brace of classic *info

offering. Let's kick off with 1'lasland -.
You can probably imagine the sort of
thing this does, but might not guess that
it actually generates a swiftly scrolling sea
full of sun-drenched archipelagos. This
prog leads neatly into SlickOil which
Nigel says was meant to be a Mode 13
plasma generator, but due to a cock-up on
the pixel front has ended up in Mode 12
and a lot more oily than originally
intended.

JellySnake is a revisit to Nematode3

from the February issue, which in itself
was a sequel to the original and singular
Nematode (October 1995). JellySnake has
been tweaked in such a way as to make
the resulting image less revolting. Perhaps
this will spark off a whole new line in
*info sweet plotters. Cough candy twist
anyone?

finally, a wonderfully neat one-liner
that draws those 3-D frozen water drops.
The best thing about this version is that it
constructs the image in 'waves' that
slowly scroll up the screen to form the
final picture.

Star info

CMOS lock Author: Scott Bonham

Sometime it would be nice to protect your
machine's configuration. Teachers must get
especially tired of having to reset half of the
class's computers after the 'little horrors'
have reconfigured them with type 1 moni
tors and the like.

On the RiscPC, a password can be set to
lock the machine so no one can fiddle with

the settings. This utility provides the feature
for all machines.

NoCXIOS is a module which, when

installed, prevents any changes to the
CMOS settings.

Obviously, anyone who knows what they
are doing can kill off the module but as a
means of preventing idle fiddling by those
who don't, you'll find NoCXIOS very useful
indeed.

The source code is supplied for anyone
who is interested. The method used is very
straightforward and the source should pro
vide a good example of how to write a
simple module.

The vector for OS_Byte is claimed with
SWI "OS_Claim" and if it is called with
R0=162, the routine exits immediately. All
other OSJJytes are passed on as normal.
Thus, only calls to set the CMOS are
stopped.
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Star info

Kinya till what it is yit?
In response to our own circle challenge set
in the November issue of Acorn User (you
remember- those sea shells), here's another
demonstration of the variety of effects
from simply plotting circles.

Squint is a command line program that
takes a 24-bit per pixel sprite and plots it
in such a way that you have to stand at the
other end of a darkened room with a cou

ple of friends and squint at the screen to
work out what the dickens is going on.

As it stands the program requires an 800
x 600, 32,000 colour screen. We found that

although it does work at lower physical
and colour resolutions, even poor old
Colour'!"rans can't really handle the colour
mapping and dithering needed.

The source sprites should really be quite
small - we found that 48x32 is good and
96x64 about the largest. Going bigger can
ruin the squinty effect! Half a dozen sprites
are provided - these have been
ChangeFSPd from the JPEG demo pictures
from the RiscI'C. To avoid spoiling the sur
prise, the files have been numbered rather
than named - don't load them into Paint if

you want to play along at home. Try
*Squint Picl as a start.

Squintcan take a number of parameters.
Type *Squint help to see them all. These

affect the way the picture is
plotted. To be completely hon
est, the actual effect of each is a

bit unknown as the program
just developed rather than
being strictly mathematically
planned.
• -slope Larger values give each
light source (pixel) a wider
angle of illumination
• -range Normally set to the
spacing between pixels, this
dictates the circle of influence

of each pixel. Larger values
bring more pixels into consid
eration when plotting a circle,
but consequently slow down the plotting
• -wobble Source pixels are placed ran
domly within their grid squares when set
to 100; lower values reduce the effect of
this wobble

• -peak This is an important parameter to
get right. It controls the overall brightness
of the picture. It not only depends heavily
on the settings of slope and range, but also
on the original brightness of the picture. It
would be very tricky to automatically cal
culate this, so the program relies on you to
give it a suitable value
• -slow Higher values mean more circles

Task Master Author: BarryWickett

will be plotted.
When playing around, try fiddling with

slope and range and then adjusting peak to
balance the image. Changing peak in steps
of 1000 is normally sufficient.

Although the original development
work was carried out in Basic it was just
not fast enough to be useful, so the final
program has been coded in C. Squint was
the logical progression from a similar pro
gram called Gloom. Space permitting, this
will be in a future issue. If anyone would
like to write a desktop front end, please
feel free.

LookOut lurks around hunting down unwanted tasks and
takes appropriate action when one is found. This may be
simply to tell the user of its presence, kill the task or both.
You can even set LookOut to kill itself once it has done any
dirty deed.

Author Barry Wickett says that LookOut is a gross exten
sion of a program that used to wait for the Printer Manager
to load and then killed it before killing itself. (Does this
sound familiar?) Unless you want to change any of the set
tings this is rather good as once the Printer Manager has set
up the printer modules it is no longer needed. This saves a
lot of very valuable memory on a 1Mb A310!

LookOut can be used to get rid of anything you don't wish
to be loaded onto your desktop. This is perhaps most useful
in a classroom environment. It can be set up so it's invisible
and also impossible to quit. It will then lurk quietly in the
background until a new task is started. A check will then be
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made to see if this task is on the unwanted list and appro
priate action can be taken if a match is found.

To configure the program, hold down one of the ALT keys
while you run it. This will start the program in Set Up
mode. From here you can set a number of options:
• Show icon: an icon will be displayed on the icon bar to
remind you of its presence
• Allow quit: allow the user to kill Look Out. (Otherwise Ctrl
& Break is the only way)
• Quit when task done: self explanatory!

In the bottom part of the window you can set up to 16
tasks to watch for. The Task Number allows you to cycle
between the 16 - either type in the name of the task in the
Task name icon or select it from the pop-up menu. Ticking
Quit Task will force the task to quit. You can also tick Mes
sage and enter a text string which will be displayed if the
task is found.
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Packed with a dazzling array of features, many never
before seen on the Acorn platform.

r
AutoFont

Automatic recognition of fonts in files -
no need for file scanning

F
Drag 'n' Drop

Draga font to an application to change
highlighted text to that font

Space Saving

By storing fonts in a clever way you save-
on discspacewhilst retainingfast access

Create Styles
At the click of a button you can give old

fonts new life, add an oblique or an
extended or even define your own styles

Export

Save out lists of fonts as drawfiles to create

a hard copy ofyour font collection

F
Flexible Display

Our powerful and innovative WYSIWYG
display letsyou seeeverything you need to

F
Grouping

With our fast, effective grouping system
finding the right font for ajob is easy

F
Remote Access

Fonts can be left on other drives including
CDs, Syquests, Opticals. Floppies etc

Easy Setup
We've made seting up EasyFont Professional
quick and easy, you can simplylet it scan

your drive and set itselfup

Smart Buttons

User definable button bar

With the high numbers of low cost fonts available

these days it's so easy to run into problems managing

them all.

EasyFont Professional is the ultimate tool giving you

the control and flexibility you need to get the most

from your font collection.

And as the title suggests, it's so easy to use.

RRP £59.95
Special launch price at Acorn World

(see stand 132)

EasyFont3 users can upgrade fora limited period at a special
price ofjust£15 and the return of your original EasyFont3 disc.

Bring your disc to Acorn World '96

FABIS
COMPUTING

Fabis Computing
48 Charles Street • Church Gresley • Swadlincote • Derbyshire • DEll 9QD

Phone : (01283) 552761 - emailEFPro@fabis.demon.co.uk
..//.__ r„L" j .— ,,u

VISA

E & OE

pftaocts
How do you produce
complicated reports

in seconds

• Contains 100's of statements
• Easily add your own phrases
• Works with ANY wordprocessor -^^
• Have multiple statement banks ^^
• Keep statements in groups
• Keep pupil names in classes
• Edit any existing statements
• Comprehensive on screen manual

["} 1 |No Dropout
*** * (TechnologyNEB

How do yot store over
1000 superb Fonts

easily

Typography CI

• Our complete Font library on 1 CD-ROM
• All fonts hinted using our new NDT system

Compatiblewith all other fonts
Fonts can be used directlyfrom the CD
Contact us for upgrade details

How do you improve
Arnmr ! Draw "Order it now. I guarantee
/a«-ui ila • &#• aww yOU won«t be disappointed.

application __ __ _ Archive August 1996

New 65 Button toolbar

25 Colour Filter systems
Produce CMYK separations
Full preferences inc size of Undo buffer
All Drawsfunctions only a mouse click away
Produce shaded text, stencils and much much more.'

Version 2.3 also includes Precision and Step & Repeat tools

...an essential purchase...'
SP- Rise User
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1600x1200 desktop
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EXCELLENT!"
Mr C. Huntingdon

Ring
How do you find 01344 55769

out more NOW
Advert produced using DrawWorks2 and iSV Outline Fonts

iSV Products All prices include UK carriage
86 Turnberry, Home Farm Overseas orders please add £2.00
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 8ZH
Tel Ol 344 55769
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i Star info

> Braving the elements Author: Jonathan Rawle

Well, braving isn't in it really, as Elements is
a decidedly user-friendly guide to the peri
odic table.

"Clicking on the iconbar icon with the
select button opens a window containing
the chemical elements in the familiar peri
odic table arrangement. Clicking on an
element with Adjust will display the usual
information about that element (atomic
number, symbol, name and relative atomic
mass). Clicking on an element with Select
opens a larger window containing element
data:

• Atomic number, name, symbol, relative
atomic mass

• Atomic radius in picometres (pm)
• First ionisation energy (the energy needed
to remove the outermost electron from each

of 1 mole of atoms is their gaseous state) in
kilojoules per mole (kj moH)
• Electronegativity (in Pauling's units)
• Principle oxidation numbers, and the cor
responding ionic radii in picometres (pm) -
some elements have only 1 oxidation state
• Density in kilograms per cubic metre (kg
in-3) or grams per
cubic centimetre

(gcnr3).
• Specific heat
capacity in Joules
per kilogram per
kelvin (J kg-1 K"1)
or Joules per
gram per Kelvin
(J g-1 K-l) (see
below). It should

be noted that 1 J
kg^K-U lJ/kg°C
• The melting
and boiling point
in any of the five
temperature
scales (see 'chang
ing the units') and the state at room
temperature (25°C). Suhl denotes that the
element sublimes (passes straight from solid

to gaseous state)
• The crystal struc
ture of the element

in its usual solid

state

• How the ele

ment's name was

derived, the date

and country of dis
covery, and who
discovered it

"For some ele

ments, data is

unknown or unob

tainable. In these

cases '-' is dis

played in the place
of a number. Some

elements also have

text and/or draw

files associated

with them, and
these can be

accessed by click
ing on the text and draw file icons

respectively.

_Li Periodic table of the elements

z
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State at 1888 °T_
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To edit these

files read the file

'Adding' which
is inside the

[Elements appli
cation directory.
There are also

icons labelled

'last element'

and 'next ele

ment'. These take

you to the previ
ous and next

atomic numbers.

"Clicking the
menu button

over the element

data window allows you to type in an ele
ment name, symbol or atomic number, and
the data for that element will then be dis

played. (Only the first few letters of the
name need to be entered, and the program
will attempt to match it with an element
name.) The data window can also be

opened at any time by clicking with Adjust
on the iconbar icon.

"Clicking Menu over the periodic table
displays a menu containing various options.
The first group of these allow different
types of information to be displayed on the
periodic table. For example, selecting 'met
als' updates the periodic table to show
which elements are metallic. For the 'state'

and 'year' options, there is a dialogue box
into which you can type a value. Arrows
appear on the periodic table and also allow
this value to be changed.

"Selecting 'group numbers' and 'period
numbers' displays these pieces of informa
tion on the periodic table. The option 'save
status' saves every option on this menu to

Unknown

disc, so that these options will be selected
automatically when the program is started.

"Clicking menu over the iconbar icon
displays another menu. From here, win
dows can be opened that allow you to:
• Calculate the molecular mass of a com

pound: Fnter the molecular formula in its
usual form (there are no subscript numbers,
so use ordinary numbers, for example
Ca3(P04)2 for calcium phosphate)
• Find the estimated amount of ionic char

acter of a bond

• Display information about the different
temperature scales
• Test your knowledge of element symbols
and atomic numbers

• Change the units used in the program.
"The Units window, accessed through the

iconbar menu, allows you to change the
units in which certain quantities are
expressed (temperature, density and specific-
heat capacity). Clicking on OK instructs the
program to use the units selected in the
window and immediately updates all dis
plays. Clicking on Save also saves these
units as the defaults to be used next time

the program is started."

IX Bafcaffl
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Star info

From Russia with carry... Author: Andrew Booker

Rash fools that we are, we jokingly requested a 6502 version of the
Russian multiplication program, first written by Mr Thurlby (Sep
tember 1995) and then updated by Jonathan Wells (February 1996).
Andrew Booker, clearly a man to take folk at their word, has sup
plied the very code. We are true to our word too, and so present it

Closing titles Author: Matthew Bullock

here - probably the last ever 8-bit program in Acorn User.
"The 6502 code version is slightly trickier to code than the equiv

alent ARM code program because the 6502 only has 8 bit registers
and so zero page locations must be used to store what could be a 32
bit result." Thank you Andrew for bringing an era to an end.

Closcutil provides an alternative
method of telling the pinboard to
iconise a window and a way of reduc
ing a window to just its title bar.
Lovingly handcrafted by Matthew Bul
lock, it can be used on its own but has
been designed to be integrated with
Nick Craig-Wood's Desktop tool Direc
tor.

To use, just double click on the icon
to load it. This will set up a menu to
appear on the close icon of windows
(Director must be loaded for this to
work). Select iconise to tell the pin
board to iconise the window, or select

titlcise to reduce the window to a

title bar. To reopen a titleised win
dow, click on the toggle-size icon
(right hand side of the title bar). If
you already have a close icon menu
(like we do) you can just copy the
appropriate lines out of Matthew's
Menu file within the ICloseUtil appli
cation.

You can also access CloseUtll's func

tionality via its 'commands:
♦Iconise <window handle>

*Titleise window handle>

Matthew has also supplied PitiFix.
This creates a small module to fix a

bug in Pinboard that stops Closcutil
working correctly. This may not be
necessary on all versions of RISC OS,
but is required for version 3.6. When a
window is closed, RISC OS broadcasts

a message to all active tasks to tell
them this has happened. Pinboard
uses this to remove an iconised version

of the window, if there is one. The
problem is, when Pinboard is loaded,
it prevents any other application from
receiving the message. PinFix installs a
filter on the Pinboard task that

detects the message and re-broadcasts
it so other applications can use it.

Chain re-act Author: Justin Fletcher

Longstanding *info contributor Justin Fletcher's latest OS-utility is
definitely one for the module writers among us. If, due to bad
management, a module dies during it's finalisation code, the OS
gives the exceedingly annoying message 'Incarnation not found'.
This prog compiles a program called RmTidy which attempts lo
restore normality to the module chain.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Because of the rather unpleasant way the
program goes about its business, it is unlikely to work entirely
properly on anything except RISC OS 3.1, so run this on your
RiscPCat your own risk!

The source code is provided in both Basic and Justin's own
JFPatch format - it is also ready assembled and conveniently
named as RMTidy. If you find the prog useful, you might like to
move this to your library directory and set up an alias: Set
AliasSRMTidy /RMTidy. This ensures that the prog is run rather
than the original RMTidy code in the ROM. This code is in fact no
longer supported and never seemed to work properly anyway.

You can test the command by loading the module Rubbish
which will deliberately cause the problem to happen. Issuing
*RMTidywill then sort the modules out.

Justin says he found out that on his RISC OS 3.1-based A5000,
the module data is stored in a chain from &07D0. The program
works by going through the chain checking if the module has a
valid workspace pointer, and if it hasn't it asks if you want to kill
the module. If you do, it unlinks the module from the chain.

This is the safest way to do it because il uses the least amount of
messing with OS routines which are likely to confuse it. This does,
of course, mean that the module remains in memory and its mem
ory is not released. But on the other hand, it also means that if the
module contains code linked to vectors or filters which would

really kill the computer by becoming corrupt, it will not be
removed.

Justin tulils that he accepts no responsibility for any problems
which this application may cause or loss of data resulting in ils use.
We'd like to add that this disclaimer also applies to *info and Acorn
User. Paranoid - us? never!

The Ski's the limit
Author:Roddy Graham

There is surely no limit to the fun you can have with this spec
tacular 32-bit version of the classic one-liner from Roddy
Graham. Well, there may be a modest limit, but considering that
SkiDown is just a single-line masterpiece, it provides pretty good
value-for-bytes.

Use < and > to control your skier, avoiding the crosses or
"croix des skis" as we skiing buffs call them.

Roddy promises to eat the hat of anyone who scores more than
1,500 - just send an authentic screen shot with hat and we
promise to pass them on.

Z
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rchimedes I ublic Uomain Liibrary
Public Domain, Shareware and other

low cost software for Acorn computers L2iTlssa38$]Js*

APDLPDCD-1 only £14.90
APDLPDCD-2 only £14.90

A huge collection of P.O. and Shareware at a realistic price.
Issue 2, re-mastered November 1996 with even

more software. Buy both PD CDs for just £27.50

APDL Clip Art CDs £19.90 each
DTP-1, DTP-2, and the new DTP-3

Any two for £37.50, all three for just £50
All in Acornformat, Sprite,Drawfile and Artworks. Idealfor schools.

DTP-1 and DTP-2 have around 500 Mb, DTP-3 more than 720 Mb

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfacesfor all models

A310/A400IDE
210Mb - £149, 512Mb - £199, 850Mb - £209, 1Gb - £235, 1.6Gb - £259

A3010/A3000IDE
80Mb - £135, 170Mb - £165, 340Mb - £209. 512Mb - £239, 810Mb - £329

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Drives: 540Mb - £149,1Gb - £239, Complete: 540Mb £259,1Gb - £349

Prices include cables, bracketsand fittings. Lots ofothers available.
Syquest 135 & 270Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internalor external
Solveyour backup and securityproblems-from £99, discsfrom £17
q I Rise PC RAM upgrades, the famous APDL part-
i IU S exchange scheme if you need abigger hard disc

(eg. 210Mb to 512Mb for only £115) and more!
For a catalogue please send 5Op or two 1st class stamps to

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
Phone: 01 HI 778 26.59 Fax: 01 HI 4HH04H7

S3' A11 prices include VAI and carriage

tost elifltWhywherQ
and start to type

Windows Versi
This award winning software

is now available in Windows format.

Standardand Talking versions available.
Fully compatible with Acorn format files.

tg^ Multimedia Vei
yf^^^ The Acorn version, now

allows you to add video, animation,
and sound. Whether for fun, for S Standard
learning or for communication, ( £49 +vat <£57.58)
it will bring your documents to life/

»*<r,

Softease Limited, Tel 01332 20491
TheOld Courthouse, ^^^_
StPeters Church Yard, wSH
Derby, DE1 1NN

^0 ForWindows 3.11 andVS or AcomRISC OS3.1 Produced on text
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Cubism Author: Andrew Docking

Andrew Docking follows on
from his fixed Gouraud-shad-

ing demo (October 1996) with a
fast and very effective demon
stration of the art of texture

mapping.
A simple cube with textured

surfaces bounces to and fro

delightfully. Andrew is appar
ently working on a game
engine featuring texture-map
ping and "all that kind of
thing". We look forward to a
demo...

Painless Reminder Author: RyanHitch

Star info

For folk's sake
Author: Mr Adamson

Due to unfortunate technical error, our
favourite music Master and supplier of
MIDI tunes was inadvertently referred to as
"old crotchet face" in the last issue. We

would like to apologise sincerely for this
slip in our standards and trust Mr A will
find nothing offensive in this month's
write up.

His latest batch of songs, as you might
infer from the headline, have a folksy
theme. They are Lincolnshire Poacher,
Michael Row the Boat and Rakes O'Mallow.

Ryan Hitch confesses to beingsomewhat forgetful but fortunately remembered to postus this handy desktoputility.
"Reminders isa simple 'to do' list program. It sits invisibly in the top-right corner of the desktop. When the pointer is moved over this

corner a window opens revealing the list.
"To edit the list, double-click in the top-right corner- this will load the list into Edit etc. Once the list has been updated, simply save it

and close the window.
"I recommend loading Reminders as part of your boot-up, since it onlytakes up one page of memory. (Ifyou're as forgetful as meand

don't even remember it's there, you'll find that you sometimes open it accidentally.)
It occurred to us that it would be possible to add thissortof feature to Director. Ideally, notes would appear as a menu with a writable

entry toallow a new note to be added. Asubmenu might provide options todelete a note, ormark it as urgent etc, using different colours
to indicate different notetypes. Ifanyone would like to try theirhandat writing this Director add-on we would bedelighted to feature the
result.

Hither and dither Author: Alistair Turnbull

X

>

z

The latest line in shading now. Alistair has
been experimenting with dithering algo
rithm and concludes that random is best,

illustrating the point with a nice demo...
"Ditheris a random dithering algorithm.

I strongly advocate using random dithering
in place of the FS or patterned varieties
because it's simpler, completely free of arti
facts like jaggies and origin inconsistencies,
scales to a lower resolution flawlessly, and
survives the compound errors that trans
parency usually causes. It also looks nicer in
my opinion. Acorn have rather scuppered
themselves as regards the VDU drivers
because they are still BBC compatible in
many respects, and so the colour can be a
dither pattern at best. I'll write some new
ones at some point.

"It works by finding a good random
dither pattern for colours on a 16x16x16
grid in the colour cube and then (ran
domly) interpolating these to make any
other colours. The random number genera
tor would give a number theorist a nervous
breakdown, but it's perfectly good enough
for this application.

"The random mixtures are good matches
for the colours they are meant to represent,
but they are more grainy than is absolutely
necessary. I have been doing some maths to
try to minimise the graininess and I've got
some rather nice results, but no program as
yet. A best mixture will use at most four

colours. All other mixtures of the same four

colours are best mixtures (these occupy a
tetrahedron in the colour cube). The out-
sphere of the four colours of a best mixture

does not enclose any other pure colours. So
there. I can provide more details if anyone
is interested (the author of the next version
of ColourTransl)."
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> Counter strike

Author: Matthew Somerville

In our February 1996 issue we carried a version of the computer
board game Reaction which is one of the most popular progs of the
year.

Matthew Someville has send us bis version of the program
which includes a computer player but most usefully has been
'downgraded' to run in Mode 28.

Matthew says that he spent a couple of hours with ChangeFSI to
scale all the graphics to two-thirds of their size and re-arrange the
icons to fit onto the smaller screen, so now non-RiscPC owners can
play the game.

Okay, so you do need a multi-scan monitor . . .

In-font Author: John Williams

John Williams of Birkenhead found RobertoCasula's Boot application very useful and decided to extend it by including his
own customised system font.

"I find it useful to use an alternative screenfont - mine has an infant-style "a" and is clearer to read than the default.
The problem with loading this from a boot file within the desktop is that you get a 'Press SPACE or click mouse lo continue
message' thus halting your boot file temporarily. One answer is to load it in before entering the desktop.

"In Roberto's program, things in the PreDesk directory are either IconSprite'd, RMLoaded or if they are applications,
Run, depending on their filetypc. He uses "Repeat" to do the appropriate thing with each filetype throughout the PreDcsk
directory.

This is controlled from the IRunCom obey file within the Boot application. If the following three lines are added after
the line UnAlias RDA then screenfont files ("BBCIonts ", type &IT7) will be appropriately dealt with as well.

Alias LSF Echo ScrnFont: V-sO|MPrint %%0|m
Repeat LSF <Boot$ToBeLoaded> -Type &FF7
UnAlias LSF

"Now your screenfont will beautomatically loaded aspartof the boot sequence without halting it." There isalso a copy
ofJohn's very nice Infanta1 font on the cover disc.

Let's Dance
Author: JohnnyTopper

Johnny Topper (a.k.a. Sheep) of Ingleton, Lanes is the creative force behind this dance track called Dunce. It was written
using Digital Symphony. More than that we cannot really say. Enjoy.

QUIT
All programs, hints and tips, music and madness to:
*INFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP or, if your submission is 100K or less,
e-mail us (including your real address please) at:
austarinfoCn'idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but please put your name,
address and program title on every disc and include a text
file containing your name, address, disc contents and program
details. Saved screens, diagrams and other extras are most wel
come and an SAL will ensure your discs are returned. *info
submissions only please.

Due to the popularity of 'info we've had an extra couple of
pages for the last twoissues.Ideallywe'dlike to continuethis but
space is at a premium, however, after much negotiation we're
pleased lo announce thai we've managed to wrestle one extra
page. So from next issue we'll be bringing you a sustained 25%
extra "info every month.
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Compatibility table

Program RISC OS 3.5+RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3

Infant'a No No Yes

Lookout No Yes Yes

Dither* No Yes Yes

Drip Up Yes Yes Yes

JellySnake No Yes Yes

Plasland No Yes Yes

SlickOil Yes Yes Yes

Squint No No Yes

Reaction No Yes Yes

Elements Yes Yes Yes

Reminders Yes Yes Yes

Skidown Yes Yes Yes

NewRMTidy No Yes Yes

Text Cube Yes Yes Yes

CloseUtil** No Yes Yes

Russian*** No No No

NoCMOS Yes Yes Yes

•Needs BasicLib •• Needs Director •••6502 code

V. J



The answer....

Sibelius Software SPECIALISTS!
The best music processing software in the world,
bar none! And the best place for a demonstration?

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT, BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

If you're fed up with warehouse stores that don't know
anything about what they sell, or shops that let you look

but not touch, try us for a change! Come in and take
advantage of our expertise and considered advice before
you buy, and after you've made your purchase, we won't
leave you in the lurch if you hit problems - our service is

renowned around the world!

ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

P.S. Ifyou want a full demonstration of Sibelius, ring us first for
an appointment - you'll need to reserve at least an hour!

•• ^d^rfwHtelgfrfcNigHtr..
"The quality ofall aspects
ofKiyeko has really to be
seen (and heard) to be
believed"
Dr. Hutch Curry (independent reviewer)

Kjyeko and the Lost Night is a beautifully drawn interactive storybook
containing 11 pages and live languages. Each page is narrated, and
younger readers can hear again any individual words they are not sure of.
Clicking on one of the many objects on each page will produce a .stunning
animation; a click OH one of the Hags will change language.

Kiyeko requires an ARM3, 4Mb of RAM and a double-speed CD ROM
drive*. The specialChristmas price is just £3.4.99 inc VAT(until 31/12/96).
Still not convinced? Ask us for a free 2 scene demo. (Subject toavailability)

We can also supply the following for
RISC OS (no PC card needed!) *

PK The Way Things Work
PK My First Incredible Dictionary
PK The Ultimate Human Body
PK I'.II. HearsBirthday Party
Microsoft Dinosaurs
MS Musical Instruments

MS Ancient Lands

Please call lor lull details.

You may need CDPast (EeSOX)orsimilar

Innovative Media Solutions

Box Bush Farm, West Wick,

Westor/s-Mare. BS24 7TF

el (01934) 522 880

ax (01934) 522 881

sales @ims-bristol.co/dk
http://www.ims-cdc.demor/.co.uk

Bett '97 - Stand C40
Come & see all

our DTP utilities!

TableMate
The Ultimate

Table Editor!
fie0*te*

TableMate Designer is the latest in the popular
TableMate family of products - it offers the most
comprehensive range of facilities yet - with more
new features than TableMate 2 and 3 put
together. A short extract is given below.

• Variable fonts inside cells
• Super- &sub- scripts, bold and italic effects
• Export/import HTML tables for the Internet
• Yet more line and row controls!
• Global cut-and-paste
• Named colours & styles

Single User - £60, Upgrade from Impression Slyle/Publ £45
Upgradefrom TableMate 3 - £25 (until 31st Jan. 1997)

Also available - GraphMate, Diagramlt, Clingon
DALRIADA DATA TECHNOLOGY

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ.

Phone/Fax: 01926 492459

e-Mail: dalriad.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.dalriad.demon.co.uk/



BACK

Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your opportunity to
bring your collection up to date. But hurry: stocks are limited

Issue 165-February 1996
• Word processing round-up
• The Clan • Virusprotection
• Sibelius at the Royal
Academy• Resourceeditor
demo

Issue 166-March 1996

• Videoediting • Multimedia
packages • Graphics
applications • Colour printers
• Alone in the dark demo

• FSCK

Issue 167-April 1996

• Reviews • Power DTP

• Acorn Australia • Swarm

§ Float • Glossary

Issue 168-May 1996
• Bulletin Boards • Internet

explained • PD CD-ROMs
reviewed • Demo of Optical

Issue 169-June 1996

• Hands-on review of Studio

24 Pro t RISC OS running
Quasar • Clip-artCDs reviewed
• Baka Chal!

Issue170-July 1996
• PowerWave• The Hydra
multi-processor board • Sibelius
version 3 • Acorn User CD-

ROM No. 2

• Tank Attack

Issue 171-August 1996

• Unlocking the Internet •

Writing HTML • The Lindis
Technology bus

• Set-top boxes • Ridiculous

Rhymes demo
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Issue 172 - September 1996

• Ovation Pro• Printersurvey
results • Acorn in Holland

t Imagesin HTML • Customising
your desktop

Issue 173-October 1996

• Top-levelAcorn interviews

t NChannel & the NetStation

• Presentationsoftware • Hilighter
package • Save the Gweeks

Issue 174 - November 1996

• StrongArm • Hi-res online video

editing • MIDI explained and
explored • Rainbow CD from
RESOURCE • Inferno

Issue 175-December 1996

• TopModel
• ActiveX and the NetStation

• Fitting the StrongARM
>Creating images for the Web

• Shanghai and Shogi

Order form
Issue165, February 1996 £3.25
Issue 166, March 1996 £3.75
Issue167, April 1996 £3.25
Issue168, May 1996 £3.25
Issue 169, June 1996 £3.25

Issue 170, July1996 £3.75
Issue 171,August 1996 £3.25
Issue 172, September 1996 £3.25
Issue 173, October 1996 £3.75

Issue 174, November 1996 £3.25
Issue 175, December 1996 £3.75

Name....

Address

Tel No
Pleaseallow 14days for delivery.

Sendcheques payableto IDG Mediato:
Acorn User Back Issues, Database Direct,

FREEPOST, South Wirral L653EB

or phone 0151 3571275
Fax: 0151 357 2813

E-mail: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Q Please tickif you do NOT wish to receive further
information or special offers



It's Christmas - that means

parties and parties mean
party games. For those who
never get invited to any
here's a traditional game
that can he played on your
own - Blind Man's Buff.

The inspiration came
from my son Alec. I told
you last month how he was
playing with a loudspeaker
strapped to his back to get
more immersion in games. I
started thinking about
other ways to get unconven
tional feedback from the

computer. One idea was to
use touch feedback, using
buzzers - but what to tie it

into? Then I remembered

Blind Man's Buff, the tradi

tional game using touch
feedback, so why not com
bine the two? This month's

project was conceived.
In many projects the soft

ware plays second fiddle to
the hardware. This month

the software is perhaps
most important, so much so
that you can nearly have as
good a game with the soft
ware alone. Let's look at the hardware first. My
idea was to fit four buzzers around the body and
use them to generate a tingling feeling whenever
the player touches anything in the game. I first
needed to find a suitable buzzer. The Maplin cat
alogue came up trumps with a mechanical
buzzer at less than a pound, catalogue number
BZ57M.

Further examination revealed that it was an

AC buzzer which was good. Normally buzzers are
a bit like relays with the coil wired in series, with
usually closed terminals. When current flows the
relay closes. If the relay is closed the contacts are
open so no current flows through the coil. Then
the relay opens, closing the contacts thus causing
current to flow in the coil again. This results in a
clattering noise as the plate bangs against the
coil's core. The downside is that the inductance

in the coil causes the contacts to spark, generat-

Figure I: The Buzzer Oscillator

vALIN400I

X

Get a

buzz

from

blind

man's

buff

Mike Cook's hardware series

ing interference that can
crash the computer.

With an AC buzzer there

are no contacts; the plate
bangs against the core sim
ply because the current is
going on and off so there is
no interference. My initial
experiments with the buzzer
were disappointing. 1 wired
it up to a drive IC and fed a
square wave - derived from a
signal generator - into it.
This allowed me to vary the
frequency of switching the
buzzer coil on and off. It was

very sensitive to frequency
and voltage - both had to be
just right to buzz otherwise it
wouldn't move or just con
tinued latching up.

I worked out what was

happening. The plate was
becoming permanently mag
netised and less inclined to

spring away from the coil
when the magnetic field was
gone. I experimented with
changing the shape of the
driving signal so that it was
only on for a short time and
off for a long time but it

wasn't much of an improvement. Then I realised
that in the normal AC situation the magnetic
field was being reversed every cycle and it was
the reverse field, as well as the spring, that was
pushing the plate away from the core and pre
venting it from latching up.

1 had to design a driver circuit to reverse the
direction of current flow in the coil instead of
just turning it on and off. For simplicity I've
divided it into two diagrams. Figure I shows the
waveform generator using a simple NF.555 timer
and a transistor to generate complementary
waveforms. The frequency of the signal can be
changed by using the variable resistor to tune the
buzzers for mechanical resonance and so max

imise the buzz out.

The driver circuit is shown in

Figure II. This uses two LM18293
driver ICs which I've used many
times in projects. Note that the
driver parts of the chip, shown
as triangles, and control part,
shown as a rectangle, constitute
one chip. So in Figure II there
are only two lCs. They are fed
with the complementary outputs
of the oscillator so when one dri

ver's output is high the other's is
low. The high and low drivers
swap over each cycle. The effect
is that the buzzer coil is first

being connected one way to the
'supply voltage and then the

other way round.
Due to all the collapsing mag

netic fields around coils there are

Mike Cook

develops a
new 'feelgood'
version of a

traditional

party game

In the fourth game you
get to play in a maze
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Figure II: The Buzzer Driver
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Up

inevitable large 'back EMFs' generated. These can
be several hundred volts in size but there isn't

much power with them. Nevertheless there is
enough to damage electronic components so these
spikes are removed by two clamping diodes on
each output. The first diode goes from the output
to ground which shorts out any negative spikes.
The second goes from the output to the 12 volt
driver supply and catches any positive spikes.
Note that you need two diodes on each output.
These need to be rectifying diodes and not small
signal diodes because of the currents involved.

The enable inputs on the driver chip allow
easy control of the buzzers. These are wired up to
the printer port or any other digital output if the
software is changed. Putting a logic one on the
output will cause it to buzz while a logic zero
will stop it.

Now to fitting the buzzers on the body. I ini
tially thought of placing them around my waist
but I didn't have enough feeling there so I asked
my wife Wendy if I could borrow her midriff, as
the rolls of fat around mine might be making me
insensitive. She said it was the most original chat
up line she'd ever heard!

Mounting the buzzers in miniature boxes, also
from Maplin, increased the vibrations plus they
could be mounted on a belt or alternatively fit
ted to a headband. I found that my head is the
most sensitive part of the body and although I
feared the buzzing sensation might be too
intense, if anything, it could have been stronger.

Four buzzers is not much of a project so I
decided to design a game to go round it, using
the touch sensors to help navigate around a
maze in order to find objects.The program is on

14

LM182938

LMI8293c

All diodesIN4001

16

LMI8293 9
5 4 12 13

• 12V

- P2 (3)

• P3 (4)

Right

14

LMI8293a

LM18293C

1

8 o
LMI8293 v

5 4 12 13

P0(2)
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Earth (25)

the cover disc. I built in six variants of the game
- the full description of each can be found in its
help file. A maze is displayed in a window and
the aim is to find out where you are. When you
think you know, click on that point and the
computer indicates if the guess is correct.

Other variants involve tracking down trea
sures marked by Xs from a fixed or random
starting position. The four cursor keys are used to
move around and when you bump into a wall
you feel the buzzers and hear a sound. The posi
tion of the buzz felt on the body and the type of
sound heard indicates the position of the wall
that has been bumped into. In the sense option
of the game's menu there is a choice to get sight,
sound or touch feedback. Sight feedback rather
defeats the object but is good for testing the feel
and speed of the movement of your position in
relationship to the cursor keys.

The maze can be drawn in different sizes but I

didn't want a traditional type of maze. With
those, 'wall banging' can be used to 'navigate', by
keeping a wall to the left to traverse the whole
maze - the sort of maze normally generated by
computers. I turned to a very old program I had
written in the pre-Acorn days which was pub
lished in the April 1980 issue of Practical
Computing for a TRS80 computer. I had to rewrite
the code but the algorithm was verysimilar.

The maze is represented by nodes and each
node can have a wall running off it in one of
four directions. The maze is generated by taking
a random walk through the nodes setting walls
as you go. Trying to connect a node's wall to
another node that already has a wall causes you
to stop. In this way parts of the maze are never
cut off and wall banging navigation does not
work. There are some slight modifications to
this, such as always having a wall starting from
each of the bounding walls and stopping gener
ating walls when failing to find a free node after
a certain number of tries.

The most difficult part of the program was the
collision detection. I had to detect the presence
of a wall from the state of the nodes surrounding
the current position. The simple way would be
to use the graphics commands to see if a wall
was present but that would mean the game
would have to be played with its window unob
structed and in a certain screen mode.

As a final flurry I arranged the icon bar icon to
change between an open and closed eye, depend
ing upon whether the sense of sight had been
selected. The game is played by staring at the
maze and once you've worked out your position
predicting which wall you will bump into next,
surprisingly enough you can do it. The game is
very playable using just sound feedback but you
get more immersion with touch. When you're
really good, try looking at a maze then cover it
up with another window before navigating it.
Remember that to have control of your position
with the cursor keys the game window has to
have the desktop focus. This is indicated by a
yellow title bar.

So there it is, a traditional party game. Have a
good Christmas and Happy New Year. See /jTT
you in 1997. n\j
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Educational

Starter Packs

Revised English Bible, incl dynamic maps &timeline
3D graphics, quizzes, photographs

Good News Bible, incl Apocrypha & over 100 illustrations

Site-licensed packs foreducational institutions requiring eithertheGNB
or REBbutwithout thecapability to add additional Bible versions.
Starter Packs canbeupgraded toaccept additional versions bypurchasing thenormal Base Pack
HolyBible requires RISC OS3.1 or later, and hard discdrive or network
Other packs available include; KJV, NIV. NRSV. Welsh. Russian, Hebrew, Greek NT, German.

HolyBible demo from - http://users.ox.acuk/~hu94003/Acorn/caug.html

COMPUTERS LTD.

P.O. Box 32, Tavistock, Devon, PL19 8YU
(01822)613868 Fax 610868
explan @exptan.demon.co.uk

Special

Icon Tec

offers

>m

nology

EasiWriter Professional and TechWriter Professional
can be purchased at special prices through Acorn
User magazine.

Buy EasiWriter Pro for the price of EasiWriter
and TechWriter Pro for the price of TechWriter!

The Professional versions now include the facility to
read and write Microsoft Word 6 and 7 files.

"TechWriter surpasses
anything available on
any other platform"

User Comment

Icon Technology Ltd
5 Jarrom Street

Leicester LE2 7DH

Telephone: 0116 254 6225
Fax: 0116 247 0706

Quote Ret: P0196to

purchase
EasiWriter Pro at £89.00

plus p&p and VAT
or

TechWriter Pro at £149.00

plus p&p and VAT

(Tactical Armoured Nuclear Kombat Stations)

The latest game available for
your Acorn computer

sc-contact Werewolf Software for more details

T.A.N.K.S. retails for £25.95.

Add £1.50 for P&P in the UK.

WerewolfSoftware, 23 TheSpiniieys, Bromley, Kent, BR1 2NT • Tel:0181-4671138.
Email: info®vverewjf.dilh(i»KCO.uk • WWW: http://www.werewlf.demon.co.uk/

Our *NEW* demo/catalogue disc
_ .. r forjustfilor buyanypackand
"R\/!? A TTt-pLil^Al. getour demo disc free. Sorry,
JlX^H^MJ^RNO no creditcard facilities available.

OUTSTANDING HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

EXCELLENT PACK OFFERS
Games 1: Games 2 : Games 3 : Games 4 i Draw Clipart 1
Draw Clipart 2 : Draw Clipart 3 : Draw Clipart 4 : *NEW*
Draw Clipart 5 : Educational 1: *NEW* Educational 2
Utils 1: Utils 2 .:Utils 3: *NEW* Utils 4 : Christmas Paeh

Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack for £3.75 -
Two packs ftir£7.20 - Three packs or more at £3.50 for each pack.

Weare distributors ofeducational software from Sherston and 10 out
of 10. We offerat least 10% saving on their recommended prices.
Official orders are welcome. For free educational catalogues and
fitrther information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ. ^f

Hard Pisk Exchanges
For A5000 and A4000

40 or 80Mb ro 2I0 Mb - £ 69.00

40 or 80Mb to 540 Mb - £ 109.00

for RiscPC with RiscOS 3.6 or 37

2K)Mbto 850Mb - £99.00
2IOMbtol.6Gb - £159.00

425 or 540Mb to 850Mb - £ 69.00
425 or 540Mb to 1.6Gb - £139.00

850 to 1.6Gb - £129.00

Software Transferred free.

:scPC600

Special Package
• 16Mb RAM

a 850Mb Hard drive
Q Mlcrovirec 14"SVGA Monitor

£1165.00
Options:

StrongARM Processor - £99.00
Mtoavltec 17' Monitor - £275.00

486 DX4-I00 PC Card - £199.00

486 SX40 PC Card - £9900
BghtSpeed CDROM - £85.00

1MbVRAM - £89.00

A JS Computers
Millstone HmiM

51 Heath Drive
Chelmsford

Essmx CMiaUB

tel OI245 345Z6.3

jax 01Z4S 345333
•mull tMUr&uiicompi.d*m»n.eo.uk

all prices plus vat and carriage

Part Exchange
to RiscPC

RiscPC600 £1105.00

Rise PC700 5M £ 1318.00
RiscPC700IOM £1531.00
17" Monitor add £320.00

StrongArm upgrade for £99.00
available with all new RlscPCs until

December 31st - fitted free

Typical Tradein Allowances
A3I0 £ 125
A3000 £ 150

A440/I £250

A4000 £350

A5000 £450

Acorns 0* Finance Scheme
available on exchanges

SIMMs for RiscPC
additional 8Mb - £35.00

additional 16Mb - £75.00

additional 32Mb - £165.00

trade-fri allowances:

4Mb - £15.00

8Mb - £25.00

16Mb - £50.00

Second Ha.
Mast »r 128 - £40.00

MfcTovit.-c Colour - £40.00
Philip! Mono - £2000

ALSO

486 PC iomputer systems
varying s jeciflcatlons - from

£300.00

ail 5
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Hints & tips

Rambles through

Another question and
answers session with

Mike Cook Wood
The last month has been dominated by the

arrival of the StrongARM card and finding out
what does anddoesn't work. Itappears that things
written in compiled Careamongthe likely candi
dates not to work. The combination of the new
operating system and the StrongAKM make open
ing largeJPEG and photo CDimages bearable.

It's amazing how quickly you get used to the
speed of a machine. After a short time it doesn't
appear fast it's just that all other computers seem
suddenly slow. There's been one casualty - I've
bent and broken a pin on the connector for Un
original card. I'll tell you next month if it has
managed to survive the operation of fittinga new
plug, I'm not looking forward to it.

Afew months ago a paint file appeared on the
cover disc which had some high quality replace
ments for many of the system icons. I liked these
and decided to incorporate them into the start-up
sequence. Unfortunately there were no instruc
tions on how to use them so I had to find out.

All you do is place the file inside the
IBoot.Choices.Hoot.PreDesk directory. While this
worked for most filelypes I found the paint and
draw files were still the old type. I managed to
trackdown the problem to several applications in
the Utilities folder. On investigating thesprite files
inside, some contained icons that matched the
original default ones. There was no reason for this

Acorn User Christmas 1996

so I deleted the duplicates. Now I get the new icon
set straight away when my machine is turned on.

Those readers who aren't Clan members won't
knowthere has been a competition to design new
icons. Some of the best entries have been posted
on the Clan web site. Look out for these filtering
down to other sites soon.

Myson Alec has hit upon something else to do
with computer discs - he calls it disc art. He uses
the acrylic paints used for fantasy miniatures to
paint designs on to black floppy discs. The results
can be quite impressive but I don't know if I'd
dare use them for fear of rubbing off the paint.
Alec has put some disc art pictures on his home
pagehttp://www.zen.co.uk/home/page/alec.cook

I've had to move my web site, not very far just

Fortunately there is a
software solution. If you are
using a DOS version 6.0 or

greater, the command
'memmaker" will free up

some memory, enough for
most purposes

upa layer. My Acorn pages were inside the Physics
directory so every time an Acorn page was
accessed it logged and counted among the Physics
pages. This tended to distort the hit count, or so
the mathspeople said. Ifyou're accessing from the
old address it should work for a while but please
change your bookmarks lo http://physics.mmu.
ac.uk/Acorn

On to the problems. John Ikrry from Wolverhampton
has had some trouble with his RiscPC486 card:

I have a RiscPC with 8Mb of main memory and
2Mbof video memorybut never seem to be able
to give the 486 card enough memory to play
many games. I now have another 8Mb but still
can't get enoughmemory despite the gamessay
ing they onlyrequire 4Mb.

The problem is the really grotty way that the
processor and DOS weredesigned backin the days
when 640K was an infinite amount of memory.
Early processors only had small address busesand
so could not access much memory. Manufacturers
developed all sorts of tricks to add more memory,
known as extended memory.

Things settled down and now everyone adds
extended memory in the same way. However,
main memory - the original 640K - is still needed
to load things like drivers and interrupt service
routines and it is this that your games are com
plaining they can't get enough of.

freeing up this memory is not a simple proce
dure as it involves relocating code to extended
memory and writing small patches to it in main
memory. Fortunately, there is a softwaresolution.
If you are using a DOS version 6.0 or greater, the
command 'memmaker' will free up somememory,
enough for most purposes.

'there is also a piece of software costing about
£40 that will free up even more. It's called QF.MM
from Quarterdeck and is advertised in mosl PC
magazines. The funny thing is that PC users seem
to accept this awful state of affairs as quite nat
ural. Poor deluded souls.

Sean Bawden from Weston-super-Mare describes
himselfas a '15 year old A3010 user with no hard
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drive' - wellweall have to waitforfull puberty. He
writeswith severalquestions:

Iwaslooking into the possibility of buying one of
the 'reduced in price' Syquest drives. According
to the August 96 Acorn User, the RRP of these are
just £89, so I looked through the adverts and
couldn't find an external parallelport version. Do
theyexist? Ifso, wheredo I get one and do they
simply plug into the parallel port or are there
any hidden costs? I visited the Syquest web site
and found only more drives that I didn't even
know existed.

As far as I know the parallel port version of the
Syquest drive is available from PC suppliers only.
This is because in order to work a special software
driver is required and, as far as I know, nobody
has written one for our machines yet.

Secondly Ihavea Citizen 120D dot matrix printer
which plugs into the parallel port. I do electron
ics asa hobby andwas wondering if it ispossible
to make a cheapinterface to pluginto the RS232
port. 1could then use the (Configure application,
set the printer output to the serial port and all
myproblems would be solved.

Yes, in fact I have covered a serial to parallel pro
ject in my Body Building series in the old Acorn
Computing. You want to see the BB 90 Feb 91
which is available to download from my web site.
This willallow you to feed the parallel data inputs
and strobe directly into your printer.

On a printer is a busy line that tells the com
puter to stop sending any more data. On a serial
system this is usually done by dropping the CTS
input on pin8.Therefore you will have to make a
little converter to change the TIL busy signal into
an RS232 CTSsignal.

Hopefully that might work. There is a chance
that the computer might not be able to stop send
ing the data quickly enough. If this happens you
might miss the oddcharacter at the start ofa line.
There are commercial serial to parallel converters
designed for printers that have small buffers in
them to stop this sort of thing happening, but
expectto payabout £40.

Finally, for my GCSE electronics I have to make a
digital multi-meter to plug into a computer. I
have a few ideas but my project doesn't seem to
be going farand I was hoping you could give me
a few helpful hints. Also could you help me to
decide which port to use- parallelor RS232?

In the April 85 issue of Micro User I described a
four and a half digit DVM which is the basis of a
digital multi-meter. This is quite old and the soft
ware was written for a model B.

In the February 96 issue of Acorn User this was
updated and I wrote some desktop software for
the project.To turn it into a multi-meter, arrange
some analogue switches or relays to change the
input configuration. A low value resistor across
the input changes it from measuring volts to mea-
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suring amps. If a small power
source is connected to one end

then the other end of the meter
and power source become the ter
minals for measuring resistance.
All that is required is a little appli
cation of ohms law lo calibrate it.

John Bailey from Romford has been
looking at some old articles on my
web site and he is struck with a
thought. He says:

I thought you might liketo con
sider updating the Radius arm
digitising tablet in BB 4 (June
83) which enabledyou to trace round drawings
and feed in the coordinates of an outline.

It used potentiometers and the analogue joy
stick to measure angles on a sort of pantograph
arrangement. I havea few dead mice around so
would it be possible to use the optical switch
assembly to make a cheap very accurate digitis
ing tablet?

There are two words in that request that are nor
mally mutually exclusive - cheap and accurate -
and this is no exception. With a radius arm digi
tising tablet accurate measurement of two angles
is needed.

Using an 8-bit A/1) converter to read 360
degrees gives an accuracy of just overone degree.
To improve the accuracy an optical shaft encoder
that gave a readout in excess of this would be
required. These can be bought but they cost over
£100 each.

The optical shaft encoder in a mouse would
typically give about 20 pulses per revolution giv
ing an accuracy of 18 degrees - not very accurate
at all. Using gearing could improve on this but
the gears would need to be mechanically very
accurate and then there's the problem of
backlash.

Sorry, but I think this one is a non-starter. If
anyone is interested in the original design the A/D
function of the old model B can be replaced by
my 1ICinterface.

David Woodman from Stoke-on-Trent has been
having sometrouble withhisageing A310:

I use an Acorn Archimedes 310 computer
upgraded with CJE Arm3, C)E 4 Megabytes RAM
and RISC OS 3.10.

Installed in the above is a Conner hard disc
connected via an ICS 'Idea' interface and IFEL
multi-layer backplane. In the past I have very
occasionally noticed that the hard disc hasfailed
to read or write some file correctly but this
occurred so rarely that Iwas not unduly alarmed.
However over recent months hard disc errors
have arisen with ever increasingly regularity.
Sometimes the 'Checkmap command would
return with 'Bad free Space Map' and other
times it would return with 'Map good'.

In the last few weeks errors have been so
numerous that the auto-boot on the hard disc
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fails to work and just clicking on the hard disc
icon results in the error 'Broken Directory'.

While the problem was developing I noticed
that slowing the computer down (ie turning
IDEFS Buffers off and turning the Arm3 Cache
off) improved things. Also, swapping my newer
Conner 210 megabyte drive for my older (and
slower) Conner 80 megabyte drive seemed to
offer some improvement. The problem worsened
and now these measures, by themselves, have no
effect.

I have now discovered that connecting the
IDE interface directly to the motherboard and
removing the IFEL backplane cures the problem
completely (although when IDEFS buffers are
enabled there are still occasional disc
problems).

This led me to think that there might be some
thing wrong with the backplane. I have already
replaced the single IC it contains and tried the
backplane with only the IDE interface connected,
but to no avail.

A visual inspection of the tracks and connec
tors on the backplane has revealed no obvious
faults. The only things left are the decoupling
capacitors (four electrolytic andoneceramic) but
I havebeen told that they are most unlikely to be
the cause of the problem.

If the fault does not lie with the back plane
itself could you explain why removing it from the
system seems to cure the problem?

Is it possible to suggest what might be causing
the trouble? I am reasonably competent with a
soldering iron and am aware of the need for sta
tic precautions when handling CMOS devices. In
short I am keen to perform the surgery but first
need a diagnosis!

I don't think your problem is in the backplane but
it is probably making things worse. It sounds as if
the extra load placed on the computer's bus by
the backplane is making il fail. This is confirmed
as matters were easier when the interface was
plugged directly into the main board. All this
points to the buffers on the main board that drive
the backplaneand the ROMs. From a look at the
circuit diagram my first targets would be IC28,
IC35 and IC36 - these are all 74HC573 buffer
chips and it could be that they are losing /IT
some of their oomph.
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Topologika's TALKING RHYMES!
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Children love nursery rhymes and jig-saws, and
now they can do both activities in one program.
Talking Rhymes scrambles a picture or the
words of the rhyme. Children click on a piece of
the jigsaw,then drag it to its correct place. Once
the rhyme is complete, there's a superb
animation (eg Twinkletwinkle, left) with a sing-a
long tune. Rhymes can be scrambled into rows
(sentences), squares (words), or even columns.
Speech is sampled, so there's no difficulty
learning the rhymes,while pre-readers can enjoy
the programs as simple picture puzzles. Can
improve listening, sequencing, reading and
memory skills. Pack I (RISC OS or PC):Humpty
Dunipty. Georgie Porgic, Miss Muffet.Little Jack
Horner.Pack2 (RISC OS only): Baa Baa, Twinkle,
Mary Mary. Jack and Jill. READER OFFE. Each
pack (normally £25) only £20 + VATplus £2.50 p
&p per order. Credit Cards accepted.

Topologika Software,FREEPOST, IslingtonWharf, PENRYN, CornwallTR10 8B-AT
tel (24hrs):OI326 377771 fax (24 hrs):01326 376755 e-mail:sales@topolgka.demon.co.uk
FREE DEMOS fromour WEBsite: www.topolgka.demon.co.uk '4

BETT'tS. SILVER BETT'(4.

StrongARM for £116 - offer available until the end of December 1996
New reduced prices on Rise PCs

Acorn Rise PC

RiscPC600 4Mb HD540 14-

RiocPCGOO 4Mb HD540 17"

Eighl speed CD ROM drivo wllh
RiscPC700 5Mb HD540 14"

RiscPC700 5Mb HOMO IT

Eighl speed CD ROM drive wllh
RiscPC700 10Mb H01Gb 14"
RiscPC700 10Mb HOIGb 17"

Ftoo eight speed CD ROM drive

monitor |ACB4*«Ft3; £1299
monilor (ACBMAXFJI) £1675
Rise PC600 4Mb - C47

monitor (KBTOMRtl £1549
monilor ;i£S77«JS'l £1925

Rise PC700 5Mb - £47

monilor -:;': :••:. £1799
monitor (KSUAJf9l) £2175

wilh Rise PC700 10Mb

CD ROM Drives suitable lor Rise PC
For a Quad speed CD ROM drive add £67
For an Elghl speed CD ROM drivo add £114
Panasonic PD CD ROMdnve/GSOMb opticaldisc inlomal £479
Panasonic PD CD ROMdrivfV650Mb opticaldisc external £537
The Panasonic drives require a SCSI interface.

PC Cards

PC card 5x86 ACA57
Ordered with Rise PC
Exchango (rom SXU33
PCcardDX4.100ACA56
Ordered with Rise PC

Exchango IromSXL/33
PC card DX2-66

Ordered with Rise PC
Exchango Irom SXL/33
PC card 486SXI/33 ACA52
Ordered wilh Rise PC

All prices include VAT
We eporate Acorn's 20/20 interest free purchase schemo.
subject to status, maximum loan now increased to £3000.

Memory
RrRiscPCitrdATOXI

£351 4Mb £35
£351 8Mb £51
£3b1 16Mb £95
£234 32Mb £206
£234 1Mb VRAM £81

2Mb VRAM £117
£175 Upgrade VRAM
£175 Ho 2Mb £t06
£234

£116

Upgraded Rise PC
Rise PC600 13Mb HD1.2Gb 14" monitor MHCMFEQ £1591
Rise PC600 13MbHD1.2Gb 17"monilor |AC8WWS1| £1967
For a 1.6Gb disc add £22. or add £80 lor a 2Gb disc

Alternative Monitors

liyama MF8515F 15" £299 or £35 added lo 14"piicos
liyama MF8617E 17" £575 or £310 added lo 14" pricos
Iiyama MT9017E 17" £644 or £380 added lo 14" prices
Canon printers. Syquests. hard discs, modems and software at
competitive prices. We repair computers, monitors etc.

SELECTIVE
COMPUTER

SERVICES

Telephone/Fax 01332 690691 email to - selecliveB.globalnot.co.iuc

8 Old Gale Avenuo - Weston on Tiont - Derby - DE722BZ
Pricesare sgblecl to change, we resorvothe rightlo modifyour prices accordingly. (ESOE)
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CARE QUALITY & SERVICE

^QUALITY INK JET & BUBBLE JET REFILLS
Our refills use onlj lop quoliij Inks. You boy direct from inhence our superb qu«tily u sensible prices

Black refills lor HPDeskjet 500.510,550.500C. 550C, 560C, 660C, 850C
CANON liC-01. BJ10E/EX/SX, BC-02. UJ200. BJ130, BJ300, BJ330

EPSON STYLUS800. 1000.CITIZENPROJET. OLIVETTIJl'150. 250. 350.
6 refill (3on highcapacity cartridges) kit 120ml pureblack. £16.99

CANON ISJC600. BJC4000/4100 20refills pureblack 120ml £1699
EPSONSTYLUS4 refills 120mlpureblack. £16.99

TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS:
IIPDeskjet range 10 refills ofYellow, Magenta &Cyan 180ml £24.99

CANON H.K'600.4000/4100 lo refills ofYellow, Magenta &Cyan 180ml £24 99
EPSON STYLUS Colour/ll/lls ofYellow. Magenta &Cyan 180ml £24.99

'Print Head Recovery Fluid"' for unblocking nozzles £6.99 new larger size, new lower price
all kiis come with lull instructions. Other refills available.

Important: Please Male lype when ordering

Colour Printer Ribbons & Reloads Special Re-Ink
TO Reload aribbon iseasy, juslremove the lop. take out llic old
ribbon and reload ilwilh a new one. Complete One Ine

ribbon reload reloads
CitizenSwifl/ABC/240 etc. £11.95 £6.99 £2995
Panasonic KXP2I23/2I24/2I80 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXP2I35 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
StarLC2O09pin £9,99 £5,99 £29.95
StarI.C24-10/20/200 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
Star I.C24-30/I.C2-IO £8.99 £4.95 £19.99
Scikosha.SI.95 £14.95 £6.99 £29.95

For Panasonic 1080/81.
112.3/24. 2123/80. 2135.
Star LC200 9 Pin, Epson
LQ100/1:SO, Oki 182 lo
390 range. Black bottle
will re-ink 100 + ribbons
£9.95

Black Printer Ribbon Reloads

CitizenSwifi/ABC/120D 5 black reloads.. £9.99
Star LC10/20/1(X) 5 black reloads £4.99
Slar LC24range 5 black reloads £9.99
Seikosha I9(K)/24(H)/SL955 black reloads £9.99

Epson FX80 loLQ800 range 5 black reloads£ 11.99
Slar LC24-30/LC240 5 black reloads £14.99

T-shirt priming issimple,justprimontonormal
paper& ironon.Oneribbon giveslotsof prims.
Wecan also supply ribbons in many colours T-
shirt and normal ink.

T-Shirt printing ribbons
4 col Citizen Swift/ABC/240....£19.99
4 col Panasonic KXP2I23/35...£19.99

4 colour Slar LC200 24 Pin £19.99
reload for above £9.99

4 colour Star I.CIO £10.99
4 colour Star I.C200 9 Pin £12.99

reload for above £7.99
Black Citizen Swii't/ABC/l 201) .£9.99
Black Star LC10 £9.99
Black StarLC200 9pin £9.99
BlackPanasonic KXP1080/81,

112.3/24 £9.99

Prices include VAT & poslage. Toordersend cheques/1'O payable:

CARE PRODUCTS
Depl ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Watford, VVD2 6JN

or use Visa/Mastercard or Education order
Fax order line 01923 672102

to:

Tel ORDER LINE 01923 894064
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4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational
software since

1983.

Programs available for all
ages and abilities.

• For school and home use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road

Barnstaple
Devon

EX32 8PA

H51 (01271)25353

Winner off the 1996 Acorn User Award
for best Pocket Book Software!

The WHOLE WORLD in your HANOI
We can't promise that, but NSTORE for

the ACORN POCKET BOOK II gives
you all this for only £49.95+V.A.T.

sophisticated automated report writing
+ National Curriculum Record Keeping

+ National Curriculum word/phrase search
+ a large bank of over 750 teacher comments

i all the National Curriculum Level Descriptions
+ comprehensive exporting and importing of data

Pull details from: H.S.SOFTWARE, FREEPOST, SWANSEA SAS 9ZZ
T«l: (01792) 204519 Internet: http://www.argonet.co.Uk/h.t.soft

Acorn
^publisher

Our readers tell us that Acorn Publisher is the best

looking, most readable magazine there is for all
Acorn users. Our emphasis is on graphics, desktop
publishing and the Internet - all about achieving
effective communication whatever medium you
are using. If you want an Acorn magazine that
feels good, looks good and treats its readers like
mature and intelligent adults, then isn't it time
you took a look at Acorn Publisher?

Write, phone or email us now and we will send
you a sample copy for you to see for yourself. We
don't think you will be disappointed.

/fKALAT
inspiration ^Publishing
Information P.O.Bm231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.^>
. « i »• i Tel.01582881614fax01582881614
ACOm rUbllSner Email akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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Over the last month or so, we've
built up the graphical routines

necessary for informing the WIMP that
we want to save a file - we've created

save boxes and draggable icons and
have a method of finding out where
the user wants our program to dump
the output. As a side effect, the loading
of files can be accommodated fairly
easily; the appropriate WIMP messages
can be handled in the same routine

that deals with the end-of-drag event.
Now comes the next big step - we

have to decide what format we use for

storing the data on disc. This is influ
enced heavily by the data formation
used in the memory of the machine -
some of the arguments used there will
crop up again here.

You'll recall that we used a linked

list of structures to hold the bulk of the

program's data - this gave us flexibility
in many ways, including the fact that
we were effectively only limited by the
amount of memory in the machine.
We've already seen that with this
feature comes a price - a lot more
housekeeping is required when
compared to using an array of prede
termined size. I made some
compromises by making the fields
within the structure a fixed length;
although in some ways prohibitive,
this made the creation of the structures

and their memory allocation much
easier to handle.

One of the first things we have to
build into our file is a simple data
header - at the very least there should
be a string of bytes in there identifying
the nature of the file. Of course, you

Steve Mumford

discusses the decisions

behind building a file format
can use Acorn's filetype system to go
some way towards automating this,
but it makes sense to put in a safety
check.

It's also a good idea to include the
version number of the program that
created the file, so if you update your
masterpiece to such an extent that file
formats are no longer compatible
you'll need to be able to sieve out and
deal with older files. That might be all
the header contains, but in our situa
tion we'll be including some extra
information such as the number of
records in the file and a vague indica
tion of where they appear.

Several factors work against each
other in this decision - the first is ease

of programming, the second is speed of
operation and the third is efficiency.
Now that memory's pretty cheap and
hard discs are two a penny, the third
member of the list isn't so important,
but it's still worth bearing in mind.
You will be able to appreciate how
much easier it is to dump a structure
out to disc as a block of memory,
rather than wading through each of
the structures and saving out every
field by hand.

Ease of programming is one thing,
but if you ever have to write a database
application that must deal with partic
ularly large datasets, it's vital to
consider the impact those might have

Programming

on the algorithms you use. Plenty of
situations can require the manipula
tion of gigabytes of data; logging the
demands placed upon a Web server
can easily produce this amount. When
the volume of information on disc can

exceed the physical RAM capacities of
the machine, you have to start plan
ning your file format very carefully,
building it in a way so that it's easy to
read and write to on the fly.

Searching is an important aspect as
you don't really want to have to wade
through two gigabytes of data every
time you want to find a particular
record. There are well-documented

techniques of coping with these situa
tions - for instance, hashing tables can
be used to store a record within a file
at a position that can be determined by
the contents of that record.

Fortunately, the subject matter of
our database doesn't really require that
sort of extreme treatment. Although I
aim to mention more of those tech

niques later, I don't intend to
implement them here and now. We'll
deal with the manipulation of data
entirely in memory and save the file as
a number of blocks of raw data, this

figure being entered in the file header
to simplify reloading.
• It's been a long haul up to the program's
jnesent state, so for a change, next month,
I'll look at a few of the more common
functions that programmers find them
selves having to develop, such as sorting
and indexing routines. I'll try to describe
the principles behind some of them and
j)rovhle implementations to add to
the Acorn User library. iu
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. Subscribe now to claim your
Z

1 fcie gift or special offer from

the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past
13 years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn User subscriber you'll benefit from:

• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home

• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

FREE BINDER &TWO
FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder will
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!
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HICH RISC RACING
wv1''"' ' Fast, Furious, Fatal

\
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For any 32-bll Acom Rise Machine *\^,
with 2Mb ol memory. RISC OS 2+

&a standard monitor orT.V b ° J l

brand
new offer

rrp £30

HIGH RISC RAGING

Fast, Furious and fatal its THEfast action,
plan-view racing game for all dedicated
gamers. Race against 9 of the toughest
competitors, over 40 levels and 20 tracks,
to gain the ultimate prize of Champion. To
win you'll need nerves of steel and
lightening fast reflexes. Runs on any 32-bit
Acorn Rise Machine with 2Mb of memory
and RISC OS 2+.

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
^•-^ Why not makeyoursubscription
Vi^ even easier and subscribe bydirect
B'ebft debit, spreading the costof your

subscription over quarterly hassle-
free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.
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PUBLISH ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP
resource -1500 original
designs, a massive 13Mb
of eye catching resources
- for perfect DTP

Subscription Hotline numbers
Teh

0151-357 1275

Fax:
0151-357 2813

Email:
database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Only £10

exclusive
offer

- rrp£35

EASYFONT 3

Gives flexible control over your fonts;
WYSIWYG display window; up to 40%
space saving on your hard drive;
specifically designed Font Filing System
giving maximum power and flexibility;
the ability to create countless new styles
quickly and easily; and the elimination of
the dreaded 'Font not found ' errors.

STAR

::>••. •'••"'v;

FIGHTER 3000

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our
reader's Best Game

award. An original
and thrilling space
game from Fednet.

Yes! I will subscribe

©
Take advantage of one of these offers TODAY
before we change our minds! See section 2

4234 | | UK £39.99 4202 L| EU £53.99
To renew subscription please tick: j

«35 Q UK £39.99 4224 [_] EU £53.99 4225 Q World £68.99*
•Unfortunately World subscribers arenoteligible to receive thefreegift/special offer

Iwish to pay by: Cheque/postal order madepayable to IDG Media

ICredit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

] World £68.99*

Expirydate

Card No.

/

c 3

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

I 42J0 I Iwith payments of £9.49 bycontinuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Your subscription will continue until youcancel. Over a yearyou will receive 13 issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society,

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

Yourinstructions to the bank/building society: |Originator's ID No. 8514121
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG Media. The
amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No acknowledgement
required. Iunderstand that IDG Media may change the amounts and dates only after
giving me prior notice. Iwill inform the bank/building society in writing if Iwish tocancel
thisinstruction. Iunderstand that ifanydirect debit ispaidwhich breaks the terms of the
instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building society may
decline to accept instructions to pay direct debit from some types ofaccounts.

o Please sendmethe following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4205
Binder and two
magazines

4206 D Starfighter 3000 FREE
4207 Q Publish Art Only £10

•! FREE
4279 r jRise Racing

4731 QJ EasyFont 3 Only £10

For thegift pack please specify whether you require High orLow density
discs(delete as appropriate)

O Name(Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss).

Address

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357
1275.Please state if credit card billing address is different from the

delivery address. Photocopies orhandwritten versions oftheabove informa
tion are acceptable.
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
SOFTWARE

DON'T READ
THIS ADVERT

Rise PC Offer: Trellis + Exeria - £X5

Rise OS 3.1 Offer: Trellis & 5 Games - £25

Soft Rock Softwnre, FREEPOST (BS 7978)
Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol, BS10 7BR

On the WWWeb:-
http:/Jwww.argonet. co.uklsoftrock

All prices include; past;ii:c. Please allow 28 days

EDUCATION

MAUDENS
"Millsidc", 133 High Street,

Woll.i'.inn, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

m

"We- tuwe 6ee*t aufifctcfcH^ education

• Acorn Authorised Service Centre Br----a Wmm
• Authorised Microsoft reseller ~\ ^ : ™
• PCDevelopers andCategory 5 Networking Specialists
• NewShowroomswith complete rangeofAcorn machines
• MAIL ORDER - It isour policyto matchmostpriceson offer
• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

1Kb Financean I'Cami AcornMachines
With I6years ofservice youcan't gowrong with Maudens
Tel: (01384) 444433/833300. Fax: (01384) 441655

DEALER

J4
AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER

SALES & REPAIRS

16/8 Meg Simms £80 / £45 Inclusive
Visit Our Web Site At

http://www.armtecIi.demon.co.uk

86Meadowbank, MoorLane,Holway, Holywell, Clwyd.
CH8 7EF Tel/Fax :- 01352 715840

E_Mall mlke@armtech.demon.co.uk

GAMES

21 DAY HOME TRIAL
What we will do is send you our latest
five quality budget games for you to try

in the comfort of your own home.

Any Rise OS including StrongARM
Rise PC compatible - 16 Bit Sound

GENERATION DESIGN
2 Whitecliff Gardens, Blandford Forum,

Dorset DT11 7BU
Tel: 01258 452507

Email: genden@argonet.co.uk

ModuS

Of

LAST

£30
fully inc.

The best action platformcr
on an Acorn machine,
with a ton of features

you've never seen!

Modus Software

89 Glenacre Rd

Cumbernauld
Glasgow G67 2NT
Tel: (01236) 722202

DEMO
AVAILABLE
Send disc.SAE

& computer specs

email: modus@digibank.demon.co.uk
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE

f DSL SUPPLIES
mOFFARMDCM

Snyit User£22.75 Swt £12.25/
10Cicer- £90.35 Scu* £48.65/

Pricesexcludepost & packing

St Margaret's Lane
FAREHAM

Hants P014 4BQ
Tel/Fax 01329 841600 Squirrel

EDUCATION

Xovier Softwarefor
Dyslexia / Literacy skills
Wide range ofspecialist programs,available on
28 day approval. Digitised speech throughout.
See review in Acorn User Dec. 95 or CDROM

January 96. Illustratedcataloguefrom :
Xavier Educational Software Ltd.

Psychology Depl.University College of Wales. Bangor, Gwynedd
LLS7 2DG Tel:01248-382616 Fax:01248-382.199'

http://www.psych.bangor.ac.uk/deptpsych/xavler/
email: pss005@bangor.ac.uk

CLIPART

SOFTCenTRI 2.T0»WITI C6SETT WBB&

«H« HL-lflMHW

ISIIa-SfaimiJItUMtt]

mmMDMESNOmtlSTOCK
mNBNm

BIG NEW RANGE OF GLAMOUR DISCS
RANGE OF 27 GLAMOUR CD'S FROM JUST £7

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUES

UTILITIES

Undelete

At last the program
everyone has been waiting for!

lUndelele does just what it says, it undeletes any file,
application or directory you may have deleted on a
Floppy Disc or Hard Drive.

This program is incrediblytotally non-technical in use!
You just select your deleted file Irom a list and click on it
to undelete it!Youdoj£I have to knowanything about
Disc Maps. Tracks or Sectors, etc.

!Undelete works wilh any ol the popularAcorn Filing
Systems such as ADFS. SCSIFS, ATAFS, IDEFS, otc.
and runs form RISCOS 3.1 to StrongARM 3.7.

lUndelete is available for onlyE18.95+ E1 UKP&P(E3
overseas). No VAT form Quantum Software. 35
Pinewood Park, Livingston. EH54 8NN, Scotland.
Email: Sales@quantumsoft.co.uk
Tel: 01506 4111G2 or order via credit/debit card from the
24h Acorn Cybervillago Shop at
http://www.cyborvillage.co.uk/acorn/

GRAPHICS

Pixon & Dixon
35 Rokeby Drive, Kenton

Newcastle upon Tync NE3 4JY

0191 2853 042 North East Acorn Dealer

Textile Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

it - Iron it - Wear it
30Sheets A4

£44
4 Sheets A4

£8

FLYPRINT
DEAD CERT
KEYBOARD EMULATOR

100Sheet!

£140

Hobby Kit - includes 2T-Shirfs and 4 Transfer sheets 12.99
MouseMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Refill your inkjet with UVLR ink
No Fade Ultra Violet Light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills(60 ml) for 18.80inc VAT& postage
FLUSH SOLUTION (why not changeyourcartridgecolour)
Flush outtheoldrefillwithnew£5.00incVAT& postage

TWIN REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98
Cartridges for JPt50's £19.96

£ 19.97

£ 19.00
£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT £1 postage UK mainland

PRINTING

P R I N T M A K E R
CUT VINYL BUREAU

LETTERING, LOGOS & DECALS

cut in self-adhesive vinyl on our
plotter from Acorn DRAW files.
Any size, colour and quantity.

Ideal for Signs, Van sides, Car Decals
& Exhibition graphics.

Tel 0118 956 7947 Fax 0118 956 1112
14 Eldon Terrace Reading Berks RG1 4DX
Contacl Chris Morcier ["; Email: mercior@argonet.co.uk
S.» our w.b ilia hltp://www.cyb.r.illaB..co.uk/lolio/pf inlmoker

(B) PRINTER SWITCHES
GET TWO PORTS I ROM ONE!

itcconnector wear. 25pin Dplugswitches lo two25way D
Works Willi anyparallel peripheral suchOS printers orgame

s. Long life,compact and ergonomic.Bi-oUrcctonal.

Zl] OR (ffife). INo software t.unslall.
_| V^t-W |^_ work* with all PCs and

operating systems.

* '"•' PC Bone'

Tel/TAM/FAX
01722 712256

Only £17.95
(inc. postage)

Misen Electronics,
The Street, Farley,
Salisbury, SP5 iaa

NETWORKING

Many uses, including:

Web pages - Desktop Publishing - etc.

Please send for a free information sheet

Pargeter Computing I The Ridgeway, Hitchln, Herts. SGS 2BT
scanning@pargetcr.demon.co.uk http://www.pargeter.demon.co.uk/



Write to Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. E-mail: auletters@idg.co.uk

Network Computers
and the Internet
I am a first year Maths and
Computer Science student at
Leicester University. As you
would expect, I have been
using computers quite a lot,
and given that I have free
Internet access, it is hardly
surprising that I take advan
tage of it.

The university, unfortu
nately, does not use any
Acorn machines. This is not

really all that surprising but it
is quite annoying for me to be
using computers which are
slow, unreliable and difficult
to use, compared to my own.

One redeeming feature
though is that the Ethernet
service is very fast. When
using the Internet this may
seem like a godsend, as a lot
of people who have modem
to POP links will tell you just
how slow things can get. The
speed increase is not as dra
matic as one might expect.

The bottleneck of informa

tion doesn't happen at the
link between the user and the

Internet provider.
Although the Internet com

puters are linked using very
high speed connections, this
speed is shared between hun
dreds, or even thousands of
users.

Having a 2Mb/s link to the
Internet is overkill to be hon

est. The speed rarely gets
above l/10th of this.

What has this got to do

with Acorn? Well, initially
not a lot. But, if you look at
the number of new users the

NetStation will bring, you
have a serious situation on

your hands.
The capacity to accommo

date the number of potential
users isn't there, and the

Internet will become even

slower.

I hope there are some
Internet providers reading
this and that they take note.
People will eventually get
digital phone lines as stan
dard and the need for fast

interconnections will become

increasingly important. 1
hope you plan for the future
and increase the capacity of
your lines, before it is too
late.

Ali.vtair Archer, ara5(«>
lcice.ster.ac.uk

The Internet Service Providers

are well aware of the coming
problem and as their income
increases (with new sub
scribers) they will be
improving the bandwidth of
their systems, eventually evolv
ing into the broadband
network that will be needed

for interactive TV.

Excellent service
I've had to write to tell you
about the excellent service I

have received from Xemplar
Education. I am a teacher in

York and recently made some
enquiries about the Strong
ARM chip.

I had instant replies to all
my e-mails, telephone calls at
school to check I knew what I

was doing (no number was
given just an address) and the
sort of service that made me

think I was dealing with a
well organised company.

Well done Acorn. The future's

bright - the future's Acorn!
Clint Lccs, clintlees(«>
naturc.demon.co.uk

More power!
I am one of those fortunate

enough to have a one of those
new fangled StrongARM thin-
gies and all I can say is wow!
It flies! It's amazing! What
many reviewers have not
taken into account, when

comparing with the RPC700
saying that StrongArm is
about 700 per cent faster, is
that most people have no
idea how fast that really is
when compared with the
machine they own. It's stag
gering.

After using my StrongARM
for two weeks I got impatient
waiting for my son's A440
ARM3 to do its stuff. My
daughter owns an A3010 and
I found this totally unusable.

I wrote a small program
below to compare the speed.
It does nothing useful but
illustrates clearly the differ
ence I was noticing.

TIME=0

b=l

FOR a=l TO 1000000

b=b+l

c=a*b

NEXT a

PRINT TIME

PRINT c

On a StrongARM it exe
cutes in 3.09 seconds — not
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Letters cont.

really long enough to notice.
How long do you think such
a program would take on a
A3010? 30 seconds? A

minute? It took 236 seconds,
just four seconds short of four
minutes which is a factor of

76.4.

The ARM3 machine per
formed far better than I

expected after the first test -
a mere 43.2 seconds, a factor
of 14.

This would indicate the

StrongARM is about 100
times faster or 10000% faster

than the original Arm 2
machines.

There is only one conclu
sion: forget the new car,
forget the new three-piece
suite, forget the Christmas
presents, you need a new
StrongARM Rise PC.

Jon Scott,

J.C.Scott@opcn.ac.uk
While comparisons such as
these are exciting, they are
also misleading.

A short Basic program will
be executed almost entirely
from the StrongARM's cache
and so runs much faster than
a 'normal' application.

Having said that, just stick
to the 7x speed increase, that's
quite enough for anyone, for
the time being.

Error 404 —
page not found
In the December issue you
mentioned that BBC

Application Notes arc avail
able from the Acorn web site

— but you quoted the old
URL.

The application notes are
now in the Sales and Support
section of the ART web site:
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http://www.art.acorn.co.11
k/SALES/

It's nol that serious as the

Not Pound page contains a
link to the Search Engine that
will easily find the page you
want.

Some further big changes
are currently being thought
about for the whole Acorn

site. Anyway, keep up the
good work.

Joe Oldak, Webmaster for
the Acorn Computer Group
http://www.acorn.co.uk/-

joldak/

Network computers
I enjoyed your Editor's letter
(August) and tend to agree
with some of your concerns.
However, I believe the NC
will be a success.

From my perspective from
a major IT company, it is
clear that the NC on company
intranets will be a powerful
tool and in the domestic

(retail area) the major tele-
coms are queueing to supply
these machines.

It is reasonable to assume

they will rapidly increase the
bandwidth and remove net

work bottle-necks as the

demand is increased.

There are already examples
of WebTV available from the

Cybervillage site which look
very good and all the cable
companies will join the band
wagon because of the many
benefits they can take, if their
subscribers have an NC/STB
box in their home.

Pay as you view TV
becomes more acceptable
wilh the smart card holding
the credits to watch, and all
sorts of other services will be

available - subscription to a
games channel, accounts,
spreadsheets and so on will
all be possible.

My real concern at present
is the lack of Java or Java
tools on the Acorn platform.
ANT Ltd are building Java
into the NC browser as pari of
that contract, but won't dis

cuss if/when it will find its

way into Fresco. In October
Corel is releasing a beta ver
sion of the 'perfect office'
suite written in Java (Word
Perfect Quatro Pro and

Paradox).
This means that anyone

with a Java enabled browser
can run these products. This
would of course make Acorn

hardware 100 per cent com
patible with industry standard
software. But why arc there no

initiatives visible and the

work sub contracted out?

Microsoft officially now
recognises the NC as a threat
to areas of its business and is

addressing this by making the
cost of ownership lower (not
price) of the PC.

Microsoft has split its busi
ness into three areas:

Power/Workstation users,
General desktop and Mobile
and only see group two as
threatened by the NC. I think
they are wrong because the
application of the ARM-
7500FE and StrongARM
architectures make comput
ing far more mobile than an
Intel chip ever can.

The recent announcements

about speech recognition
with Motorola will change
mobile phones dramatically
and add real credence to

Psion's claims to deliver a

Palmtop machine with
speech recognition soon.

RISC OS needs Java, it will
remove the only real hurdle
to its serious adoption as a
desktop system.

If Acorn built a Java virtual
machine into RISC OS and

had direct calls to the GUI

objects it would potentially
out-perform PC browser solu
tions running the same
software supporting the
whole NC initiative.

Intel may also go for an NC
machine. There are some

interesting statements now
coming from Oracle, and it is
difficult to tell if it is simply
avoiding negative press from
Wintel or there genuinely
will be an Intel-based NC.

Roland Major, Roland.
Ma jor(.<»dia Lpipex.com



SURREY CUMBRIA

CaIancraft Ltd. ^
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
Lots ot programs, games and education software for you to try.
Full service and repair facilities.
Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
Printers, Upgrades, Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"Veiy helpful people"
witha 13 year long reputation (or exceptional service and support.

wm| Easy parking.
96 High Road, Byfleet,

Surrey KT14 7QT
Fax: (01932) 336435

X Cumbria Software Systems
XEMPLAR Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

Tel: (01932) 342137
CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate -TqI . q-j6977 3779
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW

WEST YORKSHIRE MIDLANDS AND OXFORD

the choiceOF ENCE For the best service inYorkshire |
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000JUsoFC & Pool

Visit our Showroom
Open9.30to5.30

Men,Toes,Weds, Sat.
9J30ix>7J30

Thurs&FVL

(D£¥B(D
459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

Bavyn Computer Services
Printers. Ribbons. Ink Cartridges.
Refills
Expert Advice&AfterSales Service
Mall Order Muster Card. Visa. Switch

Ringfor Prices
Sen-ice & Repair to all Equipment

22V*
HaMnMd

FullRange ofAcorn Hardware &Software u,^^^ ^
(Weoperatethe Acornfinance Schemes)
Full Range ofEducational Software *£3«k!teS^
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 onmmn mm

S«n<S»l

e-mail sales@davyn.demon.co.uk w«k.n.id

Acorn
Pocket Book I mnwmm wmm canon

• Home use

• Business

• Education

• Special Needs
• Software Training
• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete rangeof
Acorn equipment

• • Consultancy

p-3

U

^

ADVERTISERS INDEX
1st Computer Centre 41
4 Mation 90
4th Dimension 68
5 Star Marketing 87
A.J.S. Computers 87
Akalal Publishing 90
Alsystems 17
Alternative Publishing 62
Ant OBC
APDL 80

Apricote Studios 32
Armtech (UK) 94
Beebug II, 18
C.S.S^ 97
Calancraft 97
Care Electronics 90
Castle Technology 15
Circle Software 52
C.J.E. Micros 51

Computer Concepts IFC

Curriculum Training Associates 56
Daco Systems 97
Dalriada Data 83
Davyn Computer Services 37, 97
Desktop Projects 26
Dixon & Dixon 94
DSL Supplies 94
Eesox 83
Explan 87
Fabis 77
Generation Design 94
HS Software 90
I.C.S. (Ian Copestake Ltd) 6, 7
Icon Technology 87
IFEL 24
Innovative Media 83
Irlam Instruments 8
ISV Products 77
Kimbeiicy Computers 52
Liquid Silicon 55
Mauden Sales 94
Micro Laser Design 55

Modus Software 94
Oregan Developments 62
Pineapple Software IBC
Q Tec 60, 65
Quantum Software 94
Selective Computer Services 90
Sherston Software 12

Sibelius Software 29

Simtec 45
SkyfallPD 80
Soft Rock Software 94
Softease 80
Technology Matrix 60
The Arm Club 36

The Datastore 83

Topologika 90
Uniqueway 56
VTI 22,71
Werewolf Software J 87

Xavier Educational 94

Zenta 65

Forexpert advice
&friendlyservice
come and see us.

We are open
Monday - Friday

9.00am - 5.30pm
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If they want
a group they

have to go out
and make things

happen. Life
does not provide

you with
everything on a

plate

files
Most Acorn users outside Wakefield prob

ably hadn't heard of Chris Hughes
before last May.The secretary of WACG

(Wakefield Acorn Computer Group) was well
known as a keen Acorn advocate on Usenet, but
people who weren't Net-connected had yet to
'discover' him. All that changed with the
Wakefield Acorn Computer Group Show, which
was part-organised by Chris and was - with all
due respect to an excellent Acorn World - the
best Acorn show this year.

'We started the ball rolling in mid-February after
Chris Cox had been to give our group a talk and
said it sounded like a good idea,' Chris explains. 'A
week later we banged out loads of
e-mail and within one and a half hours we had the

first people wanting to come. Our financial plan
ning was to make the show as cheap as possible so
there would not be any pressure on the exhibitors
to "sell sell sell" in order to recoup the costs.

'At the same time we wanted to cover our

basic costs by the charge to the exhibitors, which
was done by finding a reasonably-priced venue.
We required 20 exhibitors to start to cover costs;
by the middle of the first week we had 30
definites, so we were sailing.'

Chris puts the success of the show down to
planning and because the organisers (all Acorn
enthusiasts) had been to many shows and knew
what they did not want. Although the chief
motivation was to provide something interesting
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for the WACG on their own doorstep, they did in
fact make a profit from the ticket sales, which
was ploughed back into the WACG funds for
more equipment.

This is all the more amazing when you consider
that organising the show was a spare-time activity;
Chris's day job is organising IT for the waste dis
posal sites in West Yorkshire. He maintains
software and the networks on these sites - the last

nightmare for him to sort out was the land fill tax
which anyone who wants to dump has to pay.

Chris first really got into computing when he
was at college doing a Business and Finance
HNC. He had taken a course in computingprior
to this and the tutor recommended a BBC B and

the rest was natural progression. After seeing a
meeting for the WACG advertised in the local
library, he went along. A year later he joined, he
was persuaded to sit on the committee and six
months later became secretary.

'When 1 took over as secretary we had forty
pounds in the kitty; barely enough to pay for the
room where we meet. I was determined to make

the group work and we are now one of the most
high profile. We are not as commercial as The
ARM Club - and do not have nearly as many
members - but we do provide a friendly service.'

One the lifelines of the club is the regular auc
tions of Acorn equipment and other assorted
items. It's amazing what people will pay good
money for to help the Club; in one auction a
banana was put up for sale and bought for five
pounds. Later, the buyer returned with the
banana skin which was sold for two pounds. Not
bad, considering wear and tear on the product
through everyday use.

The group is highly active and holds regular
meetings, at which big names in the Acorn
market show off the latest development. Reports
of one of the most recent, with Peter Bondar
showing off a supercharged StrongARM with the
aid of some freeze-spray, prompted many people
to envy Wakefield and its user group.

'Our members are not just from Wakefield; we
do have people who come as far afield as
Newcastle, Liverpool and Wales to meetings. It
amused me to see that people were demanding
to know why there were no similar groups near
them. If they want a group they have to go out
and make things happen. Life does not provide
you with everything on a plate.'

Indeed it does not. Perhaps this message has a
particular significance for Chris; he was born
with two holes in his heart and blind. His heart

stopped for three minutes, this gave him slight
brain damage and causing him to be hard of
hearing. He was the first person in the world to
survive a hole in the heart operation (at the age
of three) and does now have sight in one eye
thanks to further surgery.

None of this slows Chris down in the slightest.
Plans for next year's (two day) Wakefield show
are well advanced and they, and the WACG,
couldn't be in safer hands. A

Jill Regan /{[}
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Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup

£ The removable harddrivesystem fits into a 514"
% drive slot in (he RiscPC and harddrives are
| available inmany sizes which can simply plug
I in and outof theslotas required. The drive may
Jl be locked inplace to prevent unauthorized

removal. For total security the drive may be
removed and stored in a safe place to prevent

unauthorized access to your data. Because the removable drives are available in any
size (up to at least 4Gb) they are also ideal for use as backups for existing drives, and
may be transported between different computers. See opposite for NFW LOW prices

" PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PAL TV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,

\fp- jflff e.g. mode 12 and 15 on all Acorn computer models. The PLC/3
\^0t"^ I has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and

--''" an S-VHS connector for S-Video. The PLC/3 will work with
PLC/3 £104.57 RiscPC computers although theAKF60, AKF85 andAKF90 will

not work at the same time.
The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen

modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. Il has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning
the TV picture. Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The
AVK/3 includes all connecting cables including a SCART which
gives TV frequency RGB O/P for large screen TV's, a phono

AVK/3 £325.00 socket for composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-Video.

Artworks Video Tutorial
A Brand new product from Pineapple is this VHS Video Tutorial
covering the use of Art Works.
Walter Briggs is the tutor for this I hour video which shows how to use
all the ArtWorks tools and then goes on to show how Waller produced
his famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive
landscape picture which can be copied by those wilh no artistic talent at
all!

Artworks Video Tutorial £19.99

24 Bit Colour Scanners
Pineapple offer a wide range of Flatbed A4 colour
scanners. (At NEW LOWER PRICES - see opp.)
The cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000
with an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is
adequate for virtually all home use. The GT5000 is
available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface.
The /VEl/V GT9500 is the top of the range with an

optical resolution of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster
and Twain software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro
Photo re-touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

Internet & World Wide Web
For all our latest prices and news US Robotics Voice Modem £189.00
of newproducts try our Web Site:- ANT Internet Suite Software £116.32

http://www.pineapIe.demon.co.uk

INEWI

20 :20 Finance available on all RiscPC's
Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase

Studio24Pro at just £80.00 with any colour scanner
FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC

Pineapple Software have moved!
Come and visit us in our new showroom

Motion blur

Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to
detect and remove over 100
viruses from your Acorn
computer.

"It you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternatives.' - Acorn User Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M15 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £399
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £469
Epson GT8500 £529 ^
Epson GT9500 £679
All scanners include Imagemaster &
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1069
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1159

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1275
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1375
4Mb HD540 17" Mon £1675
4Mb HD540CD 17" Mon £1775

RiscPC 700 Computers

Features

* Fast Virtual Memory

* Random mutated texture generation
* Undo brush, Texture and Filter brush

* Over 40 pre-defined filters including Spin blur,
Motion blur. Lighting etc. etc.

* PbotoCD and Scanner input
* Merging of Sprites, Jpcgs. Tiffs & Draw Files.
* Built in Draw file creation

* RGB, CMYK or Indexed channel modes

* Up to 16, 8 bit mask channels
* Filter preview window (shown above left)

'Many Acorn User front covers have been
created from scratch using this program

alone, concrete proof of the power of this
creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Printers

Citizen
PRINT/Va 600C £399.00
Hewlett Packard

35* Laserjet 5L 4ppm £399.00
Deskjet 690 colour £269.00
Deskjet 870 colour £399.00
Canon
BJC610 col 720dpi £360.00
BJC4100 col 720dpi £249.00
BJC210 mono £169.00
BJC210 colour £199.00
BJC4550 A3 Colour £399.00
Epson
Stylus Colour 500 £269.00
Stylus Colour IIS £199.00
Stylus Pro XL+ (A3) £999.00

3.5" Bare Harddrives
540Mb
850Mb
1.2Gb
2.0Gb
3.2Gb
1.0Gb
2.0Gb
4.2Gb

IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

£125.00
£139.00

£165.00
£249.00

£349.00

£225.00
£349.00
£665.00

5Mb HD540 14" Mon
5Mb HD540 17" Mon
5Mb HD540CD 14" Mon
5Mb HD540CD 17" Mon
10Mb HD1Gb 14" Mon
10Mb HD1Gb 17" Mon
10Mb HD1GbCD14"Mon
10Mb HD1GbCD17"Mon

PC Cards/StrongARM
Separately wilh RiscPC

SXL-33Card £233.83 £116.32
DX2-66Card £289.00 £169.00
DX4-100Card £349.00 £229.00
586-100 Card £468.83 £351.32
StrongARM £279.00 £116.32

CDRom Drives
x8 Speed CDRom £120.00

emory Upgrades

£1525

£1900

£1600

£2025
£1750
£2100
£1850

£2250
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Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 25.00
540Mb IDE £145.00
850Mb IDE £159.00
1.2Gb IDE £185.00
2.0Gb IDE £269.00
3.2Gb IDE £369.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 29.00
1.0Gb SCSI £235.00
2.0Gb SCSI £390.00
4.2Gb SCSI £685.00
Externa! Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card £116.32
SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI External Cable £ 19.99
SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14" 0.28mm SVGA £199.00
15" 0.28mm SVGA £299.00
17"65KhzSVGA £525.00
17"82KhzSVGA £599.00
20"82KhzSVGA £1115.00
Iiyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £595.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £669.00

1Mb Vram (Simtec)
2Mb Vram (Simtec)
4Mb SIMM Ram
8Mb SIMM Ram
16Mb SIMM Ram
32Mb SIMM Ram
RiscPC Sound Card
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£ 99.00

£129.00
£ 29.00
£ 49.00
£109.00
£199.00

£70.44

!! Special RiscPC offer !!
A Eight speed CDRom drive for just £75 with any RiscPC

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £5.00+vat
on all hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside

'Pineapple offer some ofthe
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you will find' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why not come and visit us (easy352 Green Lane, llford

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- saIes@pineaple.dcmon.co.uk

U.K. Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Saturday 0900- 1730



There are two ways to get on the Interne

TCP/IP, PPP, SLIP, SMTP, P0P2, POP3, IMAP, MIME,

UUencode, FTP, HTTP, HTML 3.2, NNTP, GIF, JPEG, Telnet,

Gopher and more.

If the Internet is a superhighway, the directions can be

pretty confusing.

When you use the ANT Internet Suite Release II, you don't

need to worry about all the technical jargon. Our software

takes care of setup and configuration. All that most users

need do is put our disc in the floppy drive, type in name

and serial number, and choose their Internet

provider and access point from pop up lists.

The new version includes some of the most

powerful and up-to-date Internet software

available for Acorn computers such as our Web
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browser Fresco (also used in Network Computers), so you
won't be left in the slow lane as new Internet technologies

emerge.

So you can sit back and enjoy the ride. And if you do

experience any difficulties, our dedicated customer

support team won't leave you stranded on the roadside.

For further details, get motoring and contact ANT at PO Box

300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG, or visit our Web site at

http://www.ant.co.uk

The ANT Internet Suite is £99 + VAT. If you use

another commercial Internet product for RISC OS

we'd like you to try the Suite for £49 (inclusive)

plus proof of ownership. Upgrades from release

I are £10 (inclusive).

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG. Tel: 01223 567808. Fax: 01223 567801. Email: sales@ant.co.uk
Fresco is a registered trademark of ANT lid. September 1996. EK0E.


